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LSTTBR OF TRANBMITTAL

Room No., 240, CIETP 
Chacha Nehru Bhavan 

NCERT NIE Campus 
Sri Auroblndo Marg 

New Delhi 110016

Februaiy 18, 1997

Dear Shrl Bommai,

On completion of the work of our Task Force, we herewith submit 
our report on the Remodeling of 8chool Education Boards. Details 
in regard to the appointment of the Task Force and related 
matters are given at Appendix A of the report and do not have to 
be recalled here.

According to the recommendations of the 1992 revision of the 
NPE, this report should have been finalised by March 1993. But, 
unfortunately, even the appointment of this Task Force got 
delayed by about two years. There was a further delay owing to 
my having to undergo surgery while the work of the Task Force 
was still in progress. The report is however now ready in all 
respects and is submitted to you for favour of consideration.

2. While doing so, we wish to call special attention to the 
following:

(a) While the process of consideration will take som^ time, and 
will perhaps Involve consultation with colleagues in various 
states In regard to the recommendations made here, our 
sUj^estion is that some kind of a timetable for implementation 
be drawn up by the Department of Kducation.

(b) Setting the date of implementation is important. At the same 
time, we recognise that there can be no terminal date tn 
respect of implementation. This process will necessarily go 
on for quite some time: It is important KoWeVer that different 
phases of implementation are worked out. We have referred 
to the need for doing so but have refrained from being more 
specific for the simple reason that implementation is the



responsibility of the Department of Education. We therefore 
d id  not w ish  to say an yth in g  w h ich  w ou ld  b ind th e  
Department o f Education to any schedule. As to the urgency 
o f the matter, however, we have no doubt. Henc e the repeated 
references to this matter.

(c) In terms of field operations, the ovei-whelmlng part o f tlie Job 
has to be done at the state level. It is for your ministr\^ an<l 
tlie Central Advisory Board o f Education to work out these 
details and adhere to them as far as possible.

(d) The role o f the Centre in helping the states with funding is so 
obvious that it does not lequire any elaboration. It may be 
recalled in this connection that in the fifties and the seventies 
when the duration of schooling was extended by one year 
eacli, the (Centre had promised as well as actually given 
financial aid to the states. If, at the same time, the School 
Education f3oards had been reorganised In the wake of those 
reforms, there would have been no problem. Now there Is a 
prol)lem This problem was noted both in 1986 and 1992. 
The recognition to appoint a Task Force  arose from the 
recognition that the job not having been done In good time 
needed to be attended to now. Tfie states, particularly those 
in the South and the Northeast, would have to be helped 
more than others to restructure their F^oards. A certain 
amount of ('en tral help to these Hoards which are in need of 
restruf tiiring will be imperative in our opinion,

(e) Central aid in respect of quite a few other things Is also railed 
for. Without jepeating all tliat has been said in the body of 
tlie re[)ort, we wish lo invite yonr specific altention to the 
need lor tlie retraining oi secHmtiaiy school teachers on a 
sustained and systematic hasis Indeed no other input is more 
c tui ial tlian t he retraining o f Leachers at this level. This is 
periiaps the most neglected seclor ol secondaiy education 
alter tlie need to restriK turt the Boards In fact we would go 
so lai as io say that without these two i ruclal inputs, 
secondary rducation will rontinue to lie In the unhappy slate 
it is in

It] I ;ist til all we wish tx* invile vour special attention lo the 
disfoneerting discfivtry w« ni.idt' in tlie (u)uise ol I his analy.sis 
Sometliing like nne lliiid  «tf the slinlents who pass out at the
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us two level join college. This is a serious distortion which 
needs to be corrected within t,he next decade or so. These 
students Join college part ly for the reason that the employment 
situation is difficult and partly for the reason that the tuition 
fees at this level are, exceptions apart, what they were half a 
century ago. Above all, both the academic and skill levels at 
the higher secondary stage are far from satisfactory. This is 
in respect of the higher level of secondary education which is 
^pected to be terminal in character, as indeed it ought 
to be.

(f) Once a decision to bring down the transition rate from the 
higher secondary to college level is taken, it is bound to take 
a few years to actually do so. The difftcultles which flow from 
the unhelpful social attitudes have been referred to in the 
body of the report. This distortion, once corrected, should 
relieve pressure at the college level and improve the level of 
performance at the secondary level and save money from 
the exchequer of the States. It costs much less to train a 
student at the higher secondary than at the college level. 
Since the bulk of the expenditure in any case is met by the 
States, they will, in course of time, save at the college level 
and make secondary education more meaningful and more 
productive.

3, Normally, an executive summary of the Report is provided. 
Since our last chapter (Towards Quality) performs the same 
function, we have decided not to repeat ourselves. A chapter- 
Wise summary is, however, given at the end of the report .

4. In the hope that the report would be found useful as well as 
pragmatic.

Yours sincerely,
Sd/- 

(Amrik Singh)

Letter q f  Tranamittal • ix

Stei S.R. Bommal
Minister ifor Human Resource Development 
Shastrt Bhavan 
New Delhi 110001
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1
THE PLACE OP 
SECONDARY EDUCATION
AttMilloii to &4uealtoii

In a de^loped country, literacy Is ateioit unlvefsal and children 
stay at school till the ages of 16, 17, 18— âs the case may 

be and discontinue after completing their secondaiy education. 
In most cases, secondary education Is the terminal stage of 
education. Till some decades ago. only a small percentage, even 
less than 10 per cent of the ̂ ele^wt student population, elected to 
go to colltge. Of late however, the situation has been changing. In 
countries that can afford mass higher education, this percentage 
has gone up to 20, 30, even 40 per cent in certain cases.

1.02 Underdeveloped countries are in a different position. Most 
of them face a difficult situation in several respects, particularly 
in the field of s^ ia l services. The resources available for 
education are generally meagre though the percentage varies 
from country to country. This is the br@ad picture. Cun^rttly, 
India spends around 3.5 per cent of her national Income on 
education. It is proposed to raise this percentage gradual^ to S 
per cent by the end of the Ninth Plan. Hepifully, this will be 
achieved. But it would not be surprising, if there is a shortfall at 
the end of the Ninth Plan period. Even so, it will be an impressive 
achievement, more particularly when one loc^s at some of the 
neighbouring countries and quite a few other underdeveloped 
countries.

1.03 When funding is meagre and i^sources are scarce, the 
issue of allocation i;o different sectors of education becomes 
important. Indeed crucial. While detailed data will be given later, 
it can be affirmed here without much qualification that secondary 
education in India, generally speaking, has received a poor deal.
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The reasons loo will be gone into later. In terms o f the argument 
under discussion, it will, however, be In order to mention two 
factors.

1.04 One was the decision o f the Constitution makers to make 
education compulsory up to the age o f 14. That the decision has 
not been properly implemented is another issue. The commitment 
is there and has become a point of reference for all subsequent 
discussions on the problem. The second was the pre em inence 
which higher education has enjoyed ever since the establish 
ment o f the im iversities in India in 1857. The fruits o f that p re
em inence were amongst other things reflected in the decisive 
role played by a score or so of the principal architects o f the 
( 'onstitu tion . M ost o f them  were lawyers and believed  In 
parliamentary democracy. Notwithstanding their background 
and training, almost each one o f them recognised the importance 
o f universal education. That is how Article 45 o f the Constitu 
tion came to be inserted.

1.05 Secondary education was nowhere in the picture in this 
landscape of the future India. Further, those at the helm oi 
affairs did not recommend compulsory education beyond the 
age o f 14. This was not regarded as feasible or advisable at that 
stage of the country’s development. What has happened since 
then need not be discussed here. A ll said and done, elementary 
education was perceived as an essential objective and everything 
else, including secondary education, was perceived as desirable 
In the case o f higher education, no special attention was either 
called for or given. It was the gateway to a prosperous career 
and all those who managed to cross the earlier hurdles were 
keen to opt for liigher education.

1.06 In consequence, secondary education did not receive the 
requisite attention. This had unhappy consequences for the future 
o f serondar^^ education and it will be difficult to say whether 
those adverse conse([uences have been taken care of adequately 
anfi properly e\en till today. /\nd yet, if India has to progress in 
a meaningful sense, secondary education will have to be given 
its due The situatl{)n today has not remained frozen at the 
]>o1nt when India beram e independent ha lf a century ago 
It has been evolving arid will ( orrtinue to do so Since the earlier 
situation has been dealt with by various ( orrrmittees, including
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the 1992 revision of the 1986 Policy, here it is proposed to toruB 
on repent developments.

Changing Perspective

1.07 According to the provisional statistics released by the 
NCERT in respect of the Sixth All India Educational Survey, the 
growth of schools from 1986 to 1993 was as follows:

Table 1.1; Increase in Types of Schools

lyp e  o f  Schools % Increase

Primary 8 78

Upper Primary 15.75

Secondary 25.84

Higher Secondar>' 52.11

1.08 It is clear that both secondary and higher secondary levels 
of education are growing at an unusually fast pace. The relatively 
massive growth of education at the lower levels during the 
preceding decades had made it more or less inevitable. In contrast, 
the figures given in Table 1.1 suggest that primary education 
has not been growing at an equally fast rate. Presumably the 
base in respect of primaty education has become somewhat large 
and therefore the rate of growth, when seen in terms of 
percentages, does not appear to be all that notable. Whatever be 
the explanation, the fact remains that there has been a spurt in 
the growth of secondary and higher secondary schools during 
recent years. In terms of the percentage increase of teachers, 
another i t ^  of data, confirms the above calculation. The exact 
figures are as follows:

Table 1.2: Increase in Teachari by Typas of Schools

Type qf schools <K> Increase

Primary 1 1.27

Upper Primary' 10.35

Seroridaiy 15.92

Higher Secondary 40.12
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1.09 One more relevant piece of evidence may be seen from 
the details o f the newly established schools during this period in 
respect o f that much neglected area o f social analysis, the rural 
urban divide:

Table 1.3: Increase in Secondary and 
Higher Secondt^y Schools in Rural and Urtian Areas

Secondary Schools % Increase

Rural 24.19

Urban 30.51

Total 25.84

Higher Secondary Schools
Rural 63.14

Urban 42.66

Total 52.11

1.10 In this situation it is necessaiy to

(a) recognise the importance of secondary education,
(b) re-examine the curriculum of the relevant classes, and
(c) streamline the working of School Education Boards.

We propose to dilate on (a) and (c) and look at how secondary 
education has been handled both by the Centre and the States 
in the half century since 1947, The second item does not concern 
us directly.

Historical Developments

1.11 W liile the iirst ( 'ommission after 1947 to be appointed in 
respect of education was the University Education Commission 
under the chairmanship of Dr S Radhakiishnan, a couple o f 
states took the initiative to go into certain issues concerned with 
school education. The Central Advisory Board o f Ediuation  
(CABE) also recognised its importance. In acti'a l practice 
tiowever, j)riority came to lie gî '̂ en to higher education.

1.12 In 1952. H Secondaiy Etlucation Commission under the 
t hairm anshlp ol Dr. A L. M iidaliar was appointed to survey 
analyse and provide t^uideliues for the problems o f secondiuv 
rducation. It presented its report In 1953. After the report was



submitted, a good deal of tollow-np action was taken. For 
Instance, an All India Council for Secondary P'dncation (AlCSE) 
was set up in 1955. II functioned for a few years. The four 
Regional Colleges of Education eventually taken over by the 
NC’ERT were established during this period. And so were a 
number of demonstration schools

1.13 A good deal of its attention was however given to matters 
concerning examinations, etc. In that phase of development, 
indeed even till today, most of these Boards continue to look 
upon the conduct of examinations as their principal charge. 
Nonetheless, other matters too were taken up in successive 
meetings of the AlCSE. A few years later however, certain other 
structures came to be set up and they continued to Implement 
some of the recommendations made by the Mvidaliar Commission. 
The NCERT established in the early sixties became an umbrella 
organisation for the entire gamut of education before the 
university stage and secondary education also came under its 
purview.

1.14 Without going into the details of what the NCERT has 
been able to accomplish in respect of secondary education, one 
valuable initiative taken by it deserves to be acknowledged as 
having been put through with a certain degree of thoroughness. 
This refers to the remodeling of question papers set in different 
examinations. The intention was both to influence the process of 
teaching and testing. In \4ew of the repeated critical observations 
of committees and commissions about the subordination of the 
teaching system to the examination system, it was felt that 
immediate attention had to be given to the conduct of 
examinations. This Initiative bore some fruit as described later.

1.15 The Kothari Commission which reported in 1960 had given 
considerable attention to school education. Its recommendations 
however did not get implemented to the extent that they should 
have. But that Is for reasons which do not have to be considered 
here, 'rwo of those reasons, however, may be identified, for they 
have continued to influence the career and growth of the school 
system. One was the extraordinary growth of j)opulatlon in the 
first quarter centuiy after Independence, The crucial decade in 
this respect was the decade of the fifties. The death rate came 
down by about 10 per cent during that decade with the result

PtQCf  Of fd^cittton _• Q



that the population began to boom and has not since stopped 
Increasing. Coupled with it was a marked deterioration in the 
temper and tone of political decision making. The three year 
holiday from planning during the years 1966-1960 was an 
expression of these unhappy conditions on the economic plane. 
Though the initiative was somewhat recovered with the launchinig 
of the Fourth Plan, the two factors described above continued to 
operate relentlessly and this affected secondary education 
in a manner which brought out its deficiencies and infirmities 
further.

1.16 For reasons not so difficult to understand, higher educa- 
Uon has always occupied centre stage. As stated already, the 
first Commission In respect of education to be appointed after 
1947—the University Education Commission—dealt with 
universities As some figures given a little later will show, higher 
and professional education received extraordinary attention 
during those early decades. Gradually however, the claims of 
elementary education which had remained neglected for a long 
time came to be recognised. In consequence, secondary education 
r emained somewhat off-foeus and the claims of these two other 
Hectors of education proved to be overpowering.

Altoeatlon qf Funds

1.17 At this point it may l)e in order to look at some data 
refJardlng allocation of funds for different sectors o f education

1.18 IXvo I rends are obvious from the figures quoted in Table 
1.4. One is the sharp decline in the outlay on elem entary 
education duriiig tiie first three Plans and the steep increase in 
the outlay on higher and professional education in tlie  same 
period. The second is the outlay on secondary educ;ation which 
was maintained at a more or less steady rate except for the first 
Plan period. To what extent the two phenomenon are in tenelated 
Is a matter that need not l)e discussed here

1.19 I'hts much sh(juld be clear however that there is a cer 
tain ile^^ree ol interrelationship amfm,tfst the allocations to various 
sp{ tors oi eduratioti. Dependint^ upon the resources availalile, 
l l i f  (lutlay on eduratton liaw l)een rising or falling. As stated 
tarlier, two ,sectors of education telementaiy education and higher

6 • R em ^elU ng  qf School Education Boards _________________________



Tidble 1.4 : Plan Ezpendltiire on Different Sectors Education
percentage)

Sector 1st
Pkm

1951-56

2red
Pkm

2B56-6J

3rd
Pbm

1961-66

Pkm

1966-m

40i
mrni

1969-74

5fh
Pkm

1974-79

6tfl
Phem

1980^

7th
Pkm

I9S5-90

Annuai
P%EBW
1990-92

SthPkm

19&2-97

Ekaaex^my 56 3S 34 24 30 33 37 37 47
educM^csi {8501 (95C» (2010) (750) (2^ ) (3170) (8380) (28480) [17: ^ ) (92010)

Seojndaiy 13 19 18 16 18 17 21 24 22 18
edncation t2m ) (510) (1030) (530) (1400) (1560) (5300) (18320) (10530) (34980)

Adult _ - - _ 9 6 9 9
(2240) (4700) (4160) (18480)

Higher 9 18 15 24 25 22 22 16 12 8
education (1401 (4S0) (870) (770) (1950) (2050) (5590) (I2010) (5880) (15160)

Other 9 10 12 11 14 14 4 3 2 4
(140) (300) (730) (370) (1060) (1060) (1080) (1980) (1180) (7510)

Techx^al 13 18 21 25 13 12 11 14 17 14
education (200) (490) (1250) (810) (1060) (1070) (2730) (10830) (8230) (27860)

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 iOO
fl530) 127̂ (5890) (3230) {78m (9120) (2S30O) (76330) (47270) il9« » 0)

Note; Figures in parenthesis in millions of rupees.
Source; The Irvê tmi Scene fDcpartment ai Edttcaticm, 9̂93)
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and professional education) were given Increased Importance in 
response to social pressures. Therefore the order of priority kept 
fluctuating. On the other hand, secondary education was never 
looked upon as an Independent or self-contained sector of 
education. Expenditure on secondary education had tô  be 
incurred largely because there was pressure from below. 
The figures given in Tables 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 point to the new 
developments that are taking place. Increasing number of 
students are electing to opt for higher secondary education. In 
the existing circumstances, this means that more students will, 
in course of time, opt for entry into colleges. Currently, the 
percentage of those who Join college (regional variations apart) is 
in the nM^bourhowi of ©ne-third. It is difficult to say whether 
those concerned with policy making are clear-sighted enough to 
deal with this kind of pressure from below.

1.20 While the allocation for secondary education is somewhat, 
though not entirely, adequate In terms of the total resources 
available and perhaps one cannot say that there has been much 
serious underfunding on this front, the ground situation has 
been changing fast during the last decade or so. Are the affiliating 
universities around the country aware of the problem? How 
they are dealing with this pressure Is for the State governments 
and the IJGC to explain. The pressure cannot be overlooked and, 
as far as one can judge, It Is not likely to abate during the next 
two decades. If anything, it ran gather further momentum.

Implicationm

1 21 Three implications of this unusually high rate of growth 
at the secondary level need io be recognised:

(a) The pressure will inevitably get reflected in increased 
enrolment in respect of affiliating colleges Tills will be greater 
in the rase of i ural colleges than in those situated in towns 
and rifles.

(b) If the problem Is to be solved by establishing more and more 
substandard colleges, as has been the practice all these years, 
it is a Huie recipe for further dilution of standards. Here a 
distinction imist be drawn between mainstream ( olleges and 
professional ( olleges; the latter by and large manage to



maintain some semblance of adherence to certain norms of 
performance. One minor explanation is the rate of recovery 
(In financial terms) of what is spent on those enrolled in 
professional colleges,

(c) The former, whether managed by the government or by 
private agencies, still charge tuition fees at rates determined 
almost half a century ago. In the case of professional colleges, 
largely because it costs so much more to run them and 
because a certain category af students were vi l̂lHig to pay, 
fees have been raised. Poor funding had been an Important 
factor, though several other factors too centrlbuted to the 
decltne of standards. This combination of factors therefore 
led to an overall upscaling of tuition fees even in the 
government-run professional colleges. Even though some of 
the professional colleges are poor in quality and service, it is 
the functioning of the mainstream colleges which is chiefly 
responsible for the dllutidn of standards. T h ^  chum out 
large numbers of substandard graduates. This adds to the 
number of the unemployed Who in any case are, for the most 
part, unemployable. Is this situation to be perpetuated? 
Improved and diversified secondary education has a rule to 
play in this context.

1.22 Thus, policy makers are confronted AX̂ th two options and
they have to make a choice.

(a) One is that substandard colleges of the mainstream variety 
continue to be established, at least far some more time. At 
some stage, a breakdown of the i^stM  will occur. Some people 
are ©f the view that a breakdown has already occurred and 
we are not prepared to recognise this fact.

(b) Whether this has already happened or not, it is clear that 
more pressure on colleges will in the long run mean greater 
compulsion to reorganise the t^latidnship between second
ary education and college education and remodel the former 
so as to make it more rational and more in tune with social 
demand and the availability of resources; It follows, there
fore, that the existing rate of entry into the college system 
Which is running at around 30-35 per cent per year has to be 
brought down gradually and systematically. The need for this

________ ______________yit^Plltogageew^aiyBdticirtton ^
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line of action hai been recognised for some time. Both the 
Kothari Commission and the li80 Policy recognised the 
desirability of such cutting down of college entrants. In actual 
practice, however, the rate of entry has not come do\wi. Any 
problem which remains unattended for decades together gets 
aggravated with the passage of time. This is precisely what 
has happened in this case.

1.23 To put it sharply, unless the rate of entiy into college is 
brought 6mm signiftcantly in the neict decade or so. It will l#ad 
to a complete brea^own of the college system and complicate 
the matters further. The problem can be solved only by so 
reorganising the system that college education is not ptrceived 
as the natural deitination itf those who pass out at the plus-fw© 
stage but is pnuine^ psreetved as the terminal stage of eduoation 
l:^ the vast majority of students.

1.24 Even in East Asian countries and in China, which have 
re^stered strlklt^ econonrtc growth in recent decades, educa 
tional underpinning is provided by a strong, flexible and 
diversified system of secondary education. Admission to the 
collegi and university sector is strictly controlled. While this 
kind of control may not be exactly possible in India, the 
capabilities of the secondary school system can be improved in 
such a way that the objective outlined above can be realised at 
least partially, if not completely. In other words, a viable 
alternative has to be made available to the thousands of students 
who knock at the doors of underequipped and ill-staffed colleges 
year after year. Instead of more substandard colleges, more high 
quality secondary schools (quite a few of them well equipped 
and well staffed in the vocational sector) should be established 
or enabled to grow into the kind of Institutions envisaged above. 
To shift the focus away from college education is a colossal job. 
It also amounts to going against the current, so to speak. But 
does the country have any choice in the matter? One hardly 
needs to add that the existing mode of doing things would come 
in the way of economic growth and social modernisation.

1.25 It can be no one’s contention that each student who passes 
out of school would like to go on to college. Given the absence of 
alternative avenues of employment, when students choose to 
enter a college, generally speaking, it Is mainly the fact of
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unemployment which is deferred; postponing the evil day, as it 
is called. In plain words, instead of joining the employment market 
at the stage of sixteen plus, they now do so a few years later. 
Whether they eventually get a job or not is another question.

Basic Problem

1.26 The basic problem is the inability of the country to provide 
adequate employment in the organised sector of the economy. 
While In the fifties and the sixties the rate of growth of higher 
education was 13-14 per cent per year, since the early seventies 
it has hovered around 5 per cent. In contrast, the rate of economic 
growth for about four decades was in the neighbourhood of 3 
per cent per year and has picked up somewhat only recently. 
TTie mismatch is obvious. Earlier however, the problem was at 
the college level. Now it is moving downwards as the data given 
above suggest.

1.27 It would be a safe statement to make that, were there to 
be adequate openings in the job market, not even half of those 
who now join college would do so. In consequence, we are witness 
to, even a party to, the phenomenon of what has been described 
as bals  ̂sitting. The current trends show that the numbers are 
increaiing at the higher secondaiy stage. In the case of the abler 
students, the goal is more or less predetermined. Tliose who 
aspire for a professional career do everything they can to get into 
one of the colleges. Of the rest, only some are genuinely interested 
in college or university education. A certain number of them can 
afford to Join college and in most cases are not under an obligation 
to earn a living as soon as they come of age in the physical as 
well as the intellectual sense. Their number however is not all 
that large.

1.28 In other words, the basic issue of aligning the rate of 
growth in the field of education with the rate of growth of the 
economy has yet to be solved. The argument advanced here is 
that the only way, and the word onfy needs to be underlined, to 
deal witti the problem is to improve, diversiiy and streamline 
secondary education, make it terminal in character so that the 
pressure at the tertiary level is slowly and systematically relieved.

Priorities in Education

1.29 At this point, our priorities in respect of various sectors
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of education in the last half century need to be contrasted with 
the situation in the erstwhile USSR, The Soviet model of planning 
influenced our planning to quite an extent. Unfortunately, while 
that model became influential in respect of its accent on industry 
and the lack of emphasis on agriculture, its priority in respect 
of various sectors of education was not given due attention in 
India.

1.30 As is generally known, in the beginning, the highest 
pi'iority in the USvSR was given to spreading elementary educa
tion: literacy + electricity = socialism, as Lenin put it. By the 
time the first Plan was started at the end of the twenties, the 
bulk of the people had been made literate. In the course of the 
next two Plans, and before that country got involved in the Second 
World War, the accent was on secondary education, more 
particularly on its polytechnic aspect. It was after the end of the 
Second World War that greater attention came to be given to 
higher education and research.

1.31 In India we did not follow a clearly defined or logical 
pattern. Rather we kept swaying with the wind. In any case, 
higher and professional education came to receive extraordinary 
attention during the first couple of decades and neither 
elementary nor secondary education received the attention that 
was due to each. Of late, elementary education has come in for 
special attention as indeed it deserves to. Secondary education 
however still remains an item of low priority and this is a challenge 
which has to be met within a decade or two.

Unlveraity Dominance

J 32 Right from the beginning or virtually so. when the formal 
system of education was first introduced in India in the middle 
of the nineteenth century, secondary education has suffered from 
the control exercised by the universities. Almost throughout the 
country, examinatiorrs at the school level were organised by the 
universities and not by any agency connected with secondary 
education. Indeed such agencies did not exist at tViat time. There 
were only two educational agenc ies at work at the beginning of 
tlie twentieth century. One was the universities and the other 
the Department ot Eilucatiou. The latter was primarily c oncerned 
with schools at the pr imary level. The number of middle and
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high schools was not: veiy large at that stage and they were looked 
after by the DPI. Even the few government colleges thal existed 
were looked after by the DPI. It was only during the sixties and 
the seventies that most states appointed separate DPIs for 
colleges, secondary education and primary education respectively. 
This differentiation of functioning does not obtain in every state. 
In other words, ad hoc arrangements have been made from time 
to time and there has been no clear or consistent pattern of 
organisation for the country as a whole.

1.33 vSome of the recommendations of the Kothari Commis 
Sion (1964-1966) provide evidence of changing perceptions 
concerning administrative reorganisation at the school level. For 
instance, it was recommended that each state showld have a 
Board of School Education. Till then, while some of the states 
did have such Boards, others did not. Tlie somewhat incomplete 
data given at Appendix B illustrates the point.

1.34 When it came to the appointment of the Chairman of State 
Boards, the Kothari Commission offered two alternatives. One 
was that the Chairman should be a full time nonofficial person 
with the status of a Vice Chancellor and should be appointed in 
accordance with the same procedure. The example of one state 
where this model had been adopted was quoted with approval. 
The other model was that the Chairman of the Board should be 
the DPI in his ex-officio capacity . In case he did not have enough 
time at his disposal, it was suggested that one senior officer of 
the department with the status of a Joint or a Deputy Director 
be appointed as Chairman. The Kothari Commission went to 
the extent of saj^ng that obviously “there is room for (Kcperlmen 
tatlon here.” While a majority of the Boards have by now sepa
rately appointed Chairmen, there are still some states which 
have DPIs or somebody of equivalent rank as Chairmen of the 
Boards.

1.35 The point in referring to some of the details provided above 
is that, while under the pressure of numbers, universities 
withdrew from the job of the management and control of the 
ma^lculation exarnltiation and septate and autonornous Boards 
of Secondary FMucation came up in most of the states, there is 
still no clarity as to what the appropriate mode of organisation 
should be How the State Boards are organised determines to a



large extent how they function. In any case, it is a matter of 
central Importance that neither instruction in the schools nor 
their interaction with the controlling authority is at odds with 
the other. As indicated later, we are in favour of Boards of School 
Education, In other words, it would be preferrable to have these 
Boards look after the entire spectrum of school education rather 
than secondary education alone.

International Expmriencm

1.36 International experience shows that unless the second
ary stage of education Is made terminal in character, the level of 
competence at the middle level in various jobs, particularly at 
the vocational level, remains unsatisfactory. Tlili is precisely 
the problem in India. If standards of performance at that level 
have to be improved, there is no choice except to Improve the 
standards of performance at the higher secondary level. Once 
that happens, those who pass out will have acquired the 
necessary competence to handle things on their own to quite an 
extent. In other words, if the pressure on colleges has to be 
relieved to some extent, the knowledge and skill quotient of 
those completing the secondary and/or the higher secondary 
level must Improve, Only then will education at this level come 
into Its own. Clearly the objective at the secondary level should 
be to make it terminal in character and not treat it as 
a preparation for entry into college which has been customary 
so far.

1.37 If this objective is to be realised, certain steps will have to 
l)e taken. Two of t hem may be referred to at this stage. One is to 
reorganise these Boards in such a way that they become 
independent units of operation, working of course in coordination 
with the universities and the Departments of Education. 
The second would be to make eveiything connected with higher 
secondary education so self-sufficient and self-propelling that 
their dependence on other sectors of education is confined only 
to the need for coordination and not any other aspect ot 
iunctioning.

1.38 ]■() recapitulate, Iheie are certain preconditions whicli 
niust be iulfilled if secondary education Is to have the status 
that it ought to have and the role it ought to be able to play:

14 • MemodelUn0 qf School BAueaHon Boardit_________________ ______________
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(a) Secondary education has to be treated as terminal in 
character except for those who either aspire for higher edu
cation or wish to Join any one of the professions which through 
customaiy usage belong to the university sector. Of the rest, 
quite a high proportion must be so trained that they can 
competently handle the numerous middle level jobs that they 
would eventually come to handle. To be specific, a bank 
clerk does not have to be a college graduate. If our schools 
were performing at the level at which they ought to perform, 
a school graduate would be equally competent.

(b) It is the neglect of the norms of good performance at the 
middle level which are coming in the way of a higher degree 
of performance, whether It be In Industry, transport, 
commerce, agriculture or any other sector. Whatever be the 
area of work, a school graduate should have been trained 
intensively enough so as to distinguish bet\^en quality per
formance and average performance. In most cases, the 
average level of performance is so low and so vmsatlsfactory 
that whether it is production of goods and services or the 
general level of performance, there is considerable room for 
improvement.

|c) In all those countries which are already industrialised or are 
in the process of becoming so, the pattern of manpower 
planning has got almost distinctly defined. Everyone, or 
almost everyone, is enabled to study up to the secondary 
stage. The norms of competence aimed at and actually 
achieved at this level are so high that unless a student wishes 
to opt for either higher or professional education, it is not 
necessary for him to continue his education after the 
secondary stage. Provision for part time education is general^ 
available. Wherever it does not e^st, «tef)s are ttUcen to make 
it available. The idea is not to discourage anyone from 
educating himself to the best of his abilify. Nor Is it intended 
to shut the door on late developers or those who change their 
mind and wish to shift from one job to another. Therefore it 
is always ensured that the standards of performance at the 
secondary level make the young people both, cprnp^tent in. 
terms of skills and self reliant in terms of their capability. 
There is no reason to believe that the mode of manpower 
planning in India can or indeed can be different.
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t(l) Tlie assumption that it Is only college education which is to 
treated as preparation for entry into the world of work has 

been around for almost a hundred years in India. It would 
take at least a couple of decades before this assumption can 
be put to rest. In order to be able to do so, the standards of 
instruction and peformance at the secondary level would have 
to be stepped up considerably. The quality of education, in 
other words, is not a secondary matter. It is of fundamental 
importance.

1.39 Having discussed the context in which secondary edu 
cation has evolved over the years, it is time to turn to a discussion 
of the structure and workinjî  processes of the Sĉ hool Boards 
anti how those mi^hi be remodelled so m  to ensure that secondary 
t'ducatlon is reorganised In such a way that these objectives can 
fjc achieved. At the present moment, the State Boards are so ill 
organised that they simply cannot cope with the task that they 
would be required lo handle. Virtually the only things that most 
of them can handle, and that too fairly competently, is to conduct 
examinations. Edtication at this level is however much more 
than conducting examinations.

1.40 C'learly. the Boards must be enabled to remodel them 
selves In a manner .so as to provide leadership on the academic 
plane and, at the same time, do all those multifarious Jobs which 
they have to perform. It Is these Issues which will receive detailed 
attention in this report.



2
BOARDS: 
STATUS AND POWERS
Indepettdcnt Status

S chool education has not yet attained its full stature 
despite a few experiments made during the last century 

and a half to work out an appropriate mode of organisation. The 
most notable of these experiments (barring U.P.) was the attempt 
to add one and, then subsequently, two 5rears to the duration of 
scho&ling. A recommendation to this effect was first made by 
the ^ d le r  Commisalon in 1917. In its wake, a number of inter
mediate college were established in Bengal, U.P. and some other 
provinces. The school system has gone through a couple of 
vicissitudes since then and its current version is the higher 
secondary school.

2.02 Whether the duration of the schooling was 10, 11 or 12 
years, the dependence of the school system on universities 
remained unchanged. While government schools were looked after 
by the DPI, non-government schools received financial help 
through the grant-in-aid code operated by his office. A small 
proportion of schools were purely private in character and relied 
on their own resources to sustain them. In this way, to quite an 
extent, the Department of Education primarily looked after the 
non-academic part of management (Inspections etc. were also a 
part 6f that management) and the academic part was overseen 
in a manner that was ultimately in accordance with the 
requirements of the imiverslties. Even though the bulk of students 
do not Join a college, it is taken for granted that what is good 
for entry into college is also good for entry into the world of 
work.

2.03 The curriculum is therefore geared to the needs of college 
education. This has prevented the school system from standing
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on its own feet and functioning in terms of its own requirements 
and preferences. The establishment of the AICSE and later of 
the NCERT did help the schools to funetion Independently t© 
some extent. But the requirements that have to be satisftidm 
respect of entry into college still determine, to a substantial 
extent, what is taught at the school stage. The persistent and 
prolonged neglect of vocational education at that level is a standing 
testimony to the existing determinants of school level education. 
Basically, it is the requirements of collegie edueaWon laiipfy non- 
vocational in character—which is the decisive factor. Unfortunate^, 
this bias percolates down to the lower school level also.

2.04 To say no more on this subject, it is important to ensure 
that the school system becomes autonomous In character anil 
leams to operate on its own. Coordination with universitJis wcwld 
always have to be there as it would be equally necessary to 
coordinate with industry, commerce, transport and similar 
sectors of activity. But schools should be seen as an independent 
system of education which responds to the needs of the society. 
If this objective is recognised as valid, it follows that the ertructural 
arrangements, viz. School Education Boards, are viable as well 
as academically progressive bodies which not only perform as 
they are expected to but also give evidence both of leadership 
and a certain degree of vision.

2.05 The school system, as is generally acknowledged, is 
divisible into two parts. One is instnictlon up to the post-primary 
or the elementary level. According to the Constitution, this much 
quantum of schooling has to be provided to every single child 
free of charge upto the age of 14 years. It is at the age of 14 that 
students have the option to decide whether to go on to the 
secondary/higher secondary level of education or not. One of 
tlie essential requirement s at this level of education is to equip 
students with those skills which would make them productive 
citizens A certain kind of vocational orientation has to be 
imparted to the students even betoie they cross the stage of 
elementary' education. But the real thrust of vocatlonalisation 
comes only at the se(ondaiy and then the higher secondaiy level.

2 06 It should not l)e neressaiy lo go into further details except 
to underline one fad vSef ondaty- edu( atlon would come Into its 
own and become a distlncl system nnly when those manning the
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system function on their own and do not look up to any one else 
for guidance. Coordination is in order but not guidance, it may 
be emphasised here. This is said with specific reference to the 
dominating role played by the universities. Whether it Is at the 
policy making level or at the time of laying down the curriculum 
or appointing paper setters and examiners, until recently. It is 
those with a university background who called the shots. Of late, 
the pattern has started changing. Tliose with a background of 
secondary education have started taking decisions and asserting 
themselves. It is onfy when those who belong to the school sector 
also take eill relevant decisions that the school system may be 
said to have come Into its own.

2.07 This state of affairs does not obtain today. Either the 
official channels of control—DPI and his officers—call the tune 
or it is men and women working in universities, looking at things 
from their perspective, who more or less determine what schools 
ought to be doing. In order to ensure that there is appropriate 
weaning of the schools from both these influences, three things 
would have to be ensured.

2.08 Tlie first one is an autonomous organisational structure. 
School Education Boards do exist in almost all the states. But 
they are not autonomous in the same way as, for instance, 
universities are. Secondly, the powers vested in them need to be 
defined precisely as well as comprehensively so that, they can 
function finely within the parameters laid down for them. Thirdly, 
their functions should be diversified and expanded as well as 
redefined so that, given the slEe of the student body and the 
geographical territory that they control, these Boards not only 
function autonomously, as they should, taut also cover all those 
arifas which legitimately fall within their jurisdiction. That a good 
deal of what is being suggested might fail to materialise because 
talent of the requisite order and magnitude is not available at 
that level is a real handicap which would be gone into separately.

Btmtutory Status

2.09 . To be specific, what 4s JBost Important is to ensure that 
the Boards are set up as statutory bodies. Even a cursory look 
at the somewhat incomplete data supplied by the Boards at 
Appendices B and C shows that the situation is uneven. In most
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states, Boards have been set up by statute as in the case of 
universities and several other statutory bodies. The Kothari 
Commission also expressed Itself in favour of such a step. But, 
as data collected by us show, three decades down the line, 
different patterns of organisation still exist. While some Boards 
function as registered societies, others function on the basis of a 
government resolution and so on. It is important to work out a 
broadly consistent pattern and there can be no more suitable 
pattern of organisation than the establishtnent of School Boards 
on the basis of a statute adopted by the State legislature.

2.10 In the case of universities, the situation was helped by 
the constitutional provision that a university could be set up 
either by the Centre or the States. Therefore, establishment 
through a statutory provision became mandatory. This 
requirement Is not applicable in the case of State Boards of 
Education. It Is for examination if, under the powers that accrue 
to it today in terms of the 42nd Amendment, the Union 
government would like to make a constitutional provision for 
similar action in respect of School Education Boards.

2.11 The philosophy behind the establishment of a School 
Board under a statute Is that while the powers and functions of 
the Board would be defined by an Act of Parliament or that of a 
State legislature, once defined, modifications can be made only 
by a subsequent reference to the same body which established it 
in the first instance. Such a step gives the necessary weight and 
stability to an agency which performs such a vital function 
a.s the education of hundreds of thousands of students—an 
enterprise in which virtually the whole community is involved,

2 12 Most universities turiction through the instrumentality 
ot statutes, ordinances, and regulations. These are different 
modes of sub-legislation and. generally speaking, the Act provides 
for the manner in which sut h differentiated legislation is to be 
considered and passed. Experience spread over almost a centu iy 
and a lia lf has made most University Acts fairly comprehensive 
in tlieir ( overage ol sucii matters W hat is needed is something 
similar in rp.s])ert of Scliool Education Boards also This is not to 
imply that universities are doing veiy well Far from that. I'his 
reference to universities is for (he limited purpose ol choosing a 
model in respect o f sijcli sub-legislation Should the Union



government eventually decide to legislate on this matter, it would 
be helpful to have the various heads enumerated in such a way 
that nothing important gets left out and every important 
requirement is included.

2.13 Another way of describing what has been stated above 
would be that there has been hardly any systematic analysis of 
how Boards are to be established and structured, nor a serious 
attempt been made to define their powers and functions. What 
is required now is to systematise all of these.

2.14 Every Act setting up a School Education Board must 
provide for a clear outline of the powers of the Chairman, the 
avithoTlUfes of the Board and everything else connected with their 
functioning. While doing so, it must be ensured that, to the extent 
relevant the model followed in respect of University Acts is kept 
in view. This is suggested mainly because most states have had 
quite some experience of legislating about the universities and 
that ejcperience can be taken advantage of.

2.15 Since the Chairman of the Board would be the principal 
administrative and academic officer, certain things would have 
to be ensured in respect of his appointment. The terms of a 
Chairman’s appointment should be clearly specified. This refers 
to his tenure, emoluments and entitlements of various kinds 
and so on. Instances of various Chairmen having been suspended, 
retnoved or made to leave before the end of their tenure, etc. 
have come to our notice. TTiese go to show that tHe Chairmen of 
the Boards are appointed or removed as It suits the convenience 
of those In power Clearly, with this kind of uncertainty of tenure, 
it would not be possible to procure the services of men and wometi 
of the required calibre. To be sure, universities too have been 
victims of this kind of erratic and poUtically-motlvated behaviour 
of those in power. Laarning from that experience, it is all the 
more necessary to build statutory safeguards.

2.16 One caveat may be entered here. If a Board Is established 
on a statutory basis, it does not follow that this would mean the 
end of political interference. Some of the Boards which are 
performing well today are not even statutory in character. In 
other words, having a statutory status Is not a panacea for all 
ills. Only it is a mode of organisation, and perhaps the most
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suitable in our circumstances. In any case, most of the Boards 
in existence today are already statutory in character. So as to 
dispel any false hopes that may be raised on this account, it also 
requires to be added that being statutoiy would not automatically 
ensure that the Board is also autonomous in its working. That 
would depend upon several other factors, only one of which is 
discussed below.

PoHHcisation

2.17 One way of drawing attention to the uncommon degree of 
politicisation of the School Boards is to mention the fact that, in 
a few states, either It is a Minister of State who is the Chairman 
of the Board or the person who functions as the Chairman Is 
given that rank. In one state, the chairmanship of the State 
Board has not been filled up for long stretches of time on more 
than one occasion. During the interval, the DPI is asked to look 
after the job. There are also instances when the charge is handed 
over either to the Deputy Commissioner or the Commissioner of 
the concerned Division. If it is the off season in respect of 
examinations, this does not create too many hassles. The DPI, a 
serving government official, Is more likely to act as instructed 
than a non-official who, once appointed, can afford to take a 
somewhat independent line of approach. The political bosses 
therefore prefer this arrangement. These facts and several more 
point to the extraordinary degree of politicisation, even of school 
education. The fact of the matter is that politicisation in these 
matters leads to questionable decision making. The more 
effectively the School Boards can be insulated against this kind 
of political Interference, the better they are likely to perform.

2.18 It would be misleading to suggest that this Is happenning 
in each state. But as many as half a dozen Instances of political 
high handedness and arbitrary action have come to our notice. 
Before this disease syjreads any further. It is important to build 
certain clierks and balances into the system of the appointment 
of the chief executive which do not allow such a situation to 
arise. To take one Instance, In a particular state, the Chairman 
of the Board was suspended for purely political reasons He was 
aroused of following certain practices which went against the 
interests of a parti( ular political party then in power. When the 
said person was able to demonstrate before a court of law that
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whatever he had done was in line with what had been suggested 
by the NCERT, he had to be reinstated. But meanwhile a good 
deal of damage to the system had been done. It is imperative to 
guard against such malpraetiees.

Other Impediments

2.19 The rules should specify precisely in respect of which 
matters the appointing authority (i.e. the Union government or 
the State government) can give directions to the Board and In 
what fesipects the Boards are autonomous in their functioning. 
It goes without saying that in matters of high policy the 
government should be In a position to gl\̂ e written directives as 
and when necessary and It should be obligatory upon the Boards 
to follow them. But such directives should neither be oral nor 
related to issues other than matters of high policy. Administrative 
decisions taken by the Boards should be regarded as outside 
the purview of those in authority, whether political or 
bureaucratic. The whole rationale of having a statutoiy body is 
that that body is authorised to take day-to-day decisions and 
there is no interference of any kind in regard to them. Eventually, 
the chief executive (the Chairman of the Board) is answerable to 
those who appoint him. Therefore, it Is all the more incumbent 
that his area of duties is clearly specified and, once specified, 
there should be no instance of interference.

2.20 Appointments at various levels and management of funds 
are two issues that can give rise to contention or argument. Rules 
of appointment should be clearly laid down. All kinds of difficult- 
to-defend, even meaningless, instances of interference came to 
our notice. In some of the Boards, for instance, the strength of 
the staff is severely controlled whereas. In certain other cases, 
there is overstaffing. Both extremes should be avoided. In respect 
of overstaffing, it came to our notice that there had been political 
interference through oral orders, though the order not to appoint 
additional staff had been a written one.

2.21 As regards the management of funds, It Is customary for 
the Boards to incuf expenditure according to the normal rules- 
of prudent expenditure. In any case, these are subject to audit 
and control. The guiding principle In all such cases has to be 
that the Boards are given the freedom to function within the
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limits prescribed. Some o f the Boards have Finance Committees 
whereas certain others do not have. It stands to reason that the 
Finance Committee o f each Board should be carefully constituted 
w ith  two representatives o f the governm ent (preferably the 
Education Secretary and the Finance Secretary) on It so that all 
expenditure is incurred in line with the general approach adopted 
l)y the State/Central governments and followed in related or- 
j^anisations such as universities. Further such representatives 
will not have the right to veto any decision taken by the Board. 
I'hc DOC provides the right kind o f model for this purpose. Both 
liie Education Secretaiy and the Finance Secretary o f the Union 
government are powerful members o f the Commission. But once 
a decision is taken by the C\immission, neither o f them seeks to 
upset it nor is it intended that either o f them should act in such 
a manner.

2.22 That tlie  C h a irm an ’s jo b  is vu ln erab le  to p o lit ica l 
interference, and worse, is clear from some o f the provisions 
enf'ountered in the constitutions o f the various Boards. In the 
rase of one state, it is stated unambiguously that the Chairman 
and the Vice C’hairman will hold office at the pleasure o f the 
Stdte government. In another case, while it is provided that the 
Cliairman would be nominated by the State government, it Is 
nlso {jrovlded that he ran be removed for (a) not carrying out the 
l)rovlsions oi the Act. (b) at)use o f power, and (c) if his conduct is 
( oiisidered detrimental to the interests of the Board. Nothing is 
said about what would constitute as being detrimental to the 
interests of the Board, who would determine what constitutes
1 hr interests o f the Board, what procedure would be followed 
and woulfl tlie Chairman l)e given an opportunity to explain his 
point ol view. In yet another rase, there is a provision for the 
Chaii man to be removerl if he refuses to act or Is unable to act in 
a manner considered as prejudicial by the government. These 
provisions are o))en to objection lor the same reasons as were 
ai)plicable to the first case.

Supersession of Boards

2 23 In one rase the rules provide that the governing Vrody o f 
the lioard can be superseded if it is unable to perform its duties. 
It is difficult to defend t his decision. To say that tlie chief executive 
can be removed is bad enougli but to say tliat the govern ing
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body of the Board can also be superseded is extremely high
handed.

Powers of the Chairman

2.24 The following points regarding the powers of the Chairman
need to be emphasised:

(a) The Chairman of the Board who is the chief executive must 
be a full time and salaried person who is appointed for a

• fixed tenure

(b) Normally speaking, he should not be a political person. In
deed if he was politically active at one time, care should be 
taken t© ensure that he has ceased to be poUUcaUy active. In 
plain words, his appointment as Chairman should not be a 
temporar>»̂  interlude in the course of a political career.

(c) He may be suspended or removed only through due process 
of law.

(d) Both his duties and powers should be specified in such a 
manner that he is accoimtable to the Central/State govern
ment which appoints him in terms of the procedure laid down 
in advance and his terms of appointment are not varied to 
his disadvantage once he has been appointed.

(e) It is only in matters of high policy that he may be asked to 
carry out the orders of the government which must be 
conveyed to him in a formal manner through a written 
communication. It must be assured that before such an 
order is issued, there was a certain amount of discussion in 
respect of that issue, arguments both for and against are 
stated and recorded and, finally, the matter is cleared either 
by the chief minister or the cabinet, as advisable. For the 
rest, he is expected to function in consultation with the 
various committees charged with specific functions.

(f) We expect the Chairman to be an eminent person. He may be 
eminent in the field of education or administration. Generally 
speaking, a choice ha& to be made between the two. The ideal 
combination would be that he is a good academic with a flair 
for administration. This combination however is not always 
easy to locate In consequence, most decision makers have
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to content themselves with selecting the best possible person 
for the Job.

(g) As already stated, If he comes from the administrative back
ground, one would look for a person who has handled 
educational administration for some time and has been 
involved in this area of work. Some officials have given 
evidence of this kind of Involvement and commitment. It would 
be wrong in principle and indeed narrow minded to exclude 
them because they do not belong to the field of education 
per se.

(h) When it comes to education, the choice would normally be 
made from principals of leading schools, teachers In Untvirslty 
departments of education, and even teachers from other 
departments and organisations such as NCIRT, NCTE and 
NIEPA provided they have shown evidence of some Inclination 
towards and interest in the theoiy and practice of education. 
It is difficult to be more specific than this. The only thing 
that has to be guarded against is that It should not be a rank 
outsider who is thrust upon a School Board because of 
political considerations and/or compulsions.

(1) Regarding tenure, the generally accepted pattern is to have 
someone appointed for three years with a provision for another 
appointment of the same duration. In our opinion, a non
renewable term of five years would be preferable. Two reasons 
may be cited in support of this preference. Not many 
politicians survive In office that long. From that point of view, 
it would become obligatory for the new political boss to co
exist with an appointee of the earlier regime. Secondly, this 
would oblige the appointing authority to make a more careful 
choice than it might otherwise make, more so, if the person 
chosen to head the School Board is to be in office for five 
years. A non-renewable term of five years thus reinforces 
this line of thinking.

(j) As to the mode of selection, the ( urrent practice is that the 
Chairman Is appointed by the State government at its dis
cretion. We are of the view, however, that this discretion 
should not be unfettered Tlieretr)re tlie Act should provide 
for a statutory selection (oinniittee, composed of four persons.
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The first one should be a nominee of the Board elected for 
the purpose. Such a person however cannot be the outgoing 
Chairman himself but someone else; and obviously not con
nected with the government. The second member should be 
the Chief Justice of the state or his nominee. A third member 
should be the Chief Secretary of the State. This will ensure 
the involvement of the State government in office in selecting 
a suitable person for the Job. We are also in favour of a fourth 
member who may be the current Chairman of COBSE. In 
case he is unable to attend, he should be free to nominate 
the next senior most person In his place. This committee of 
four persons should propose a panel of three names (in 
alphabetical order) and It should be left to the government to 
choose one out of them. Some such system alone wlU eliminate 
the elements of caprice or political patronage from decision 
making.

(k) Regarding his security of tenure, he should have the same 
protection against harrassment or termination of tenure as 
any Vice Chancellor has. In other words, in eveiy controversial 
situation, the Chairman should be asked to explain his 
conduct and be given an opportimity to defend himself. In 
case an enquily has to be instituted, it should be presided 
over by a Judge of a high court and most emphatically not an 
official of the Central or State Government. We wish to lay 
special emphasis on the need for the security of his tenure 
tor the simple reason that, in a few odd cases, high-handed 
methods have been used to remove the Chairman and replace 
him by someone more pliable and more convenient. That some 
of the chairmen have been political appointees need not be 
disputed. That some of them were not equal to the Job is also 
something that cannot be argued against. This happens 
because most State governments have unfettered powers to 
appoint anyone they wish. Once this discretion is regulated 
things will start changing.

(1) In terms of status, emoluments and other facilities, he should 
be treated as equivalent to any Vice Chancellor In the state. 
The fact that there would be several Vice Chancellors in the 
state and only one Chairman of the School Board would, 
with the passage of time, give him a status in public life which 
would be regarded as enviable even by other Vice Chancellors.
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(in) Except for three All India Boards, all others belong to the 
states. That is why it was necessary to talk in terms o f the 
State government. In the case o f Central Boards, the issue 
would be taken up independently.

2.25 It should not be necessary to provide further details of 
what we have in mind. Some further details are provided in 
Chapter 6. There are two issues however which may be refen ed 
to at this stage.

One State One MoarA

2.26 Each state should have only one School Board. Currently 
this is not so. The reason for saying this in so many words is 
that in certain states there'are separate Boards for secondary 
and higher secondary education. In our opinion, this creates 
confusion and leads to avoidable duplication of work. Even if 
such binary functioning has the sanction o f historic usage, it is 
time to close that chapter, inaugurate a new one and fall In line 
with what is happening elsewhere in the country. The financial 
aspects o f this duplication of work would be referred to In the 
chapter on Financing.

2.27 It may be noted in this connection that, as o f today, 
the School Boards can be classified into four broad categories, 
namely;

(1) Boards dealing with the entire range o f school education 
which inch ides education of children from prim aiy classes 
to highei secondaiy level, i.e. all the four stages o f school 
education - primaiy, upper primary, secondary and higher 
secondaiy;

(ii) Boards dealing with secondar}^ education only;

(ili) Boards dealing with the senior/higher secondary or Junior 
college education only;

(iv) Boards dealing with both tlie secondary and senior/higher 
sec(mdary education

Oddly enough, in one state, its Board runs three full fledged 
schools hi addition, it imparts education through the distance
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mode which of course is perfectly in order. The plain tmth is 
that all these years the Boards have been improvising in response 
to certain felt needs or transitory pressures as and when those 
were exerted

2.28 Does all this represent confused thinking or does it 
Indicate a mindless continuation of what has been happening in 
the past? Our answer is the latter. Over the years, for reasons 
that were releveint at that time, certain decisions were taken. 
Tlie impact of those decisions is still being felt. No one has thought 
it necessary to question why a particular administrative decision 
taken In one set of circumstances should continue to be operative 
several decades later when circumstances have changed, 
sometimes even totally. In fact, this is an instance of intellectual 
indolence. We are content to live with what we inherited. This is 
the mark of a stagnant society. To some extent, we do answer 
this description. At the same time, there are stirrings of new 
thinking as well. To give a fresh look to the state of secondary 
education, even though somewhat belatedly, is an indication of 
this far-from-quiescent state of mind. In brief, we recommend 
that:

(a) The Board of School Education In each state should deal 
with school education from the primary to the higher 
secondary level more or leis as the NCERT does though, to 
be sure, it must be added that the focus of the latter to quite 
an extent is on research and not operational programmes 
except when the situation so demands.

(b) In practice, however, both primary and post-primary stages 
will be looked after by other agencies (panchayats for instance) 
but, in respect of eurriculum makiiig and other academic 
matters, it is the School Boards that will provide the 
Intellectual inputs as well adrhlnlstrative guidance. The 
operational aspect however cannot be with the Boards.

(ej If this proposal is found acceptable, it will be necessary to 
appoint separate committees for handling jobs at different 
levels.

(d) In conclusion, we must also explain why we have form u lated 
this proposal In this manner. As we visualise, in course of
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time, School Boards would become fairly high-powered bodies 
with a certain amount of professional competence of their 
staff with access to talent from outside. These two factors 
will enable the Boards to stand on their own feet in the same 
way as universities do.

(e) While there are four distinct stages of school education— 
nursery, primary, upper-primary and secondary—the 
distinctions are not as sharp as they tend to be in other areas. 
Therefore, it would be financially, economically and 
intellectually viable to club them together under the auspices 
of the School Education Board.

Advantm^ts qfOne B&ard

2.29 There is no basic difference between what is done at the 
secondary level or at the higher secondary level. Both stages 
take two years each. In one case there Is a public i^camination 
at the matriculation stage after 10 years o i schootlng. In the 
other case, there is a higher secondary examination after two 
years of further schooling. Entry Into college is contingent on 
the student having passed the higher secondaiy examination. 
Should a student however choose to leave after his matriculation 
and take up something else, more particularly in the area of 
vocational work, there can be no problem. Instruction at the 
plus two level and the passing of examination at the end of 
that period are requirements for entry Into professional courses 
of a college. Vocational courses however prescribe no such 
requirement.

2.30 Tliis situation has one additional disadvantage which 
needs to be underscored. By dividing the secondaiy stage into 
two fra^ents, the cause of school education is hurt. When the 
entire spectnim of secondary education Is controlled by one body, 
that body is looked upon as representing the secondary school 
system. By fragmenting it into two rival bodies, the impact is 
bhmted, if not lost.

2.31 If the two Boards (one of them is sometimes described as 
a ( ’ouncll) are merged there will be no harm except that same 
Individuals might become redundant. Tliat however Is a short 
range view of things. I.ater it will become abundantly clear that,
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instead of anybody becoming redundant, additional staff will 
have to be appointed. We are therefore emphatically of the view 
that persistence with the status quo needs to be abandoned and 
the pattern of organisation should be one School Education Board 
for each state.

Regional Cffflces

2.32 Even though some states are larger in size than others, 
they have not found it necessary to establish more than one 
Board. Instead, what they have done is, to create a number of 
regional offices. While policy matters are decided at the 
headquarters and question papers too are set by the headquar
ters, the r^tonal offices are mainly given the job of Istuing roll 
numbers and having the answer scripts evaluated. In certain 
cases, results are declared by the headquarters and in others 
they are declared by the regional offices. Our preference is fer 
the second alternative. This would ensure a sense of healthy 
rivalry amongst the various regional offices. This wtjuld also 
ultimately lead to better performance by all concerned.

R&le of the DPI

2.33 The second issue which in our opinion is in the nature of 
a policy issue is: the role of the DPI and his officers in the 
reorganised set up, as proposed. For reasons already expkdned, 
in addition to universities w j^h  to a substantial extent continue 
to determine the curriculum at the higher secondajy stage, io 
far almost eveiy other problem relating to schoels has betn locked 
after by the DPI. When School Boards came to be isstablished. 
DPIs took charge of things in many cas@s. With the passage ©f 
time, the role of the DPIs began to decline. In abiiut half the 
cases, it is independent persons-—not connected with the DPI’s 
oflRce—-who have been put incharge of the Boards. In the ease 
of the rest, it is the DPIs who diiectly or indtrectfy still eorttrol 
the Boards.

2.34 In the proposed set up the DPIs will continue to look after 
the appointment, promotion ahd other service matters ®f 
govemment-Tim schoolr and administer release bf grants-ln-ald 
gmd such other matters, while the rest of the job can be conve
niently turned over to the School Boards. This mode of 
functioning Is supported on two considerations:
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(a) Chairmen of the School Boards come from different back
grounds. Some come from the school sector while others come 
from the college or the university sector. In certain cases, 
even officials laelonging to the IAS have been appointed as 
Chairmen. In the latter cases, generally speaking, they have 
a track record of interest in and experience of education. We 
are in favour of this flexible approach. The important thing 
is to locate a good person who has both understanding and 
administrative ability. In certain cases, even the DPI can be 
made the Chairman. But then that should not be on a part 
time basis. Instead it should be on a full time basis, largely 
because the individual concerned is eminently suitable for 
the job

(b) In respect of the jobs assigned to the DPIs, it cannot be said 
with any degree of confidence that the job is adequately 
performed in each case. Sometimes the person appointed as 
the DPI is not equal to the job. In such cases, the DPI can 
be accused of underperformance. But more often, the range 
of the job is so multifarious that even a competent DPI is 
overstretched in terms of his commitments. Therefore, it is 
imperative to strengthen both the office of the DPI and the 
office of the Chairman of the School Board. Apart from 
choosing the right individuals for these two jobs, it is equally 
important that the jobs are delinked from each other 
This will enable both of therh to concentrate upon their 
respective mandates and perform better than they do at 
the moment.
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RB8TRUCTUR1NG THE BOARDS
Handleaps

S econdary education suffers from two handicaps. One is its 
fragmentation into two parts — secondary and higher 

secondary education. The second is its faihare to evolve some 
autoncsmous space for itself. As emphasised more than once, on 
the one hand universities virtually determine the teaching 
curriculum at this level and. on the other hand, a viable system 
of academic direction and control has so far not been evolved.

3 .02 Largely for historical reasons, the Depgirtment of Education 
has cast Its shadow on the way things have been administered at 
this level, in certain states, control by the DPI was direct while 
in certain other states it was indirect and even diffused to some 
extent. In yet another set of states, however, the School Education 
Boards came to be set up as statutory bodies and were vested 
with substantial powers of control and management. This 
liberation from the control of the DPI, if one may put it this way, 
has been a step in_the right direction. A case for doing so has 
already been made to some extent. What remains to be discussed 
are the mechanics of doing it. In this chapter, further details as 
to how it can be done in an Innovative and pragmatic manner 
will be given. Before doing so however, one peculiar feature of the 
situation, though referred to already, may be dilated upon again.

University Shadow on Boards

3.03 Fî om the middle of the 19th century till the beginning of 
the 20th century, admission to college was after 10 or 11 years of 
schooling. In order to regulate the system of admission, 
universities laid down the requirement that a student must have 
passed his matriculation vSince ho such agency as the School 
Education Board existed at that time, the matriculation 
examination was conducted by the concerned university. In a
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few cases, examinations at even lower levels such as VIII class 
level tests etc. were also conducted by the universities at that 
point o f time.

3.04 The whole argument revolved around the proposition as 
to who conducted the examination. To start v\rtth, as described 
above, it was the universities that did so. QraduftUy however, 
this Job was taken over by the Boards as and when they came to 
be established. The few that existed before 1947 (the precise 
luimber being 2) took over the job o f conducting the matriculation 
examination. Beginning with the twenties when Intermediate 
Boards were set up in several provinces, Intermediate (and also 
matriculation) examinations came to be handled by them. W hat 
neetis to be vmdersioofi as aluo underseor^d is the fact that most 
o f these Boards were examining Boards and hardly performed 
any otiier function, particularly o f an academic character. Their 
main job  was to conduct the examinations. Working backwards 
from that premise, curricula also came to be laid down by these 
Boards. Until a few years ago, this job had been done mainly 
under the patronage and guidance of the universities. Following 
that practice, for quite some time, it continued to be done in the 
same manner, i.e., the role of the university was decisive, in
deed much more decisive than it would have but for the historical 
legacy o f the universities having handled the examination job  in 
the beginning.

3.05 As a matter o f fart, this pattern of university dominance 
over secondary schools continued to operate till the sbctles, after 
whic h it began to get diluted The number o f students was 
increasing at a phenomenal rate and the School Boaids were 
l)eginning to look more and more consequential because o f the 
masses of studenis that they were handling. With the emergence 
and growth ol NCKF?T, tlie ^jaltern oJ academic management 
undenvent Inrther inodilications. roday, university teachers still 
play a role in the detei mination of ( ourses, and a fairly dominant 
one at that, but this is largely for the sociological reason that 
higher se< ondaiy ertut alion is not yet looked upon as the terminal 
stage o f fducation Ironit allv, (his is happening when a large 
iitiml)ev (.1 sindont H do not Joii; collc'grs and join the wi^rkfonH- 
in it'',1.1
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3.06 The fact is that the overall ambience of higher education 
still overshadows the functioning of the Boards. A stage will come 
one day when higher secondary education will be regarded as 
good enough, except for those who want to pursue higher or 
professional education. It is only when this state is reached that 
secondary education will be described as having attained that 
level of maturity which it ought to attain so as to justify the label 
it carries. The first stage (getting delinked from the overall 
superintendence of the DPI’s office) has been accomplished in a 
number of states. The second stage {secondary education being 
terminal in character and becoming autonomous in outlook and 
functioning) is yet to be reached. An unerring indicator of this 
having come about would be when secondary education becomes 
vocational also, i.e., equips students for entry into the worid of 
work. While it is presumptuous to set any deadline, it is feasible 
to bring about this reorientation of outlook in about two decades.

RestructuFin^

3.07 A strong thrust in favour of this reorientation can be, 
and Indeed requires to be, made by restructuring the working of 
the School Education Boards. Most of their functioning is still 
geared to the holding of examinations and declaration of results 
and related jobs. This annual cycle of examinations and results 
means about three months of intensive work. After this rush of 
work is over, the pace becomes somewhat relaxed.

3.09 Two other jobs that take some doing are recognition of 
schools and prescription and publication of textbooks. The first 
of these Is done by almost each Board but the second Is handled 
by only a few. The manner In which these jobs are conducted 
goes to suggest on the whole that these are not regarded as 
integral to their mandate. In their eyes, their principal job is to 
conduct the examinations efficiently and on time. Once those 
are conducted on time and without much hassle, there is a feeling 
of all round satisfaction. Everything else is regarded as either 
extra in nature or an Imposition. In plain words, If things have 
to improve, the mission and the mandate of School Education 
Boards need to be reconceptualised.

3.9 ' The mission of ScKodl Education Board should be to 
ensure that the light kind of secondary education Is Imparted. 
In concrete terms, this will mean equipping students at the 
secondary level with tlie requisite amount of knowledge and skills
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competently and adequately at work or, alternatively, to enable 
them to become self-employed. Since educational activity is 
multidimensional, the activities of the Board also ought to be 
multidimensional.

3.10 * Conducting examinations is only one of the Jobs that they 
are required to undertake and not their basic mission. Their 
mission, to reaffirm, is to ensure that education in all its various 
dimensions is imparted to students in the best possible way.

3.11 In other words, everything connected with school education, 
students, teachers, curriculum, academic management, physical 
health, sports and cultural activities should fall within the 
purview of tht Boards. Nothing concerned with students or 
teachers Is outside their purview. In the case of government-run 
schools, some of the Jobs are generally performed by the Depart
ment of Education. In the case of privately-run schools, whether 
aided or unaided, the Job is generally done by their manage
ments. But the monitoring and coordination will have to be done 
by the School Boards. No other agency can undertake this 
function or Indeed has any business to do so. Even if another 
agency were to be established at any stage In future, It will amount 
to creating two agencies to do the same job and such a move 
would be both redundant and wasteful.

3.12 The School Education Board in each state is and should be 
the central agency for f anylng out the educational agenda o f 
the community and ensure that the agenda is not only fully and 
adequately discharged, it Is also discharged in a progressive and 
creative manner.

3 13 Seen in (h is perspective, the Boards m ust remodf*l 
tliem sflves in sucli a way that they have different Uivisions 
looking after eveiy relevant sertor o f activity Some o f the more 
obvious units that can l)e visualised today are listed below:

a Aracle^mic Division 
b Inservire i'raining Division 
c Research lOivision 
d Examination Division 
e Uecoji|nition Division 
f Vcjcalional F ducatinn Division 
 ̂ /Vlministrat ion cuni-I^ inance Division 

h S})orls and ( o curricular Acliviiies Division
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I. Library and Documentation Cell 
j. Computer and Information Unit 
k. Grievance Redressal Cell 
1. Ixgal Cell.

Nothing has been said here about the prescription or sale of 
textbooks. This is an issue that will be dealt with separately and 
need not necessarily be made an integral part of the working of 
the Boards.

3. 14 Before proceeding to discuss some of the details, It may 
be helpful to re-present the details given above in tabular form:

Board
Acadtmte Orbit Examinations Administration

Academic Division Examination Division Administration-
cum-Flnance
Division

Inservice Training Division Research Division Recognition
Division

Research Division Recognition Division Grievances 
Redressal Cell

Recognition Division Computer and 
Information Unit

Legal Cell

Vocational Education Grievances Redressal
Division
Sports & Co-curricular 
Activities Division 
Library &
Documentation Cell 
Computer & 
Information Unit

Cell

3.15 As should be evident, the Academic orbit includes much 
more than only the Academic division. Furthermore, some of the 
functions which fall under this orbit also figure under other 
heads. For instance, at one level the Recognition division is an 
academic fobr, at another level it is an administrative fob and at yet 
another level there is something about it in which the Examination 
division too would have some interest and some stake. That is 
why some divisions have been mentioned under more than one
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head. The same logic applies to the Computer and Information 
Unit, (^^omputers are required for academic purposes as also for 
examination work as indeed various other jobs. To give yet 
another example, some research will be a spin-off of examina
tion work and some would have to be conducted on its own 
steam and in relation to curriculum making, pedagogic processes 
and so on. This Interrelatedness of functions must be clearly 
recognised as well as provided for.

Academic Division

3.16 The Academic division must be headed by a competent 
professional, preferably in the rank of a univ^ersity professor 
with a deep understanding of various problems and Issues in 
curriculum making, teaching-learning methodology, 
contemporary advances in cognitive learning and all such related 
matters. Tliis division should be assisted by a couple of commit
tees which have a strong academic orientation as also experts in 
the fields of industry, trade, commerce, etc. It will also be useful 
to have a person or two ŵ ith understanding and experience of 
teaching-learning materials.

3 17 Wliile partictpation of some people with a university back- 
groimd is desirable in the committ ees, they should not be allowed 
to dominate decision making at the school level. As emphasised 
earlier, ibr one section of students this is the terminal stage of 
their education. Further, a certain proportion of students opt, 
as Indeed they shoukl, for vocational training. Their number is 
likely to grow with the passage of time. Therefore, tliis sector of 
activity lias also to be given separate attention

3 18 hi a large iiuinhej ot Cr i ses ,  there is acute scarcity o f com- 
petenl Individuals w lio c;in participate in the redesigning o f the 
cvink:uhim meaningfully This has something to do with the 
lnal)ility o f the serondaiy level ot education to attract talent.The 
proliferation o f English medium schools all around the co im tiy  
h is to some extent drained the other schools, both government- 
rnn and pi ivately l un, o f the talent availal)le at this level. T liese 
sc hools gerierally charge higher fees (ban others do. Therefore, 
thc\ ran affftrd bctiev facilities and. in certain cases, better 
aiiM tiilles, If not  also lietlei ejnolutiients.

3 IH 1 o !>v(Tr oine this deliciency, two steps will have to be taken.



One is to attract more talent into secondaiy school teaching and 
the other would be to give them ample opportunities for 
}vrofessional growth so that whatever talent is available is devel 
oped further and made more productive in terms of pedagogical 
skills. It must be acknowledged that teaching at this level has to 
be made financially more remunerative than it is today. Clearly 
the objective has to be to attract as well as to retain talent,

3 20 The basic job of this division is to keep its finger on the 
f)ulse of the school community, partly on its own, partly through 
interaction with NCERT and the local SCERT and partly by break 
ing new ground, as and when necessary. Under no circumstances 
should there be any lack of alignment between the local situation 
and the national imperatives. Above all, it should be the basic 
responsibiltty of this division that the curriculum is modified 
from time to time and kept abreast of contemporary develop
ments. Close contact wijth training colleges and University 
departments of education will help in performing this role.

3.21 To what extent this division can also act as a policy making 
imit is difficult to say. Ideally speaking, that should be its most 
important function. But given the scarcity of talent at this level 
and the various other limitations that would take time to overcome 
(this issue will be taken up again a little later), it would be In 
order to keep this objective in mind.

InsmvicB Training

3.22 If higher secondary education is to be made terminal in 
character, as should be the objective, the kind of competence 
which students look forward to acquiring when they join a college 
should be provided at the higher secondary level. This can be 
done only by reorienting and retraining the teachers already In 
position, i.e., by providing systematic and sustained inservlc’e 
training to those already in the profession or those who will join 
it in course of time. In case better talent can be attracted to the 
profession. It would certainly facilitate things. In case this cannot 
be done, the existing stock of talent would have to be improved. 
The decision to engage Postgradtlate teachers for the plus two 
stage was to make it qualitatively different from the secondary 
stage. It was both a preparation for entry into college and, in a 
way, an introduction to that level of education. Hence, the ne< d 
for re-training teachers at this level cannot be over rninhasised.

_  t fie  B q a r t is ,  *
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3.23 In order to facilitate upgrading of teaching skills, it will 
be necessaiy to set up a separate division of Inservlce Training 
which Interacts closely with the Academic division. In addition, 
the techniques of distance learning education will have to be 
utilised extensively as well as purposefully. The numbers involved 
are so large that the country will not have resources enough to 
send hundreds and thousands of teachers from their place of 
work to another designated place of training.

3.24 Furthermore, the system, as being followed today, can 
deal with only a fraction of the teachers in position. What we 
need to do is to retrain all teachers in a systematic and intensive 
way. U may be noted In this connection that the flrat crucial 
step in this regard was taken in the mid-seventies when the 
duration of school was extended by one year and make the higher 
secondary course a two-year programme. Some of the southern 
states had moved in this direction even before this decision was 
made at the all India level. The term used in those states was 
Junior colleges. The use of the word college led to some confiision 
in respect of salary scales. Most State governments took a 
determined stand in this regard and successfully resisted the 
move to give UGC scales to teachers in these colleges.

.125 The fact that these teachers had a Master’s degree in the 
relevant subject made it possible to provide a reasonably good 
base in academic terms for a somewhat higher level of instruction 
at (he higher secondary levels. However, in professional terms, 
tliere are serious gaps which need to be bridged through 
sy.stematic inservice training. This form of training should not 
K>e looked upon hs an aiterlhout^ht but an attempt to fulfil the 
original design

i.26 At the moment this is a job which is expected to be 
{)erformed by SCERTs in different states. In most cases, their 
jjei formarice is uneven as well as unsatisfactory. Most of them 
do not understand either the magnitiide or the complexity of the 
problem and keep on functioning as if it was one of the numerous 
problems that required attention. It is in fact the key problem at 
t he seconilary level and has to be tackled as such. Of late,.DIETs 
lot whi(‘h I he SCFFTs are responsible, have been set \ip in about 
100 distriets. According to mf»st estimates, about 100-200 of 
ihrm are tuiictioning. In any ( ase, it needs to be recognised tliat
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their role is at the primary education level, and not at the 
secondary level. At that level SCERTs are more relevant and 
should have a larger role to play than they are playing at present.

3.27 At this stage, it might be asked whose responsibility It 
should be to provide and an ange inaervlce training. Should it be 
that of the School Boards or the SCERT or even the Department 
of Education? The answer in our view is the School Boards. It is 
the only agency which is primarily concerned with secondary 
education. The Department too Is concerned but not In that 
exclusive or direct way. Amongst other things, it has several 
other responsibilities too. In any event, its principal arm for 
undertaking this Job, as and when undertaken, would be the 
SCERT. If the latter gets involved, as it should, the Department 
can be said to be involved. EJven then, some one has to take the 
initiative and shoulder the responsibility. The Board would be 
the appropriate agency for doing so. For one thing, its 
responsibility is both obvious, indeed inescapable. For another, 
the Boards have the necessary intellectual resources, which, 
when combined with those of the SCERT, will help them to 
arrange and organise inservice training, as it should be organ
ised. An equally helpful role can be played training cellegis 
Eind departments of education in the universities as and when 
they are drawn into this network of inservice training.

3.28 TTie Boards as constituted today hardly do an5rthing in 
this regard. If secondary education is to be imprqyed, there is no 
choice except to signlficemtly upgrade the skills of those already 
in position. In other words, the key to improvement lies in 
inservice training being undertaken in a systematic and intensity, 
meinner.

Role Btmrda in l^trainkig

3.29 There are two principal reasons why we favour the Boards 
undertaking this task. The Department of Education being a 
part of the bureaucratic set up, suffers from certain handicaps. 
Secondly, the job requires to be done not as it is being done 
t6day bu t by using the new technologies that are now becoming 
available.

3.30 While some of the Boards do have an Academic division, 
hardly any one of them has what may be called an Inservice
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Training division. The two. however, are closely linked to each 
other as should be apparent. And that is why they are being 
mentioned in this sequence. A strong and well staffed Academic 
division would be a source of strength to the Inservice Training 
division. The professional training Imparted by this division 
would, in the long run, help to strengthen the academic 
functioning of the Board. The nature of the linkage between these 
two divisions needs to be recognised and Indeed fostered. 
Although, all the professionals in the Board need to be well 
qualified, this is especially pertinent to these two decisions. 
Persons appointed to different jobs in these divisions have to be 
soimd academics with a positive o\itlook. Above all, they have to 
have a commitment to high standards of performance.

3.31 In a situation where even universities suffer from lack of 
commitment, to ask for it in respect of schools would be a difficult 
ideal to live up to. A good deal would depend upon the kind of 
teachers who are being trained by training colleges and University 
departments of education. Today’s products do not measure up 
to the responsibilities that they are expected to discharge, more 
particularly in the restructured Boards as we visualise them. To 
that extent, the catchment area for these divisions is somewhat 
circumscribed. Despite this handicap, once established they 
would have to perform well, otherwise the justification for having 
these two divisions would come to be questioned.

Sftfeguards

3.32 Certain saieguards are absolutely essential. One of them, 
for example, is not to follow the system of promotions through 
seniority. Nothing is more inimical to good performance than 
automatic promotions. This would have to be guarded against 
and accountability would liave to be insisted upon. Another 
thing to be ensured would be (hat at least one or two persons in 
this division are well grounded in the distance education 
technology. Maybe it becomes necessary to establish close 
linkages with the local open university, if it exists, or with a 
Central outfit like IGNOIJ. A third requirement would be that 
tliere is active interaction between classroom teachers and those 
working for tlie Boards. Those working only in an office are likely
i ' t)erome stale after some lime. It would then be necessary for 
Uiese Indivlduials to recharge their batteries. The best way of 
doing so is to undergo anotlier spell of inservice training.



Research Division

3.33 Hardly any School Board has a Research division as of 
today. This Is something which the Boards have never thought 
to be important enough to set up In a sense, this Is a coniirmatlon 
of the fact that the Boards still continue to think in terms of 
conducting examinations as their most important Job. 
Examinations are Important no doubt but to regard them as the 
sole Justification for the existence of the Boards is a sure recipe 
for stagnation in the long run. Examinations In the very nature 
of things are repetitive in character. Year after year, the same 
Job is done and, if there are no serious lapses, it is seen to be an 
occasion for self congratulation. But this is taking an extremely 
Umited and self4imUing view of their mandate.

3.34 Properly speaking, every Board should keep on raising 
issues in regard to all kinds of things, academic and others, and 
find answers even to questions some of which have not been 
asked earlier. In fact to ask questions is the Job of the researchers 
and there Is an intimate connection between classroom teaching, 
conduct of examinations and how those are being handled and 
with what results. The latter activity can be legitimately described 
as research. This is sorely neglected as of today,

3.35 Another matter for consideration is whether the 
Examination division should do this Job or let the Research 
division go into issues like a review of how question papers are 
set or how answer scripts are evaluated and the entire range of 
issues dealing with the integrity or reliability of the examinations 
being held. Either of the two divisions can do this Job, Apeirt 
from issues relating to examinations, there are a number of other 
aspects connected with curriculum, techniques of teaching, ways 
of handling students, problems regarding the recruitment and 
promotions of teachers. Each one of them has to be raised and 
discussed. In course of time, a body of new knowledge Would 
begin to emerge which then would be scrutinised against the 
existing st ock of knowledge and appropriate changes made.

3.36 The kind of talent which should be involved in research 
is an issue which has also to be raised. Those who undertake 
research have to be both good classroom teachers and men and 
women of the thinking and the questioning kind. Unless their 
leet are planted firmly on the ground which is classroom teaching.
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they can ask the wrong type of questions or even return wrong 
answers. At the same time, unless they are men and women of 
the icind who like to question received wisdom, they would not 
raise the right kind of questions and they would end up being 
both repetitive and sterile. Given the existing scarcity of talent, 
it would not be easy to find the right kind of staff for the Research 
division.

3.37 But a little bit of planning, some remodeling of training 
methods in the existing teaching institutions, more emphasis 
on publication work (journals etc.) and a few other connected 
steps can bring about a healthy change in about a decade. To 
put it another way, it would be some years before adequately 
staffed Research divisions are established.Generally speaking, 
they would centre around a few innovative and enterprising 
individuals. The important thing to ensure is that the objective 
to set up an adquately staffed Research division is not lost sight 
of. It may take some years to set them up. But the objective 
should be kept unwaveringly alive. Interaction with NCERT, 
NCTE, SCERTs, departments of education in universities and 
several hundred training colleges would have to be ensured.

3.38 Two Jobs in partlcu lar are awaiting urgent attention. One 
of them (to analyse the masses of examination data generated 
anually by each School Board) needs to be handled by the 
Examination division. But the second Job (analysis of pupil 
performance in each paper) has to be done primarily by the 
Research division. The purpose of these analyses is to help 
improve the level of achievement of students as also the level of 
proflciency of teachers who instruct them. Some of the Boards 
have occasionally turned their attention to doing this Job but it 
has been done neither adequately nor systematically. The 
Research division should be required to attend to this job on a 
priority Ijasis. In course of time, the Research divisions of different 
Boards would begin to interact with one another. In the long 
run, this would ensure both better teaching and better student 
performance.

3.39 One minor suggestion might be made here. In addition 
to what the staff of the Research division might be able to do on 
t heir own, it should be equally feasible for the division to sponsor 
some research work, farm out projects to others and, in general,



create an atmosphere of enquiry and serious Investigation, 
Research work in the field of school education has been so 
consistently neglected Mnd for such a long time that considerable 
attention needs to be given to it.

Cktntrmst with Vniveraitiea

3.40 Over the years, most School Boards have acquired a 
certain kind of expertise in dealing with examination work. While 
quite a few universities have been fumbling in conducting 
examinations and declaring results, School Boards have without 
exception managed to keep themseh^es on schedule. Results are 
declared on time. Most often, Boards take something like 40-45 
days to value the scripts and do att tMe detailed documentation 
work which has to be done before results can be declared. This 
is in sharp contrast to universities in several states whose 
academic calender has remained disturbed for the last few 
decades. Certain states are more guilty in this respect than 
others. Even in case of these guilty states, their School Boards 
have managed to perform while the universities have failed to do 
so. This has happened despite all the handicaps from which 
almost all Boards suffer. The most obvious af them Is the pressure 
of numbers. Uttar Pradesh for instance has one-sixth of India’s 
population and the number of students that the Board handles 
is close to 3 million. Nonetheless, the Board has not failed to 
deliver the goods even once,

3.41 This has been possible because of the mechanism of 
having regional offices and delegated responsibility for a number 
of crucial jobs. This form of delegation has taken place in most 
of the major states like Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Maharashtra, 
Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and West Bengal. About a quarter 
century ago, one after another, the Boards started 
commiterisatlon of results and gradually extended it to other 
connected operations. While it cannot be claimed that every 
single operation has been fully and comprehensively computer
ised, It seems safe to say that today there is not a single Board 
which is not making use of computers. Step by step, more and 
more computerisation is being introduced. It is this fact, more 
than any other, which has enabled the School Boards to meet 
the challenge of numbers.
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3.42 In one respect, however, most of the Boards have not per
formed as well as they could have. This refers to the training of 
the concerned staff in the use of computers. While a number of 
them have taken specific steps to train their staff, as a general 
proposition, only half the job has been done and the other half 
remains to be done. That is why it has been suggested that 
there should be a Computer and Information Unit in each School 
Board. This will enable the staff in position to perform even 
better than they are doing at present.

v3.43 Why this contrast with how the universities perform in 
respect of examinations has been brought up here is easy to 
explain. For one thing. School Boards do not have to be defensive 
in respect, of eveiything as they generally ar«. In at least tme 
area of operations, the Boards are doing well. For another, it was 
important to provide a kind of curtain raiser to the detailed 
discussion of one of the more crucial Jobs that the Boards 
perform, namely, the conduct of examinations.

4 6 * RBmodelUng q f School Edueation Boarda



4
THE CONDUCT OF 
EXAMINATIONS
The System of External Examinations

T he most dominant and the most visible ot all activities of 
the Boards is that of conducting examinations. Everything 

connected with examinations—the issue of roll numbers, 
setting of question papers, evaluation of answer books, tabulation 
of results and the declaration of results—have been done year 
after year and for decades together with a fair degree of 
competence.

4.02 As long as the existing system of public examinations is 
followed in the country, the drill which is now being followed will 
continue to be adhered to. In any case, as already described, 
there is a wealth of experience available with the Boards which 
ensures mainly two things. One is that even though the number 
of candidates runs into approximately three million in the case 
of one Board, through a judicious mix of delegation of certain 
precisely defined jobs to regional offices and the use of computers, 
the whole process is completed in about six weeks. This is 
creditable. It must be acknowledged

4.03 The second aspect is the integrity and reliability of the 
examinations conducted. Notwithstanding occasional cases of 
leakage of question papers and mass copying by students, a phe
nomenon wliich varies from state to state and year to year, ther e 
is a certain degree of credibility which these examinations enjoy; 
this fact too must he acknowledged. W iat are the issues thei  ̂
which may be dealt with here? I'hese may be identified as follows

The Issue of Roll Numbers

4.04 According to the practice being followed in most places.
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roll numbers are issued by the Boards. Names and other details 
are forwarded by schools. These are scrutinised by the Board 
office With the help of their regional offices (wherever they exist) 
and then roll numbers are Issued. Can this system be changed? 
The issue is worth exploring.

4.05 For example, can the Job of Issuing roll numbers be del
egated to schools? The apprehension against such a proposal 
would be that the schools cannot be entrusted with the respon
sibility of doing so. They are likely to make mistakes, and 
sometimes deliberately so. The simple ans^r to this apprehen
sion is that if the Boards work o\it a foolproof system coupled 
with appropriate (and graded) punishment meted out to the 
offending schools, in a few years, the new system could he 
enforced without any fear of manipulation or misuse. Certain 
safeguards would have to be provided however. The more obvi
ous ones are:

(a) At the university level, every student is given what is called a 
University Registration Number. A couple of vSchool Boards 
are also doing the same. In our opinion, this system should 
be adopted by eveiy single Board, This will simplify the whole 
procedure of the issue of roll numbers which would not be 
issued by the schools as generally understood but Permanent 
Registration Number would be issued instead The issue of 
roll numbers in that case would become a routine matter.

(b) For every mistake made by a school office, there should be 
an automatic fine of Rs.lOOO. Tlie amount of fine may be 
revised from time to time as and when necessary.

(c) If more than five mistakes are detected in a pariic ular year 
in the case of a school. tlTfe issue of roll numbers may be 
taken over instantly by the Board for that year and I he school 
fined heavily to the extent of may be Rs.50,000. The fine 
imposed should be the same, whether it is a private school or 
a government sciiool

(d) During the first three years, 15 20 per cent random check 
Ing iiuiy be undertaken by the Board otflre so as to guard 
against any mistake or sll[)page. Wltli the passage of time, 
this percentage may be redured and then stal)illsefi at j)er



cent per year In other words, 5 per cent of the entries 
submitted by eveiy school should in any case be strutinised 
at random in the office of the Board.

(e) Both at the school level and the Board level, the individual 
who makes/checks entries must sign. This will place the 
onus of responsibihty on one person—a well-tested and 
widely-practised procedure in every such system where 
confidentiality of operations is a prerequisite. If at any stage, 
mistakes are found, it will be easy to hold a particular 
individual responsible.

4.06 The advantage of delegating this job to schools will be
twofold. Om, it vM  the presstirc of work on the Boards
to quite an extent and, two, it will significantly improve the 
working of school offices. At the moment, most of the«e offices 
are in a ramshackle state. Things are done casually and, if 
mistakes of the kind that ordinarily occur coitie t© notice, 
responsibility is not fixed. Once the responsibility of issuing roll 
numbtrs is given t® the school offtce and a he^vy fine is levied as 
penlaty, nobody will take his job caiually. And this would be an 
enormous gain.

4.07 Before proceeding further, one question must be an
swered: Can this be done? Can the schools be trusted with this 
resportsibilityl* More important, can there be a system wherein 
fines are tntposed? Will it not lead to a public outcry? All such 
fears are legitimate and need to be articulated lJut to Ihfllr that 
the status quo should be maintained is biing tnuch too timid. 
Cautiori is in order but nat timidity. The existing non-|)erform- 
ing system at the school Im̂ el has to be changed. How sodn and 
at what pace are issues that can be and should be diseussed.

4.08 One reason why we have chosen t© raise this lAsue in this 
manner is that it has a direct bearing on the Issue of staff strength 
tn the various Boards and the felatid question ef what is called 
unionisation of the employees. This is a real problem and 
efficiency of operations is closely linked with it. The sole reason 
why most BoiM'ds have managed to perform better than the 
universities is that they opted for computers. A number of 
universities, but not all. are now using computers to a greater 
extent than before. But the Boards are significantly ahead in
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this respect. Jn the existing situation, the Boards have to build 
on that vantEige position. Delegating the responsibility of issu
ing roll numbers to schools will both signify and ensure that.

in Tmting

4.09 Cheating in examinations is a menace in most states. 
Until a quarter century ago, this phenomenon was not encoun
tered at the school level though, to be sure, it was and continues 
to be somewhat widespread at the collige level. With growing 
criminalisatlon in society, the incidence of mass copying has 
been on the rise. That some of the pro^ssional coliegts felt 
upset by what was happening at the school level should be evident 
from the fact lliat. in most states, ^parate eitamliFiallons afe 
held for entry into professional courses. This Is a comment upon 
the extent of confidence that unlversltiis/colleges have In the 
d&ility of the School Boards to conduct thdlr examinations fairly 
and with the requisite degree of integrity This is not ta surest 
that Board examinations are less reliable than those conducted 
by untversltlei and other organisations btit that there is a problem 
here and it has to be attended to,

4.10 Tl̂ ie practice of screening large masses of students and 
selecting only a small number—to match the number of seats 
available—is by now followed in most states. There may be some 
justification in the case of students coming from other Boards 
when they apply for admission into professional colleges located 
in another state. But there is not much justification for such a 
system when students have appeared for the examination 
conducted by the local School Board and have performed as well 
as they could have and in proportion to the reliability and integrity 
of the examination conducted by the local Board. While growing 
numbers is a factor and the need to select rather than certify as 
was the earlier requirement have changed the situation 
somewhat, there are a number of issues involved here which 
need to be discussed.

4 11 Often, these State sponsored tests are allotted to certain 
nniversitles to conduct on behalf of the state. The reven\ie earned 
from these tests stays with the universities. In a few states, 
where tlie State governments attempted to include that income 
in the overall income of the university, the universities united
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together and opposed such an arrangement. In one or two cases, 
they went to the extent of asserting that they wire not required 
to organise such tests as per their charter of work. Some of the 
universities, otherwise chronically short of funds, Wanted this 
income by way of a bonus rather than have it adjusted against 
their grant from the State ̂ vernment. Certain universities have 
crores of rupees in this fund which is at the exclusive disposal of 
the Vice-Chancellor. Evin the Finance Committee has rt© control 
or jurisdiction over it. Ttius, vested interests pir^tuate the 
existlnf set up and oppose any kind of change in the situation.

4.12 The unstated Implleatlon of this repeat testing at the State 
level is that the kind of testing done by School Boards is not 
depenilaMe and ih t admitting authortties Mkt to do the testing 
either an their own or rely ©n the testing done by another 
undtr the auspiees of the State government.

4.13 It would be presumptuous to expect that such discusiion 
can take place M the national level. #or one thing, the Schoul 
Boards sm not as well org^lswd at the nattorial level as are the 
universities. COBSE which represents the various Schodl Boards 
is a much younger body than the Assoeiation of Indian 
Universities and would have to ^ t  organised better than it is 
today befere such an exercise can be undertaken. That apart, it 
would be much more rewarding to discuss it at the state level 
rather than at the national Im̂ el. Also, for the reason that there 
is no all-India policy in this ragard. No one has taken any formal 
or infofmal pcnsllion an behalf of the un^ersltiefe ®r the School 
Boards. A number of universify tead^rs ait on various boiies 
of the Boards. It Is somehow taken ft>r granted that what Is p>od 
for universities is also for seh^ls. C^arienee has ihBwn 
that this is not so. Hils dislllusionln| iiqieftence. if it may be 
put that WBtf, needs to be concretised alkmh by the ^ardft in 
the oase of currieulum making and aeademic planning.

4.14 At the secondary levil, the vocational aspeet is not g^en 
the importance It deserves. If about one-third or more of the 
students Who clear the plus two eKamination Opt for college, the 
m^ority need to be. educated d.lfferently irom those preparing 
for entry into college. It is this reorientation which needs to be 
brought about. It cannot be brought about through examina
tions but by redeslgnln|f the curriculum which is quite a differ-
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ent proposition.

4.15 The 1986 Policy had recommended the establishment of 
a National Testing Service. The 1992 revision changed the fbcus 
somewhat and talked in terms of a National Evaluation 
Organisation. Without getting Into the details of this contro
versy, one thing is clear. The need to have a national level 
organisation which deals with this issue on a professional basis 
was recognised even a decade ago. Why is this issue being kept 
in cold storage then? This extraordinaiy delay has created fur
ther problems. It is time that some steps were taken to attend to 
this thorny issue at an early date.

ftw HiiM f|f lutifTitii

4.16 Returning to the Issue in hand, integrity in the conduct 
of examinations, some more aspects need to be discussed:

(a) Not so long ago, the phrase used in respect of cheating in 
examinations was the use of unfair means’. Even now when 
the situation has undergone a qualitative change, the 
designation of the committee which deals With such cases is 
still the ‘Unfair Means Committee’. The current popular usage 
however is ‘mass copying’. What is significant to note in 
this regard is that copying takes place frequently and on a 
large scale.

(b) As will be readily recognised, the causes are more political 
than academic. The police are now-a-days invariably involved 
In the conduct of examinations especially when large masses 
of students have to be handled. This becomes unavoidable 
when students are iio longer guilty of copying as indlvidiials. 
In quite a number of cases, parents also get involved. 
Therefore, widespread (copying becomes a law and order 
problem.

(c) It should not be necessary to condemn the role of certain 
groups and parties which adopt a public posture — generally 
unhelpful—In regard to mass copying. The truth of the matter 
is that whatever might l)e said in defence or criticism of the 
situation, no one can defend mass copying in principle and 
Indeed no one does, at least publicly. However, words are 
genei ally manipulated in such a way that, even while deciying
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mass copying, Instances of it, when detected, are defended 
ingeniously and in devious ways. As a result, copying Is not 
curbed. Through planned and systematic Inaction, It Is even 
encouraged and promoted.

(d) What about the role ©f the Boards In such situations? Much 
depends upon the Chairman of the Board. There have been 
instances when chairmen have given evidence of Inaction or 
lack of assertion. In consequence, instead of being curbed, 
copying receives a fresh fillip. But there have been also in
stances when chairmen have asserted themselves and copying 
has been brought under control. It all bdlls down to who 
succeeds In intltaldatlng

(e) If students, backed by their parents and the connivance with 
tho«e who wield state pdwer, succeed in intimidating the 
^camming autherity, copjtog eannQt be brought under con
trol. If, on the 0ther hand, the ®oard-^m®re jM-ecisely, the 
Chalmian of the Board—chooses t© iisi^rt his authoiity to 
cdnduct a free-from-blimlsh ^amteiation, he ©an have his 
vmy. Ho one In authority can legitimately refuse to extend 
sup^oft to the Boiyrds in defence of a good cause—Ihtegnty 
in the conduct of examinations. For the last few decades, a 
certain kind of see-saw battle has been taking plaee in every 
state. Earliir it was between the students and the universities. 
Now the School Boards have also been draWn Into this mess. 
In this battte, neither side has been vlttorieus so far. Hiere 
are occasions when copying takes place on a large scale. There 
are also occasions when it has been curbed successfully and 
effectively. The process of ctirbing is hswever generally 
temporaty. Indeed, cQ|)ying returns again till it is again 
resisted by those in authort^. The crucial factor, to reiterate, 
is the moral stamitia and the wlllingliess to assert by the 
chief executive, rtattiely. the Chairman of the Boari. Indeed, 
orie can go so far as to say that a Chairman of the Board has 
failed to deliver the goods unless he»ls able to ensure that 
examinations are conducted as they ought to be caniueted; 
that ts free ffotfi any breath of scandal or corruption.

(f) There is one power which can always be used by the Chair
man of the Board as and when he chooses to invoke it. The 
irony is that it is not used as often at It QU|ft)t to be. ThjiP



the poiirer of the Chairmim to cancel any examinatlcm. This 
powir of the Botrd cannot he questioned by anydn#. Once 
uied, there is no appeal against it. It can he cancelled, if 
necessary, at one or at several centres. Onee cancelled, 
word goes around that copying will not pay and that no 
attempt to copy will be allowed to sueceed. In our ©plUion. 
this power should be invoked more frequently* more 
consistently and more decisively thim has been done in most 
cases.

(g) Apart from invoking this p>wer, there are several ©ther ways 
of frustrating attempts to cheat. In a couple of cases, for 
example, different question pipers are set and studentsi even 
when seated next to one another, are given different question 
papers. Similarly, seatihg is arrangid in such a way that the 
nei^bouring student cannot help, even if a stud^t t» imlined 
to do so. Several ejiperiments on simitar lines have been made 
by several Boards. Wie suggest that these need to be analysed 
both from academic and administrative angles and 
appropriate guidelines worked out. While multiple question 
papers have certainly brou^t down the incicknce of eapying 
markedly, questions continue to be raised regarding the 
scientific validity of this mode of testing. Iti our opinion, this 
issue needs to be explored further. This is a job to which 
COBSE must pay urgent attention.

(h) One of the Boards has tried an innovation rather success
fully and we commend it to the attention of all Boards. Cases 
of the use of imfair means are not kept pending for months 
as genearlly happens. Instead, a number of Unfair Means 
committees are set up and they work simultaneously. 
Therefore decisions are made within a matter of days, 
sometimes as promptly as three to four days. Rules of 
invlgilation make it Imperative for Superintendents of 
examination centres to take statements right on the spot. 
When cases come up for decision, all relevant statements 
have already been obtained. This speed of decision making 
also Inhibits those charge-sheeted from invoking pressures 
of different kinds What needs to be underscored is the fact 
that when the Board is determined to ensure a high degree of 
iiitt gi ity in the conduct of examinations, the news spreads at 
oner. Phis thereton  ̂acts as a deterrent to attempts at copying.
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(i) Cheating in ex&minatlons is an issue which must r«ceiv( 
dttm l^ attentidn ^ ir y  y#ar after «aeh «£i»ntaatlttn snasen 
Hi# situatien muit be reviewed and wii)rs found to cmhat 
the j>roblein. To some i^ent. this is being doiie in a number 
of places. What is required is to intervene more effictively, 
and equally important, to interact with other boards to share 
the experience of handling them. One of the Jobs that CBSE 
should undertake is to convene annually an all-India minting 
foi* two or three days where Controllers of lam ination come 
t^ether and e]K>k£mge ecpertewces of lessens learnt and 
unli^rnt.

MMamirtatimi Cmiitw§

4.17 At this stage. It is important to refer to one issue with 
which the Boards are confronted every year: A^ere to locale the 
examination centres and on what considerations. These are 
Issues which moit of them find difficult to fri^^le ^th . Some 
Boards have worked out pwsclse criteria. Othtrs have yet to do 
so. The criteria that they have alrea% laid down are neither 
p r^ iie  nor detaited With the result that unscrupulous people 
can s^nvs^ts manipulate the system. Onopcasims, politicians, 
incluiii^ minista-s, intervene. The obvious thing to do in all 
iueh cases ts that rules should ^  laid down ift advance atid 
down to the last detail.

4.18 Once laid down, even the Chairman should not have the 
authority to make any exception. All ^ceptions. if thought 
advislibie for publicly defensible reasons, must be placed before 
t|ie executive committee of the Board for approval. Such a sys
tem Will also protect the Chalrmah from bting pressurised by 
people who are more interested In responding to populist pres
sures than in upholding the integrity of the examination syitem.

4.19 The location of examination centres Is cruei^ to the suc
cess of the conduct of eifaminattoMs. Broadly sp M ^ g , more than 
80 per cent of the success of the system d«p^ds u ^n  ti^ire 
the centres are located, whether they are easily accessible to 
everyone or can entry be controlled rigotously ajift cither similar 
details. Various Boards have undertaken various experiments. 
Some rely upon the Principals of the examination centres to 
manage things with the help of their staff and ensure good



performance. Others ask the students of one school to sit for 
examination at a centre other than their awn school. It is not 
our Intention to support one proeedure or deciy another. It all 
depends upon the opinion in a particular state, the extint of 
poiitlcal or other Interference, the support received from the 
diitrict authorities and such contributory factors.

4.20 There is no common all-India pattern. When Controllers 
of Examinations meet under the auspices of COBiE every year 
for a few days, it is for them to learn from one another. Some
times it may become necessary to changt a particular system if 
it has been followed too long and where infirmities have been 
noticed. In respect of all such matters, there ctn be no substi
tute for learning from experience. Hie objietive Is to ensure 
fault-free conduct of examirtations. While a lot depends upon 
rules and regulations, the role of those vestid with the responsl- 
bility of conducting examinations at various levels is no less 
important.

Dt9trikuti0n q f g U M i m

4.21 The manner in which question papers are set* printed 
and distributed is fairly successful, barring occasional leakagts 
which most Boards have learnt to deal with. Some more thought 
however needs to be given to the system of distributing question 
papers to various examination centres. Today different 
procedures are followed. We hesitate to express an opinion in 
favour or against any procedure. Once agalnt we would like 
COBSE to coordinate the thinking of the various Boards, the 
procedures that they follow and Indicate the need for reconsid
eration or revision.

4.22 Can there also be a system whereby it becomes possible 
to grade £ind categorise the Boards in respect of how efficiently 
and honestly examinations are organised? This is not the same 
thing as grading the Boards on the basis of their academic 
perfonnance and related criteria. Tliat would amount to ac
creditation in a sense and is so far not on the agenda as far as 
schools are concerned. Accreditation as a system of monitoilng 
is an Item under consideration at the university level. The 
National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) 
sponsored by the IIGC Is the body vested with this function. A
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stage will come one day when this system can be extended to 
schools also. What is being suggested Is to determine how hon 
estly, or otherwise, a particular examination was eondticted. The 
point at Issue Is the degree of integrity with which It was 
conducted and not whether the papers set were well designed or 
whether they were evaluated as they should have been and so 
on.

4.23 Evidently no oilti^de agency, were it to undertake such a 
Job, would be welcomed. The job can only be done on a volun
tary basis till such time as «owiethlng corresponding to NAAC in 
respect of universities is establlfihfed. An impartial and reliable 
set of cilteria would have to be evolved meaftwhlle. Can this be 
done and would the Boards agree to such ati exercise? An answer 
to this question can only he gliwen by an all-India professional 
body which, In the existing clrcumstatices, can otily m ^n  
COB8E. On its own, the ODlSE woUli hesitate to t^ e  acltar 
cut stand ©n this Issue. ®iit if half a doien Boards come forward 
and ask to be evaluated Ih terms of the crltetta evolved, It would 
have an electrifying effect on the ic ^ d l tysteiii as a whole and 
indeed on the university system tao.

and Trem^mrmi^

4.24 Most Boards do not permtt rt evaluation of afiswer shrifts 
aftsr results hm̂ e been declared. In some cases, the matter had 
b e ^  taken to the Consutnir Courts arid fevin the Wipi CQutts. 
Qonsmmer Courts, ift ir  hairing enteftalntd soine of these plsas 
in the beginning* have now washed thiir hanfs of this matter. 
Bartlsr, the position that they tdok was that ttie cDndttct of 
^ciunlnations was in the natute Df a itê rtiee and if stu^eitts were 
not satisfied with the setvlfce reti^sred, they could legitimately 
ask fisr redress. Tltete c o ^ s  have siWse fourid that the numbers 
inv®li^d were so large that, were this system of appeals to 
Gofisuiiier Courts to continue, they would find It difficult to dial 
With the countless complaints that cotne before them. Thei^ofe, 
tliiy decided ndt to deal Witti such cases.

4.25 The courts too h»l?e taken a some^liiat similar position. 
T h ^  have refused to sit in judgement on how Ufiiversitles and 
Boards perform. In one case, an appeal wint to the Supreftie 
Court against a decision of the Maharashtra High Court. The
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Supreme Court took the view that the principles of natural Jus
tice did not apply to this situation sinee the eic^inHlg authori
ties followed a csrtain, settled procedure. If that pnmedure had 
not been violated, there was no reason to interfere. It should not 
be necessary to provide more details of these dwlopments 
except to repeat the point that it is for th« examining authorities 
to set their house in order. The overall situation however remains 
that barely one or two Boards permit re-ep^atlon. Ttle question 
that arises therefbre Is: M^at is the rijpiF thiiig tt) dof

4.36 Bsfbre this question ean be answirici* It la toiportant t«> 
raise £uiother quastion. Why is it that the demand for re-e\mlu- 
ation came to be made in the first lnstance?11le plain answer is, 
that a la ip  m m \m  ^  m m  ilther
scores in the examination or the mannar in which the Boards 
were parforming. Instead of lool^ng into the poor parformanat 
of the Boards, which was the real issue, a way oMt was found 
and that was to permit students to ask for re-evaluation cm pay
ment (rf a certain fee. This has no doubt meant a small d ^ a e  of 
satisfaetion f©r dissatisfied students but the extant of the 
problems that this questionable innovation has created has been 
outweigied by the advantage that accrued to somi pedplt.

4.27 Put another way, the basic issue is to ensure two thinp. 
One is to improve the internal mechanisms of management and 
control, the marking of scripts (the procedures of randomisation 
and sealing in evaluation of answer scripts are somewhat 
neglected today) and the other related Issues that are connected 
with the working of the Boardsi and the second is to ensure the 
transparent functioning of these Boards so that those who have 
misgivings of various kinds can see for themselves that what is 
being done is both efficient and honest. Most Boards falter on 
these grounds. Some of them, though not all, insist on secreey 
as a cover for their unsatisfactory performance. Since this is an 
issue of considerable importance, a lot more thought (and 
appropriate follow-up action) would have to be given as to hcWf 
the Boards can perform better and what they should do about 
it. The matter is not being pursued llirther partly because It can 
be debated at length on the platform of COBSE and partly 
through the agency of the Grievance Redressal Cell dlseussed 
later in some detail.
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4.2$ While ft couple of Boards do have something like a manual 
of office operations In respect ®f examination work, the rest rely 
on precedents or improvisations made on the spot. What needs 
to be ensured Is that COBSE prepares a manual for use all Its 
members. As has been proposed elsfwhere, a two to three day 
workshop of Controllers of Examinations should be convened 
every year. One of its tasks should be to review such a manual— 
assuming that It has been prepared by that time—ln fegpect of 
how workable it Is and whether the «fepertence of different Boards, 
year after year, ealls for any amendment of the rules and 
regulatiims laid down. If no amendments are f«r, it oitly 
goei t@ show that ̂ e  manusU it well conceived and well designed 
and is a document meaitt to guide those w^rMi^ in this area, 
rather than an essay on what ou^t to be dane. festh the 
preparation of sueh a manual md its mmuAl updating should 
be ©ne ®f the Important a^ignm ^ts that tOBiE mutt take 
upon Itself. It m i^t be useful to involve some retired stalwaWs 
m this area of wurk so at t© draw m  ttiiir experience md praittial 
Msiom.

4.29 In the drafting and flnalisatidn of this manual 
tmnspanancy of operali(»is muit be ensured. At ms^e it 
n&eis to be altened that p-oteiufes cannot be maiie eonfiia il^ . 
AH eor|/Menttid% thouki r<©latt to the kienti^ qf the iî ividkmls 
and m t the pwcedutts. Indted the procedures should be public 
to ̂ e  tjxtent that anyone who wants to hiive a cc^y of the manual 
should be able to aoqtlire one. While drawing up the manual, 
due imp®rtance muit be giiPen to the r€N|uir«nifent ^ a t the pro- 
cedut^s ere both effklent and mechanitaily sfnonth m d  at the 
same titti® publicly defenslbte.

4.3© Thit la one part of A e job. The iecond f>att lo titatire 
that fttm^ddurim art fbUnwed iitipUait^ and A t e
irach ejmminatton. an ifttemal atidtt must b « otit fey
the Controller of Examlnattons and a report aubmlttad to that 
effict to the Chailin^ of the Baard. ihmild not however 
mean that the Chairman waits fer the submlsiion of the riport 
and takes no interest in the day-to-day workln# of the 
Examination branch. The formal position must be understood
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clearly. The chief executive of the Board Is the Chairman. In 
other words, he is res|>onsible for all that happens. The Cowtroller 
of Examinations, even though one of the senior officers of the 
Board, is answet'aMe to the Chairman. In order to lend meaning 
to the concept of ansiwefability, the Controller will be well advised 
to keep the Chairman informed of all important developments 
and the latter too should keep himself posted with day-to-day 
developments. The intention is not to interfere with the working 
of the Controllers or the lam ination division. On the contraiy, 
the Intention is that the Chairman must satisfy himself that the 
procedures laid down are being followed as they should be.

4.31 In fact we would go fiifther and suggest that every thrte 
years there should be a mandfttoty review of the working af the 
Examination branch by a committee appointed by the Board. 
Tills report should 0  into every sin#; detail of the operations. 
For instance, in several places, tubulators and checkers are 
subject to a token fine if a mistake is discovered. More mistal^s 
means larger fines. A number of mistakes are discovered but It 
would not be surprising if some of them remain undiscovered. 
The fine penalty is however not always levied. This leads to laxity 
of working and creates various similar problems. It is for this 
reason that we have proposed, one, that the Chairman should 
keep himself Informed in respect of day-to-day operations and, 
secondly, there should be a mandatory review after every three 
years. Most problems that arise can generally be traced to laxily 
in applying various procedures. Since the members of the public 
can in principle go Into these details, it is imperative that the 
Boards should have an internal mechanism of a systematic>revlew 
and the ihree yearly review as proposed Is meant to achieve that 
objective.

4.32 This mandatory review does not have to be necessarily 
included as a part of the annual presentation at the COBUE 
meeting. The COB®E meeting is more concerned with the strei^- 
lining of procedures and laying them down In such a way that 
they achieve the level of performance for whlcli they are intendtd. 
The actual job of ensuring implementation should be with the 
Boards.
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4.33 To sum up:

(a) We are In favour of laying down and formalising the right 
procedures. Care should be taken to ensure that both effi
ciency and transparency are looked upon as the cornerstone 
of how work In the Examination diviilon is to be organised. 
It follows that we are nat in favour of re-evaluatton of answer 
scripts. The few Boards that follow this practice may recon - 
sider their stand in the light of what has been stated above 
and also the fact that this syetim often br©eds corruption 
and, in any case, results are invariably delayed. To repeat, 
the problem flows from the fact that rules are not well de
signed nar are they ahsrĝ s implemented ftUthliilly and openly. 
Once that is ^ n e , tlie caufee of ilstatiifaction would 
diss^pear to a larg^ extent. We have also noted the ffect that 
in ciluntries such as the United KlngdiHTi whei« too a number 
of examining Boards at the icho^ level hancMe large masses 
of students, there is no such provision. If Ihe candidates do 
n®t ask for re-evaluati«i In that couxitry, it is beeause they 
have no reason to believe that the Boards are either under- 
performing or performing dishQnestly. It is this level of com
petence and int«gri%^ which needs to be etisured in our 
country.

(b) The preparation of a manual as argued above ihould be given 
top priority. Whate^^r cheeks and balances are bUilt into 
the system should be adhered to, and these must be built 
into the proeedufes in such a way that noh-^dherertce should 
sound a warning for eveiyone eoncemed.

(c) Since the Chairman of the Board 1® its chief ^ecutive, he 
must ensure that ̂ t te v e r  is l«id down is fully atid faithfully 
implemented. This responsibility is non-trasisfefrable to any 
one else. If it may be added.

(d) It will be necessaif to li^ grt systematic and c«mttnuous 
training to those assigned to respenslble and Bensttlve Jobs 
Time is not a constraint. The real rush of work is confined to 
two to three mori^s. During the rest of the year, the work 
load is relatively less. Therefore, training should be treated 
as a matter of vital, professional importance and an approp
riate calendar of activities worked out in advance, approved



by the executive committee and a report on Its implementation 
made every year.

(e) As argued elsewhere, the core staff should be relatively small. 
The more eonfldmtlal (or important) Jobs should be entrtisted 
only to them. All othera including those ajipointed for shert 
durations may be asked to perfottn those jobs which can be 
cheeked and reviewed later on by the core stAff.

(f) A system of rewards and puniihment has to be an inttpal 
part of the examination dtvislcin as distinct ^om other dt^* 
sions. Payment of over-time wi#5, If in vogu# anywhere, n^ds 
to be discontinued. This sjwitem breeds evasitm of work as 
pir schedtilt »o as to maki out a m m  for
tam of piici rate wdrk as alstt one of rewafda md ptinishmamt
ii therefore to be preferred. While drai^ng up the maniiaJ, 
these problems should be analysed and apj»r@priite 
pro^risions d<sv|sid. Indeed these provisions and thilr 
scrupulous application vtoUld have a direct bearing on staff 
morale and their willingness to perform as desired.

4.34 Perhaps no activity of School Boards is in need df ̂ eatir 
transparency, as well as consistency than the method by whli^ 
results are moderated. The Job is done by a handful of individu
als. Rules framed are generally not precise. On the other hand, 
in most cases a good deal of discretion Is allowed to those who 
are entrusted with this responsibility. Hardly any one sits in 
Judgement on what has been done. In other words, there is no 
system of Internal auditing and what the handful of individuals 
do decides the fate of a large number of students.

4.35 Generally speaking, most members of the Moderation com
mittee persuade themselves to enhance the pass percentags, If 
it is on the low side. There is no criterion to indicate what is 11101 
and what Is low. More often than not, it is a subjective feellil|. 
Once however, the pass percentage has been raised by a certalti 
margin, It is applied uniformly to everyone. Although no 
individual student is being favoured or penalised, the issue is to 
what extent tlie Moderation {^oinmltee should have the right to 
lake a decision without reference to any precisely laid didwn 
criteria. Secondly, sliould tliis decision be made in respeet of
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the overall score or only in respect of individual subjects? Both 
lisues are profoundly significant in terms of thiir impact and 
cannot be taken on an ad hoc basis as presumably is the jsractlce 
in most places today.

4.3® As suggested above, it would be a good idea to grade the 
lev«i of integrity of the conduct of examinattons of dlfftretit 
Boards. In case the proposal gets implemented, ofte of the 
important inputs should be the extent and the manner in which 
ifioderatlon was d»ne and in r«speet « f  which ^^ In a tisn s  and 
Why. Even if the grading of Boards cannot be ensured, the 
minimum that ought to be done is that

(a) Prtct%€ guidfeUties mt% laid down.

lb) Moderation is d©ne In Individual subjects and under no 
circumstances In respect of the t®ta! score th«rel:^ intrtdticlng 
an extraneous element to modify the score achieved by a 
student.

(g) The Chairman of the Board approves the proposal of the 
Moderation committee.

(d) Full details are reported to the &^3^miiiaMo  ̂dommittfee, the 
Academic committee and the EJxeeutlve C3©iiimlttee ̂ d  thtir 
ex post/ct^toconcurretice obtained. 'Wiis last step will fensure 
both transparency and a certain digrfee of reiponsibility while 
moderating the results.

o»fitffitit>its und c&rnprmmmM^

4.37 The 1986 Policy as also the 1992 mvlslon recommended 
Cojitinueus and Comprehensive Evaluation (CAGE) of students 
at the school lei^l. In Its wake, a handful of Baards did kiitiate 
this form of evaluation though the dep-ee of success achiev*^ so 
far has been hi|hl|r uneven and partial. It must be r«c«igrtisid 
that this is an immense job. Our teaehiM's af^ not trained to io  
this kind of work in the manntr in wirtch it has b«en vtsualtsed, 
nor is the social situation in the cbuntty all that favourable to Its 
practice. We have.no firm data as to how many schools have 
actually Introduced C&CE as a supplement to the plus two exa
mination but it would be safe to say that their number does not 
exceed a few hundreds. Perhaps not even that. Tliis being so. it



can be argued that C&CE is more of a distant goal than something 
achievable in the near futtire.

4.38 This is largely because the Boards have not pushed this 
innovation as vigorously as th ^  could have and indeed should 
have. We recognise that  ̂out of 90,000 or so seeondary sehaols 
that function as of today, not mure than 1 or 3 per cent have 
actually Attempted to implement the system of G&GE. But it will 
be readily reco^ised that, if pushed »̂̂ th a certiUn degree of 
vigour and eommttment» the number cim be raised to some-thlng 
like 10 per cent of the total withfei five years. It is diftieult to 
predict what would happei after that. So much would depend 
upon the social and political changes that are taking place in 
the country. We do not wish tn write off this innovation as 
scmiething so Ideal that one need not even talk about It.

rnu^m phy m m m  m c js

4.39 The philosophy behind the C&GE is simple. C&CE needs 
to be looked upon as an integral component of the teaching- 
learning process. A three hour test condueted at the end of the 
scholastic year (in fact two years) cannot be a fully reliable and 
valid test of a student’s ability. It tells us a good deal about the 
student but not- everything. Coupled with this is the fact that 
the non-scholastic areas of a student’s personality (such as a 
student’s personal and social qualities or his interest in sub
jects outside the curriculum, etc.) cannot be assessed through 
the kind of public examination which is conducted at the end of 
the school career. While scholastic achievement Is important, 
non-scholastic qualities are equally important and need to be 
identified so as to get a total picture of the student's ability and 
personality. At the same time it has to be recognised that there 
are difficulties of all kinds, both financial and human, in prac
tising C&CE. Nonetheless it Is time to promote C&CE, corivlnre 
both parents and teachers of its advantages and so go about 
tilings that more and more schools adopt this system.

4.40 In our scheme of things, it Is the School Boards which 
are expected to play the central i ole In the academic renovation 
of the school system. In other words, leadership has to come 
from the Boards. Once the Boards get committed to this vital 
and supjilementaiy form of evaluation and push It vigorously,
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within a few years, thl» Innovation will cotne to be accefit^l by 
more and mere aehools. N© agentiy ©ther than the B«afds ean 
promote C&CE and that Is why it is sought to be emphaaised 
that the Boards have to play a pioneering role In thts fe ^ d .  In 
addition tp redesigning m d  promoting inservice idiicatisn, this 
area ^  wark can be given special tenportftneev The Boards can 
also take up this matter with training collages and departments 
of education In different un^ersltleB »o that It la included in the 
prê sm:’’! ^  tralniitg df teachers. Indeed, a campal^ has to be 
launc^ei and, ncr one other than the Boards, cah do so \»̂ th a 
greater aense of cimimltment.

4.41 The Boards would be well advised to survey how every 
single sehaal goes about the job when It undertakts to tntroiuce 
0&6E. M  the same time. It must guide them. To start vmh, ttiete 
is bound to be resistance, but with help and guidance from the 
Boarc^. Within a aouple ^  years, the sy«t«n  cim be adopted by 
all achoills.

4.4t (Me ttnpditant ww tnal^g it an Intt^al jmrt of the 
school Would to dompare the achi(iV)^i^^ ̂  stuieiits undfer
the CItdE schme and the e^ftefn^ gjcwnlnitltn c^duited by 
the&0ard. This is sdmethii^ that haa n^t b ^ n  dent so lar. We 
surest that it be done on a a|rstematic bas^. Fur|h«ri on the 
baste #f the informationprovfclea by the scheols, the Board should 
issue a cettilRcate under its own seal. T%ia will formalise the 
whdle system.

4.4S If it is done consistentfy ©vir the years, it will gradually 
generate a fund #F infermatmn about students which, whin 
aiitf^wed b^ the Maminatliin and kesearoh divisions, w|U ttm- 
v ln ^  Ihe public that this system is not a luxuty which is to be 
iittf^duoed only vAien It is fiosslble or coiweniant to do so, but 
an aciKlttnte neeeaslty and indeed an inteiral part of ̂ ucfttien 
at that l i ^ l

4 .44 At the university level, there has been a good deal of talk 
of #hat has been loosely desfcrtbed as the s y s t^  of intamal 
assessment The system iŝ  Working mainly in teahmcal and 
agricultural universities and a few other Institutions where ad
missions are selective and the student-teacher ratio Is favour
able. As recognised widely, not many teachers in mainstream



unlv«rsttles and colleges have felt committed to the system. One 
can even smy that. In certain cases, organised groups of 
acadimiclans have even opposed It. 'Hiis is nut to suggtst that 
school teachers would be more enthusiastic than thetr couiitir- 
parts tn the colleges. But, going by past piscedent, school tsaehtrs 
are more likely to fall in line with the CliCE scheme syst«ttt than 
college teachers. For instance, redesigning of question papers 
has Worked at the school level but not lit the untversitles. On the 
whole, therefore, we are inelined to think that C&CS ciin be 
sucoissfti% promoted, at least to some ex t^ t despite some of 
the misgivings that a number of people have.

4.45 The biggest Impediment is likety to be lack of a similar 
system at the time of admission t& 6oile§is. Subsequent 
developments too wcmid have to plsQr a r#le ^d^ to thitt ^ct^nt, 
wduld determine how far the system of CiiOE wouW ^nerally 
git accepted. But before that stage is reaelMd, t^ere must be 
some understanding between the Boards and the Universities— 
more precisely the colleges—so as to ensure that the assessment 
done at the Board level Is given due wei^tagft. Unless some 
such thing is done, schools will not feel strongly motivated to 
Institute the system.

M&mo4eUiHg Papmm

4.40 Nothing has been said so far about the mode and me
chanics of setting question papers for different c^mlnations. 
In this respect, School Boards have performed much better than 
the universities. In the late fifties, after the visit of Prof. Bloom 
of the University of Chicago, the NCERT and the Boards imder- 
took an intensive programme of training paper setters to remodel 
the question papers in order to achieve certain objectives, namely
(i) minimise subjenlivlty, (il) de-emphaslse rote memorisation, 
(ill) discourage selective study, and (iv) thereby improve the 
tparhing-learning process.

For a decade or so, workshops were held all over the countiy to 
retrain a large number of paper setters, evaluators, and mod
erators. Tlie NCERT played a stellar role in this campaign and 
so did some of the School Boards. On the whole, it can be safely 
said that the object ive ol remodeling question papers was achieved 
to a substantial extent. Aftei a few years when it was recognised



that by and large the new style of setting q^«stlon paper* had 
been intemaliied the scheol system, tt was no lo n ^  found 
necetsaiy to go on with these training prograffimes. Even a 
curd»ry look at the quetti^  papers set in moBt Sehool Beards 
m«kes it clear that both teaehers and studento—this sequencing 
Is not ̂ thout a deeper meaning—have accepted the niw system 
and it is here to stay.

4.47 One can go to the extent ©f saying that if there is one 
examination reform >«fliteh, relative^ ip^aHlug, h^s succeeded 
durifig reeent deeades. it was the attempt to f^deslgn question 
papers at the 9tcimdai|r level so as to malie theMi l^sre balanced, 
mort valid and mere riUabte, The RamiKiiurty Ccaimlttee which 
reported in 1990-91 went into this question in some detail and 
gave data read ing the status of im^ementatidn of examination 
refbrms at the school level. These data are reproduced at 
Appendix D io as to facilitate ready reference. !t is flir the public 
and the academic eommunity to sit in judiemmt oil Whfether 
the claims made arte entirely correit ©r partially correct. Far #ur 
part, wt have carried out no such ix«rclse. Httvrnvtr, we iu*e 
inciiived to think that the ditta assemblid by this Oommitlee 
though somewhat partial ar»d even dated by now were 
substantially correct thou^ this is not t® surest that further 
imprdvttnents are n»t necessmy or that wider ̂ orts in involving 
a larger number of teachers tmined in the new systf m of sitting 
question papers are not called f»r.

4.48 The Ramamurty Committee report also gives data regard
ing the status of implementation 0f ixamination reforms tt the 
unrversity level. Most of the reforms carried out at this level have 
been introduced by th#se universities whteh are primarily n^n- 
a fn iiat^  in character. The real probtem is in respect of aHiltiiting 
unhrersities. That is where more than 80 per cent of students 
are ettrolled. Most universiMes. therefort, eontinut t» suffer fim i 
the sittni maladtes which the School Beards thrrtu|h a i^stematic 
campaign of retraining, have succeeded in overcftmirtg to some 
extent.

4.40 F6r historical reasons, ihost School Boards still think that 
If they conduct the examinations successfully, they have done 
their Job. That Is why it was decided to devote one full chapter to 
the conduct of exiuninations. Having said this, it must be made



clear thtt there are mmy mof« issues in rtspect of this ar«a of 
that call for disctlsston. It is not possible to dlsouts eaeh 

on# of them here. Hovitver, we take this opportunity ttt say thAt 
COE8E which represents the Sehool Boafds in their corpfurate 
totality mutt play a more vigorous role in regird to coordination 
am nfsl the so far as e^ounlnations are coneemed than
it hm played so far. perhaps no other item in the worl^^ of the 
Boards requires as mueh coerdlnit^n ai ei^inattons do» lliere 
ii a p#d deal to imum trtm me ano^er. in Any mmt, the 
niiVtttiil of ControlliMrs of ̂ tamiliations a eoupte ©f months after 
the i^mmmation aeaicin is over should be art annual event, the 
i^enda should be worked out carefully such m^Ungs. T%e 
elcrtKsf the of iht M wtti be to en»\ite
griiitir eficiiiiey as also g n ^ r  r d l i^ ^ .



5
OTHKR AltXAS OP ACTIVITY

I n Cl^ffter 3, l«riivfttlte aotli^s^uch as acttvî es,
inwmme trainin| md were ta^eti tip. hi Olia| t̂«r

4. tile caoiduit of enaAiiiiati#ni #at diicttsfed. It w«^ ti#t 
the ̂ ^ ^ w « 0  0  4ig^tnat^ii iMxsm n̂me diicusieil;

H maM ̂ e  ̂ sue of he^to «cdn#iit «catxi^att«n8 efileleii% 
as wtU as hants%. Iti ttie preset ohapler, stvaral mhtr areai 
of a c tii^  \3f SiDiiC}̂  Boar^ are pr^p^etl ^  be €cmi^d«red.

5.02 Whtte dbitig so. It is ntctsiaif to fissts^ $xM ilx^mcoFe 
out p srt^^n  ofix^al tl9̂  M i

b«. 'fhise fiAl toito broad 
are iaiM»vatt̂ e In charai^er as alrtta% atatid. Olhars s3te trwdl- 
ticmî  m  iharwcter {£»* tot m m m t of ̂ laaiittiati^mi)
but ̂ e f  need be h m M ^  tnwil*
ttfliial in mmmm. neid to be tmmd &m ttMiuvatMr- t1«b ttsmes 

in this cltafter IeOI unier tlie ttiird t^ at^o iy .

1.03 Hdbit ioing sa, one |e»era] obeervat^n tmy bt made. 
l;^ept l^r d ^ m a to A s  whidh are ginarally hanttlid efik l̂tntly. 
tie teattontni of lo irts  o^er areas of activity is dtst^itly 
unaaH^itQiy, it does net ev«n tome u|> to the narms of avi»n^  
peiibstiiaace on ttie part cff an oigatiiialioii suah as a SthDol 
ioari. ilie nuumar in wbich ^i|r r ^ p ^ e d  lb the rftpeaM 
recasts for inlbmiati^n made by this eommittee made it 
abiandaii^ # 1 ^  to us diat they far from elU&iaht. Tbe i^y  
in m̂ Mch thi^ miiat be deattng iKrith ituditota ani thair parents 
can on^ be imagttiad. To axpeot all Boards to iinplefiiant w M  
is being ree(»fimeiided to this reptjrt^mAd be to teaipect too muah. 
Tbire is a further, point of dllfarendi  ̂between Boards to krge 
states and those in small states. The latter are weak in resourises 
and Just cannot put into practice What is proposed here. Boards 
in the North-eastern states are a category by thimselves.
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TTiftrefoit;. It Is im|)ortant to clarify that outline of or|Emi«al^it
as prtsenled In this and th« preceding tm  chapters indttiieĤ  IN  
general direetien which the Boards ought to follow. Whether th^  
eventually do so or not would depend upon their wmingitiat 
capacity to change and adjust and alse u p ^  their atsli 'mA 
resources.

JE6®fi|p|VBtSS6HF| jBhtô 8S©iB

i.04 Bicognitton #f •choela i$ an activt|)r Ims bmm 
undmaken ̂  BtimSi right Mm the di^ tl«i^ W9f«
In a aenae, r t c c ^ it^  was lin ii^ with the isaue c^who e<mdueletl 
the acaminatien. Since it waa the Seh@ol which M  ati tt 
was afsutnid that the B w d  hiMl t »  n c o p t t t  \Jlmm
schools vifhmm students ef«ntua% sat fm  the 
course of titne« m:iig|}l^n came to be ctt^ed iofii#w^t nmpi 
forma%. This hmmmr is not true &f mmy sttigle sti^e. In ttte 
unh^sity eon t^ « the werrd used is afAlii^lM. Efen at ttiat 
le^t, #ie situat^n is mwpmt Iti^e^re we httire presetted Hi 
use the term recognillcm in the seh#oI c#nlt3rt.

5.03 In certain s t^ s , it was taken for ip-anted that studenl^ 
of governinent-run schools would aut&maticailjr sit for the 
examinations ccmducted by ̂ e  Board and th^e was m  quei^eti 
of their not Being allowed to do so. There was h^dfy af^ 
distinction between the government and the Boards to start with. 
In most cases, It was the Director of Education (or one of his 
oMcers) who managed the poard or supervised Its operatitni. 
With the passage of time however, some Boards eame to lie 
established as Independent and statutoiy bodies. In sueh cases, 
the Chairmen were not necessarily people connected with the 
Department of Education; rather they were persons eminent tei 
their own right and were asked to manage the affairs of the 
Boards. Before long, therefore, a certain kind of unstated confliet 
began to arise between the Boards and the government-run 
schools. In the case of privately-run schools, there was llttte 
doubt or ambiguity about some form of accountablli^^ on the 
part of the schools. Even when they were recognised by the 
Department of Education and regardless of whether they received 
grant-in-aid or not, the approval of the Boards had to be sou^t 
to allow these students t o take their examination and was granted 
more or less as a matter of c ourse.



5.06 By and large, the privately-run acho^ls were mure 
GOfis^us of thiir otii^tlons than thftae rMn by t)i€ gcvemmefit. 
While hardly anyb^y queattened them olosify, the prlvitely- 
run schoela w m  aware of the faet that their woHdng and 
performance cimtd be qiieattontd by the S&arda. Itie |oveFn> 
iment>mn acho^ls h0wtv«r were a^eure hi their belief ̂ i t  •nice 
they wtfe run by the gciverntnantt ttiiilr cimMlitcs w@uld be 
aut®matt€aliy allowed to write thelr ̂ iam ^att^. Thla was io In 
^eoiy. In pragtMse, pfoMems fa^gan to mim. Fm initim^, In 
goveiviifn^-fiHi ichools tn parOctte, ietemi pdats of tialshlR’s 
oftan ramaified unliUed. iomatlmis vacatiitea hai been 
appro^ei by the govemmeiit but the attual afrpniiitmeitta Imd 
not been made. T%e profiedure ^  and
postings la general^ kmg litmwn out and e<^^teated m the 

in rnman mma, l^re festaklihed but an
ai^iMitt tttimber of ic^Hera waa not aanotimad. That phymimX 
fiK:lftms w «tt|i^ror inaikquifte In a number Wai takin
to ^  a ^ t  of 1^. In ^ is  ^i^cptmnd, the quite a
few B^utis riMsiNi thfe teaue with tiK gw^rrutient, men pubUi^ 
in on© or two catei. In brief* ^ e  r ^ t  ô  ̂ e  gcw^nitimit to run 
un^ritM ni and imauttAbUi it:ht>ms tm it to be ^uestt^ei.

5^7 'Rie aoiffdft tO€  ̂%e postt^n, and i^ t ly  so, that, the 
fa c t ^ t  t ^  aehoels M d bten by the gofemneht
did not eoitfer afiy autMlitlt immunity r^ardtng ^lAlment of 
certain basic eonditicms. ^rh»a^fy-mn s^#t>la idso siiHirid frcMn 
amnt 0  the dtaablMtMis IhAt |o^Mmm^t»nm aeliottla did. But as 
soon m  ^r^lems were pi4nle4 out to the titimagMint of th^e 
sehoolt, g^efa%  put their l^use in tl«; Pe^artmimt 
of Mueatt^ltoweiMer cmiM m itm m  ̂  tie Fbiimie DiparM«at 
sanitlm d dN-tiin heada of ^tpanilltujre. In ^ e r  wenis. the 
political masters (i.e. the miWslera) had to fi^l conmm#! to 
certain decisions being taken tht Bepartmeiit. Ui^eas thAt 
hapf»efie<l. prap^aa beetune dilReult. In a couple &[ ̂ aes, 
the B#afd chatmen t^k  a A llf itahd. the gowsfhtiiefit̂ ^nm 
schools also ftill in line. Hirougho^t the c&untty. as a system, 
privat^ly^run schools have been f%s|>onl^ much more f*eadl|y 
to the Erections i)f the Boards than the government-run schools.

Ansfuer to tha Fr^Iem

5.08 What is to be done in this situation? The answer Is



obviaus. In uliotst half the cmen, Bd«rds have Itid down cerium 
(but n#t ftlwap detmiltd) rules and regukltone fo  ̂receputi&n. 
Theie are appl^aMa te ddli^c^ ad mt«i^ at to
govennnant-run sehook. Iti actual praetica Umf^Vt not # l 
governmant-ru^ schools fulfil thtit rtquw ^iiitt. A mmm 
acceptable way of dascHblng the situatiofi M  that the
govemment-run sehaola are not likely te be Maek^Utttid as the 
pftvmtety>run echodle eometimes wm. lliie ettuatM m u a li^ i^ . 
CeiveHtlons laid down by School ttoarda (br reecqpitll^ mui^ i i  
the eame in both e*iee and need tn be m m  pm la<^ cM M i 
than c^tAln today. Our miai^ie ahewe that the cetifK^iie \M  
d^im %  different Soiurds are onl^ ̂  ^ handtlil of caeee.

5.00 We iugiiat thtt COMB ^mikl eomrixil ft woiMk&p 
whefe alt these dififerent ietuie are dlaeuaeed in ditl^ and a 

appn&a0h evolved. Itiereiinojiiii^iltea^n whatioim  
for biaa in favmir of govmiment-nm eehodts. that in ^ d  
is one reiMim w% we wmî  the School Boards to b« autenomoiia 
in chaimetdr ind 11*6# cohtfol. .^so, ttim*e is a
lot of grey area fegtrding ^ a t  cotietitutes ptovtiional or 
pir«iafimt r^op^ti^ , the dufati(«fi for i^^ich a eehool i»e f ie  
recdpised on a pto^^nal basii and to dfl. M  d o t ^  
andambiguittosmustbermovtd, ttoitn%WihftvemigieMMi 
a key role for COfiSE. Being ati all Indtti bo^* it shcmld Ite 
possible to pool iniirmation from all over ̂ le eountiy and* evo^  
a set of rules which would be more or less uniformly applicabki, 
The text of one sueh exereise undertaken Jointly by NCEM¥ and 
COISE is appended at Appendix E|

5.10 Three other points that need to be made are:

(a) Every year, by a given date, every single school must return 
a detailed profbrma worked out in advance and embo(%if^ 
the relevant rules and regulations. The concerned divisi^, 
aiter Interacting with other divisions, as and when mcessaiy, 
must respond within a couple of weeks in case any deflciet^ 
comes to notice, and Inform the concerned sehool/s abottt 
it. While doing so, a deadline for repmtlng the deflcian^, if 
any, must also be laid down. This procedure should be a 
part of the rules of recognition already worked out in advanee 
and notified to all concerned

(b) It would be difBcult for the Boards to derecognise tlie offending
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schools. Schools general^ cater to the n^i4s of a cirtiUn 
concentration of population. If any &m of th<wn has to be 
closed d»wfi for reasons over Which the tocal eommufil^r has 
n© control, It la bound to g^e rtae to piiteUc ̂ s trm  and ©raiite 
a gulf between the commuiiity and the B©aj^a» In view of 
thi$ sltuatten, Wtmt we pfopoae Is likely t© hai«s a aalutary 
eileet provided detail® have been woriied out in adv^:!^.

(c) Fines ahouW be levied automatical^ for differwt Idnda and 
t^«&  #f lapaea cDmntltted by seheola. Whethir It 1« a pfimte 
manai^ment or gf^emtntnt itiana|eitientirniit flnpoftatit. 
If it Is a pr^ate managiiHent. corr«Jtl^e stepi will be tel^n 
pfomptfy. If thiy art foviirimwit-ruti iclM> ŝ< the Di|ptt*t> 
xmm will hsm %q to t o  audttora
vmm not ti^t^ and ̂ y  the acdioial/8 inciuted ctr^dn pî nal- 
tits. I^ te  theit Would t>e tm ^udfKt pftMslon ter such 
ptnalHea. th# fovernn»eiit*iruti aohdola VHll 1^ ebliged to 
csn^^ tMth t o  niiei ^ d  in t o  6|^t m which
tlvey havfe td be cm plM  t^th. tMis i|ratm ef matofiiKtic 
^ e t  ^ a  t^t been tiM  m  We have a:iK^n to
btlidve t^ t  ofKie a few schools art i^ei, Ihe wtlt^dWie icMurd 
wftl be o li^ d  impliett^.

ft. 11 Two abjections can be, and paiiiapa. Wt>uldSe rMed 
to these iU|g#atione One. aoancr or later, thia whale driU of 
l^tti^  a ieto^d pfofbrma firom achools wfll degellefatfe a 
^tual  ̂ Si^h a ratsgivlng can be c^rcame by pos^f ̂  counter 
qvMNiMcm: do wt if̂ mt the schools to con^tie to funaUcm ^  Ihe 
itifliii^r to t  th^ are dcilr^ at presant? If tiia anawir la ifi t o  
a£^^ttv«. it waa a w«ale ef lin^ aiiH irffm to have undfeftalien 
t o  ̂ €R:iae hmi4 The whole pur|>oae of thts imiralae mm to 
aeH£ to ramodel theiwarking af thfe ^oai€s. What ia Hatai| 
pn^idtenote3Cp^tadtobed^afl|h^way. Itmaytiacasivaral 
|Ni«r8. Whtnavar M: ia 4c»ie and ki w lia t ^  it la ta thia
idaia that t o  aihaciiwoi^ have
the target should ba ctlaar]|r apalt out. M U m i as it ia net an 
unrealiatic target, is nothiiig wrong about aug^tlng a 
ayatem of auti^atic flnaa. The second related otiJactk>n ean be 
to t o  Itabillty of achools to flnas levied upon thain. tf an 
alternative mode of making the schools conform to the 
requirements of t o  Boards can be to u ^ t  of, it should be efjually 
acceptable.
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5.12 One of the ehlef hAndieaps from which seeolldiur^ 
education suffbri ii that higher secondary examinatione are b f 
and large for entry into colle|ei, profeetlonal or tlw
conventional ^perlty speaklngi it should he the o^er
round.

B. 13 The phraee ‘the world of work’ fftay he de0ned some«4itt 
more pr^isil^. Students mm golnf % do all kmds of 
when they ̂ ter life, l^tle  iM i  wotlld he setf 
might opt johfl mainly in the uno^|aiilied iector ^  the 
economy. Alew wwld (or ilMiiild) opt fiw wt«4i in the agrteulturai 
sett^;aftirft]l trfthe In^Uai Kvt in vfflip i
and of tad  ii their pr^c^pitf of
Howivtr. a imill perottirtaie wouM wofk as ar|l|Mt«i 
in johs whidi mm always mimiial in chavaiM^ iHil 
on seme input of manual w»fk ^ d  a e^tain 
w^li. There art hum^eds of wMoM oaii be le M i tmd 
depeticUtm Up«n the lucat^n of the school ^ d  socM badt* 
ground and attitudes, difilirmt sehoola would ha«« to mmm0' 
for imparting dtfl^r^t vocatiimal skills. It is w l^  l ^  
acquire cme or more of these skills tlMit tlMî  am add valui ^  
whatthi^doorpitiduee. Inotherwords. thek^tothe^econii^ 
well being in li^ Itos in the accfuisition of both relevimt knowle^p 
and appropflate sl^lls.

5.14 This is precisely what is meant by vocational education. 
Wliile students learn whatever is regarded as the core cui^imjhiM 
at that level, they also acquire certain definable skills wliieh art 
prlmarlfy vpoational in character. For professional skills, they 
would have to go |o a professional college. If they wish to acquire 
further vocatiot̂ alYskiMs, they may Join a vocational polyteehnic, 
an m  for instahck But the whole idea of vocational edueatiofi 
at the secondary level is that \^ile stiidents are learning other 
subjects, they are also learning how to put availnble curm t 
technology at the middle level to productive use to enahle thwn 
to add value to ^ a t  they do.

5.15 In the U.K. there Is a distinct stage of education called 
Fuitlier Education. It is post-8econdan»̂  In character and h i^ y  
ilexible In Its operation and mf'd. ot t\inr tioning. Countries sUcH
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as France and Germany follow a somewhat different model. T%e 
point that needs to be etnphasised is that white any country is 
free to experiment with the ^item that it develops, it is i»i^r& ' 
tive that vocational skiils are acquired as a part of the schooling 
and educational growth of young people. What has cUppled 
secondary education in our countiy for ovir a eerttuiy is the 
anaemic and inadequate dmmiopment df the vocational seetiir 
As darty as 1862, that is more than a century ago, the first Oom- 
mlsaloh on Education appointed hy the British gavammfent made 
out a strong ease for making school education teas lioetkish aitd 
more practical. However this has not happened.

5.10 Thare wtU hardfy be much disagreement with what has 
bfecu ita le i tb©ve. tm ry  cfemialttte or (^mtnlaalpii m  sehool 
educattcm appo^tad since 1^2  has uiBdirllnei the n ^  fiw d ^ ^  
so. the l®86 policy also reHerated this p<rtnt ofvliw and pi^p^sad 
that t)»s pefc^tage of students opting lor v@Gatkniid akms ahnuld 
be miaed to 35 par eent at the h i^er aectndary lefel wtthin a 
decadt. target has n#t bean mat an i aoiild nat Haire 
beem laet t^  aome baste chimgea afe m id i iMith itt our thinkl^ 
and mocte @f aperatlons at tka sdhnol le^l. tha ttufet has n m  
baen awcMed <town. However* tke ol^ettlte trf tnalihig stcanialy 
education vocational in chamcter atanda.

5.17 While m  advisory cottimittee in fei|ject of v®catl®nal 
education haa been aet up at the Central livil, and an Inatitute 
of VbcatlDnal StucMes has atao bieti aatabftsli^ it Hhopal, net 
^ # 1  haa hem dona at thfe Itat^ ksml b f  way of a tofreapaniing 
sit up so that dlffbrant agencies can ciiordifiate thalr thinkmg 
and planning, it must however be aaliA(iwl«d|ed ̂ at smne woi£ 
hai b«en done at the tevtl af the Biffecloratas of Biucattoti. A 
Hw hi^e crated saparita cMls to daal tlie ĵ rabtem. ioanar 
or litar tbla would have to be dcme. In our apkilt)n, ^ ^ a d  af 
having a aepatate aat up, it w^uld ba ad^^Ma to trwka vacatliixHd 
edunaiion a ionstituent part of the Schaol SdtKslttimi fiaard toi 
each slate. The curr^t status af voaattonaHaatlan is disappoint' 
11̂ . Since the ol:̂ ective haa b«en canaii^ently racagtiiaad aa highly 
dasirable. it stands to raaaon that ̂ e  llaai^s ahotrtd ba rm i^  to 
tiike bn this taak. A stroUg and wall s ta l^  dlviaidnbf vacatiahal 
education could become both the starting paint of the naw 
initiative and the controllin| authority of this area of activity as 
far as the state is concerned, this arrangamant may have to be
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modified ^ e r  ttin®, particularly If vocatl©nall«atlon picks up 
momentum. Till •uen time ai that happens, it \«^uld be Isotn 
economieal and ei^ftltlou® to set up sueh a system*

5.1 i  It is n#t nesessafy to mal% @ut a ease for a diviiion that 
dials with admlnlitratlve-cum-financtal matters. In certain 
B^€MS, thisi fisnttsiita are combined unier one headings [n 
cirtiin othtrsi tiey hivt b i^  ieltn^#. It ̂ i s  not matter 
way. What matters is @&n^eiii«nGe and efftc*lBncy. The tm  
determlnini Actors ari the sKlgi of dmliipiiiint of the 
and scale of oprations of eaeh Baard. Pirhtpi th«re can be tm  
divisions In the blggir ionrds whereas th« wniill«r Boards can 
manai^ with om  ^si@ n. Howivar. eaeh B#ard has td hai^ a 
separate dtt̂ sldn to dial with these tw© Important functions. 
Indeed this is dbtalns In eaih Bnard toiay.

5 1 i  In this ciinneetiiinf vm wo^ld Ulie to suggist that bi»!«usi
of the histdiy of a string linHage wltti ttii W rs  dfflfee for icMieiidti 
together, the m#d« of wtrkini even in the idtrds is oriinte^ mi 
if not also conditioned by. what happens in the pverflmtrtt. tW i 
Unit which has bten weali«ned to some extent needs t@ M  
snapped further, as repeatedly argued. However, if the ruliMi 
and regulations applicable In the government continue to be 
applicable to the wdrklng of the Boards, the shadow of the formftr 
would continue to be cast on the latter. Steps have therefore to 
be taken to change this situation. This can be done through 
COBSE initiating the drawing up of one manual in respeet of 
administrative rules and procedures and another manual in in
spect of financial rules. School Boards handle a very large 
number of students and a fairly large number of employees a ^  
operate substantial budgets. It is highly desirable therefore if 
appropriate rules are framed for this purpose and are codified In 
these two manuals.

5.20 If universities have not been fully successful In dellnklr|| 
themselves from the functioning of the government to a deslr^lte 
extent, COBSE in collaboration with the Association of IndtHti 
Universities should work out a set of rules parallel to those thUt 
obtain in the government. Rules In Universities and Boards haVe 
to be a little more flexible than those in the government. Basl-



cally the format laid down liy the govtrifmint could be followed, 
but In respect of certain Items of actlvl^ (hours of work for 
instance) ^etr functioning can be dififlirently arran|«d. These 
could be more relaxed and leaa fancedafit*boufid« mdifed more 
in tune with fee working of thesi educational tiistituttonB. This 
is a somewhat long term objicttve but if It is a^iived, it will 
liberate the working of these educational institutions from 
govwnment influence to a considerable extent.

5.21 Un^ersities follow & sjrstim of sub-l^iilaticm Under the
rubric of statutes, ordinances and re^MitiO^i. This is not true 
of School Soardte. It is time that such a pri^tice was adoj^ed. 
Lit it not be fofgftten that it is ttctor, m m t
par^ular^ ti^  achoOls, whiih priivk^ e m ^ i^ ^ t  to ̂  k ifest 
numbtr of pm m m  m the Flirthir, in the ymm  to
cmtkt, ledu^tton is foing to § m r In s@a^ an i eoverage.
With about half the f io p ^ ^ n  M m m  « t  fr^sitit, it is likefy to 
daulile its ^rss^t stte in tile H«ar f^t«re. there is.
eveif j^sliflcalicm fer educational ad#pt a separafe
patttm of sub-leg^iatten. ki reipact of ftnamiial
procedures.

Sjporta c0i4

5.S2 lliei^ ̂  ik>melhihg inexplicably oid about School Boards 
not argaiii^ng sports ahd co>currimi|ar aotiVities for students 
enrolled in iclo^ls. If thi«:e is me activity vî iî h int^sts the 
students, e^n to the ixoliillito i f  Itttd^s. it is gamas and ipms. 
These activities are taking pkce all the lime ani evetyw|! r̂t in 
an uniirianised and spofltaneous wo ,̂ It is linte for School 
Boards to take over these futiclions (i^ich should ateo itfclude 
miAsit:, dan^, drama, di^ati^, ete.). ofganite tham in a p fo^s- 
ional maiinttr ani alt& firmete them in a i^riteiiiitic way.

B.a3 A coupe of modeki are avalli^le ^  d # ii  this md in 
any case fhire is a latfe body of flmpiWited data whiati needs to 
be brought under one head and ofganised in an orderly way 
priparatoiy to the setUng Up ©f such an oigimttation at different 
levels  ̂In faet thiâ iâ t© tome eiHent already though under 
different heads. Nonetheless it is important to give di^rent 
acti\ t̂ies a somewhat profcssi»nal orientation. 'Pwo cautions 
however are called for.



(a) At the mciment, there is a body called th® School 
Federation. This was partly promoted Wy the Miiilitiy df 
Education at one time and wa» partly the outcome of tile 
enterprise of a few individuals. In the wake of the pxtipiiscd 
initiative by COB8E, the Federation would have to be i%of- 
ganised and revamped with the entty of th« School loar^s 
organised tmder the auspices of COISE into tiie ai«a of sports 
and co-currlcular activities. That is one dimension of t i t  
problem.

(b) The second dimension is even more perttnent t® the situati^ 
in hand. Sehool children cannot be made to travel long 
dlstancis either for parMclpatloti or coaohmg* B c^ imuti 
hme to be orgs^sed Icwsany, llierf^ofe, dtfi^ent kinds of 
actiiities would have to be orgemiied at t)ie intla|e letel* t ^  
talulOL l«^i. the distnot lifvirt md the dMii^rad levtl. S^denii 
at the secondary stage can pf̂ hftps take paft in aotiNtins at 
the divlsiinal and the State l^els. Ilie youii^r sHUideitts 
would be mueh too young to do anything omer than to 
perform locally; that is why it \$ necessaty to repeat that, at 
the lower levels, thingi would have to be arranged ioc!a%. M  
the divisional and State levels, however, it may be possillte 
to get students to l^ave home for a few days (of course undlMr 
supervision) and take part in the tournaments that may be 
organised for them.

5.24 It may also be emphasised that coordination with the 
National Institute of Sports and the state level bodies dealiftg 
with sports should also be ensured, particularly for students at 
the secondary level. Below the secondaiy level, what is necessa^ 
is widespread, indeed universal, participation. At the secondly 
level and above, what is called for is both participation and 
professional guidance. This is where the contribution of coaches 
engaged by these professional bodies would be fotind both 
rele\'̂ ant and useful,

5.2B In the organisational stmcture discussed in section 3.14 
we have included sports and co-currlcular activities under tJl# 
heading of the Academic Orbit. This is proof of the degree ©f 
importance that we attach to them and to the need to m a^  
these activities an Integral part of the core functioning of t||# 
Boards, It was necessary to do so because quite some peoplfe,
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influenced by the low priority accofd«d to thise extm cuirleular 
acttvlties, fall to see that If Inila has to divelop In the years to 
come, priorities would have to be r«arraiipd and uorrespondlng 
necessaiy adjustments maiie.

IMm ry and D&eumenmtion Cell

5.26 If there are more than a doien smtor ofRciids working In 
each Board and some of the diMiions s«eh as the Academic 
division and the Research division have a str®n^ eofe of 
professionaly qualified persons, It Will b i nemmary to establish 
a Library and Documentation Cell. A iiulcker t«mpo of inservice 
training, as pro|iosed above, will lead to two consequtnces. One, 
muttlple eoptei df certnin books will haw  lo b t provided. 
Sec©ndly. it will be equally necesiaur to pnsi^e i^ ^ o  visual 
material too. In particular, the use of Viie§ ̂ p i  ftictii^ bolk for 
purposes of initruction and pmctieal tfaiAing will be f^ n d  
invaluable. It is somewhat odd that it should liein neces
sary to make out a case fer a Well staked and w^Bll-stnHetd 
library ^ r  an institution like a School Board. A i We vistitlise, 
the Boards will not be merefy m  ftffkie sit up, While a  go®d daal 
of offiee work, par«cularly in tile ExaittiitaMon dtv^i^^ w il ha^e 
to be done, within the nejit few years the a^esphere mutt 
chan^. Apart fhm everything else, the Boards must acquiit  ̂«n  
academic flavour. F*rovisiQn of n librtiy (idomgwlth arrangiments 
for appropriate documentation) will contfibute tdvmrds that end.

O D ii^ ttr  PM t

5.27 White «omputerifeation is a pusltii^ ie^ lepncnt as fmr as 
the working of iN^hool Bonrds |o«s, it h is not heen ixtendsd to 
jobs other than examination Wotk. HaiMng itiheHted the wofk 
culture of the government in a lafge measure, more m  teas every 
other operation in the Boards remains tmdltlon-beund. Issuing 
of restilt cards and oth#r such routifte w ^k  Have ceftitlnly 
improvfed because of comi3«ti8l»atk)n but ntrt tlie feiiier op®paHons 
and few attempts have been made by moftt BeaHli to improve 
computer literacgr.

5.28 As stked elsewhere, mminittim  WWH *• iittional. Once 
the examination season is over, most of the staB' do not have all 
that much to do. In plain words, they are undmmployed for 
long stretches of time. This wi^ of would n^t



be easily aeeepted by evetydne. In somt ea«es ^m re engaigt  ̂
mint of additional staff has been Ibrbiddtn the gdnriminii:^. 
the situattofi i« i^znewhat tens# diirln| the examination saaiofi. 
This is the point which we are s«ekiB| to stress. W^rk is 
concentrated during certain months of the yew Mowed ^  a 
long, Iftan season.

#
5.39 The^ is also another dimension to the pfoblem. Tht 
mode of o^anisation is snch that those who belong to the 
Examinatioti #ivlsidh view the prospeet of working in m y other 
division as an iitipbiitton upon them. Strictly speahtng, this 
division should be so o if anlsed that there is a small core staff, 
mainly to de^l with the setting of question papers and other 
c€MilU}^tial w^tk. For the rest, there shouM ̂  no 
of pirsonntl, m  belonging to this or that dlvlsi®n. Where 
employees of the Board are loealed would then be a maltir of 
admlr^strative dortvenienee. Such a policy, if followed, ^11 lead 
to two results. One. the deployment of stall will becdtne mare 
rational and more eeonomiea! than it is at present. Wherever 
there is pressure of work, more people may be deployed. Wherever 
there Is less pressure, certain irM̂ ividuâ s may be moved elsewhere 
and so dn. Secondly, since flexibility of postings are gmerally 
regarded as one of the fundamental modes of organlsMldn in 
any administrative set up the School Boards should also be a 
part of this type of functioning.

5.30 Computer literacy should be given impetus at least for 
some time by giving some extra allowance to those who acquire 
it. Since there are different levels of computer literacy and some 
persons would be more literate than others, a differential mode 
of remuneration can also be devised.

5.31 One other point needs to be made here. Information 
technology is an expanding field. Every few months, there are 
new developments. Indeed It is difficult to visualise today what 
the state of the art will be in half a decade or a decade from 
today. It is a matter of ̂ eat importance therefDre that the Boards 
are not caught out In this game of diversification and 
development. Such a unit should be set up in eac î Board on a 
priority basis.

iMgal Cell
&.3S Thp numhir of l^ j^  cases in which school Boards are
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Involved varies. But the overall impression is that most Boards 
have to deal with a large number of such cases. Tliese cases are 
of various kinds. It should not be necessary to go into details 
except that this is a real problem and most Boards feel harassed 
as well as overstretched in terms of trained manpower.

5.33 Faced with this situation, while some of them have set up 
legal cells, others are planning to do so. Generally, the Job is 
handled by the Administration division. Even when such a cell 
is established, it has to be a part of that division. This is in 
order. There are two things however that we would like to say.

5.34 One, the person who deals with legal matters should have 
a law dfcgrtt as an esiential quallftcatton. In addition, he must 
have some ̂ qjerience of administration, and should have handled 
some legal cases. The eirtent of assistance which can be extended 
to the legal cell obviously cannot be anticipatad here. It will 
also depend upon the number of cases and the kinds ©f Issues 
which arise from time to time. As there is an Increasing trend of 
students as also of the public to go to courts of law for redressal 
of their grievances, larg«r and larger numbers of complaints are 
being filed against the Boards. Universities too are faced with 
the same problem and quite a few have also set up similar legal 
cells.

5.35 Since it is not possible to generalise. We suggest that 
COBSE should take the initiative to convene a jneeting of the 
various Boards. Only such people shbuld be nominated to attend 
as have had some experience of handling legal matters or are 
seeking to specialise in these. At this meeting, COBSE should 
also seeure the assistance of one or two trained and experienced 
persons who understand these.issues and can advise the Boards 
appropriately. While a large number of cases are repetitive In 
character, there are also cases which are peculiar to certain 
Boards. The second category of suits perhaps cannot be discussed 
at such a meeting but cases of the reJ^etitlve kind generally 
common to most Boards can be dealt without much difficulty.

5.36 Since these court cases take a heavy toll in ternis of effort 
and expenditure, the objective should be that every year, when 
the issues are reviewed, an analysis should be made as to whether 
cases are coming down or not. If a tally is maintained for three to



four years €ind close vigilance is exercised, there Is no reason 
why the number of cases cannot come down. The establishment 
of a Grievance Redressal Cell (both under Administration and 
Examinations) is likely to help,

Orimmnces RedmsBai Cell

5.37 The need for such a cell is self evident. What needs to be 
said here is that grievances are of two kinds. First, there are the 
grievances of employees in respect of certain problems that they 
might encounter. These are relatively simple to solve and so much 
depends upon the size of the Board, and the manner in which 
the system of redressal of gilevances Is organised. It needs to be 
emphasised here that there should always be a mechanism for 
appeals against decisions made by the emplojrlng authority in 
case the employees find them biased or unacceptable In any way.

5.38 This mechanism can be split Into two parts. Internal and 
external. The first appeal of discontented employees should be 
handled by the internal agency. If possible. Some Individuals 
known for their scrupulous functioning and sense of fairness 
can be put on the Internal appeal committee for a period of two 
years in the first Instance. It would be advisable to repeat at 
least one of the Individuals when this appeal committee is 
reconstituted with the addition of one or two fresh names. In 
the case of the external mechanism, the involvement of somebody 
with a judicial background must be invariably ensured. The 
1992 Policy had made some specific recommendations in this 
behalf. These need to be followed in letter and spirit.

5.39 Tne second set,of grievances would be those of students 
who are not satisfied with their examination score or have related 
problems. Since we have not favoured the system of re evaluation, 
it imposes a further, inescapable obligation upon the Boards to 
have an internal mechanism for redressal of such grievances 
While we are strongly in favour ol transparency of operations 
and have also made some suggestions towards this end, no one 
should l)e led into believing that this is the end of the matter. A 
merhanlsm will have to be devised to ensure that every grlevani e 
is attended to. In the absence of some such machinery, there is 
harassment pul)li(' distress and appeals to courts It Is 
astonishing that despite a » onsitierable measure of discontent,
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hardly any Board lias moved in the matter as decisively as they 
should have.

5.40 While the earlier part of thfe proposal is evidently admin
istrative in character, the second part will have to be handled by 
the Examination division. One omnibus system will not do.

Stqjlf Strength

5.41 The issue of the retraining of staff may be touched upon 
here. To some extent, this issue was referred to while talking of 
the professional training of those working in the computer 
division. The fact Is that even the examination staff is not as 
Intensive^ trained as it ought to be. To talk of training the rest 
of the staff may seem an unattainable goal. And yet, If the 
performance of the School Boards is to Improve, this Is a vital 
requirement which needs to be attended to and organised on a 
systematic and regular basis. One reason why the armed forces 
generally perform better than most other w ^ s  of the govern
ment is the standard practice of making everyone go through 
repeated spells of training according to a well established system. 
In addition, some of the best staff is asked to handle it. Whatever 
be the nature of the job, a certain amount of further professional 
training is regarded as a part of every job. There is no reason 
why a somewhat similar approach cannot be adopted in service- 
oriented organisations such as the School Boards. Were such 
an approach to be adopted, it would lead to a marked improve
ment of performance in every sector of activity. At the same 
time, it would be possible to memage with a relatively smaller 
strength of staff than is customary today. NIEPA can be asked to 
play a useful and constructive role in this direction.

5.42 In regard to the strength of the staff, we encountered two 
completely contradlctQiy situations. In certain states. School 
Boards have been forbidden to reonilt mere than the approved 
strength of the staff. This strength was frozen by the government 
at a certain level some years ago. Since then, there has been no 
further revision of the staff strength. If extra hands are needed, 
and that becomes unavoidable during the examination season, 
some people are appointed on dally wages. Once the Job has 
been completed, they have no further claim for continued 
employment. In contrast, we also found in a certain number of
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states (something like one third of the total) where, as In the 
case of State Electricity Boards and such other statutory bodies, 
the School Boards are used by politicians for providing 
employment to those who cannot be employed in the govern
ment because the rules of recruitment there are fairly rigid and 
therefore difficult to bend or manipulate. In School Boards, 
this is not difficult.

5.43 In one or two states, we came across a situation where 
the staff was double of what was required; perhaps even more. 
These states raked in money from the sale of textbooks. There
fore, In addition to whatever other role they played, the School 
Boards also became convenient employment bureaus. Ekccs- 
slve staff creates its own problems, llie  atmosphere in such 
Boards Is that a large number of people owe their appointment 
to political connections and In most cases it is not even possible 
to take action against them if they are found guilty of an offence. 
The overall feeling is one of Indifference and cynicism. In such a 
situation, to talk of the professional growth of the staff and 
arrange for any form of systematic inservlce training appears to 
be out of place.

5.44 Two lessons flow from what has been described above. 
One is the obvious one that the School Boards should neither be 
over staffed nor under-staffed. Secondly, rules of appointment, 
promotion and staff management should be laid down precisely 
by the Boards (subject to concurrence by the State/Central gov
ernment) so that there is neither corruption nor mismanage 
ment.

Vigilance Angle

5.45 Dlls reference to corruption raises another issue. A good 
part of mismanagement is because of the lack of Integrity on the 
part r)f some people. In the government, the Vigilance department 
deals with such matters, though not always successfully or 
effectively. Hareily any School Board has a similar set up. 
Instances of coiTuption are numerous enough to justify tlie setting 
up of a vigilance wing The general experience is that even when 
certain individuals have been Identified as being guilty of 
corruption, the legal procedures applicable in most cases are 
much too involved and cumbersome Therefore it is advisable 
lor the Boaids to evolve theii own pi oredures
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5.46 In terms of the law of the land, the only mandatory 
requirement is that the offiender be given an opportunity to defend 
himself. Other details do not matter. In drawing up their own 
procedures, the School Boards (yet another Job for the COBSB) 
should therefore ensure two things. One, that the procedure is 
legally Impeccable and, two, the punishment for different offences 
is determined beforehand in as precise a manner as possible. 
The element of discretion should be kept to the minimum and 
once it has been proved that someone is guilty of having 
committed an offence, punishment should be automatic, indeed 
mandatory.

5.47 The same approach, it may be added, should be adopted 
in cases of inttmeea of cop^g. H m  too offences should be 
cleEurly classified and oate^rised and the punishments proposed 
should be according to the nature and gravity of the offence. 
Details should be worked out in advance so that when somebody 
is sought to be punished, all that requires to be determined is 
that a particular individual is guil^ and there should be no 
pretext or occasion for the punishment to be varied to the 
advantage or disadvantage of anyone. This issue can he discussed 
by the Controllers of Ê 3caminations when they come together 
annually for purposes of cooitiination and review.



6
THE WORKING OF THB BOARDS

H
aving described in some detail how School Boards should 
be constituted, we feel th^t some more elaboration 
is required regsurding their working and working procedures. As 

details about the ofUce of the Chaitman have already been dealt 
With In Chapter we btgn this analysis with a discussion (rf 
the Office of the Vlce-Chairman/Chairman.

Vi^eChairmm

6.02 Only a handful of Boards provide for the positloit of a 
Vice Chairman. For the rest, as and when there is a situation 
and the Chairman cannot perform his functions, ad hoc 
arrangements are made. In our opinion, it is time to give fresh 
thought to this issue.

6.03 It is advisable to have a Vice Chairman, even more 
advisable to have two Vice Chairmen in the case of the bigger 
Boards. One may look after the academic functioning of the 
Board and the otlier could be in charge of examinations and/or 
otlier adminlstratlye functions. It Is not intended to suggest any 
rigid division of powers or duties, also for the reason that whether 
there fs one Vice Chairman, or two Vice Charmen and whichever 
duty either of them Is assigned (these can be shuffled around as 
and When necessary), both would report to tlie Chairman who is 
the chief executive of the Board. A certain amount of improv
isation by the Boards would be required.

6.04 Wliat we wish to emphasise Is that there should be one 
or two people, senior enough in experience and stature, to be 
able to take over If the Chairman is not available at any time. In 
any ( ase, there have to be a couple of capable persons to assist 
the {Hiairman. They slioiikl be senior enough to take 
responsibility for whatever work is assigned to them How 
precisely It is to he done may be left to the Boaids. also for the
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reason that. In certain situations, one or more than one person 
may be already In position and cannot be shifted so easily. All 
that we wish to emphasise is that if the Boards are to cope with 
increased responsibilities, as su^ested, they should have men 
and women available at the senior level so that, certain innovative 
or complexjobs can be done even in the absence of the Chairman.

6.05 Their mode of appointment is also an important issue 
which has to be dealt With. It can happen as indeed it does in 
certain situations that the political bosses who change eveiy now 
and then do not feel too happy with the Chairman who was 
already in position when they took over. To displace him from 
that position could turn out to be awlcward. In order to checkmate 
\ht Chairman, therefore, a parallel centre of p o ^ r  is created by 
appointing a Vice-Chairman, That would be most unfortunate. 
To safeguard against such a contingency, the procedure of 
appointment of Vice Chairmen should be laid down in the Act 
itself.

6.06 So far, the general practice, wherever it ^ s ts , has been 
to vest this power in the government. If the new structure of the 
Boards, as sketched in this report, is to be put into operation it 
would be wrong in principle to appoint the two senior most 
colleagues of the Chairmein withoxit consultation with him. We, 
therefore, suggest that i^nless some one is alreacfy in position (in 
which case he continues to serve the Board for the tenure for 
which he was appointed), all new appointments must be made 
at the Chairman’s initiative. The State government can have a 
role in the appointment but it should be at the stage of 
concurrence with the decision made by the executive committee 
rather than when and by whom the proposal is initiated. Mbre 
precisely, the State government may react rather than act. The 
proposal should invarlabfy come ft^m the Chairman, be approved 
by tiie executive committee and accepted or refereed back by the 
government to the Board. This last option should be a rare 
occurrence. It needs to be assumed that before the Chairman 
Initiates the proposal, there has been consultation between him 
and the government. In any case, the formal reaction of the 
government should be forthcoming within a spedlflfed pffridd, say, 
one or two months. The guiding consideration in this exercise is 
that the chief execujtive of the Board is the Chairman. It is his 
Job to run tJie Board. If he is not good enough to do so, the fault



is that of the government which appointed him In the first 
instance. It is not possibly, nor even advisable, to seek to remedy 
the situation by undermining his authority and setting up a 
parallel centre of power.

6.07 The term of appointment in this case should be three 
years, subject to renewal by another term. This would enable a 
new Chairman to have some one of his choice as and when the 
earlier incumbent completes his term.

6.08 Something has already been said about senior ofAcers 
who would head the various divisions. We expect each one of 
them to be senior enough to be of a Reader’s status in a university 
in the minimum. Evidently* the Vice Chairman should have the 
standing either to be a University Professor or a senior adminis> 
trator.

Mecnttary

6.09 The Secretaiy of the Board has to be a responsible func
tionary working directly under the supervision of the Chairman. 
He would be incharge of the Administrative division which handks 
details of everyday functioning. He should be selected the 
executive committee of the Board with the Chairman presiding 
over that meeting of the selection committee. He could be a 
Principal from any one of the senior secondary schools, a middle 
level functionary from the Department of Education (on deputa
tion) or with a similar background; SCERT or NCERT for instance. 
Whatever be his background, he shotild have a certain amount 
of administrative experience before he can be considered for the 
job. The job is mainly administrative. Sometimes he may also 
have to function as the Finance officer of the Board. A number 
of variations can be thought of The only thing that cannot be 
overlooked is his academic and administrative strength which 
should l>e tiie guiding consideration at t he time of his selection, 
hi î my case, he has to administer In a manner so as to be both 
efficient and productive.

B. 10 While the other two c lusters (Examinations and the Aca- 
flemic' Orbit t ould be looked after by the two Vice Chairmen, the 
Se( retaiy who is likfly to be jnnlor to them in rank could do the 
Scinie In respecl ot the Admlnlstratlvr division under the overall
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supervision of the Chairman. It would be in order to add that 
broadly speaking his status should correspond to the Registrar 
of a University.

Nominations

6.11 The functioning of the Boarc|s generally depends upon 
whether they are manned by the right kind of persons. In certain 
Boards, there Is hardly any element of election. In others, 
representatives are elected from amongst teachers, parents, 
employees, etc. The picture differs so sharply from one Board to 
another tJiat it is difftcult to generalise. It is, however, clear that 
a considerable role is played by those appointed to different 
committees set up by the Boards, We are of the view that the 
following guidelines should be observed as far as possible.

(a) A certain number of nominations by the government Is per
fectly in order.

(b) Of those who are nominated, some may be government offi
cials who are nominated in their ex-offlcio capacity. ®v»n 
though not many of them are likely to attend meetings with 
any degree of regularity, their association with the Board is 
both important and useful. Others may be nominated be
cause they belong to certain categories like school teachers, 
untverslty or college teachers or retired teachers, experienced 
educationists, public men, members of managing committee 
of privately-run schools and so on. It is not possible to 
enumerate each one of these categories here. Tlie point to 
underline is that a certain balance of forces oilght to be es
tablished while constituting the Boards.

(c) We do not propose to take a position either for or against 
elections. In certain cases, that is the only way to elicit public 
opinion. In certain other cases, it leads to unnecessary 
politicisation of the Boards. Ideally speaking, SO p«r cent of 
the members should be nominated and BO per cent elected. 
However, experience shows that those elected invariably 
attend and those nominated do not always attend. In 
consequence, it is the elected members who dominate decision 
making. Therefore, we are in favour of a healthy balance 
amongst those nominated, those elected and those co-opted. 
Hence we suggest election of one-fourth of the members,



nomination of one-fonrth, and co-option of one-fourth by 
those who belong to the first two rategories and cooption of 
the remaining one- fourtli who belong to certain categories of 
persons whose association would be valuable. Not all those 
nominated need to belong to the government. Managements 
of private schools, teacher organisations and other 
appropriate bodies must be involved in one way or another. 
In all these matters, however, one has to leam from experi
ence and amend the rules as and when necessary.

(d) Under no circumstances should the number of persons in 
the general house exceed 100. Normally a smaller number 
would do.

(e) Teachers who have spent a whole life time in the cause of 
education ought to be involved in a meaningful way. Th^  
can bring their extensive experience to bear on discussion of 
problems. In any case, at least some of them need to be 
recognised for their knowledge and expertise.

(f) One way to identify and nurture talent among teachers is to 
involve them in policy making to a substantial extent. 
Unfortunately, the ethos of work In most schools is that orders 
are given from above and these are carried out by those below. 
This might have suited the hierarchical mode of working which 
prevailed in the feudal-eum colonial set up that obtained 
before 1947. Should it have continued even after 
Independence? Amongst other things, it has not allowed 
teaching to emerge as a distinct and honoured profession. 
I'his is not the occasion to dilate upon this theme. One 
precondition for the growth of professionalism is to vest more 
and more teachers with powers to teike decisions. School 
Education Boards are the appropriate training ground for 
this purpose.

Decision Making in the Board

6.12 Being the chief executive, the ultimate responsibility in 
regard to eveiything that is done, or happens In the Board, Is 
tliat of the C'hairman In all educational bodies, however, whoever 
is vested with supreme power Is requlrf*d to function in 
conjunction with various either bodies set up liy the Board Bleach
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of these bodies is vested with some authority and Is concerned 
only with whatever responsibility Is allocated to it.

B. 13 Generally speaking, the chairman of these bodies, or au 
thoritles as they are called, is the Chairman of the Board. While 
he has powers to act in an emergency, for the rest, decision 
making is vested in these various authorities of the Board. What 
the Chairman does is to interact with the various authorities 
which are meant either to guide him or authorise him to do certain 
things. Unless these authorities function in close collaboration 
with the Chainnan, there are bound to be problems. The principle 
of checks and balances implies that while the ultimate authority 
is vested in the Chairman, he cannot be autocratic. At the same 
time, these bodies should not be allowed to so powerful as to 
thwart the Chairman’s functioning.

6.14 The Acts of these bodies assign certain functions to them. 
These functions are performed as per statutoiy authorisation 
and the decisions taken from time to time at the meetings of the 
various bodies. This sometimes delays decision making. This is 
the reason why certain emergency powers have to be given to 
the Chairman so that work does not get impeded. Nominations 
to various bodies have also to be partly guided by these consid
erations. While different interests are to be represented, this 
should not lead to a situation where the Chairman gets stumped. 
As to elections, the Chairman has no. business to Influence them, 
nor indeed he should. Those who are given the power to elect 
some people would do so as they deem best. When it comes to 
co-options, the Chairman can play a certain role, more by the 
weight of his personality and the esteem in which he is held 
than otherwise.

Bmergenoif Powers

6.15 The Chairman of 4he Board has to have the authority to 
take decisions if the occasion so demands. In other w©rds, if 
there is an emergency, some onelhas to react and, In the^vtn 
situation, it can only be the Chaiifman of the Board. Once that 
power has been used, it Would be incumbent upon him to report 
the same to the body which, m ithe normal, course of things, 
would have taken a decision in that regard and secure its 
approval The interval between the making of the decision and 
its reporting to the concerned body should never be longer than



the gap between one meeting and another. Normally speaking, 
the use of emergency powers should not Include the author!^ to 
incur expenditure unless it is unavoidable. Rules of business in 
regard to the Incurring of expenditure should be both precise 
and flexible. But there may be situations when a decision has to 
be made on an emergency basis. If such a situation arises, it 1$ 
for the Chairman to Justify the use of his powers.

Functioning qf Committee*

6.16 This discussion inevitably leads to how committees 
function. As stated already, committees are assigned certain 
specified powers. For instance, the Finance Committee, cannat 
deal with academic issues or vice versa. Wlthii> the parameters 
of the powers vested in them, the committees function so at to 
take certain decisions and facilitate business. It Is for thfe 
chairman of a particular committee to ensure that no one ste|Mi 
outside the parameters laid down. Once the business of thfe 
committee has been specified, poaching into someone eli@'s 
territory should not be encouraged. In our opinion, thi 
functioning of the Board can be properly regulated with the he^i 
of the following committees.

I) Executive Committee

This committee consisting of about 15 persons should consist of 
some government nominees (the Education Secretary or the DPI 
[Schools] or both), some Principals, some other nominees repre
senting interests like universities and/or professional education, 
industiy, commerce, agriculture, one or two heads of various 
divisions by rotation, one or two vice chairmen as the case may 
be. and a few individuals (some of them teachers) coopted by the 
committee. This committee should exercise all executive powers 
including those of policy making, final decisions on academic 
issues, administrative and financial matters and so on. The 
Chairman of the committee would be tlie Chairman of the Boari. 
As far as possible, the meeting should be held at least onci In 
two months.

II) Finance Committee

WiiiU* enjoying a separate statutory status, this commiltee should
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function in close coordination with the Executive ( Committee and 
must invariably have, as stated earlier, the Finance vSecretary 
and the Education secretary on it. Decisions once taken here 
should not be reviewed by the government save in exceptional 
circumstances which are to be recorded in writing. Such 
interventions, if at all necessary, should be in line with the overall 
government policy in regard to financial matters. Generally 
speaking, two or three meetings should be held every year.

ill) Plcnning Committee

In the case of certain Boards, It may be advisable to have a 
Plannlag Committee also, again on a statutory basis, like the 
Finaitce Committee, it would function as an adjunct to the 
Executive Committee. Some members would be common to both 
the bodies but something like one-third of its members should 
be inducted from outside for their expertise and specialised knowl
edge. Perhaps two meetings a year would suffice.

lir) Aoftdeaiio Coi&iAlttê
All matters regarding the academic functioning of the Board 
should be put before this committee. As is customary, there 
would be separate committees for different subjects like 
Committees of Courses in diffterent subjects. Equivalence, 
Recognition of Schools (it would be advisable to have a separate 
committee under this heading) and such other important matters. 
These committes will work otit the details as and when required. 
However, all such matters would have to be eventually cleared 
through and approved by the Academic committee. In other 
words, this committee will lay down the curriculum in the final 
analysis as also decide on all Issues like remodeling of question 
papers, pass percentage and so on.

It would be advisable to have a mmiber of academic Interests 
relpresented on this committee. Universities would have to be 
represented. In addition. It would be desirable to have a couple 
of professional colleges like those of medicine, engineering, eln. 
Then there should be representatives of business, commerce, 
industry, small scale industry, transport, agriculture and so on. 
At the moment, the educational system suffers from a severe
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lack of interaction with the employing agencies. This lack has to 
be taken care of In a comprehensive manner. Furthermore, the 
government too must have a couple of representatives on this 
committee. The SCERT of the state should also be represented 
on It. Some special representation of University departJiients of 
education and training colleges must also be included. Further 
details can be worked out and may vary from Board to Board. 
For instance, wherever the tribal population is a reekoriable 
figure, some persons representing their point of view should be 
included in this committee. How often this committee should 
meet would depend on the details of the agenda and the urgency 
behind decision making. Some of the members of this committee 
might not have the requisite degree of experience, at least to 
start with. It may be desirable to take such steps as might help 
to equip its members with greater professional expertise.

v) Otlief Comuiittees

Depending upon the nature of the problem and its complexity, 
the Board may decide to set up any sub-commlttee/s. In certalti 
cases, these can also be advisory in character. While the four 
committees listed above may figure in the Act as authorities of 
the Board, In all other cases, these will be fonned, wound up 
and then re-formed as required. In sum, it needs to be emphasised 
that the working of the Board should be so arranged that while 
executive decisions are sometimes taken and immediately 
implemented by the Chairman, policy decisions are made 
basically by these committees.

Relations with the Oovernment

6.17 Our basic position Is that eveiy Board has to be set up by 
the government through an Act of the legislature. The Act should 
provide for the various authorities of the Fioards, their pow^g 
and their functions. Within the parameters of the powers given 
to the Board, It should have unfettered powers to function It 
deems best. This should apply both to financial and 
administrative matters

6 18 As to academic matters, the government floes not hâ ire 
that kind of academic expertise whicli would entitle it to iistie 
directives. As of today, t his expertise is to be found mainly in tJle 
NC'ERT. What this body has to say carries considerable w«ig(ht



with (he Hoards as indeed it ought to. Should the State 
governments wish to go against the thinking of the NCERT, legally 
speaking, they have the right to do so However, they would l3e 
well advised not to take any hasty decisions but to appoint a 
committee of experts to consider the matter in greater depth and 
come up with certain alternative recommendations. Before 
implementation, however, it would be further advisable to interact 
with the NCERT once again. The local level SCERTs are not yet 
competent enough to project a different or parallel set of ideas. 
Hopefully, one of these days, they would grow into that kind of 
position to be able to act autonomously. But, as of this moment 
and even in the foreseeable future, it is mainly the NCERT which 
would continue to be the soui ce and inspiration of new ideas 
and new Initiatives.

6.19 Most State governments are more interested in matters 
like appointments, promotions, postings, and such other far- 
from-edifying details than in matters relating to policy issues. 
This kind of interference of which there is ample evidence is 
uncalled for. It is unbecoming of the State governments to first 
vest the Boards with powers and then seek to nullify them. What 
is worse, most of these orders are not given in writing. The chief 
executive is to be appointed for a period of five years which 
implies that his tenure is not subject to the vagaries of political 
vicissitudes. In any case, at the time of his appointment, he was 
found eminently suitable for the job. He must have been a 
competfent person and that was the justification for his 
appointment. Once appointed, he should therefore receive all 
the support necessary for his sxaccessful fimctlonlng from tiie 
State government. Seeking to undermine his standing or 
credibility is in no way going to help him succeed in his job.

6.20 Two problems that are likely to arise are;

(a) The tendency to interfere v/ith the work of the chief executive 
which Is much too evident today

(b) The dominant role of the DPI which has the sanction of his 
torical usage behind it. Both have to be diluted considerably 
by following new conventions of accommodation and 
adjustment. More than any one else, it is for the chief minister 
of the state to exercise a restraining influence upon his
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( olleague who is inrharge of education. Further in the new 
context, the role of the DPI in secondary education is bound 
to get curtailed. For decades together, he ran the show. In 
the rearrangement that we visualise, his role will be power
ful but not decisive. In any case, a DPI has enough work to 
keep him preoccupied: he lias to oversee the management of 
secondary schools which are managed by the government. 
In addition, there is the whole sector of uppef primary 
education which would be almost under his charge.

6.21 There is one other aspect of the fimctioning of the Boards 
which must be specifically referred to. This concerns their fi
nancial vlabiUty and financial independence. While we will have 
more to say on the subject in the chapter on Financing, we 
visualise the Boards to be both autonomous and financially self- 
sufficient. There have been instances In the past when the Boards 
{which were essentially examining bodies at that time) were made 
to deposit surplus funds in the government treasury. The 
Mudaliar Commission referred to one such instance and there 
have been several others. But this system cannot continue. Now 
the Boards have to be seen as integral and independent compo
nents of the academic structure of each state. If this formulation 
is accepted, it follows that the Boards would neither ask for fi
nancial support from ttie state exchequer nor be held answerable 
(except for the normal requirement of audit and so on) for their 
normal financial functioning. There should, therefore, be no 
occasion for the State governments to interfere with the financial 
management of the Boards

Buklegislation

6.22 We have already referred to the need for providing for 
sub-legislation in the Board Acts when these are drawn up for 
passage in the ( oncerned legislature. In this connection, reference 
was made to the established pattern of functioning in Indian 
universities Each University Act provides for various types of 
sub-legislation (»enerally speaking, this provision is divided into 
three parts- statutes ordinance's and regulations. Statutes are 
l)ased on decisions taken by tlie executive bofiy in regard to 
certain major lieads which are enumerated in the Act ITiese 
tlerlsioTis are then referred to the ( hanrellor/Visitor for approval 
within a s|)e«llled time frame. The decisi{)ns can come into force
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only after that approval has been received.

0.2S In the case of School Boards, the approving authority will 
obvious^ have to be the State governtnint or the Union govern
ment, as the case may be. Ordinances embo%ing certain less 
impoftant decisions can be passed by the executive body aftd 
enfereed nghtawf^ but these are also sent to the Chancellor/ 
Visitor for Ittfbrmation and eoncurrence. In ease he has t© make 
any adverse eomments, those are made within a month or so in 
Which ease decisions alreafly taksn are iwersed. 8i|«h a 
possibility malies the universities oaiitidus in their decision 
making. In other words, there is a ilear distinction in reipect of 
Jurisdtetion between the two catego^es. tlie  third cttegoiy is 
tliat of ngillations. these can lie adapted or atmuHed as rtqwired 
and not have to be re ieite i to anyone ^s®. Some such 
cUstinetien needs to be observtd in the oase f f  sub-legislation in 
rtspeit of School Boards also. A  similar erraiagtment will entiUe 
the State govermwsnt to ticpress an c^jinion Of issue cto^cttv^ 
if nectsitoiy, In rigard to ciriMn matters wH&(>em ki regafd to 
certain ither matters it will not tMK iveoessary io ioso. the ̂ MtlOle 
proeeis of interaction be^etn  State gi^virnments and #ie Beatd 
will thus ^ t  defined in a lagal miimer ;̂̂ îih wiutd not leave 
any room for amt^iiity or ©ontrovtri^.

Ammmm&tia

6.24 IXuIng recent j^afs, ft couple of B ^rd t decided t© p*ant 
aut®n#n^ to c e f t ^  schools. As In the mMt ef autonomous cal
lages, these autonomous schools could ̂ eide theif &Wn syllabtts 
and conduct their own examination. Unfortunately, t)«5 system 
did not gain popularity. The role of School Boards as eJtamining 
bodies is so well recognised that neither the un^erslties nor the 
public opted to come to terms this ̂ Q>iriment. Whi^ nobody 
took a formal position in the mattdr, it must be admilted lhat, 
as a system, autonomous schools failed to ta>ie off. Iliis how
ever need not be true fer all times. A day mi|pit ccmife when this 
kind of ̂ Mtperiment might get revived. Given the pace of ohangts 
in the body politic of the eountiy, such a turn-around need not 
be ruled out. And, hof^fully the inttlatlve may succeed next 
time. Therefore, we Would sug^st that suitable provision for 
autonomous schools must be made in each Board Act. To have a 
situation where there is no such provision Would create problems



and it would be advisable to think of such a contingency 
beforehand.

6.25 The aeceptahce of autonomous schoots by the publle will, 
to a imge ^@nt, depend upon its aceeptanee of autonameus 
collies. Since s®ine problems may be encountered there, these 
cannot but cast their shadow on the non-acceptAnce of 
autonomous schools too. It is not p®sstble for us to go into the 
details of this argument, What we #ish to ensure is that, in 
statutoty teitns, provision for autonomous schools Is included 
in each Sehool BoaitJ Aet.

6.26 Similarly, another innovative idea which wm suggested
by the Ifethari Commission in the mid steties has yet to be 
initiated %  the Bo^di in a m eanln^l way. This reifers ta iehool 
CompleKes. A number of schooli in close nei^bourhood can 
decide to tnteraet in such a way that they a source of
support and strength to one another. We are inclined to think 
that the experiment is worth undertaking and would produce 
positive results. Any one or more of the Boards might like to 
initiate this experiment and even involve otie or two colleges in 
the neighbouitiood—an idea which has been more than once 
projected during recent years. We are of the view that, should 
this concept become a reality, It will be necessaiy to provide a 
statutory basis for it. Hence the need to provide for the statutory 
recognition of such an experiment.

A Wbrd qf CautiQft

6.27 Most Boards perform one function well; that of examin 
Ing students. As long as that Job is done efficiently, as it Is in 
most cases, the Boards do not feel all that bothered about their 
underperformance in other areas of work. This is not the occasion 
to express dissatisfaction with the Inherent defect of the system 
of external examinations and what should be done to improve It 
on scientific lines. Further, altliough the bigger Boards are In a 
position to start acting upon these recommendations rlghtaway, 
the smaller Boards would have to move ill this direction at a 
speed which does not cause too much dislocation.
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6.28 Would It be to© much to hope that if some of the things 
listed above can get done, this would lead to a qualitative l«ap 
in the status and performance of secondary education? 
Unfortunately, by itself, these things, even when positively 
Implemented, would not bring about that change in the situation 
that one would like to see. But if these things are not done, there 
is no question of any qualitative leap—even notionally speaking. 
Quite a few other Inputs would be required. Amongst them a few 
m«^r be mentioned here.

0.29 'The f€wefnost handicap la the lack of tta^hkig
{tsvtn a^ini&trattvt) talent at the secondary sto^. lliis  matter 
was re^ rtd  to earlier also. Indicting mom talint at this level is 
an ates#lute necessity. Bitter scales of pay, more congenial 
(H>nditions of work, a h ^ s r  status lor tiaching at the school 
levil Involvement in policy m&Mi^ and so on ate some of the 
obvious inputs that wauld have to be provided.

6.30 Bv@n i f  all the inputs enumemted above and several others 
are made availdblt, the e»ti|r #f ̂ w  talent at the secon d^  level 
is bound t© ti^e time. Tfie minimum it would take for the new 
entrants to maiie an impuct upon the siMiati&n will be a cleeade. 
Hence the Vital heceasity of inservice training. In simple words, 
even whin 10-20 per cent new talent is mdueted into i^condaty 
school tiaehinlf—im ythi^ mare than that does not sitem to be 
ftasible—unliss thcMie v^o are alreaiy in pusitioh are enabled 
to think and perform different^, the situation at the ground level 
^11 n»t undergo any si^lfieant change.

6.31 Tlie blgfeit boltlentck is the po®r quality of teacher 
traifilitgtopaitedDi^tfeer in mlttg^a or tJniveriity departments 
of education. In sheer numbers, fhte it an important s igm ^t of 
teaching at the higher eckieallon levtl* something like 7-8 per 
cent of 3ie total number of teaehirs bilon| to tlia categoiy. For 
a whole eentuiy almost, teacher ixaining has been negleated. It 
is mainly the rejects from other ywdlts ef life, jncliidinf un^erslty 
and college teaching, who have generally opted to go into teacher 
training colleges. Without a basic reorientation of what is done 
at that level, the cadre which the reorganised Boards would 
require would be in short aii^ply. The bwlk of the new cadre



would Have to b« recruited from the trailing colleges and 
Unlvers% Departments of education. But If there li lack of talent 
there, it is a serious handicap, indeed so serious that a Joint 
^an 0l action is required on the part of thi univei^sltias and the 
National Council of Teacher Education (NCTB). Towards this end 
we propose:

(a) Univtriitles should be persuaded, largely through the agency 
oif IQNOU and other open universities already estahlished in 
the states or yet to be established, to draw up a plan for the 
reorientation of those working in these depaHtnents and 
colleges. The objective should be to retrain every single teacher 
W5rlttn| in th€«e institutions, itidied this shoiiW be ddne on 
a mandatory basis. Iviryone of them should b« required to 
do two (Preliminary and Advanced) courses In 3-4 years time. 
Onc« they complete this retraining, they should be gven an 
eJttra increment. Even those approaching 50 years should 
be m#de to undergo this retra4nln|. In thair ease their 
promotions and other benefits should be contingent on their 
havmg completed this training. To assume that a person is 
neartng SO and is ther^ore b^ond redemption is true only 
upto a point. While the UQC Is bound to be involved in such 
a plan, the basic responsibility should be that of the NCTE to 
involviB the UGG and to provide at least 50 percent, if not 
more, of the additional funding required.

(b) An additional responsibility for the NCTE should be that while 
inservice training of teachers should be the responsibility of 
the states as also the School Boards (details would be provided 
later), in respect of those who show some promise and get 
selected for the numerous new openings In the Boards which 
may become available if even some of our recommendations 
are accepted even partially. The NCTE may not necessarily 
provide funding for this purpose. But it must be involved, 
particularly in providing professional help and expertise. 
Expertise in this area is scarce. That is why, the help of the 
open university system would have to be sought. Unless 
that form of help is taken on a massive and systematic scale, 
the job would just not get done. Even then, there Would be 
the need to inject and sustain enthusiasm for such a mas
sive programme of retraining. It stands to reason therefore 
that it may be more productive than otherwise if there Was a
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close linkage between the NCTE and the varl©U8 School 
Botu-is. Without ti^Gh a llnkftgi, the momentum would 
neither get built up nor be maintained.

6.32 It Is likely to take some time bafore »uch a plan of action 
is drawn up and actually launehfed. What Is to happen 
meanwhile? School Boards cannot sit idle fir  want of suitable 
perions to fill up the openings that Would become available. We, 
therefore, suggest a ^ o  tpatk ap|>r@aeh:

(a) In Chapter 4 (Reatruotufing the Boards), we touched upon 
this issue to some eictent. fo  reiterate, e^tpanslon should be 
^adual and should ketp pace with thi m^ailabiHty of suitable 
personnel. That indeed Is one tm m a  we mWi that 4t 
would take some years for tha Rescareh and other new 
divisions to 1?e set up. Suitabte Individuals are just not 
available at^ they have to be ̂ âteiisd, grooms and projected, 
Fuithermc^e we have triid to involve the fiClU in this job of 
retfttMniag.

(b) Nonethdess, tt Would toe desirable lo prepare a five year Plan 
and a ten year Plan. In the first Plan the tradlti®nal acttvlties 
should lie st]%ngthenei and striamlined F@r Initance, the 
system #f ®camlnati@ns can be further Improved as outlined 
in the chapter on the Conduct of Eliminations. Similarly, 
the Racignitlon division which exists more or less in every 
Board in one form or another needs to be professionalised 
and ^van tetth. Then ttiwe affe sotne new divisions and 
cilia itc. waitii^ to be established. M  this may get done 
during the first five years, l y  the Itme that Plan ts about to 
come to a close, a baglnnlng would have been made to 
establish those three divisions (Acadimlc, Insir^ce and 
Research) whiih are basically innt>mtlve in character. 
Hopeftilly. the plan &f fetratning m d  riortemation refferred 
to above would bagin to hmre stnie im f act by then and it 
would’ be possiMe to referult at least the core staff. The rest 
of the staff may be appointed in subsequent Wan. In short, it 
shotlld be possible to revamp tht working of the School 
Boards inr about a decade more of less completely. This is on 
the assumption that the restructuring of the Boards, as 
envisaged here, is accepted by all those Who have a say in 
the matter.



6.33 Them is one missing dimension here. This reftra to the 
support to be given by the politieal system to education as a 
whole and to seeondaiy education in par^ci*l€»’. Without the 
requisite ^lltieal support, most of these activities would to 
tarii off. tlntortunat^fy the time of our p^t^Di^ W& todiqr is not 
all that helf^l. Hop«fti% it woukl chanp lit a dicadi or so. 
Should that ehan^ come about, seeondaiy eduea^on can achieve 
the mission mtendid for it—the terminal stap of ̂ ueation for 
most of the students.
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7
LINKAGES

N o educational institution ean exist by Itielf. This Is tn®re 
particularly true of secondary eiUGation. Ttiis ttage of 

fsdncation tope the almost fleeaite-lc^ »pan ©f vchocriiî  with liWilch 
chiWrtn bugjn scho®l. It tl«o prcivides tkm iatt îway
for entty Into the uiliireraity s^e . Tlie Ititta^frfsetcmdary «duf»tk>n 
with what goes before and after is tl^rtfore crucial.

7.0t What foes before secondaty educatk>n is gMiftrally known 
as upper-primaty educatten. F^imaiy «diiciitl@n Is ft ̂ sttnet fttage 

ttsdf. In terms of its mftnagment, th^ eurr^t tllifitimg is 
that this stage @f education is best maitaged by the Ptnehft3̂ ti 
Raj inititutions. In the viltegBs th ^  Wouli ht ̂ anchayats 
in towns and cities these would be muiUoipalittes or c^rporattons. 
As ftir as towns are concerniKi, local s«lf Institutlofis have looked 
after primary education ftr o¥er a century. In the case of 
pancha)^t8, the situation has fluctuated widefy both over time 
and rf îl>ns.

7.03 It is only recently that the 73rd and the 74th ̂ m dm ents 
were ad^ted by Parliament. Imptementatien of these Acts is 
neither unlfottn m r wiieipread. In Uie®iy, at any rat®, there Is 
no disagreement with the need for mftnagtment by the loisal 
bedles. In practice, howei^r. there are probTims. But It is td be 
hoped that, in a few years, the problettis w0uld get ti^en care of 
and, before long* the Panchayatl Raj tyitem Wiiuld |et aiopttd 
more or less tvetywhere.

7.04 Who is to look after ami manage upper-primary education 
is something that has not been clearly defined by any 
authoritative all India agency or cbmmktee. In terms of actual 
control too, the situation is uncertain as well as fluid. For the 
most part, government schools are looked after by the DPI 
whereas private schools are looked after by private managements.



Sseonildl^ ottd H^her

7.05 Wfe are concerned wtth education aft«r the upper-prtaiary 
stage. Gtntmlly speaking, ciaasei IX and X belong to the 
s^ondtuy stage of education wWereai Classes XI and 30! are 
known ai the higher second^ ata^. One mark of distinction 
betv^en these two clAstes is that while ^t the feecondaiy ievtl it 
is a continuation as also an elaboration and ampiifiealton of ̂ A t

d«ne at the iipfjer-primaty stagi, thi whole excerfeis® is 
leawntd at the higher aecohdary stage by the input of whst is 
called thi vocational or the professional tilt. Anomer important 
distlnetion is that the curriculum till X Cluss does not admit of 
m y  choWe. Whttever is prescrtitd is in the nature of the core 
curriculum and entails broad based general education. 
Tlierefore, it has to be followed universally*

7.06 M  a certain proportion of studwitS drop out after the 
ptlmaiy stage and then the ui:^er primaiy stAgft, mat^ o w e  do 
so after the secondgwy stage. In terms of p%sicftl a i^  m ^tal 
development, however, these are the years l^^in students are 
rea%, or almost rea^. for entry into the woild of woi^. 1!iir^ore. 
their stay at school for about a decade should equip sttidents 
with a certain amount of ability to do speeifle Jobs. Uftless a 
student has also been equipped with the capability tfi do certain 
things in addition to a certain measure of understanding which 
comes both from study and physical and intellectural maturity, 
he would be unable to cope with the demands of life.

7.07 In case a student continue® study after Class X, he Is 
expected to acquire some minimum capability to cope with the 
demands made upon him. But he would not be able to do so Jn 
all cases. In particular, if he wishes to undertake certain semi
skilled or skilled jobs, these would demand a certain modicum 
of skills—provided he has learnt them. Tliat is why at tlie plus 
two level, he is given the choice to learn certain specific s^lls. 
This is in case he opts for the vocational stream of schooling. At 
the higher secondary level, a student has a choice between 
learning a particular vocation and doing a course which would 
eventually prepare him for entry Into college.

7.08 A good deal of c onfusion and overlap is witnessed at the 
lilgher secondary level, bastcally because most students are not
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certain as to what they want to do. That about two thirds of 
them fail to Join a college gofes to show that one of the following 
two factors is at work.

(a) Most students just do not know what they want to do in llffe. 
ilitce quite a number oi them are continuing wilh thtir schoDl 
study, the rest also dtrlde to go on t® tĥ i nixt cJtss vi t̂Hout 
having taken a decision as to thfe dlriction that they ̂ n t  to 
take In life. Ift the case of those who hm<e edueatid pofitits. 
thiy general^ imow what tl^y want their ohlklrfn to do. Sto«e 
the proportitti of such parents varies from one social settliig 
to another, It seems a safe statement to make that a large 
number of students duft from one class to ^othar and h ^  
no cliar idea of A^at th ^  wish to do in Hie.

(b) Most schools do not provide vocational skills of the kind wkleh 
would havi suited thfe Hitirests ̂ d  nee^ of a c^iain cat^oi|r 
0f  itud#nts. ElthUr the vocational opti^  does not iKlat tr  It 
ixlsts in name. Pacilllies are grossly inadequate, the kind 
ani ^uai^  M  iminfed teadhers who c»uld have instfutted 
the students proper^ are neither availabte hot' are thefr 
services obtained even dn a patt-time basla ft-om lniuati$r 
even when it possible to do so. Caiter counselling la Vlftua% 
unknown in our system. With avinues ©f leillpicymeilt 
shrinking there are problems to w l^h  there is hardly any 
meantn^ul or systematic answer. In any case, Interacllon 
between edueatlon and industty Is dc«vnrii|ht unsatlifiictory. 
Mo wtnder the vocational option is as good as not there.

7.09 What needs to be done Is being looked after ^  the 
appropriate agencies though not always with the requisite dep-ee 
of commitment. WhUt we are concerned with here Is the 
interaction b e ^ ^ n  higher secondary achools and tti® uftl^raiQr 
sector. As of totfay, the Impatt of universities upon school 
e^ieatlon is much more overpowering than II gt>6d !br the well 
b#ln| of the latter, as argued more than once, ieeondary schools 
as a subsystem of the school system are not as self reliant arti 
autonomous as they ought to be. This is because of a number of 
reasons which have been referred to at some length already.

7.10 Simultaneously, certain remedial measures have also been 
proposed. Once put into effect, the secondaiy school system
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would hopefu% beifeme a healthy and self reliant link In the 
school iystetn. V^ile 8omethin| has hmn said about haw to 
remodi;! the wcirWi^ of ickool Education Board® > it is equally 
important to say something about the need for coordination 
amonpt the varieuft Boards in dilfewmt mglofiB of the eountiy 
m  also at the all Ihdia level. By implication this leads to a 
discussion of the Council of Boards of School Education or 
GO0SE as it is ptierdlty described, ^ i le  we would focus on 
codrdlnatifm at the all Indta level, regiot̂ al coofiiinatl(»i ti a matter 
in regard to ni^cli COBSE must take the initiative.

a m m

7.II It was to 19?0 that an attnmpt w a  made for first 
time t  ̂bflftg tfottrit topther on an all Ixtdia basis. Till then, 
th^ had operated m  liolatid units withifi the confines of their 
state territoiy. The Centrill ttotrd of Si^^ilaiy iducatlon (CBSE) 
located in the capital was made the nodal agency for this purpose, 
through its initiative, occasional meetingi were held and a certain 
amount of business by i»»y of coordination was also transacted. 
It was in 1089 that COBSE delinked itself from CBSE. Since 
then, meetings have become more regular and there is a 
semblance of an all India organisation of schools. What it does 
however is so partial in rsinge and character and so limited in its 
impact that the most immediate thing which requires to be done 
is that the existing body is radically reorganised and revamped. 
Surely if the School Boards are proposed to b© reorganised, the 
all .India body which represents them must also be reorganised. 
Towards this end, we propose as follows,

7 12 COBSE must have a permanent office in Delhi or its 
neighbourhood. It must be headed by a wholetime person who 
has either been Chairman of a School Board or has the calibre 
to be appointed as one. This is important for the reason that 
when he interacts with other organisations, an indispensable 
part of the job, he should be able to speak with authority and 
not have to refer to some other person or authority for approval 
and so on. Evidently, his emoluments, tenure, powers and 
responsibilities would be fixed accordingly.

7 13 More or leas corresponding to the various divisions in 
different Boards, the organisation of work in COBSE must be 
arranged into as many divisions at the headquarters. Should
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that not be possible owing to certain reftsons, more particularly 
in the eaily 3̂ ars of its reorganisation. 0ne person 01m look after 
the work of more than one or two dil̂ tsions. The wh©le intention 
is to make sure that the different activities of the Boards at the 
state level are coordinated in a vertical wi^ with the funotlonlng 
of the all India body, as and when requlr«d. this is done, 
there must toe someone at the headquarters wh© uriierstands 
the issues and can Interact in a meaning^l way. More specifi
cally, this would mean a minimum of three or four professlanals 
at the headquarters in addition to the chief esaicutttre.

7.14 The bulk of the expenditure on COBSE would have to be 
met ^ e  Boardi. But something Ito one quarter, maln^ for

ptwfi^es, should be tiiet %  thr t)epaitoent of 
Sdtlcatliin to start with. After a ftew years it may taper »fF to one- 
tenii. In regard to devetopment fprajects etc.), grants can be 
maie as and when required.« ini^anct, it might be deiided 
to initiat® certein risaarth stu#es. Details ef su@h |>ri»Jî ts wotild 
h a^  t© tee irmm  upftlMicuasei and mppfomd and t3m mtemmcy 

pf»\^ad. We art in geitetml n6t tei fafour of an|̂  eom- 
iMltttitttit the I^^rtnteiil Edueatk>n ^cipt in fei^ect of 
mattit#imnce. The rsst of the suppoft sh@uM be oti a ^ ie  by 
case bai^s. In 1998, it is ui^^stodd, a grant df fts.40,000 was 
m a^ to COBS® iir the Ifrst tttne. In adi^tion, an intemattoml 
seminar which focussed an quality in secondaiy tducatlDn had 
beeit Mipmlsed by COBBl aboiit that time was alsa a grant 
of thrae laliis. in ©ur view, thtse are precudtnts whicii netd to 
be followed up. In addition, to repeat, something lllie 10 per 
cant of the maintenance ^endlturt should be u*idarwritten 
the Department of ̂ ucaMonon an oi^olng basis. A]tematlve|r, 
a round f^ r e  can* be sanotimad which may be revlaafl ffom 
yaar to year to kei^ pace ^^th the ctmt^lng tempo of actlvltlts 
and riaing prices, fhese details can be worked out. What needs 
to be undefined is that the Depaitment af Bducatlan has a stake 
in the reorgai^sad working of OOftSE more or less on tJ»B lines of 
parallel bodies Ittte AfU or INSA. Ttiere is room for activities of a 
voluntary nature and they require to be si^portei.

7. t5 While it is for the different Boards to work out the details 
of the annual subscription and a capital fund to enable COBSE 
to set up its own headquarters, we cannot but recognise that 
while some of the Boards have considerable revenue, certain



others halve a very small budget and vi^uld not fee able to afford 
what if demafidid of them. Three things therefore need tn l3e 
aeknowledged:

(a) COUSE* a voluntguy associatlen of the School Boards* n«eds 
ta be strength«n#d and mad« mmh more efflicllv® ^an  it 
has bten ever stnee it was fstabli»h«d.

(b) Plo one other than the can b« respowstblt Ibr its es-
tabUshment, upkeep apd runnmg eiiptndlturi. the lulk of 
it haa to be met by the Boai^a on ̂ aiever basts is regardtd 
asequilnble.

(c) Thj$ Department of Education hm a staJw in the haal^y f^ne- 
tiofung of OdBSE. towards this end therefote, it shififtd pli^ 
a M f  ful role in keeping it aAoat, helping it gftiw and dUrefs% 
m4 mmt the mrlous diinands made upon it from time to 
time.

7.1# ^ t te  COBSE has somi kind a cmistituCion alr«a% in 
force, it wduM tie neeessary to amend it partieularly w h ^  Ms 
iiinetifms ai-e being enlarged, d^ersifted and prdfeflsionalised. 
Ttiis ii a task nn one other than the can handle. U is for
them to draw up a plan of development whieh may he 
implemented in two or three phases of development,

7.17 Wb would like to assume that, in about half a decade, the 
first phase of development would be completed. That would he 
the establishment of permanent headquarters, its apprdpri£^ 
staffing, a revised constituticm, etc. In this phase, the Department 
of Education toa would establish the right kind of linkages with 
COBSE both in terms of grants and professional and general 
support. In the second phase of development, we ejcpect the 
activities of COBSE to be further enlarged, diversified and 
strengthened.

7.18 In the course of the report, varlou s crucial tasks has been 
assigned to COBSE. Since each one of them has to be done on 
an urgent basis, it follows that convening all India meetings ©f 
Controllers of Examinations and other similar funotionarlii 
would not be unduly delayed because certain related decisiolli 
are yet to be taken. Today, COBSE springs into activity maW^ 
at the time of Its annual meeting. Once these numerous aotivttiWi
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are reorganised and pushed through In the tnimner au^ested, 
that picture would begin to change. Kviiy few we«k». some activity 
or the other will be initiated by OO0SE. This in turn wou W have 
an Impact upon the working of the School Boards. Toî a|̂ wJlfen 
asked to support the establtshmtnt of the all India orgft^rt^ilin 
named GOBSE, most of them do not f@fel enthusiastio. It is for 
COftSE to persuade its numbers that the establishment of this 
body on a professional and orgftnisei ba$is is not a luxury in 
which the ichool ioaris tnay indulge If faund convenient, but 
a necessity in so far as the Boards ©anndt function eff«ct|vily 
Without this all India body. This is the objective and it needs to 
bfe reached ^thln a lew years.

N o m r

7. IS During the last fm  decades, NCERT has carved out a 
distinctive pl«ce fer lts#f; In o«e seftsi it is t ^  $rm M  the 0til«n 
Efepartmertt of B iucatl^ as fur as «feoindAty aiutatidii is 
concemid. In tnathter atnne, it is a pro^ssl^il lio ^  w^ote 
basic foius li cm pfovldliig guidance ani tufipert to vai«loias 
asptclB »f 6^H>ndaiy and edutatimi, esvtn mxmtry
eiucalion. Tliere is Hardfy any aiptct nfisdhdbl tdusmtion \^lth 
is not carmi^ by NCSRT. In ftict» with tht faisi^e of timfe. 
cirtaitt issues have tm ^d  cfcntrtslagi;. While conctrn wllh 
textbooks was a i»ul of the ortglhal (^slgn of NCERT, half weiy 
through its earner, this parliculilr teitdf df Activity cmnt fO be 
given much more attm^on than it htid ricdvid in the be^mtng. 
A brief but detailed lo«k at hc«v the vgrleuB dî paittnints ef NCEHT 
have performed would make this amply clear.

7.20 Three jobs done by NCSHT fiver yaari iptdal
m&fttittn. the m'st Is lh« jub of ottifloiilm iimllng. <me 
looks around the eotm^, in alm&st mmh iti^e, the cisrrltiulutn 
fo tii^d  at ^ml§ #  •(toiatltin n  nta*t or ^at in
aeo^r^itce i^h  has mmr
insiited that D^at It m^st be Iblkywad In Its entu%^.
This was a wise approach to adopt. In a tieuittfy as vast and 
diverse as ours is, a different approach would have been self- 
defeating. indeed the same approach has bien adopted in respect 
of textbooks which is the second area of iilteractien between 
NCERT and the states. It is entirely upto the states to adopt or 
adapt them in Whatever Way H canveniunt, I# ©pHalp

....................................................



States, textbooks are simply taketi over as they are or are 
trsinslg^ed into tHe language of the state. In certain others, these 
textbooks are looked upon as models and used as sueh. It all 
depen^iipon the states. No attempt at coercion Is made. In fact 
such^n approach was itot even contemplated.

7.21 It is In the third area of activity—examination reform— 
that a much more thorough go^g approach Was adopted. A 
be|inning w»s made with the redesigning of question pipers in 
the sixties. This involved intensive training of paper setters. To 
start v^th, workshops were conducted at the headquarters. In 
course of time, NCEHT moved into different states and invohmd 
d lffem t Boajrds and trained a larpr number of paper setters. 
To some extent this move away from the headquarters was 
unavoidable. After all, eveiybody could not be asked to come to 
Delhi. It would be much more convenient as well as economical 
for an expert to travel to state headquarters and conduct 
workshops there in collaborati«n with the local School B#afd.

7.22 In addition to paper setters, checkers and evaluators were 
also sought to be trained and Indeed were trained. This part of 
the Job was mainly done by the Boards with NCBHT providing 
help and guidance* While the number of paper setters was not 
all that large, the number of checkers and evaluators was 
inevitably larger. Therefore, the Job had to be done at the state 
level. According to the perception of NCERT which Is by and 
large correct, the redesigning of question papers has come to be 
accepted by almost all the Boards. Even a casual comparison of 
question papers set by a Board in any subject and one set by a 
university In the same subject would make this abundantly clear. 
While a good part of the Job has been done in so far as this 
dimension of examination reform is concerned, the fact remains 
that a good deal more still remains to be undertaken. That Is 
why in our discussion of examinations as well as inservice 
training, we have emphasised the importance of much more 
Intensive and sustained training which may be done as a part of 
their normal hmctionlng.

Uneomrmd Areas
7.23 There is yet another part of examination work which has 
received scant attention so far. ITiis refers to an analysis of scripts
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valued ev«iy y®ar in different subjects by different eKianiners. A 
few Boards have undertaken this job but there is so much more 
that requires to be done that it woiild be no ̂ mggiration to point 
out that only 1 or 2 percent of the Job has been done so far and 
the rest remains to be done. As and when d©ne intensively, this 
is likely to have two important consequences.

7.24 One, the marking of scripts would improve in terms of 
both validity emd reliability. In a few places, detailed work in 
regard to what is e jec ted  in the answers to the questions set 
has been done. The results of this exe^ise are thin shared 
amongst the head examiner and other valuers. The Job of the 
head examiner is to ensure that this scheme of martting is 
faithfu% adhered to. T® Ihe eittent that this is adhered to. 
markteig gets standartttsed. In practice, there are considerable 
deviations ftiom what is laid ddwn in theory and ix^at is actually 
done. Tlie involvement of in this job as of t®day cannot
be more than marginal. It has to be gttend^ ̂  eaah S©h©ol 
Boird and the head examinens in i^i^ect of each subject. iThat 
is ̂ y ,  in ©ur opinion, this is a j ^  where MCEIIT can guide and 
help but the actual implethinlation of the Job would have to be 
left to each Board.

7.28 Two. once answer books have been malysed, it is possible 
to Judge what kind of instruction was impaired in the classroom. 
Today, hardly anything of the kind is being done. Secondly, there 
is no way ©f finding out hmv well prepared or othirwise were 
teachers When they entered the classroem and, no less important, 
how they ptrfbrmed, \^pking bacliwards* it is possible to fet a 
fair idaa ©f how teachers perform in the classroom. Hiis ideal is 
hewevir so diitant from reality that most School Beards are only 
talking afeottt it, if ev«n that. In ofd«r lo do this job tffectftrefy a 
p»ol pi ^11 trained manpcsw^ wouM be required. Qeneral^ 
spei^ng, it takes a few months fbr a eompetent profeasienal to 
und«rtak& this exercise in analyate. Since there at€ a nuntbur « f  
subjects, it would require a committed band of ptdple to 
undirtake this exercise each year It has to be un#Brtaken each 
year, it goes without saying. Qtieition pap«rs al*e set each fear 
and dilTer^nf batches of students are examined year after year. 
To come up with such an analysis a couple of years after the 
students have cleared the examination, and sometimes even left 
the school, looks like an academic eKercise. Useful though it is,
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it eisentJalJy rematrts an academic exercise whereas the purpose 
is partly academic and partly pragmatic.

7.26 These details also raise a related question. Is this the job 
of KCERT or OOiSE'? The former has professional e^ r tis e  
while the latter is iri a vantage positien to pool the «tperlenee of 
di^rent Boards, influence their thin t o g  and mode of functioning 
and, equally important, evolve a common if not also a uitlfled, 
ap|>roaih to the fUtUrt raitge of such activities.

7.27 This refers to the issue of inter variability of standards 
amonpt Iht virliius Boards. Ttiey are bound to differ ft*om one 
anothesr in re sp ^  of th(feir staftdards of performatice. Tliis is 
nothing td be surprised at. Since the Board* have to interact 
with one another, the issue of comparability cannot but crop up. 
Once it dues, their relative standardi of performance have to be 
t£ it^  note of. In other words, the issue of equivalence gets put 
on the apnda. While COBSE is the right agency for doing this 
Job, a de^ee of help from NCERT on the professional plane would 
be uieful as well as welcome.

7.28 On the whole, NCERT has played a positive role in help
ing the School Boards th improve their functioning, especially in 
the areas under discussion. But. evidently, NCtoT is not dl 
rectly concerned with the School Boards. That is a function of 
COBSE. Therefore, in certain areas of activity, there would have 
to be a closer degree of collaboration between NCERT and COBSE 
than exists today. Such collaboration is taking place even now 
in certain respects. What needs to be ensured is that this col
laboration is made more frequent, more intensive and more 
systematic. It is not possible to suggest any guidelines. By and 
large, it would be a matter of creative interaction between these 
two bodies.

m m A

7.29 National Institute of Educational Planning and Admlnls- 
tiation (NIEPA) concerns Itself with those Jobs which are primarily 
related to planning and administration. Over the years a certain 
pattern of Its functioning has got evolved. Something like 80 per 
cent of its total activity is devoted to schools and school education.



II is dtfficult to quantify how much of It deals wltli secondary 
srbools and how much of Its activity Is devoted to other levels of 
education. Of late, its Involvement AVlth DPEP has grown 
considerably. Even then, its attention to secondary education is 
by no means an unimportant part of its activity,

7.30 To be more specific, of late it has been giving a lot of 
attention even to D I^ s  which for the most part are concerned 
with primary education. At the same time, NIEPA has given 
considerable attention to training District Inspectors of Schools. 
Thus, a part of its work is at the level of elementary education 
and a part of it is concerned with secondary schools. As a matter 
of fact, learning from experience, NIEPA has come to the 
conclusion that its basic Job is to train the trainers mainly in 
respect of planning. Everyone cannot be made to come to Delhi 
and given training at the headquarters. Therefore a body like 
NIEI^ has no choice except to concentrate upon those who can 
come to receive training at NIEPA and they, in turn, impart 
training to those who come in contact with them. This is the 
right approach and it is working well.

7.Si The only specific recommendation that we can possibly 
make in this regard is that once the School Education Boards 
are reorganised, as suggested in this report, most senior officials 
would require a small infusion of new ideas and training every 
two to three years. This is a role which NIEPA is admirably 
equipped to discharge. We would therefore suggest thM, in 
addition to whatever is being done, a time bound scheme of 
retraining in respect of those working in the School Boards at 
the senior levels should also be drawn up.

7.32 We would go further and say that since one of the crucial 
bottlenecks in strengthening the School Boards, as suggested, 
would be the relative unavailability of persons who can be asked 
to handle greater professlcinal responsibilities, some kind of a 
plan of action needs to be drawn up. Apart from NIEPA, we 
would like NCTE also to be involved.

The OepaHment qf I^ueation

7.33 The ultimate responsibility of overseeing secondary edu
t ation is that of the Department of Education at the Centre. In
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addition to various other bureaus that It maintains, the 
Department has also a Bureau of School Education. As In the 
case of other bureaus, its fortunes have varied from time to time. 
Regardless of these details, what needs to be emphasised is 
that secondary education would languish or flourish td the esctent 
that strong and consistent support is forthcoming from this 
bureau. Something more would be said in this regard later but 
this much is incontestable that State Boards can be Influenced 
through their respective State governments. The State 
governments, however, can be influenced mainly by the Union 
government.

7.34 Following the passage of the 42nd Amendment in 1970, 
education since then has been a concumnt subject. This 
includes school education also. The Centre however did not pass 
any enabling legislation in pursuance of this Amendment, unlike 
the field of environment which also became a concurrent subject 
at the same time in terms of the 42nd Amendment. In that 
instance, a good deal of enabling legislation was adopted but 
education, for the most part, has remained excluded, ^^en the 
1980 Policy on Education was formulated, the position taken then 
was that, through the instrumentality of Operation Blackboard, 
the Centre was going to help the states with a good deal of funding. 
That promise was lived up to and substantial sums of money did 
flow to the states in pursuance of this commitment. That has 
done some good also without question. Today elementary 
education is not as neglected as it was, say, a decade ago.

7.35 When it comes to secondaiy education, it is difficult to 
say how the c:entre is going to help. At this level, funding is 
needed no doubt but It Is not such an acute bottleneck as in the 
case o f elementary education. If there is one area of activity in 
the field o f secondaiy edu( atioTi which requires massive support 
from the government and the industrial sector, it is vocational 
education. The Central government can help with funds for 
engaging new teachers, retraining them and acquiring new 
equipment whereas industry can help with its expertise. We are 
n(jt directly concerned vvlth this issue and therefore t efrain irom 
saying anything more than what has been stated above.

7 3H Nonetheless, the Department cif Education has a key role 
to play in res])ert nf serondar}' edu( ation. For one thing, it was



this Department which set up this Task Force. For another, It is 
for this Department to ensure that whatever part of this report 
is accepted by the government, there should be the requisite 
follow-up action. As wldefy recognised, most of us in India fail In 
implementation rather than in formulating plans. Therefore, we 
suggest as follows.

7.37 At some stage or the other, this document is likely to be 
put before CABE for dlscvission and approval.^^lle some of the 
recommendations wouid be found acceptable, Others would not 
be given the same degree of consideration. This w how it always 
happens. The question then would be: What n«rt? Who Is to 
ensure that those recommendations thiLt a?e accepttd are 
implemented both by the Centre smd the States. If past eJcperience 
is any guide, we would suggest a somewhat different line of 
approach this time.

StimMng CommUtme &n Smc&nMmry Btiucmtimn

7.38 Wb would suggest that CAB£ should set up a Standing 
Committee to deal with Secondary Education. At every meeting 
(generally it Is expected to meet onee a year), this Standing 
Committee should meet in advance and submit a report to the 
CABE in regard to the progress being made in respect of 
implementation. Though CABE is in general terms serviced by 
the Department of Education, we would make this specific 
suggestion that the Bureau head In respect of School Education 
should act as the Secretary of the Standing Committee on 
Secondary Education on an ex-officio basis.

7.39 While making the above suggestion, we are aware of the 
fact that Rotharl Commission had recommended a National Board 
of Secondary Education. Such a Board was not set up. Earlier, 
something similar in the form of the All India Council for 
Secondary Education was set up and functioned for some time. 
With the passage of years, the momentum of reform at the sec
ondary level slowed down and the result is there for the whole 
country to see. We, therefore, do not wish to repeat the suggestion 
made by the Kothari Commission mainly fop two Tcasons.

__________ _____________________________________ Liitlliag»a

7.40 Some part of the Job which was to be done by the proposed 
National Board came to be done by NCERT. Any attempt to 
revive the proposal for such a Board is therefore likefy to invite



the CGmment, “Why cannot NCERT do this job?” Without at
tempting an answer to this question, we also wish to take note of 
certain sensitivities in this regard. Both for historical and other 
reasons i a number of states feel that secondary education is 
their exclusive province and the Centre is not eiipected to intrude 
into it.

7.41 Without getting into the details of the argument, we have 
therefore ventured to suggest a Standing Committee in respect 
of Secondary Education by the Central Advisory Board of 
Education. Tills con^mittee should put out, as stated above, an 
annual report and circulate it to all concerned. If the CABE meets 
annually, as expected, the report would be discussed there. Al
ternatively, the report can be circulated to all concerned and 
then discussed at the time of the nejct meeting as and when it 
takes place. Of the various proposall that came up for 
consideration, this one appeared to us to be the most acceptable. 
Therefore we have ventured to make this suggestion. Let the 
Standing Committee function at least for five years. Whether it 
Is given a more durable status or not would depend how useful 
it is found to be.

National Committee on Wducation

7.42 At this stage, we are inclined to enlarge our argument 
further. Strictly speaking, it does not flow from what Is under 
discussion. And yet there is something logical and compelling 
about it and we venture to make the proposal.

7.43 As in several other countries, it may be useful to set up a 
high pow ered  N ation a l Com m ittee on E ducation . Such  a 
c ommittee may be nominated by the f ’rime M inister for a fixed 
tenure o f three years The membership should consist partly o f 
ex polltlciaiis who have some rommitment to education, a few 
professionals in the field of education and some individuals drawn 
from  d iverse  backgrou n ds lik e  industry, com m erce, law , 
agriculture and business management. Regardless o f who is in 
office as a minister, this committee would meet tw’lce a year. It 
would be sen iced  by the Department of Education and its job 
would be to review the trends of development iu respect of the 
entire spectnmt o f t dvication in its totality Ont‘ o f its more 
Im p o rta n t jo b s  w ou ld  be to en su re  in te i - iu s t i iu t io n a l 
coordination.
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7.44 For example, for the past s€?veral decades we have followed 
a certain set of priorities in education which have the sanction 
of tradition behind it but have led to a very odd situation. Today, 
something like one third of students who pass out from the plus 
two stage Join college. This transition rate from school to college 
more or less corresponds to the transition rate in the UK. A 
couple of decades ago. it was even less than half of this transition 
rate in that country. It is only of late (the last couple of decades) 
that it has been increasing. In a sense, this is in line with what 
has been happening In North America. In Canada it is 30 plus 
whereas In the US It is 40 plus

7.45 But those are affluent countries. They can afford it. We 
can hardly do so and yet, through a policy of sheer drift and 
inaction, we have allowed things to reach such a stage where, 
without our knowing it, we have done two things. One is to dilute 
the quality of higher secondary education and the other is to 
debase the quality of higher education.

7.46 We in this committee were not even aware of this problem 
till we were about to complete our labours. When we tried to 
find out from different sources what was the transition rate from 
higher secondary to college stage, we found that hardly anybody 
had any data on this subject. In fact, at our specific request, the 
process of collection af data was Initiated. When exactly this 
process is completed remains to be seen. Broadly speaking, we 
have been informed by the Diparttnint of Education that about 
one-third of the students who pass out flrom the higher secondary 
stage go on to college. Can a poor country afford it? Its academic 
consequences have been already described and do not have to 
be repeated.

7.47 In sociological terms, to bring down this rate of transition 
from school to college would take some doing. But the country 
has no choice and, Within the nixt few years, this would have to 
be done. If it is not done, secondary edutation would continue to 
be what it is and higher education would deteriorate even further.

7.48 Had such a body been in ̂ stence and functioned without 
reference to the change of goverhihents or change of ministers 
and also had a long term perspective, hopefully, this tendency 
would have been identified earlier and steps taken to introduce 
appropriate changes.
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7.49 We wish to repeat that though It is not exactjy within our 
terms of reference, the idea of setting up such a committee which 
functions on a long term basis and is concerned with matters of 
policy and not day-to-day functioning may not be a bad idea. We 
leave it at that and do not wish to expand on it any further.

7.50 Before moving on to the next issue, we do wish to suggest 
that, in addition to what has been proposed above, there are 
three other Jobs that can and, in our opinion, ought to be done 
by the Centre. These are:

(a) a significant role, particularly in respect of funding, in regard 
to Inservice training,

(b) establishment and fostertng of School (or as some people pre
fer to put it) Educational Complexes, and

(c) strengtliening of science and environmental education.

The states would haVe to be prompted, guided and even offered 
financial inducements, particularly in respect of (a) and (b). The 
proposal at Item (c) is already being dealt with by NCERT. A 
special push in this direction is the minlmun^ that can be done.

7.51 Following the establishment of NCERT at the Central level, 
it was felt that corresponding State bodies should also be estab
lished, This was done in the form of SCERTs. In every state, 
they are funded and controlled by the State Department of 
Ekiucation. As to their performance, the situation Is on the whole 
unsatisfactory though it must be added that, of late, a few of 
them have been activlsed mainly in the area of retraining primary 
school teachers. SCERTs are not expected to duplicate what 
NCERT Is doing but they are certainly expected to transmit and 
disseminate whatever this Central body wants to lie transmitted. 
7'herefore, there is a distinct role for them.

7.52 There is no doubt that SCERTs are, potentially speaking, 
an important agency for the retraining of teachers. Something 
is being currently done, particularly in respect of elementary 
school teacliers A number of them have been mobilised in favour 
of the DPEP scheme and what they are l)eginning to do is largely 
gratifying. It has been suggested to us that the Job of the re
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training of secondaiy school teachers may also be entrusted to 
SCERTs. We have considered the Issue and come to the 
conclusion that this would not work for two reasons.

7.53 The first is that it would take a good deal of effort to re
organise SCERTs. Decades of systematic neglect have taken their 
toll. In certain cases, they are seriously understaffed. In certain 
other cases, the calibre of the staff Is not upto the mark. We are 
most emphatically in favour of reorganising them but are also 
inhibited by this factor that decision making in all these cases 
would vest with the DPIs. We are In no position to suggest 
anything to them nor are they bound to accept our suggestions. 
Therefore we are not particularly hopeful about the possibility of 
SCERTs becoming more functional in a short time and along the 
desired lines.

7.54 The second factor is that since they are being increas
ingly involved in the retraining of primary school teachers, and 
the number of such teachers is very h^h, perhaps it would be a 
good division of labour if SCERTs continued to specialise In 
that area and left the field open for the Inservlce Training Division 
of each Board to take over this function, at least for some time. 
There is nothing for or against either of the two alternatives. 
Only SCERTs have evolved in a certain way and their manage
ment is vested in the Departments of Education. Therefbre It 
would be more pragmatic to split the responsibilities in the way 
proposed. At the same time, it mutt be recognised that there 
are a few good people in some of the SCERTs. To the ®ctent that 
they can be Involved in the job of retraining of teachers at the 
secondary level, It would be helpful to do so.

Trmining Colleges anfi D$pariments of

7.55 We have said something on this subject already. Therein 
we also suggested how NCTE is expected to shoulder the primary 
responsibility for the retrp ining of all teachers in training colleges 
and University departments of education. It is not intended to 
repeat those things here. What we ydsh to do.is to underline the 
point that the functioning of these two institutions has an 
Important role to play by way of Interaction with the Boards. 
Today their leVel of performance leaves a lot to be desired. In 
case the NCTE together with the help of NIEPA is able to initiate



this programme and bring about a qualitative ciiange In the 
outlook and functioning of trainers of teachers, things would 
begin to Improve.

Other LinkageM

a) liiduitiy
7.56 Apart from linkages with some of the more obvious bodies 
ft mctioning in the field of education, linkages with institutions 
in other sectors also need to be established. The most Important 
of them is interaction with Industry. Foreign experts in the field 
of education, when they visit India, are rudely struck by the 
uncommonly wisak linkage of education with Induatry, Qtmr 
ally speaking, it is assumed that linkage of higher and 
professional education with industry is important. In point of 
fact, such linkages are equally important in the case of secondeuy 
education too.

7.57 There is one problem here. Professional colleges are con
cerned with education and training both of which are relevant to 
what is called organised industry. In the case of secondary 
edtication while some part of the linkage would be with an 
organised industry, the greater part would be with the unorgan
ised sector of industry. In terms of their contribution to national 
income, the unorganised sector contributes a substantial share 
(the term used by the Department of Industry for this sector of 
industry is small scale Industiy) and it Its easier to establish 
( ontact with organised industry than with its unorganised sector. 
The former have a few representative bodies. Once an 
arrangement is worked out \*4th them, it Is not very difficult to 
implement whatever is agreed upon. In the case of the 
unorganised sector, contact would have to be established with 
individual units which would coniplicate the jjroblem further.

7.BO At the secondary level interaction with local industry is 
1 equired. Tliere could be certain units in the unorganised sector 
which would possibly repond to the initiative taken by some of 
the secondary schools. The moment this is accepted, the ball is 
in tlie { ourt of the secondary sc hool system. Ilils system too is 
not as organised as it ought to be. One important jeason why 
we are strongly in favour of Educational Complexes Is that if 
these romplexes get r)rf»anlsed it would be somewhat easier to
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work towards this interaction. Even if these complexes take 
some time to get established, this is not enough reason for 
Individual schools not to take initiative in the matter and estab
lish the necessary linkages.

7.59 Once these linkages are established, the next question 
would be how to give them shape. It is difficult to be specific 
about this issue. The situation would vary from school to school, 
course to course and one industrial unit to another. The only 
guiding principle we would like to underline Is that in order to 
ensure real, productive interaction, it would be desirable to involve 
both the Department of Industry of the state and any group or 
body of entrepreneurs at that level prewlded they are willing to 
get involved. In each case, a Memorandum of Understahing would 
have to be worked out. If there are any technical colleges which 
can be brought into the network for advice and guidance that 
would also be helpful. This is an entirely new area of work with 
a considerable degree of ̂ qiertise which, when suitably mobilised, 
will transform the quality of education at that level. Those 
schools which can involve industry would be breaking new ground 
and setting up precedents which would help others to follow the 
example set by them.

7.60 So far, no mention has been made of the role to Le played 
by the School Boards. These Boards also have to be Involved 
and that is for two reasons. One Is the fact that. In the last 
analysis, this will be an educational activity and the Boards 
cannot but be involved and, secondly, they In turn would be
come harbingers of the new scheme of things. According to our 
perception, we expect the Boards to play an important role in 
promoting vocational education. We repeat that to set up an All 
India Institute at Bhopal (Pandit Sunderlal Sharma Central 
Institute of Vocational Education) was a step in the right 
direction. To choose to duplicate this set up in every state would 
be e3Q)#n®ive mid perhaps wasteful. It is School Board* whteh, 
for the present, can un^rtake this Job on behalf af the Shopal 
Institute. In course of time, if the quantum of work increases 
and it becomes important t© set up separate institutes, the matter 
can be re ex^lned. At the raiotnent, we wish to stress the fact 
that tile involvement of School Boards should be seen as a move 
which is essentially logical, economical and realistic.
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7.61 One precaution needs to be taken in this context. 
Eventually the certificate given by the Board would encounter 
the problem of equivalence of certification. In simple language, 
each School Board will have to make sure that the norms worked 
out in conjuction with industry, particularly the unorganised 
sector, conform to the norms laid down by the Bhopal Institute. 
Only when that has been ensured, it would become possible to 
legitimately ask and insist upon equivalence.

7.62 A reference to the role of ITIs and polytechnics would also 
be in order here. Their focus of functioning is different; it Is more 
practical than theoretical. In the case of secondary schools, the 
proportions would be reversed to the extent that instruction will 
be partly theoretieal and partly practical. What kind of interaction 
can be established with these institutes is a matter that deserves 
to be explored. Most of them have reasonably equipped work
shops. Can there be a system wherein workshops are also made 
use of by students enrolled in secondary schools? Even if they 
cannot be used at all times and comprehensively, some part of 
their equipment can be used. It Is a question of adjustment and 
appropriate hours of work, some understanding with those 
incharge of workshops. The Issue is Important enough to be 
discussed with the Department of Industiy which controls these 
institutions.

b) Health

7.63 The Ministry of Health maintains a Central Bureau of 
Health Education. This bureau has counterparts in the State as 
well. Are the schools making any use of the expertise available 
with the Bureau? The answer is in the negative. Somehow, healtli 
education har never been thought to be an Important enough 
c omponent of education at this level. The issue is not whether 
this component Is included in the curriculum or not. There is 
much more to it. Any one who completes secondary education, 
whether 10 years or 12 years, must be reasonably knowledgeable 
in regard to the basics of personal health as well as community 
health. Unfortunately this situation does not obtain today. How 
precisely It is to be done is a matter that needs to be explored.

7.04 Some of the Issues that have aroused public conscious
ness during rei ent years need to be identified here. While dnigs 
have been a problem for some time, of late AIDS has also become
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a menace. The problem of population control has always been 
on the agenda but has not received the attention that it ought to 
have received. Some of the schools have also been involved in 
minor programmes of education relating to these issues. What 
is called for is something more concrete, more systematic and 
more sustained. This is a matter that also calls for intervention 
by the Boards.

c) Agfieulture R«lsled Activities

7.65 Three-fourths of the population is still dependent on ag
riculture. Unfortunately, education has general^ been perceived 
as an urban oriented affair. Gradually, however, It has been 
spreading to the rural areas also. As the figures gtveu In the first 
chapter Indicate, there is considerable educational ferment In 
the countryside. How Is this growing trend to be helped, given 
direction and enriched? It can only be through interaction with 
all those bodies which are active in the field of agriculture and 
related activities.

7.66 These bodies are much too numerous to be enumerated 
here. They relate to areas like horticulture, sericulture, fish 
culture, poultry, bee-kteping, animal husbandry, etc. Climate 
and topographical conditions vary from state to state and even 
from one part of the state to another. Consequently it is the local 
situation which has to be taken into account. How to establish 
contacts with these various bodies Is something which depends 
upon the resourcefulness and ingenuity of the local schools or, 
more appropriately, educational complexes that we hope would 
get established In course of time.

7.67 While agriculture is included in the curricului|i as one of 
the optional subjects, not matiy schools avail of £his option. Those 
located in towns are ol^ously not interested. Those located In 
the countryside are sofnutimes Interested and semetltnfes not 
interested. The truth of the matter is that those who are etignged 
to instruat in agrleulture do not understand clearly enough What 
are the potentialities of this sector nor do they have what may be 
called commitment. This is to some extent a task for training 
collegea and University departments of education icr bring out 
its potentialities. In doing so, the cooperation of the Department 
of Agriculture in the state would have to be secured.
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7.68 Each state has at least one Agriculture university and 
sometimes more than one. They have departments of extension 
which have a fairly strong presence in the rural areas. It should 
be possible to establish contact with them, convert that contact 
into local programmes and Implement them for the benefit^of the 
community, and sometimes even for members of the student 
community. Much will depend upon the location of schools and 
the resourcefulness of those Incharge of the programmes. 
Another point of contact can be Krlshi Vlgyan Kendras at the 
district level which are fairly numerous and reasonably active.

d) Soelttl WeUmte

1.69 The Department of Social Welfare too is reasonably active 
and has a number of programmes quite a few of which are in 
operation at the district level also. The Department of Women 
and Child Welfare is equally active. There are also coimterparts 
to these departments in the states. In other words, the 
Infrastructure Is fairly strong and the number of people involved 
in the various activities is not small either. That being so, it 
stands to reason that it should be possible for schools which 
show interest in this area of activity to establish contact with 
them and develop meaningful local programmes. To some eJdient, 
certain schools are already Involved in programmes like eradica
tion of illiteracy, programmes of immunisation, etc. To that 
extent, Ibis will not be breaking new ground. Instead it will be 
an instance of consolidating as well systematising what has been 
done.

Two Points of Caution

7.71 Thf*re are two points of caution which need to be raised 
here. One is the role of School Boards. Most schools may not be 
able to show the kind and magnitude of initiative required. The 
fact of the matter is that even now students are being Involved in 
some of these activities. Programmes of immunisation are one 
example and many more c an be cited.

7.71 Most often these are organised \mder instruction from 
the Department of Education. But there Is no framework of 
iictlvitips within which schools can operate What is required is 
(hat (he Boards should evolve and establish such a framework
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so that the schools, when they are called upon to participate In 
such activities or when they Initiate them on their own, do not 
get the feeling that they are being directed to do certain things 
which are extraneous to their normal working. Instead, it should 
all be a part of the framework and the schools should get the 
feeling that they are the master of what they are doing and not 
being subordinated to a design worked out by anyone else.

Teaehers cus Agents of Change

7.72 All this will not become possible unless teachers are 
suitably reoriented to understand the wider implications of their 
place In the community. Ever since the formal school system 
was devised, the school teacher, like the patwarl, was taken to 
be the last outpost of administration at the village level. The 
assumption behind this system was that orders were to be issued 
from above and carried out by those below. If teachers have to 
be given status and dignity , and there Is no choice in the matter, 
it is important that this be done through an appropriate 
framework of educational instruction and Inservice training. 
Unless a change of thinking Is brought about both in the minds 
of teachers and the community at large to the effect that teachers 
are soldiers in the battle against Ignorance and superstitions 
and, more positively, are the agents of development and change, 
the overall picture would continue to be one of unredeemed 
stagnation.
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ALL INDIA BOARDS

D espite the faet that education is a concurrent subject, not 
much headway has been made at the central level even in 

higher education except for the establishment of professional 
bodies such as UGC and AICTE. Hence It would be optimistic to 
talk of the role of the Centre in tecondary edueation beyond a 
pomt. Over the years, State governments have come to look upon 
secondary education as their exclusive concern.

8.02 Without entering into the issue of what is desirable and 
what is possible, it is important to reco^ise the fact that the 
role of the Centre in secondary education at the operational level 
is to be seen mainly at three points—Central Board of Secondary 
Education (CBSE), Council for the Indian School Certificate Ex
aminations (CISCE), the National Open School (NOS). These three 
organisations have been functioning for different durations of 
time and enjoy a,certain degree of pace setting status.

8.03 In our earlier discussion on the subject, we have generally 
referred to State Boards as being located In the states. That is 
why the expression vState government was used repeatedly with 
reference to them. It is time now to turn to a discussion of the 
two Centrally sponsored Boards and one non* governmental 
Board, a matter which Incidentally was specifically included In 
our terms of reference

Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)

8.04 ( ’BBE claims to be the second oldest Board in the coun 
tiy When it moved to Delhi from Ajmer (where it was originally 
located) In 1962, the Board had around 300 schools functioning
mder its auspices. The Delhi School Board which had existed 

1 fore 1962 was wound up at that point of time. From that 
number, the total is now in the neighbourhood ol 5,000 Amongst 
those functioning under its jurisdiction are about 1,000 schools
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(aided or run by the Delhi government), over 750 Kendrlya 
Vldyalayas (KVS), around 800 Jawahar Navodaya Vldyalayas 
(NVS) and more than 2,000 independent schools and 
approximately 70 schools in Delhi which have been given 
provisional recognition: they have so far not fulfilled certain 
conditions of recognition, particularly of possessing adequate 
land area. In addition, more than 60 schools in other countries 
have their students examined by the CBSE. Certain states such 
as Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh and Union Territories, viz., 
Andamem & Nlcobar Islands, Daman & Dlu, Dadar & Nagar Haveli 
and Chandigarh have also got their schools recognised by CBSE.

8.05 During the three decades of its existence in Delhi, CBSE 
has shovm Impresv îve growth both in numbers and standing. 
While approximate numbers have been given above, something 
needs to be said in explanation of the standing which the Board 
has come to acquire. When analysed somewhat closely, schools 
recognised by the CBSE generally fall Into three categories. The 
first category is of those schools which have been established by 
the Central government under its various schemes—Sainik 
Schools, KVS Schools and Navodaya Vldyalayas, etc. The second 
category is that of schools nm either by the Delhi government, 
other State governments or by private agencies In those states. 
The third category is of private schools located in Delhi and 
various Union Territories.

8.06 Most of the private schools (generally called public schools) 
are schools which use English as the medium of instruction. 
They charge high fees, are well staffed and attract students from 
an affluent background. In terms of numbers, they are not very 
numerous. In terms of Influence and prestige, however, they loom 
large on the public horizon. Coupled with the fact that almost all 
the Centrally sponsored and controlled schools also use English 
as their medium of instruction puts them in a class apart. Schools 
from foreign countries also conform to this description.

8.07 A significant fat’tor in the background is that students in 
KVS schools are children of parents who are usually in 
transferrable jobs. Even when there is a cholde Of ̂  Ideal school, 
they often prefer to opt for the KVS label. It ensures greater 
mobility for their children. Students of NVS belong to another 
select category. They have been admitted after some kind of a
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talent search. There is an all India test for talented children from 
a rural background and they are selected on that basis. In con
sequence, over the years, CBSE has come to enjoy a degree o f 
standing in the country amongst other Boards.

8.08 In concrete terms, public perception of CBSE in most 
states is that, because it is managed by the Centre, it is much 
less susceptible to pulls and pressures, particularly of the political 
or the local kind. By implication therefore, its functioning is 
seen to be more academic than that of other Boards. When 
public schools in different states elect to become a part of CBSE, 
one reason is the prestige that CBSE has acquired over the years 
and the second reason is that it insulates the schools against 
local pressures. As to the curriculum followed by CBS®, It broadly 
conforms to that laid down by the National Curriculum 
Framework formulated by NCERT. In the case of textbooks too, 
CBSE by and large uses NCEOT ttsictbooks scwnî JWhat more readlfy 
than any other Boards do. Therefore its academic standards as 
well as its performance are seen to be much better than that of 
most other Boards. Whether this is true or not is not the issue; 
this is the general perception. Therefore it has helped CBSE to 
grow and flourish.

8.09 W hen the Board was reconstitu ted  in 1962, it was 
revamped to a considerable extent. In terms o f Its status, it is a 
registered society. In terms o f its management, it Is overseen by 
the Union Secretary o f Education. We would have more to say 
on this subject a little later because the mandate for the Board 
com es from  a governm ent reso lu tion  and not a statu tory 
enactment as has been favoured in this report repeatedly.

B. 10 l l ie r e  Is an element o f uncertainty In its set up. Every few 
years, some people In Delhi start talking o f setting up a separate 
Boaid for Delhi. Should that come to pass, all schools m n  by 
I he government and possibly some piivate schools too would opt 
out. (he l)etter known schools however would In all llkellhoori 
continue to he a part o f ( BSE as well as similar schools in other 
states. It needs to be added at this stage that whenever any one 
o f these schools ( [looses to apply for recognition by the CBSE, it 
has to get a ‘no objection* cei*tificate from the concerned State 
government In two states even tlie local Board has to be asked
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for such a ’no objection’ certificate. The same situation wmild 
arise even in Delhi, if a Delhi School Board were to be set up.

8.11 Over the years, CBSE has become a trend setting body. 
It is difficult to say to what extent the CBSE is actually playing 
this role and to what eirtent it gives the Impression of doing so. 
Without going into this issue, there are a few questions to be 
raised. These are:

(a) Since there are various types of schools which fall under its 
purview and their standards of performance vary fairly 
sharply, what mechanism does the CBSE have to ensure that 
the norms which have been laid down ate complied with and 
there la a written record of com|>U(mce by e^ryone. This Is 
being said on the assumption that as In the case of other 
Boards we expect CBSE to be something more than an 
examining body. In our view, this Is a serious pit>blem and 
needs to be analysed in some detail.

(b) The situation of government-run schools in Delhi is decid
edly unsatisfactory. The feult Is not that of the Board but of 
the State government which administers them. This 
dimension of the issue has been referred to on more than 
one occasion in respect of other Boards too. Schools run by 
the government cannot be allowed to underperform in 
violation of the regulations laid down just because they are 
administered by the government. This Issue is being posed 
here again fw  the reason that, while some of the schools 
recognised by this Board are outstanding, a substantial 
number are functioning in a relatively substandard manner. 
Not onfy that, availabili%r of resources is not a serious problem 
in Delhi. Why Qovernment-run schools are not performing 
better is la tely because appropriate attention to issues like 
management, recruitment and other staff problems, adequate 
inservlce training and such other Issues have not been 
attended to as they should have been.

(c) The phrase substandeird in respect of Delhi schools is used 
advisedly. Itis^ssumed by Delhi government that any^school 
established by it would be automatically eligible to send its 
students for the examinations of Class X and XII conducted 
by the CBSE. It is the same story as in other states. What we



have recommended elsewhere should be equally applicable 
to Delhi.

(d) One can go further and also i eter to tlie relationship that 
exists between the Board and the Department o f Education 
at the state level. At one time, the Director o f Education in 
Delhi was Vice President of CBSE in an ex-offlcio capacity. 
T liis  practice has now been d iscontinued. As o f today, 
therefore, there is hardly any formal contact between the 
Board and the Department. Some years ago, a committee 
headed by the present D irector o f N C E R T reviewed the 
working o f government rim  schools. The m ajority o f its rec 
onmiendations have yet tt̂  be implemented. One t annot say 
if the m atter has figured at any stage between the Boar d and 
the Department As argued repeatedly, we do not look upon 
the Board only as an examining body. It is also a body which 
should guide and determ ine the academ ic functioning o f 
secondary schools. Only the administrative functions should 
be exercised by the Department, ("urrently, it appears that 
academ ic functions are not being exercised, either by the 
Board or by the Departmen( and this calls for a fresh look at 
the problem.

(e) W hile CBS15 has set up a number of regional offices and that 
has certainly eased tiie situation, decision making is primarily 
Delhi oriented. In order to regulate things more effectively, 
in particular whether all tliese schools are com plying with 
norm s laid down or not, CBSE has to devise mechanisms of 
control and management different from the ones that exist 
today. Hardly any thought has been given to tiiis problem so 
far Sifice Hie schools outside Delhi account tor tivo thirds of 
all scliools under CBSE, this is not a marginal pioblem ,

(f) F^ecause th e  dec is ion  m a k in g  is c o n c en tra ted  al th e  ht^ad- 
q u a r te r s  and  the m rn ib e rs  ot its j^overning b o d y  a lso  c o m e  
la rg e ly  trom Delhi, in Its a( (ua l  w ork in g ,  C B S E  t3ecomes 
D e lh i cen tred . Ib is  is Hoinewhnt inroris istent w ith its all India  
c h a ra c te r  <md needs  a tten t ion . In part icu lar, th e  m a n n e r  in 
w h ic h  CBSB^ sh ou ld  su perv ise  the a c a d e m ic  (and  e ven  the  
a d m in is lr a t iv e l  fun*: ( ion in g  ol si hoo ls  s i lu a ted  all o v e r  the 
i o u n l i y  w ith  no  lo rn ia l or r«-gul;u t on tact ljelwee*n I hem  and 
(h e  B o a rd  is a iiiattt r w'hicli i**quiies  df ta i led  rind s ir s la in ed  
; i ( t en t ion
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8 .12 We have* argued most emphatically that we want all Boards 
to function as statutory bodies, CBSE does not conform  to this 
description. It is a registerefl body which came into existence 
through a government resolution and the Chairman of the Board 
reports to the Union Secretary o f Education. This system  has 
worked so far but, as indicated above, certain distortions are 
creeping in. Presumably they would be taken care of. But even 
when that has been done, the basic problem would still require 
attention. W hat is to be its basic mode o f organisation is an 
issue which requires to be answered in terms o f its all India 
character as also the need to give it a role which is Independent 
o f its functioning as an exam ining body. Details in this regard 
have been spelt out in the body o f the report and those are 
applicable to CBSE as much as to the other Boards.

8.13 A  linked issue is that o f the status o f the Chairman. 
Currently It does not conform  to the all India pattern and this 
m atter needs to be taken care of as and when a decision is taken 
regarding the organisation o f CBSE. In case this is going to take 
time, the issue m ay be attended to separately.

8.14 Historically speaking, there has been close Interaction be
tween NCE R T and CBSE though it also needs to be added that 
in a few  cases their approaches have been sharply divergent. 
W hat is required is that some kind o f a mechanism Is evolved to 
ensure that the two work in close coordination with each other. 
This is all the more necessaiy because o f their physical proxim ity 
to each other.

8.15 One issue that calls for special notice is that while the 
Centrally sponsored and controlled schools constitue a large com 
ponent o f its total strength, each one o f these organisations is 
adm in istered  and controlled separately. Even w hen certain  
academ ic decision are taken there, CBSE tends to fall in line 
with them. In our view, while the Chairman o f the CBSE is an 
im portant m em ber of those organisations, the re lationsh ip  
between these bodies and CBSE needs to be more precisely 
defined^ Thegu id ing principle is that with regard to^all academic 
m atters CBSE should be making the decisions. Adm inistrative 
m atters m ay be handled by the govern ing bodies o f these 
organisations.

8.16 ^^il^ tjnî  i.̂ sue would be taken up somewhat later, a



passing reference may be made to the fact that some o f the smaller 
states find it difficult (in academic terms) to handle the Boards 
which have already been set up by them. Certain states such as 
Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh do not have any Board. It is for 
consideration whether CBSE has a role to play in respect o f such 
situations. The decision has to be made by the concerned states.

8.17 According to the data supplied by CBSE, students from 
as many as 60 schools located in neighbouring coim tries take 
the examination conducted by CBSE. The relationship is more 
in terms of conducting the examination than in laying down tlie 
curriculum. Since the exam ination is conducted as per the 
curriculum laid down, therefore the runiruKim followed is atao 
the one laid down by CBSE. It should not be surprising if, with 
tlie passage o f years, strains begin to develop. CBSE would be 
well advised to discuss this issue in advance and work out a 
strategy which can endure for some time. The Ministry o f External 
Affairs too might have a view  in the matter.

8 18 There can be one positive fallout o f tliis association with 
the 60 schools referred to above. These schools generally strive 
to be internationally comparable. This should, therefore, become 
an incentive for CBvSE to scru tin ise and eva luate  Its own 
curriculum in relation to international standards and upgrade 
it to the extent desired. It may be however added that the focus 
should 1 >e not only on competence in the use of English which is 
more or less already ensured but on maintaining com parable 
standards in other subjects, particularly the sciences.

8.19 As and wlien CBSE is given a statutory status, indeed 
even earlier i f  the matter is going to be delayed, the Union 
departm ent o f Education should specify the Board which has 
the right to deal with schools in other countries. At the moment, 
both C13SE and CISCE deal w itli a certain number o f foreign 
scliools (60 In the c ase o f the form er and about a dozen in the 
rase of the latter). In our opinion, only CBSE should liave the 
right to do so This is lot the simple reason that CBSE works 
iinder Ihe general supervision and guidance o f the Centre. A t 
<rny iutui e ilate, problems of dealing with other countries could 
Mr Ise Sh(juld that come to pass, a body which is directly under 
tht" purview ot the ( entre would be the appropriate body lor the 
puq>ose. It is for examination whether the schools associated 
with the IS( 'F at iiresent may continue to do so and a kittd o f
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status quo maintained oi intefvenlion should l)e made even in 
such cases. The matter requires to be decided, by (he ('en tral 
government.

Council for Indian School Certificate Examinations (CIBCE)

8.20 This Council is in a sense the successor body to the Uni
versity o f Cambridge local Examination Syndicate which even 
after the transfer o f power in 1947 continued to conduct school 
level examinations in India till 1958. Since that time, it has 
been functioning as a body which lays down the curriculum 
and conducts the exam ination  for schools attached to It. 
Originally the syllabus laid down by Cambridge Syndicate was 
followed. Over the years, it has been modified to more or less 
conform  to the needs o f the changing clientele.

8.21 It m ust be said to the credit o f this Council that, in certain 
respects, it has played a pioneering role. For instance, it was 
one o f the first in the country to take to the use o f computers. 
Also it started the practice o f holding coordination meetings o f 
examiners for evaluation o f answer books. In course o f time, 
this practice came to be adopted by several other Boards. Scaling 
and grading too were innovations that were adopted by it. Some 
other Boards have also experimented with this innovation but 
have n o t m et w ith  m uch success. Tw o o th er successf\il 
innovations may also be referred to here. One is the introduction 
of Environmental Studies at the Class X  level as a distinct subject 
of study and the second was the adoption of a system whereby 
syllabuses were bifurcated between Class IX and Class X. This 
m ade for clarity as well precision o f syllabus making. W hile the 
latter Innovation has been w idely adopted, the former has not 
had m uch success. The Council also awards a Certificate o f 
Vocational Education which is both detailed and som ewhat 
distinctive.

8.22 AVhile CBSE and all other Boards generally follow the 
curriculum laid down by NCERT, this ( 'ouncil follows a somewhat 
d ifferent pattern o f academic organisation. In statistical terms, 
it is difficu lt to quantify the degree o f deviation between the two. 
It is not too large nor is it too small. It is for examination whether 
th is  s itu a tion  w ou ld  be even tu a lly  found  academ ica lly  
sustainable or would create problems at some stage. In our view,



the right pattern to adopt would be to eiisiire that the curriculum 
content and structure as suggested by NCERT is followed by all 
Boards including this Council, but a certain degree o f variation 
may be permitted. However, variations should be more in the 
natu re o f add ing som eth ing to the cu rricu lu m  and not 
subtracting from it. This is a matter which may be looked into 
by the Department o f Education and NCERT, if necessary.

8.21 Tliis conform ity to the NCERT model should be as much 
applicable to the pattern o f exam inations as to curricu lum  
making. While all Boards. Including the Council, follow the system 
o f ex tern a l exam in ation s , there  m ay be occas ion s w hen  
Continuous and Com prehensive Evaluation (C^^CE) m ay be 
aniductfd differently In differetit Boards Including this CtmnciU 
There should be no problem about that as long as the score 
awarded by tfie schools and the score o f the external examination 
is not added up to form the aggregate score. If such a move is 
ever made, the guiding principle should be that the score under 
the two modes o f assessment is shown separately and not 
com bined as they are m eant to assess d ifferent ab ilities/  
proficiencies/competencies. Furthermore, the coverage o f the 
non-scholastic aspects o f pu[)il growth through C&CE ought not 
to be lost sight of.

8.24 Apart Irom the issues o f curriculum and the conduct of 
examinations, the other Important issue is the recognition of 
schools. We have looked at the rules laid down by the ( ’o im cil 
and venture to suggest that these need to be worked out in greater 
sjieclficity and detail, particularly regarding the procedure of 
recognition, the duration lor which prf)fessional recognition can 
be given, the inputs into pro\asional recognition and permanent 
recognition and st) on. Such Issues ( annot be decided on tlie 
basis o f subjective impressions. Instead, there should be a set 
of objective criteria which are both quantifiable and measurable 
and Cim be referred to while taking the relevant decisions.

8 2B A c c o rd in g  to the tlata g iven  in the h an d b ook  o f  
intbrmation, Anglo-Indian schools recognised by this Coim cil 
number around 1F)0 Whether they are uniformly strong in tlie 
arademit sense or not has not been ascertained at any stage. 
We would suggest to the ( 'onn< il to ('arry out a special academic 
auditing ol these schools so as to i-nsuje that they conform  lo
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the iiom is prescribed bv i l . This would set at rest those misgl\aiigs 
whieh are expressed some people who choose to be critical.

8 26 This reference io A jiglo-lndiaii Schools raises an allie;d 
issue. The print'ipal justification for the schools recognised by 
the Council was that these schools, and more particularly the 
Anglo-Indian schools, used ICnglish as the medium of instruction. 
In the years soon after 1947 when this Council was established, 
the issue o f the medium of education was certainly a live issue. 
W ith the passage o f time, it has ceased to be one. Today, more 
and more schools all ovej the country are using English as the 
medium of instruction In the case o f CBSE, except for the 
goverrm ien t run schools in D elh i and a couple o f Union 
Territories and some private schools, almost all other schools 
are English medium schools. (In order to be more specific however, 
it might well be added that it is mainly in the field o f social sciences 
that any medium other than English is used. Science subjects 
are m ainly taught in English. This being so, the justification for 
a separate Council for the Anglo  Indian schools is open to 
question,

8.27 The obvious answer is that even if English as a medium 
of instruction is accepted by other schools, the fact that most 
Anglo -Ind ian  schools are w ith  this Council and one o f its 
progenitors was the Inter-State Board for Anglo-Indiaji Education 
gives it the status o f a m inority Board, As per the Indian 
Constitution, this is in order. vSo there can be no discussion on 
that score. But, at the same time, it needs to be underlined that 
the greater part o f the justification for its existence should be 
the fact that schools under its auspices are perform ing better 
than other schools. That they are using English as the medium 
of instm ction is in order. But this is not enough. Academic 
excellence should also be an im portant consideration. The 
situation is som ewhat uneven in this regard as far as one can 
judge. Some o f them c.re really perlorm ing well; others however 
are not perform ing as well. The matter, therefore, needs to be 
analysed in detail by the ( 'oim cil itself.
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National Open School (NOB)

8.28 Before an analysis o f NOS is taken up, one issue needs to 
be raised and answered. Is Iht NOS at par with the other two



Boards? The answer cannot be but in the negative. Yet there are 
two reasons which make it advisable to discuss NOS along with 
the two other All India Boards. One is the fact that NOS is a spin 
off, if  not also an extension, o f CBSE., Secondly, in the next few 
years, this sector q f education is likely fo grow on a phenomenal 
scale. Open learning at every stage is the trend o f tomorrow. 
This in turn is likely to give rise to a number of issues. It is 
therefore advisable to do some advance thinking in the matter.

8 29 This organisation was set up in 19§9 in response to the 
growing demand o f certain disadvantaged categories of population 
to have access to school education. This is also in accordance 
with the national and international trends in favour o f open 
learning.

8.30 From 1992-93 to 1994-95, its enrolment increased from 
10,480 to 25,213. A little later, vocational courses were also 
introduced. There was a social demand for such courses and 
NOvS did right in recognising It. However, it needs to be added 
tliat tliough as many as 17 courses in this area were started, in 
1994-95, the total enrolment in these courses was 1335. Making 
tlie situation worse is the fad  that except in three to four courses, 
tliere lias been a general decline in enrolment. There are marked 
regional variations too in tliis respect. Part of the explanation 
lies in the facilities available and a part o f it is the inability o f 
NOS to generate and maintain momentum in this area o f activity.

8-31 As far as enrolment is concerned, the largest ccmtlngent 
ol students are from Dellii ;md other nortliern stales. With tlie 
stales of Haryana and Rajasthan setting up similar outfits and 
some otliei states planning to do so, presumably Ihe regional 
imbalance would get ( oi rected in r ourse of time One thing is 
however clear. 1‘his is not t(! comment on the NOvS hut on tliose 
states which have yet to enter the arena of Dpen learning. Wliy 
are these states not setting up such institutions? If education is 
to spread, every kind of tacillty must be provided Kiy the state 
The need to encourage the establishment of sucli scliools in 
different stales is a part of the mandate ol NOvS and, to some 
('xtent, it has ac hieved scmie surci'ss in tlie matter.

H 32 "t he enrolment in vocatirmal coin sen is an area v/hich 
]t*quires altentlon Veiy ie-w students opt loi these courses and
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the pass perrentage is not all that Impressive either. As far as il 
is possible to Judge, a good part of the effort is more or less 
Delhi-based though Andhra Pradesh too has done strikingly 
well. Given these limitations, the handicaps need to be overcome 
much more systematically and vigorously than has happened so 
far. This should take the form of increasing enrolment in these 
courses, diversifying the courses, arranging for better equipment 
and closer Interaction with industry, particularly the tmorganised 
sector which is going to be the ultimate employer of those who 
pass out. It is a pity that this particular dimension of act ivity is 
not receiving the attention it ought to have received. The data 
provided in the Annual Report of NOS for 1994 95 bears out the 
comments made above >

8.33 NOS however has had much better success with the prepa
ration of teaching-learning materials. Some of it is popular even 
with those who are not formally on its rolls. This seems like a 
replay of the IGNOU experience whose teaching material is used 
even by students of the formal system In certain cases. The 
examinations conducted by NOS need far more attention. NOS 
does not have an all India set up. Therefore when examinations 
are conducted away from Delhi, things cannot be regulated in 
the manner in which they should be. In this connection, we would 
like to suggest that NOS would be well advised to coordinate 
with different School Education Boards and depend upon them 
for assistance required to conduct examinations effectively.

8.34 As already stated, National Open School is largely an 
extension and outgrowth of CBSE. There is no reason, as already 
argued, why similar organisations cannot be established in 
different states. They would have fewer teething problems because 
NOS has already solved quite a few of them. NOS can provide 
guidance, consultancy and its teaching-learning materials and 
several other Inputs which are indispensable for setting up Open 
Schools. The social demand for this facility is immense and is 
likely to Increase In the years to come.

8 35 There are certain problems regarding equivalence of the 
products of NOS and other similar Boards in terms of the syllabus 
being followed. Science subjects are compulsory till Class X In 
each Board. NOS has for understandable reasons made certain 
deviations. Also, science education is difficult to organise and
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NOS does not have resources or the organisation to cope with 
llie demand. Secondly, their progress on this front has been 
pa1t:hy and not all that satisfactory and this is an Issue which, 
in our opinion, should be discussed further at a meeting with 
COBSE. Chairmen of other Boards would be present and would 
be in a position to work out a solution to all those problems 
which have a practical orientation and are not being handled 
currently or are being dealt with somewhat indifferently. 
Ultimately, it is quality that matters. NOS Is an admirable 
initiative but it should not compromise with quality. This is a 
danger to be guarded against.

8.36 We do not wish to say anything much here regarding its 
sin ict ure, status of the Chairman and other details. The general 
pattern has already been recommended elsewhere and we want 
it followed in this case also with necessary modifications to meet 
its special requirements. Sooner or later, more states would 
f onie forward to have similar Boards with a focus on open learning 
at the school level. To that extent the uniqueness of NOS would 
(le( line. But NOS has played a pioneering role and it needs to be 
acknowledged. It can at the same time guide and set up standards 
of performance which would be a model for others. Ultimately, 
it ran also act as a resource centre for similar Boards in other 
states. Its experience with different teaching media should pave 
t he way for similar Boards (yet to be established) to learn from 
it.

The Role of the Centre

H.37 One j)eculiarity regarding the all India Boards needs to 
1)0 noted. Wliile ( ’BSE and NOS are government sponsored and 
government run, CISCE is a non government body. We have 
{'aj lipi ] efen ed to the iriiperative need for tliis Coiincjl to function 
in broad ronformity with Fioards all over the countiy But there 
is anf)tlier aspect to wliich specific attention needs to be drawn 
There is no c lear pnmsion for either the Department of Education 
to give any directive or to ensure that it lunctions according to 
! he rules and regulations trained 1)y it. I'his matter needs to be 
s larilied. Meanwhile, we pro])ose that

iai The Department ol EduCrition must have f»ne represent at ivt* 
on lire Finan< e <'orniuittee ottVie Council.
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(b) In terms of Its existing constitution, the Council has two 
representatives on its general body to represent the 
Government of India. There have been occasions v/hen either 
or both of these representatives have not been present.

(c) In the case of Central universities, no meeting of a selection 
committee is valid till the Visitor’s nominee is present. Some 
such mandatory provision needs to be introduced in the case 
of both of these key committees. ’



9
TEXTBOOKS

T he Issue of textbooks has to be seen in the context of two 
important considerations. The obvious one is that of quality. 

The second one is the commercial angle in respect of production, 
distribution, availability, pricing, etc. It needs to be added that 
the term textbook also refers to Teachers’ Handbooks and 
Students’ WorktHK>ks as and when these are got written by the 
Boards and are circulated through the same channels of 
circulation.

9.02 The quality of textbooks is highly uneven. In certain 
states, the quality of textbooks is not all that satisfactory. It 
would be difficult to prove this statement if challenged to do so. 
Comparing textbooks In one Indian language with another Indian 
language, when one may not know either of them, is a hazardous 
Job. This statement is based more on the quality of Inputs that 
go into the writing of textbooks than actual comparison of 
textbooks in two different languages.

9.03 The basic Inputs when it comes to quality are two. One is 
the intellectual and pedagogic Input of those who write and the 
second is the kind of editorial back-up which can be provided by 
the School Boards or an equivalent agency. The choice of potential 
authors Is exceedingly important, indeed crucial to the quality 
of textbooks. So much would depend upon the calibre and 
pedagogic skill of those who are asked to do this job. Whether 
they are selected because of some kind of networking or because 
of their intellectual calibre and professional Integrity are equally 
important factors. The situation varies from one point of time to 
another. There have been instances when the choice of authors 
was carefully made with an unwavering eye on quality. There 
have also been instances when the less proficient individual was 
preferred to the better one and for reasons that would not bear 
too fiose a scmtinv.

904 Tliere Is also anotliet dimension to it. Is the potential



author a practising and experienced teacher, a retired teacher or 
a person with a university background? In a large number of 
cases, teachers connected with school education are not always 
picked up to write the textbooks proposed to be prescribed. In 
several cases. It is someone with a university background who Is 
asked to write the textbook. In that case, It Is difficult to avoid 
the impression that the textbooks are written at a level somewhat 
higher than would be justifiable. One of the factors invariably 
affecting communication between the teacher and the taught Is 
whether the former talks above their level of understanding or 
talks down to them. In the former case, only a small percentage 
of students {something like 10-15 per cent) benefit—though not 
always—from teaching in the classroom; the rest feel left out. In 
the latter case, this set of students feel exasperated and do not 
generally benefit. This error of approach and methodology is 
more likely to occur in the case of those who have a university 
background than in the case of those with a school background.

Ideal Textbook Writer

9.05 The ideal should be that textbooks at the school level are 
written by school teachers operating at the appropriate level. 
Others may be invited to do so generally when school teachers of 
the required expertise are unavailable.

Editorial Input

9.06 If it is assumed that the choice of the author has been 
impeccable and the best under the circumstances, the next issue 
Is to what extent the quality of editorial Input is appropriately 
attuned to the kind and quality of authorship. Tlie job of the 
editor is to ensure several things. One is to guard against any 
factual errors that might creep in. The second is to ensure that 
the author pitches himself at the right level of understanding. 
That is to say that the author neither talks down nor goes above 
the head of the students and the ptrdiqgogy used is appropriate 
as well as potentially creative. This requires knowledge, 
experience, adherence to the right pedagogic principles and 
several other quaHtles of this kind.

Live Contact

9.07 What is more important than several other qualities is
i
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experience. If the author has live contact with the classroom 
situation and keeps on renewing that contact every few years, 
that enables him to acquire the right level of understanding. 
Hardly any State Board has that kind of expertise within its own 
ranks. Generally speaking, most Boards look for it from amongst 
those who are still teaching or have retired. There is a good deal 
to be said in favour of those serving and retired teachers. But 
then, most of them lack that professional expertise which editors 
are expected to possess. NCERT is reasonably well staffed in the 
various areas of instruction. Most of them possess good 
knowledge of the subject but the expertise of editing is generally 
outside their range of experience. Nonetheless, the fact that 
NCERT has a contingent of people dealing with research into the 
various modes and techniques of teaching gives it an edge over 
most other outfits such as State Education Boards etc.

9.08 The situation around the country is that textbooks 
prepared by NCERT are used by some School Boards. In several 
cases, they are first adapted and then translated, if at all. In the 
majority of states, this is what has been happening. There are 
also cases however where the states do not follow this model. At 
best, the potential authors are asked to look at the NCERT books. 
After that, they are expected to do It themselves and write their 
own textbooks.

9 09 It is difficult to say which is the right model to adopt. 
"I here are problems with the various models generally 
(Mirountered The ultimate test Is llie quality of the textbook. It 
Is  so (lifflcnlt to Judge it unless one knows the language. At the 
same time, some experienced and knowledgeable people have a 
lively notion of what the needs of students are. It is rare to come 
across this combination and that is why It is risky to have an 
nnriualified opinion in regard to the rjuality of most textbooks.

The Importance of Reviewing

9 10 1 ext books are c ent ral to t he whole process of instruction
in the c l ass room. Evidently tlie issue cannot be treated lightly 
In this c()nne< tion. w e  \ entnre to make a pio|iosal which has not 
yt t bt cn ri tt icr mooted or  put into piactice anyû ĥere in the 
< tiiHitiy We are of tlie view that unless something otthis kind is
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done, the quality ol textbooks would not improve significantly
nor would it keep improving as it should In specific terms, we
propose as follows.

(a) Every textbook which is prescribed should be tested for its 
Intellectual content and its pedagogic suitablity botli before 
and after its presciiption.

(b) The mode of evaluation would have to be different in both 
cases. In the process of evaluation before the textbook is 
prescribed, about a dozen practising teachers may be asked 
for their views under different headings such as the range 
and comprehensiveness of treatment, t he pedagogical skills 
brought to bear upon the processes of exposition and analysis, 
the appropriateness of the level at which it. is written, the 
adequacy or otherwise of graphics and such other details. A 
suitable proforma may be worked out by COBSE and 
circulated it to all its rtfembers.

(c) If reports are favourable, only then should the textbook be 
prescribed.^Wherever critical things are pointed out, they 
should be set right. The author should be given time to do 
so. It is only when errors and inadequacies have been taken 
care of satisfactorily that the textbook should be prescribed.

(d) Once those who take the decision to choose the author know 
that their decision would be subject to this kind of close and 
detailed scrutiny, they would be more careful and scrupulous 
about their decision making than they are at present. This 
would also strengthen the element of transparency in decision 
making. In order to make It doubly transparent, the names 
of those who are asked for review/opinion should be proposed 
by the person incharge of this operation in consultation with 
those equally knowledgeable in the field and then finally 
approved by the Chairman of the Board. The opinions would 
have to be in black and white and those offering them should 
be responsible for them in the full sense of the word.

(e) Once a textbook has been prescribed and circulated, a second 
round of evaluation after some time (say. one year) should 
also be undertaken. At this stage too, about a dozen new 
persons should be involved. Out of the two sets of reviewers.
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it should be ensured that mostly practiilng teachers from 
different institutions and different regions of each state are 
involved. They can be identified from amongst those who 
have won awards or distinguished themselves in some way. 
Out of the remaining ones, one should be a professional 
publisher who knows something about get up, production, 
quality of paper and so on. The remaining few can be retired 
teachers who have done actual teaching for something like 
15 20 years, if not more. Yet others may also be involved 
provided they are suitably qualified and competent in the 
relevant area. This list too must be vetted and approved in 
the manner suggested at (d) above.

(f) Remuneration to those selected to undertake the assessment 
should be reasonably adequate. Their names must be kept 
confidential to start with. Tfiat is why it would be In the fitness 
of things if the names are approved by the Chairman, that Is 
only one person in addition to whoever Is vested with the 
responsibility of proposing the required set of names. The 
consent of these people may have to be secured In advance 
or at a later stage, as the case may be. Also, the usual kind of 
disclaimer that they have no connection with or interest In 
either the author or any one else connected with the operation 
would have to be obtained.

(g) In due course, the reports should be circulated to all schools 
and the author concerned. In each case, the identity of the 
reviewers and assessors should be made public. The basic 
idea is that whoever is asked for an opinion takes complete 
responsibility for it= This is the pattern in organisations like 
t he Sahitya Akademi which give awards for literary excellence. 
Names are kept confidential initially when persons are asked 
to do tlie assessment. Once that has been done, the names 
are made public. This step ensures that opinions are 
expressed with a due sense of responsibility .

Secrecy vs. Transparency

9 11 It goes without saving that once such a large number of 
persons are involved at various stages and the entire process ol 
choosing the author and the systematic monitoring that would
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accompany It is put Into operation, one ol the oft-mentioned 
bugbears of the existing system—corruption -would more or less 
automatically disappear. Secrecy of operations is a pre -requisite 
for corruption. We are suggesting the total opposite of secrecy, 
that is, participation and involvement of practising teachers as 
well as openness of decision-making: transparency in other 
words.

Participation qf Teachers

9 .12 As and when the above mode of assessment which needs 
to be followed In each single case is put into effect, this would 
Involve a substantial number of teachers in the entire operation 
of review and assessment. Altogether the number would come 
to several hundreds. This would without question give a large 
number of teachers a sense of participation in ensuring the quality 
of teictbooks. It would enable them to express opinions regarding 
their aultabillllty and appropriateness. Above all, they would 
not be at the receiving end of decisions made elsewhere In a 
manner which Is not always transparent. Indeed It would give 
them both status and dignity and these are sorely needed In the 
current dismal situation.

9.13 The only thing that remains to be added is that, unless 
unavoidable, only a small proportion of the names (say, one- 
fourth or one-third) may be repeated in the next round. As far as 
possible, every time It should be a new set of names who are 
Identified, thrown up for consideration, finally selected and 
Involved in the process of assessment. In course of time, a set of 
gifted teachers and potential authors would get identified and 
provide that core of names who would be asked to write textbooks. 
The existing situation In which the right kind of authors for writing 
textbooks are not available from amongst those working at the 
school level will begin to change.

9.14 Quite a few of them are capable, But their talent is neither
discovered nor projected. It Is time to break with the status quo 
of the almost total disempowerment of teachers. It is both 
humiliating and debilitating in the long run.............................

9.15 This system recommended in respect of School Boards in 
the states can also be made applicable in respect of textbooks 
prepared by the NCERT.
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New Ferment

9.10 Clearly if the writing and prescription of textbooks is to 
be subjected to this intensive and sustained process of review 
and assessement. it would create a new ferment amongst the 
teachers. This would be the time to intervene and Involve them 
in related activities such as seminars and workshops, courses 
in inservice training, introduction of new techniques of teaching, 
even some research projects and so on. Above all* it would ensure 
the writing of good textbooks which is the objective under 
consideration.

9.17 Another implication of this exercise in reviewing and re
valuation would be that the time taken between the initiation of 
the writing project to its completion will be determined somewhat 
more precisely than is the practice at the moment and also 
adhered to. In any case, it would not be a quick fix affair. The 
whole procedure would have to be planned and quite some time 
given to those who are involved at the various stages of 
completion. Of course, the maximum time would be taken by 
the author. In any case, it would take longer to write and publish 
a book than it takes now.

9.18 Nothing less ihan six months would be required by the 
author. If necessary, those incharge of the operation might even 
arrange for the author (if he is a practising teacher) to proceed 
on leave for some time and devote his entire time to this Job. 
There can be any number of variations in regard to these matters.
So much would depend upon the choice of the author, his 
competence, his availability, his circumstances and other related 
things. In certain cases, the book might not have to be written 
de nom. It might be a case more of revision than of original writing. 
Whatever be the details, it is Important to ensure quality and in 
(ê nns of the procedure suggested above.

9 19 Yet another unintended consequence o f this revised 
procedure would be that books once prescribed would remain 
prescribed for long stretches ot time. Tliis would create both 
negative and positive etfects. I'here is something to l)e said both 
tor and against presc ription on a long term basis Theretore, we 
do nol wish lo lake si ijoaltion in this regard. A t the same time,



it must be acknowledged that once decision making in this regard 
is made both transparent and participative, the procedure now 
in force would have to be modified in a substantive manner. This 
is yet another occasion when the Boards will do well to consult 
one another, pool their experience and gradually evolve a common 
line of approach. Here, COBSE too will have a role to play. The 
issue of multiple textbooks can also be considered at an 
appropriate forum.

9.20 Whether a textbook is to be adopted or written afresh 
and so on are matters which have to be determined at the 
appropriate decislqn making level. We would have to say 
something on who should decide such matters a little later and 
do not wish to identify the operating agency at this stage. What 
however requires to be affirmed is that, in respect of each single 
subject, there would have to be a Board of Studies whose 
recommendations would go to the Academic division for approval. 
This isiue was discussed elsewhere and those details need not 
be repeated. The point of recalling them is that the decision 
(vi^ether a is to be written afnesh or adopted/adapted) would 
have to be made at the appropriate level. Once the decision has 
been taken will come the next sta^ ©f chooiing the right kind of 
author. Details in this regard have already been given above 
and need not be recalled again.

9.21 The system of having a certain number of teachers 
evaluate the t^boeks both Irefore and after prescription would 
create certain problems in its wake. What if the majority opinion 
Is found to be negative? Clearly such a teJitbook canilot be 
prescribed. If there is a conflict between the first and the second 
evaluation, it stands to reason that the matter Would needs to 
be gone into further and a isatisfactoty solution found. Quality 
ihould never be allowed to become a casualty in such a situatien. 
No textbook, if questioned in this manner, should be given the 
benefit of doubt. In 1̂1 such cases, the decision should be in 
f&vour df a new textbook rather than that the continuation of 
the existing one.

PoBiHve Incentiues

______________________ ^ Tixtb0ok» • , H 7

9.22 On the positive side, there should be incentives such as 
cash awards to the best textbooks in different subjects and the 
same gifted author(s) being asked to write for different classes



and so on. Such teacher- writers should be honoured by giving 
awards and other forms of recognition. With so many languages 
in the country, the number of authors required to handle this 
job would run into several hundreds. Writing a good textbook is 
such a rare accomplishment that such individuals should be 
looked upon as models whom other teachers might like to 
emulate.

TmnBlmtingJhtm Other Languages

9.22 Another proposal in this connection may also be explored. 
Can there be an arrangement whereby a good textbook written 
in one Indian language gets translated into another Indian 
languagE and both the writer and the Baard (or any other 
appropriate body) are paid something by way of royalty and/or 
compensation for the right to reprint? This does not happen 
today. In the kind of system which we visualise, this ought to 
happen. There is no reason why certain individuals who are 
imdoubtedly gifted in this particular area of work should not 
receive recognition and reward. And for anyone to assume tliat 
this kind of gift is tlie monopoly of one or two languages and is 
not to be found in other languages is to fly In the face of 
experience.

9.24 Once the proposal is accepted in principle, other details 
can be worked out. At some stage, it would be useful to Interact 
with the Sahltya Akademi also. It has considerable expertise in 
getting books translated from one Indian language to another. II 
nothing else, names and addresses of those who know different 
languages can be obtained from it.

Boards of Studies

9.23 To what extent would the vState Boards or an equivalent 
agenc y be able to duplicate the quantum and quality o f resources 
(Ie{)Ioy»»d by tlie N( 'ER17 The ob\ious answer Is that It would 
riot l>e so easy to do so. ( orisequentiy, the personnel and quality 
of fleclston making at the slate level have to l)e given cnnstderable 
thought. The m embership o f the tioards o f Studies and the 
Ai adernif division would have to l)e bntli Htrengthened and 
professionalised Once the derision to involve several liundred 
leacliers in the pn^cedure ol assessment and reassessment o f 
t extbooks is set in operation, a large m m iber o f them wlio today
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remain unlnvolved in such matters, would begin to get Involved. 
This would give them very good training and enable them to 
function in a more professional way as and when they are involved 
in decision making.

9.26 The other implication that flows from this redefined mode 
of functioning is that much greater reliance on NCERT textbooks 
would to some extent become unavoidable. The situation even 
today is that these are used fairly widely in one form or another. 
Whether the states are prepared for this Remodelling of their 
procedures etc. is for them to decide. It is only in a few states, 
and that also not too many, that intensive attention is given to 
the quality of textbook wrttlng^'the focus geneTaUy Is on other 
aspects of textbooks, mainly the commercial aspects. While 
something would be said about this issue a little later, it requires 
to be repeated that involving more and more teachers in this 
excerclse would make the whole process transparent and public^ 
accountable. Gradually this can bring about a qualitative 
improvement in the professional thinking and conduct of 
teachers.

Two S^ifitguards

9.27 Two safeguards need to be ensured in respect of the whole 
operation. One is simple to prescribe and enforce. This relates to 
anyone connected with the School Boards being not permitted 
to Write or edit a textbook or be connected with the operation in 
such a way as to suggest that any undue advantage is being 
taken or can be taken by anyone. Once this regulation is laid 
down, it can be followed without much difficulty in future.

9.28 Secondly, as the Boards strengthen their Academic, 
Research and Inservice divisions, they would come to possess 
more and more expertise of the kind Which is now available to 
NCERT. As and when that comes to pass, the Boards would 
become increasingly self-reliant in respect of the editorial input 
This Is an objective that has to be aimed at as also worked for. It 
may also be useful to establish linkages with professional 
publishers, and particiilarly the edftofial staff that some of them 
maintain. Editorial skills of the right kind are in short supply 
Once the new system picks up momentum, it would be helpful 
for COBSE to arrange workshops in different parts of the country
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for the further training of those Involved with the editorial 
dimension of the publication of textbooks.

Two Patterns

9.29 It is time now to turn to the commercial aspects of 
textbooks. Broadly speaking, there are two patterna at work. In 
certain states, IJ.P. for Instance, books are got written by the 
Board in terms of its requirements and preferences. This part of 
the Job is not delegated to anyone but is handled by the Board 
it self. After the manuscripts are ready and have been apptoved 
and so un. commercial publishers are brought into the picture 
and they make their bids for tlie rights of publication, I.e. the 
printing, publication and dl9trlbutt©n of tixtbookft. They are 
permitted to make some marginal profit. Why else would they be 
interested otherwise? The margin however Is not very large 
because the Intention Is to make textbooks available at as low a 
price as possible. But because the quantum of sales nins into 
lakhs of copies, the overall return Is generally attractive.

9.30 The other pattern is that books are not only got written 
by the Boards but are also printed, published and distributed by 
them. The whole operation is handled by the Board from the 
beginning to the end. West Bengal is one model and Punjab is 
another. A variation upon this model is represented by 
Maharashtra, M.P., and a few other Boards. These states have 
separate coiporations dealing with the commercial aspects of 
textbooks. The School Board interacts with them very closely— 
it ( aimot be otherwise—but the commercial aspects are mainly 
taken care of by the corporations. Once again, the margin of 
profit Is on the low side. But 11 is there. Whatever profit Is made 
l4oes into the coffers of the state.

9.31 In this pattern of organisation, there are problems not at 
I he level of piinting and publishing (these operations can l)e easily 
( oiitrolled) but distribution. It is a tricky one without question, 
Tlie coiporations cannot have the required nimiber of sales 
outlets in every nook and corner of the state and, therefore, a 
rertain degree of Involvement of private booksellers becomes 
unavoidable. The attempt to Involve them is not always 
successful. Then" have V>een instanc es in certain states, and not 
ill that infrequent, where private Iwoksellers liave ganged up
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and not been always cooperative. Sometime this leads to black 
marketing of textbooks and various other related problems. 
Issues such as the sale discount that the booksellers are allowed 
also keep on cropping up and lead to unpleasantness.

9.32 Stung by some of these problems, the state of Karnataka 
(where things are by and large controlled by the State government) 
had the problem reviewed through the appointment of a high 
powered committee a couple of years ago. This committee 
recommended a certain degree of liberalisation as also 
involvement of the private sector on a competitive basis. 
Meanwhile vested interests had surfaced and the 
recommendations made by this Committee in favour of 
privatisation have not been implemented in full. On the whole, 
the situation is somewhat confused.

Ri^t Mtxiel of Organisutkin
9.33 Of the two models described above, we are In favour of 
the U.P. model. The Boards should be primarily interested in 
ensuring the quality of wiitlng; and also the right kind of 
production and distribution. An additional item of considerable 
importance is that the books prescribed ihould be affordable. 
This is ensured by devising a certain pricing formula. When there 
is bidding for the printing and sale of textbooks by private 
publishers, the formula is already available to them. Whotver 
bids dees it in terms of that formula. The margin of profit is low 
and therefore, there is hardly any room for manipulation or 
corruption. TTiose who are more efficient or have larger resources 
or are better organised or maintain a strong network of outlets 
generally outbid the others. Most of these organisational 
attributes are to be found in whoever bids successfully.

9.34 Efficient distribution is ensured because these private 
publishers are in the trade and have contacts all over the state. 
In certain states, stocks of publications are stacked in different 
regional or district centres so that they can be released on time 
and avoid creating temporary shortages. The whole Intention is 
to thwart thos^ intejresta which .would profit from the shortages 
of supplies. While the private sector generally has a bad odour 
about It, and this bad odour was indeed one reason why, some 
decades ago, the prescription and sale of books was nationalised,
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the fact remains that the private sector, with its network of 
distribution is better organised as compared to the officlally run 
Boards. This extensive networlt of distribution is an aspect that 
the Boards are unable to match.

Rolfi of Private Sector

9.35 The Issue that has to be decided therefore Is this: Do we 
continue to view the private sector as unadulterated evil and a 
source of corruption or may this sector be used by the Boards In 
a manner so as to achieve the desired end? In our opinion, the 
attempt to replace the private sector has not been successful 
nor has it led to a better quality of textbooks. In most cases, the 
quality of writing has Improved—that is what the Boards can 
within limits ensure~~but the quality of production leaves a lot 
to be desired—that is something which is beyond the capacity of 
the Boards. We are of the view that the Boards should primarily 
concern themselves with the task of improving the quality of 
textbooks and not spend their time and energy in trying to market 
them as well.

Competing Jbr the Captive Market

9.36 It should not be necessary to repeat here what was stated 
in the earlier part of this chapter wherein It was explained how 
the Boards can improve their capacity as well as their 
performance as far as tlie writing of textbooks is concerned and, 
ecjuaUy important, Identify, involve and encourage a large number 
of practising teachers both in the writing and assessment of 
textbooks. Tills should be the primary objective of the Boards. 
Getting involved in the commercial aspects of tejdbook publishing 
has sf)mehow come to assume a degree of importance which Is 
unwarranted F>en NC’ERT, under pressures of various kinds, 
got seduced Into spendiTjg a somewhat high proportion of its 
time and energy in textbook publication, Of late, tiie level of this 
preoccupation has come down to some extent. If the line ol 
ai gimient advanced here is to be accepted, this j)reoccupatlon 
neerls to be 1)rouglit down even fur thei Phat Is for NCERT to 
cl<*clde however

9 37 Attempts to change tlie syntein of l)oth th(‘ jobs being done 
hv the H(jards are teslsled for liie slmplt' icason that t ertaln



Interests stand to gain from t he status quo. They are opposed to 
bringing the private sec tor into what they are doing. In our 
opinion, such an attempt militates against the imperatives of 
commercial efficiency and economy and also the trends of the 
times. Amongst other things, liberalisation demands that in a 
matter such as the circulation and sale of textbooks, the private 
sector has and ought to have its legitimate role.

9.38 The feeling of hostility t owards the privat e sector continues 
to be strong, it needs to be acknowledged. We are of the view 
therefore that if this feeling of hostility cannot be overcome or 
diluted, let there be some kind of a competition between the 
Board-sponsored and funded publications and the privately» 
published textbooks. Whoever can do the job more effectively 
and more cheaply would succeed. The existing situation gives 
the advantage of a captive market to the Boards. It is this captive 
market which should be thrown open to competition. If the 
private sector can give a good account of itself on the commercial 
plane and quality is ensured through the academic and 
organisational exertions of the various Boards, the right balance 
will be maintained.

Mindi-speaking Market

9.39 How is it that there are half a dozen Hindi speaking states 
but the textbooks prescribed in one state are hardly used in 
other states? In a subject such as geography, there can be 
variations from state to state and even from district to district. 
But in a subject such as mathematics, there is no reason why a 
textbook of one Hindi-speaking state cannot be used in another 
Hindi"speaking state. Is it a case of vested interests or sheer 
indolence? We pose the question here and will ndt venture to 
give a reply. This much is clear, however, that if a particular 
textbook can be sold outside the boundaries of the state and 
brings in some returns by way of royalty etc., that will be a much 
better proposition than that each state sets up a kitchen of its 
o¥,Ti, cooks its own meals and seeks to serve its clientele.

9 40 This matter has not been given as much thought as ought 
to have been given to it. In fact there is hardly any agency which 
even undertakes to compare the quality of textbooks in one Hindi 
speaking state with another. Earlier in this chajSter, we put
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lorward the idea of translating good textbooks from one Indian 
language to another. We regard that as a highly laudable objective. 
We regard it as equally laudable that textbooks circulate freely 
in the various Hindi-speaking states. Were the private sector to 
be involved in the Job of selling books more actively than It is 
today, it will be interested in liaving a bigger print run and a 
larger turnover of the same textbook than is possible today. 
Today, the School Education Boards in the Hindi-speaking parts 
of the country do not even interact with those in the neighbouring 
states even though they speak the same language and their 
curricula for various classes are not particularly different. This 
unnatural situation ought to change.

9.41 In some states, textbooks have an additional useful feature 
—a practice that needs to be emulated by other Boards too. The 
relevant portion of the syllabus which that textbook covers is 
reproduced at the end of the book. This will help botfi the teachers 
and the students.



10
FINAIfCINQ

P erhaps no aspect of the financing of the Boards requires 
closer and more detailed scrutiny than how they earn their 

revenue and how they spend the funds available to them. In the 
next feKr pages, we intend to discuss this issue broadly in respect 
of the foUoWing he«dt.

(a) The sources of revenue,
(b) (Government subsidy, if any,
(c) Raising additional resources,
(d) Existing modes and levels of expenditure,
(e) Rationalising the expenditure.
(f) Meeting new expenditures,
(g) Ensuring financial autonomy and accountability.

Vartom Patterns

lO.Oi On the basis of the scanty data available with us, various 
types of patterns emerge. In some states, the bulk of the 
expenditure is met from various sources of revenue, and in a 
sense, the Boards are financially solvent. This is more true of 
the' large sized states. In case they also publiih and sell teKtbooks, 
it constitutes a considerable source of financial strength to them.

lO.OS In those states where the Boards are not statutorily 
established and the government controls their functioning, 
whatever Income is received goes into the government treasury 
and whatever be the requirement is also drawn from the same 
source. In such cases, it is diifficult to Judge to what extent the 
Boards are solvent or otherwise. This is on the assumption that 
full data are available. In most cases it is not the case.



10.04 There are also Boards which are subsidised by the 
government. The most notable case is that of AVSest Beng^. In 
terms of the political philosophy of the state, the examination 
fee charged is exceptionally low; almost one-fourth of what other 
Boards charge. It may be mentioned in passing that the figure 
(Rs. 35.00 per candidate) was fixed in 1951. Most Boards are, 
therefore, in a state of chronic deficit. Aceording to the data 
supplied by the West Bengal State Board, in the year 199B-S6, 
the annual state subsidy was to the tune of 7 crores.

10.05 The situation in the north-eastern states is particularly 
difficult. The number of students is small whftreas some of the 
essential expenditure has to be Incurred, whether die numbers 
are small or large. Economies of the scale of operation are not 
available to these small sized Boards. States lllie U.P. have an 
enormous advantage in this respect.

10.06 We sent out a circular to all the State Boards in mid 
September asking them to work out the per capita expenditure 
on each examinee both for the 10th and the 12th classes. Only 
half a dozen large sized Boards supplied the requisite figures. 
Three of the north-eastern Boards also supplied Information, 
llie  reason we asked the Boards to work out the calculations 
themselves was that in the absence of detailed data available 
with us, we could have gone wrong. Therefore we specified the 
lieads that had to be taken into account and we had asked the 
BoEirds to work out the exact figure. Tlie Incomplete data given 
In Table 10.1 speaks for itself.

10.07 In view of the wide range of patterns of income and 
expenditure and the confusing manner in which they are 
projected, It becomes difficult to work out any precise norms, 
either of income or of expenditure. In view of this limitation, we 
liave decided to confine ourselves to laying down certain broad 
principles which, as far as possible, may be followed by each 
Board. A broad distinction has to be made between large sized 
and small sized Boards. What we propose to say Is more 
applicable to the former than to tlie latter.

10 OB liefore doing so. however, the figures in respect of Gujarat 
and Nagaland might be seen and pondered over. Out of the 
grossly incomplete data supplied by the Boards, tliese two figures
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Table 10.1: Por Capita Coat on the Cenduet of BicamUiatlofia 
by Certalii fioarda lataUlitiail hf  OHfirtnt 8tat»a

S. No. States Emmination Per capita

----- ______ ___ _____________ _______ cost in rupee

I. Assam H.S.L.C. Exam/ Rs. 118.00
Assam High
Madrassa Exam.

2. C.B.SE. Class X (1994-95) Rs. 115.00
Class XII (1994-95) Rs. 245.00

3. (jujarat Class X (1994-95) Rs. 45.16
Class XII (1994-95) Rs. 24.86

4. J&K Class X Rs. 190.00
Class XII (1995-96) Rs. 190.00

5. Karnataka S.S.L.C. 1993-94 Rs. 97.24
Secy. Edn. S.S.L.C. 1994-95 Rs. 97.68

S.S.L.C. 1995-96 Rs. 98.36
6. Maharashtra Claas X l^cam. Rs. 70.02

Class XII Eximi. Rs. 101.62

7. Manipur Class X Exam. Rs. 146.00

8. Mizoram 1993-94 Rs. 318.65

1994-95 Rs. 336.55
1995-96 Rs. 447.05

9. Nagaland H.S.L.C. Exam. Rs. 469.55

10. Tripura Madhyamlk Exam.
1994 Rs. 144.00
1995 Rs. 149.00
1996 Rs. 185.00
H.S.Exam.

1994 Rs. 169.00
1995 Rs. 169.00
1996 Rs. 222.00

11, Orissa HSC - 1993 Rs. 151.00
HSC - 1994 Rs. 165.25
HSC - 1995 Rs. 179.71
HSC - 1996 Rs. 212.87

12. West Bengal H.S. Exam. 129.70
Madhyamlk Pariksha RS. 155.78



stand out as representing two extremes. Nagaland is a typical 
example of a small sized Board where the per capita cost is bound 
to be high. In the case of Gujarat it is difficult to explain how it 
is so low. Does this indicate an exceptionally high degree of 
efficiency In operations? But, perhaps more than that. It is the 
economy of scale which enables that State Board to keep its 
expenditure on the low side. Had other Boards too supplied the 
information asked for, it might have been possible to say 
something more specific and, maybe, more meaningful.

Broad fHitaiplet

10.09 We expect the Boards to broadly follow the principles, 
laid down below;

(a) Each Board must not only be financially s€lf sufficient, it 
should also have a surplus at its disposal both to (i) redfganise 
itself along the lines suggested and (ii) to initiate certain new 
programmes of quality improvement envisaged In the body 
of the Report.

(b) Tlie obvious sources of revenue are (I) examination fee, (11) 
penalties charged for delays or violation of rules and 
regulations and such other income, (lii) recognition fee. 
Nothing is said here about income from the sale of books. 
This issue has been dealt with separately.

(c) Certain norms in respect of expenditure on (1) staff, (11) 
examination work, (lii) maintenance expenditure, (Iv) 
development expenditure, (v) recognition of schools have to 
be observed. In the absence of more detailed data, we are not 
in a position to be more specific than to suggest the need for 
doing so. Here is something which COBSE should undertake 
to discuss on a priority basis. F’erhaps somebody would have 
to visit each single Board before he can collect the requisite 
data. At the moment, most Boards, or at least the majority of 
them, ai e not equipped to collect and supply the Information 
asked for.

(d) Wliile the financial situation of every Board Is generally 
leviewed at the time the Vjudget is framed, the common 
tendency is to keep on adding something under different 
heads eacli year The issue whether those heads are In order
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from the poiiit of view of economy, flexibility, yield, social 
Justice and such other considerations is seldom raised. 
Perhaps in addition to whatever is done every yeai. a three- 
yearly cyde of a total review of income and expenditure will 
be in order. While doing so, it may be advisable to associate 
one or tw< knowledgeable and experienced persons with the 
exercise.

Oare^l Ptaming

10.10 In ordiT to be self sufficient, a certain amount of planning 
and careful husbanding of resources would have to be done. If a 
Board wishes lo be independent and self sufficient, clearly it has 
to manage its affairs in such a vmy that it does not have to ask 
for any subsidy from the government. And yet, as will become 
clear presently, there are certain items of expenditure where the 
government must subsidise the Board. What are the Items ®f 
expenditure oa which subsidies are required has to be preclsefy 
defined so that there are no unnecessary arguments every year 
and nothing is withheld tn order to put pressure on the Boeird to 
make It eompljr with certain ‘requests’. This issue will be taken 
up again a littie later

ExaminaHon Fmes

10.11 There is such wide disparity in regard to examination fees 
charged from students that it is difficult to generalise. The average 
is around Rs. 150.00 per candidate at the higher secondary level 
and a little less In the case of X class examination, 'niere are 
Boards which charge less and others which charge more. The 
only important exception referred to earlier is West Bengal for 
reasons that aie peculiar to that state. Another variable factor 
is that in some of the Boards there are separate charts for private 
candidates as distinct from those enrolled in recognised schools. 
In yet another set of Boards, there is a higher f«e In respect of 
science studeriis. These variations apart, the general pattern is 
as described above.

10 12 To balance the budget, the level of the examination fee 
mirst b6 linked to remuneration payable to paper setters, 
moderators, examiners, head examiners, checkers, those on 
invigilation duty, etc. On the basis of the meagre data available 
to us, these rales in certain rases are as low as Re. 1.00 and as
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high as Rs.5,00 per answer book at the higher secondary level. 
With the inflationary pressures that are there, it stands to reason 
that if we have to insist upon reasonably competent and fault 
free performance from the different categories of persons Involved 
in examination work, the rates would have to be revised upwards.

10.13 In Chapter 4, where we have discussed the conduct of 
examinations, we have not favoured revaluation w h ich  in any 
case is permitted only by a couple of Boards. Surely, when 
revaluation is not to be countenanced, there would have to be 
internal mechanisms for ensuring that w hat is  done is not open 
to questioning. In other Words, the procedures of assessment 
an d  evaluation  w ould have to be tightened up and made so 
rigorous and so subject to in tern a l control and audit th at no one 
c a n  even ask for revaluation with any show of reason. All this 
would call for considerable advance planning and require greater 
budgetary outlay than is generally provided.

10.14 While the increasing use of computers has certainly 
rationalised and simplified administrative operations and also 
made for economy and speed, the human element is so crucial 
both to efficiency and integrity of examination work that it has 
to be suitably remunerated. This is a Job in which different Boards 
should make their own calculations and work out an appropriate 
figure. It is also recommended that in the wake of the acceptance 
of this Report, while interim steps may be taken by different 
Boards, It would be advisable to coordinate the thinking and the 
decision making process of all the Boards under the auspices of 
COBSE, regarding these basic issues.

10.15 Tlie salaries paid to different categories of workers, the 
stalf working in tlie field of examinations and related services, 
expenditure on the conduci of examination including 
remuneration to examiners, consumption of paper, printing of 
question papers and sucli other expenditure, indeed the whole 
range of operations, must be worked out separately. In other 
words, there should be a sub-budget of the Examination branch 
within the general budget. This budget should l)e operated by 
tiie Vice ( ’hairman/f'ontroller of Examinations within the 
parameters laid down. It is only when tlie expenditure on 
examinations is worked oui precisely that it would be possil)le 
to decide how much should be charged per candidate



Help to Weaker Sections

10.16 While disadvantaged sections of the population surh as 
students of the scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, girls, etc., 
are helped by the state in respect of their tution fee, no such 
help is extended in respect of the examination fee. We see no 
reason Why this should not be done.

10.17 While working out the costs, there should be no 
differentiation made between these disadvantaged categories 
and the rest. While computing the costs, each one should be 
charged in full. Subsequently. It is for the government to pay 
for them and compensate the Boards.

10.18 Ttie kind of help that can be provided to other poor and 
deserving candidates must also be considered. TTils is bfelng said 
on the assvimption that if the expenditure on examinattons Is 
upscaled, as proposed above, the quemtum chairged from the 
candidate will unavoidably go up. Therefore a certain category 
of poor and deserving candidates will need financial help. We 
are not in agreement with the West Bengal approach whereby 
the examination fee is peg^d at a low level and then a substantial 
subsidy Is given to the Board. This prevents, if it may be said, 
the Board from charging in full even from those students who 
are in a position to pay. Instead, the system should be that While 
the level of the examination fee should be in accordance with 
whatever is spent under different heads df expenditure, there 
are certain categortes of students who would require help. And 
they should be helped In the manner described above.

10.19 Put another way, while some subsidy would always come 
from the state coffers, it need not be in the nature of a bulk 
figure but should be linked with certain heads of ei^nditurt. 
Those may go up or down depending upon the general price level, 
efftciency of operations, greater use » f  computers and such other 
factors. Once the items of expenditure are identifled and 
scmtinised closely, year after year, the i*fflciency and economy 
of the operations is likely to Improve.

10 20 It perhaps needs to be restated that what is being proposed 
is not to ask for greater subsidy from the state but a more rational 
and a more viable mode of doing so. In the bargain, it would 
also ensure greater social Justice.
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Penattims and Oihmr income

10.21 One source of income for the Boards are penalties that 
are levied In certain cases; delays for example. The quantum of 
income from this source may not be large. But it Is an Identifiable 
source of Income. Also It needs to be added that the fines as and 
when levied must be based on a certain rational basis. The rate 
of fines was fixed decades ago and has remained unchanged 
since then. If everything else is to koep pace with inflation* surely 
this source of revenue too has to be regulated accordingly. In 
addition to fines, all kinds of charges are levied on various items 
of activity. In all such cases, the approaqh to be adopted should 
he as recommended above.

Maeognltion qfBchm lM

10.22 The system in regard to the recognition of schools Is not 
as well defiited as it ought to be. For one thing, there are two 
types of recognition; the initial recognition and the annual renewal 
and the two are not clearly distinguished. For another, the 
amounts charged are unrealistically low. It is not for us to suggest 
any definite figure. Instead what we propose is that the 
expenditure on the Recognition division should be worked out 
separately as in the case of the Examination division. The full 
cost be recovered from the schools and a certain surplus also 
generated. The full managerial costs of maintaining that 
particular division as also a part of the general expenditure of 
the Board needs to be recovered. Once again, we would like 
initial calculations to be done by the Boards. This matter should 
then be thrashed out at a meeting held under the auspices of 
COB8E.

Sale €ff Textbooks

10.23 Coming to the sale of books, the issue has been dealt 
with at some length in the chapter on Textbooks. A few additional 
points need to be made

(a) W hatever be the system followed, and we have expressed our 
preference for the 11.P. model, it should be possible to generate 
additional revenue for the Board to the tune o f 10 per rent o f 
the net profit, Ariytliivig more than that would make the books 
more expensive than can be defended publicly. In respect ot
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examinations, we favour 5 per cent surplus but in respect of 
textbooks it could be 10 per cent.

(b) One important consideration when textbooks were 
nationalised some decades ago and still continue to be 
nationalised in most of the states was to keep the sale price 
low. We are in complete agreement with that approach. 
However, when we suggest a 10 per cent rate of surplus from 
the sale of textbooks, we simultaneously wish to propose a 
formula to ease the hardship for certain categories of students.

(c) The formula has to be on the lines of what is charged in the 
case of the examination fee. The disadvantaged categories 
may be given some kind of a subsidy towards the purchase 
of books. This job for obvious reasons would have to be 
delegated to the schools. TTie difference in price would not be 
all that large. A book costing, say, 15 rupees would be cheaper 
by a rupee or two and no more. ̂ U e  misuse of such delegated 
powers cannot be ruled out, appropriate saffeguards would 
have to be taken. Between the B©a^s and the principals of 
the secondary schools, a system will have to be deviled 
whereby even the marginal room for corruption that can arise 
is taken care of. As in the case of a subsidy for the examination 
fee, this part of the subsidy must also come from the State 
government.

(d) In case the formula of commercial sales as recommended by 
us is not accepted by certain states and certain Boards, the 
subsidy proposed above can still be administered in the same 
manner and with the same kind of safeguards. The intention 
in each case is that there should be seme surplus available 
with the Boards. Even when the State governments help the 
Bo£irds, it should not be on a flat or an ad hoc basis but on 
a preditermined and publicly defensible basis; also linked to 
the number of candidates, number of copies sold and such 
other details. Such a system will hopefully tone up the flnan-

, cial working x)fihe Boards also.

Scrutiny qf Empenditure

10.24 The expenditure incurred by the Boards has to be



scrutinised cdnstantly. Elsewhere in the Report we have referred 
to the somewhat chaotic position in respeet of the staff. While 
some data are available with us it is neither detailed nor 
comprehensive enough to be quoted here. In some cases, there 
is overstaffing, in some cases there is understaffing. Since both 
the extremes have to be avoided, there has to be some rationality 
about the whole system.

10.25 ^^lle the Boards are not to be entirely exempted from
mismanagement on this score, the larger part of the ̂ lanation  
derives flrom th« fact that the political bosses look upon School 
Education Boards as some kind of employment bureaus. Even 
teachers and other employees are recommended for appointment 
not they art suitably tmlned and ec|uipped for the job
but becaust, aceurdlng to th«ir perception, schools do not matter. 
The overriding consideration in their eyes is how to provide 
employment to some people. Once financial procedures are 
tightened, separate bud^t heads for different divisions are 
provided and the budgi t̂ in respect of the Examination division 
is even operated independently, things will start changing.

10.26 About the expenditure on examination, a good deal has 
already been said. No more need to be said here for fear of 
repetition.

10.27 Maintenance Is a broad head covering expenditure on 
salaries, allowances, etc., the physical plant, the services 
provided and such other sub-heads Certain norms In this regard 
already exist. Mostly they are based on the government model. 
To the extent that th^  are applicable to School Education Boards, 
they may be made applicable here but there is nothing wiong, 
indeed it would be eminently desirable, if the Boards were to 
evolve their own independent norms with the help and guidance 
of COBSE.

Development Expenditure

10 28 Development expenditure is a new heading that we are 
proposing. In the body o f the Report, we have suggested  
considerable revamping o f the activities o f the Boards. Not only 
lliat, we have even tried to phase out those activities in a certain 
chronological order Once these activities get under way, they 
will demand more and more Viudgctaiy support. This amovmt ot 
tundlng therefore must come from tlie tntenial resources «if Iht: 
Board and not any othei source.
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10.29 There is one Item of development f^endltupe which we 
have identified separately for reasons stated at the appropriate 
place. This refers to inservlce training and professional 
development of teachers. Except for a couple of lk>ards, this 
activity has hardly been taken up anywhere. We are of the view 
that this activity is so vital for quall^ improvement at the 
secondary level that as stited in the next chapter something like 
a five year plan of retraining of teachers should be prepared. We 
have suggested that the State governments, NCTE and various 
other organisations such as, NCERT, SCERTs, NiEPA, etc., 
should be Involved in the planning.

Inservlce Training: 50 : 50 Share

10.30 When It comes to funding for this programme, we are of 
the view that it should be on a 50-50 basis. Half of the 
development expenditure should come from the Boards and the 
other half of it from the State coffers. Ttiis should be worked out 
clearly and precise^ and provided far acconilngfy. Wte have alaio 
favoured a certain amoimt of help from the Oentrt. But we are 
not providing a distinct slot f»r It. T© do that would make It 
uncertain whereas we need to be veiy definite about It.

Thrm-Year^f Rm>iew

10.31 As already observed, a three-yearly review of the bucket 
must be a regular feature of the functioning of each Board followed 
by an all India meet on this theme under 3ie auspices of COBSE. 
Such a meeting will not curtail the discretion of each Board for 
itself. TTie purpose is to ensure th*it the Beards follow a ̂ nexally 
agreed upon mode of functioning in'keeping with the different 
sizes of the Boards. The larger Boards Mrtll obviously have greater 
fleidblli^ In respect of their operations. This might oblige the 
smaller Boards to pool some of their operations. If the curriculum 
is about the same, even the question papers can be set jeiiitly 
and printed Jointly. There are several wajm of eollaboratlng with 
one another. A  three-yeafly review, If undertaken after due 
preparation, would act as a force iri that direction.
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11
PROB1.BM8 o r  
IMPLSMBNTATIOIf

Reports of various committees and commtsslona do not al
ways get implemented to the extent that they should. Some 

get Impkmtnted partially; others not even that. There are also 
cases where certain recommendations are pieked up at random 
from these reports and implemented. Of late, the 
recommendations which qualify for consideration are generally 
of two kinds. The first are such that they do not disturb the 
status quo except marginal^ and the second are those where 
the additional cost of Implementing a particular recommendation 
is not particularly high. Refusal to spend on a new set of priorities 
as against continuing with the existing heads of expenditure is 
also an acceptable variation.

Changing the Status Quo

11.02 We are unable to anticipate or judge what will happen to 
the report in hand. Hopefully, it would launch secondary 
education on a path of greater relevance, better quality and a 
more lively appreciation of the central role it can play in the task 
of development. It is important to view secondaiy education as 
terminal In character so that fewer and fewer young people are 
obliged to go to college. Secondly, the existing position of the 
Directors of Education may have to be given a different focus so 
that the Boards can function on their own without any 
bureaucratic interference. It should not come as a surprise if 
some people who represent vested Interests choose to oppose or 
imflermine the implementation of the .‘^erond proposal directly 
or indirectly.

1103 Of the two proposals, the seconri one is easier to implement 
and except for a tew individuals who may be affected to some 
extent. this refocussing of i)riorities need not cause much disquiet



Treating the secondary system of education as the logical 
culmination of what a young person should coifiptetfe before he 
seeks entiy into the organised sector or even unorgaiilsed sector 
of the economy is different. It would involve a good deal of 
restructuring, indeed a radical break with what is happening 
today. Are we prepared for it?

11.04 Would our social attitudes help towards such a change of 
priorities? How do we create an altemativf system wherety g@ing 
to college ceases to be the ‘done’ thing? 'Hiis would Imply raising 
the standards of performance at the senior secondaty level. This 
shift in favour of quality learning would signify all kinds of 
consequential adjustments of curriculum, upgrading of staff 
capabilities, better facilities in respect of libraries and laboratories 
and a dozen other things. Above all, this would signi^  ̂a complete 
break with the neo-eolonial heritage of the economy. This agenda 
of work sounds a little drastic. Even the professional g®vtmment 
planners do not seem to be prepared for it beyond a point.

11.05 We are also of the definite view that each Board should be 
Independent as well as autonomous and should function ©n its 
own steam rather than be pushed by f®rees below and above it 
or be goaded in any direction by anyone from outside the system. 
School Boards are doing an immensely Important job which is of 
direct concern to substantial sections of the community. What 
happens to these Boards therefore should be a matter of informed 
public and academic Interest. We would like to believe that if 
our recommendations are implemented, as they should be, there 
would be a noticeable difference between the situation as it 
obtains now and as we would like It to be.

Politicised Decision M&king

11.06 Much depends upon the commitment of those in power 
to the cause of education. Out of 34 Boards that are In eiristence 
today, only one of them Is without a regularly i^}pollit#d Chaiitnan 
at the moment. The Job has been vacant for some time but it 
may be filled up any day. This is  not the first time that this 
vacancy h a s  not been filled up for quite some months as 
mentioned! earlier. There have been Sim ilar occasions even in 
the past. As per past precedent In this particular state, it is the 
Deputy Commissioner of the district where the Board Is located 
who is  usually asked to look after its day-to-day functioning.
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11.07 Why do such things happen? Why is education being so 
remorselessly politicised? The simple answer is that those who 
control decision making do not think that this kind of odd political 
conduct requires any corrective action. The management of the 
school system as a whole and the secondary classes in particular 
suffers because of this attitude of political indifference. In such 
a situation, it is not the recommendations of a committee that 
would count. What would coimt and is indeed decisive is how 
the state is being run. For our part, we have no solution to offer 
to such situations. There has to be a willingness on the part of 
the political masters of such states to learn from their experi
ence or that of others. If there are constraints of an Inbuilt attitude 
of mind or unwillingness to learn from experience, there is little 
that that can be done from outside.

11.08 In brief, the issue is primarily political. Further, it is the 
states which are primarily concerned with education and school 
education in particular. TJie Centre hardly comes Into the picture 
as far as field operations are concerned. The Centre does not 
handle more than one or two per cent of the total spectrum of 
educational activities. Almost everything therefore depends upon 
how the states think and perform. This is crucial. While we have 
suggested some marginal role for the Centre, basically the re
organisation of School Boards of Education is a matter that 
concerns the states. It is for the State governments to make or 
mar the future of their citizens.

Two. Roles qf the Centre

1109 The Centre too has a role to play but, as stated earlier, it 
is niarginai in character. Tliere are two things hov/ever which 
tlie Centre can do in a somewhat planned and meaningful 
manner. The first is not so easy to implement because the claims 
of elementary education are so difficult f^reslst that financial 
support for secondaiy education may not be forthcoming in the 
measure that it ought to be The second thing is perhaps equally 
difficult to handle. 7h!s refers to policy interventions. But since 
It is only the Centre that can intervene, hard decisions need to 
he taken.

1110 111 handling education as a whole, the statiRS have virtually 
seen to It that undergraduate education of the non-professional



kiiid is reduced to a v<?tate of \itter anaemia and irrelevance. Except 
for 10-15 per cent of the colleges, the rest are pefofmlng so poorly 
that it hardly makes any difference whether they exist or do not 
exist. These substandard colleges provide, a safety net against 
young people going astray or acting in a disorderly way. While 
enrolling them in the college, the attempt is to keep them out of 
mischief, at least to some extent. Mischief takes place nonethe 
less. The issue today is therefore that this device of containing 
social disaffection is beginning to be less and less effective.

11.11 What is to be done to meet the challenge of booming 
numbers and declining standards? Eveiy year, more and more 
students pass out and Join college. Underfunded as these colleges 
are. their capacity to contain disaffection has been decreasing 
steadily and inexorabty .̂ That is why we have presented the 
alternative scenario of a strong system of secondary education 
which to a substantial extent Is also terminal in character. If the 
alternative strategy of making secondary education terminal in 
character can be put Into effect, fewer and fewer people would 
aspire to join college.

11.12 It is a mistake to assume that college eduction is basically 
a funetlon of the UQC. It is n©t. It Is primarily the responslbllly 
of the State governments which In any ease meet the bulk af the 
expenditure at this level. Secondaiy education needs to be 
regulated in a way as to make sure that the youth of the state is 
neither left rud4e||eis nor pushed towards a rebellious frame of 
mind. More than^^M Centre, it is the states which have to deal 
with the problem. To that extent, it is their job to steer things 
intelligently as well as purposefully. Since the job market at the 
profession^ level Is all India in character, each state has to take 
this factor into account.

11.13 The Centre is in a position to advise, and guide different 
states regarding secondary education, help to improve quattty 
and eventually provide an alternative to the substandard teaching 
that is done In colleges. Bvtt the Centre’s performance has not 
been exactly satlsfactoiy. And this is In a situation when the 
expenditure involved will not be all that large. As a matter of 
fact, it would be more a case of saving at dne end and spending 
at another end. And, in the process, getting much better results. 
What is Involved is commitment, professional guidance and 
continued political support.

_________________  Prttbleitf ^  tmpimn^Htatt&n • Ij^



11.14 It may be noted in this connection that while there was a 
separate Commission on Secondary Education in 1952-53, the 
Kothari Commission (1964-06) also gave quite some attention to 
it. Since then, however, most government reports at the Centre 
have by and large not dealt with secondary education. The 1986 
Policy made some reference to it but the Ramamurthy Committee 
which came five years later did not do even that. Even the 
appointment of this Task Force on the Remodelling of School 
Education Boards was unduly delayed. In other words, for a 
considerable span of time, secondary education has suffered from 
neglect at the hands of the Centre.

11.15 The Centre owes it therefore both to itself and to the states 
to make amends for thii far-frdm-enlightened and academically 
indolent frame of mind. It is not generally realised that by Its not 
intervening decisively in favour of secondary education, higher 
education too has been rendered both unproductive and sub
standard.

Exces9im Fragm&ntatktn

11.16 It is necessary to refer again to the peculiarly 
bureaucratised and fragmented situation in respect of secondary 
education in the southern states as also the north-eastern states. 
In tlie southern states, largely for historical reasons, no notable 
attempt has been made to reorganise secondary education during 
recent decades. In the northern, western, ^nd eastern India, 
Boards of the kind that we have recotiltfiended have been 
set up by and large. In the four southern states, even that has 
not happened. Whatever be the explanation, the fact remains 
that the Boards continue to function as they have functioned 
for decades earlier. Some thing has been done to supplement 
and strengthen their working in various ways but no basic 
reorganisation has been undertaken at any stage. To that 
extent these tour slates (each one in a different way) 
are somewhat out of step with the rest of the cotmtry. We 
see no Justification for monitoring t he status quo.

11.17 Vested interests have got involved and no decisive action 
is being taken to straighten tilings out. The longer the status 
quo continues, the more difficult it will be to break witli the 
past. The decision has to lie taken at the political level. As to the
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administrative details, those have been provided in the body of 
the Report

11.18 The problem in the north eastern states is somewhat 
different . The size of the states is small but that has not inhibited 
some of them from having more than one body dealing with 
secondary education. We do not propose to restate our reasons 
in favour of ONE STATE, ONE BOARD except to say that the 
existing situation is decidedly unsatisfatory.

Regional Variations

11.19 At this stage, it would be helpful to look at the regional 
variations which prevail and the remedies that need to be applied. 
What we have been able to gather about the functlQnlng of the 
Boards may be presented in an abbreviated and simplified 
manner. Hopefully, this would help the concerned states to take 
appropriate corrective action:

Northern Zo»€  (J&K, Punjab, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh)

While the structure of the Boards is satisfactory in so far as each 
one of them is statutory in character, there are other problems. 
Briefly these are:

(a) While they are statutory in status, they are not free from 
political interference. Both Punjab and Haiyana have 
removed, on more than one occasion, the Chalntien of thilr 
respective Boards. In the ease of Haiyana, ev»n the A^cancy 
is not filled up for long stretches of time and day-to-day 
work is looked after by the Deputy Commissioner of the 
district where the Board is located.

(b) The composition of various bodies of the Boards is lop sided 
and weighted in favour of the government. Since a goed deal 
has been said on this subject in Chapter 6, it should not tee 
necessary to elaborate further.

(c) While each one of these Boards looks after the entire range of 
school education from Class I onwards, in actifal fact not 
much is being done in respect of the lower levels of education. 
Though this issue does not concern us, it indicates an 
important lacuna in their functioning.



(d) Since funding is not a problem with these Boards, (the text
books are handled by the Boards and not corporations, they 
earn considerable revenue for them), much more In respect 
of academic development is possible and requires to be 
initiated and seen through.

Eastern Zone (Orissa, West Bengal and Assam)

In terms of statutory status, the Boards in these states have 
more or less a uniform pattern. While the West Bengal Board 
has had a certain measure of stability and also that of Assam to 
some extent. Orissa, like Punjab and Haryana, has witnessed 
one or two imhappy interventions by the State government. These 
need to be put an end to so as to ensure stability as well as 
autonomy for the State Board. Three other thlngg therefore might 
be said:

(a) Unlike West Bengal where the bulk of the job is done by the 
Secondary Board and there is close interaction between it 
and the Senior Secondary Council, both in respect of Orissa 
and Assam, there is no sense of stability as far as the tenure 
of the chief executive is concerned. Individuals come in for a 
brief duration of time and either retire or leave without making 
much of an impact.

(b) Kach one of these states has more than one Board. One of 
them looks after the secondary stage and the other after the 
senior secondary stage. For reasons stated in the body of the 
Report, we see no justification for It. The odd thing in regard 
to Orissa In particular is that the two Boards are not situated 
in the same town. One is located at Cuttack and the other at 
Bhubaneshwar, This may have sei'ved to satisly certain local 
aspirations but it comes in the way of close interaction 
between the two.

(c) ITie West Bengal Board has played a pioneering role in respect 
of having undertaken inservlce training of teachers. Only a 
couple of other Boards have done so. Tlie scale of operations 
needs to be stepped up however. It should be possible to do 
so once some of the recommendations of this report are 
implemented and more funds become available to the vState 
Board
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North>ea8t«m Zone

Out of the 7 states In this region, 5 have their own separair 
Boai'ds One of them, Manipnr, has two Boards. In the case of 
vSlkkim and Aninachal Pradesh, they do not have Boards of their 
own and have linked up with the CBSE. As should be apparent, 
this pattern has created a number of problems. These arc 
discvissed below;

(a) One obvious consequence of this excessive fragmentation is 
that secondary education falls to make any impact. Some ol 
these states have a high rate of literacy and from that point 
of view the situation is praiseworthy. But when it comes t(j 
the management, considerable restnictwlng is required.

(b) It would be presumptuous on our part to make any specific 
recommendation other than the one made in the course ot 
this Report. Our general position is One State, One Board. In 
what manner this formula can be applied in this part of the 
country is for the various states to decide.

(c) Because of the uncommon degree of fragmentation, a heavy 
burden has been put on the resources of the various states. 
There is not enough funding to go around and even a key 
issue such as the preparation and prescription of textbooks 
gets neglected. Most of them use NCERT textbooks but then, 
unless those are adapted to the local situation, problems are 
bound to arise and sometimes they do arise. In certain cases, 
private publishers also manage to promote and sell their 
publications. Whether this has led to corruption or not is for 
those in the know of things to decide but this is the general 
Impression. In any case, the issue of textbooks suited to the 
needs of the local students has a direct bearing on the quality 
of secondary education. As such, this issue cannot be 
overlooked.

(d) When the site of the Board is so small, it is pointless to as 
sume that the elaborate structtire recommended in respect 
of each single Board can be put into operation wl^qut suitable 
fUndifig belrig available. Even If funds of the required 
magnitude are forthcoming, there would be acute shortage 
of trained professional manpower. One solution could be that 
different states look after the examination part and everything
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else is pooled together under the auspices of one Board for 
the whole region. This would be in the nature of a 
Confederation of Boards. To repeat, we have no ready made 
solution to offer. It is definite, however, that some steps would 
have to be taken to put an end to this high degree of 
fragmentation.

(e) With such small numbers, the role of the DPI cannot be 
diluted beyond a point in favour of the Chairman of the Board. 
Indeed, in some of the states, the DPI is also the Chairman 
of the Board. We have no other reservations in this regard 
except that we want secondary education to have a standing 
somewhat Independent of the government. With the DPI in 
that dominating position, this cannot happen. The issue of 
One State, One Board therefore bristles with all kinds of 
difficulties in this part of the country. All that we wish to 
suggest is that the problem needs to be resolved in a 
constructive, and financially as also academically viable way 
and at an early date.

(f) Yet another formula can bJthat these states link up with the 
CBSE as Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh have done. Should 
this solution be found acceptable, the whole idea of school 
complexes can be given a fresh impetus. The number of 
schools in these states is not very large and it should be 
possible to ensure coordination amongst them.

South Zone (Tamil Nadu. Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and 
Kerala)

Boards in the four South Indian states are, as already stated, 
out of step with the structure of the Hoards in the coimtry as a 
whole. Each one of them is controlled by tiie State government, 
either by the DPI directly or by some one else of equivalent or 
lower rank. On the whole, the situation is unenviable. More 
specifically, we would like to propose as imder;

(a) Tlie State governments have to take a decision in regard to 
the statutory status of these Boarrls. We have recommended 
a certain stnicturr. Wliilr doing so, we were aware of the 
situation in the Southern Zone. Even after ha\ing taken 
that factor Into account, we still reiterate that the Boards in 
these states would do well to fall in line with the pattern
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recommended In the body of the Report within a couple of 
years.

(b) Each of these states has more than one Board. For reasons 
stated on more than one occasion, we see no justification for 
this system to continue to prevail.

(c) To some extent, the problem is complicated in some of these 
states by the usage of the term Junior Colleges. The word 
‘college’ suggests that they may have something to do with 
undergraduate education. This is not so and the different 
State governments, despite pressure to the contrary, have 
successfully resisted the repeated moves of teachers in these 
coWfeges to be put In the same scale of pay as was sanctioned 
by the UGC in respect of undergraduate colleges.

(d) The pressure was more acute in Kerala than in other states. 
Fortunately, a policy decision to phase out these colleges and 
locate the plus tv/o classes at the school level was taken some 
years ago. With the passage of time, the problem is ceasing 
to be as acute as it was at one time. This problem is to be 
encountered in Karnataka also but not to the same degree 
as in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. ¥ested interests have 
grown over the years and a decision to conform to the all 
India pattern, as and when taken, is bound to be resisted. 
This is, however, an insurmountable problem.

(e) In no other zone do the Boards come across as fexairiinlng 
bodies so visibly as they do In the south of India. This 
character of the Boards is utterly inconsistent with What has 
been visualised and projected in the body of the Report. The 
sooner the situation is rectified, the better it would be for the 
future of secondary education.

Wefttdm Sotie (Gujarat, Maharashtra and Goa)

The School Boards in these states are fairly powerful bodies both 
In the academic and administrative sense. In terms of status, 
however the shadow of bureaucracy falls darkly upon each one 
of them. To that extent. It takes away something from their 
standing and their ability to take Initiative on their own. In our 
opinion, the following few steps need to be taken.
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(a) While each one of these Boards has been created through 
legislative enactment, in respect of their standing and 
autonomy, the linkage between the Department of Education 
and their functioning needs to be recast. In the body of the 
Report, we have suggested that while administrative matters 
of the government"mn schools might continue to be looked 
after by the DPI, all academic matters should be the 
responsibility of State Boards. In Maharashtra, for example, 
the Chairman of the Board has the rank of the Additional 
DPI. Since the Director of Education is senior to him, it cannot 
be said that he is fully autonomous in his functioning.

(b) Both Gujarat and Maharashtra have separate corporations 
for textbooks which have been perfoTmln| well. Without 
repeating what has been said In thii regard in the chapter on 
Textbooks, we are of the view that these commercial activities 
take a heavy toll of the administrative energies of those 
involved in the memagement of these corporations. These 
can be diverted, with profit, to the service of the Scho®l Boards 
as and when the formula suggested by us, in Chapter 9 Is 
put into operation.

(c) As in some of the South Indian states, Maharashtra has a 
problem in locating the plus two classes in schools. The State 
government has invariably taken the right decisions in this 
regard but is unable to detach these classes from colleges. In 
each case, it is lack of resources which comes in the way. It 
is to be hoped that some kind of a time-bound'plan would be 
worked out soon and the transfer affected within the next 
5" 10 years.

Central Zone (Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and M.P.)

The Boards which are included in this zone serve large states In 
terms of population as well as size. The situation regarding 
various aspects varies widely While Rajastlian has the reputation 
of being a pace setting Board regarding status, academic 
activities, innovations of various kinds, control over the schools 
and so on, the Bihar Board, though also statutory in character, 
has been subject to \iolent fluctuations of a different kind. Apart 
from Putijab. Har> ana. and Orissa, this Is the only Board where 
Chairmen have had to (lult at the l)ehest of those in power The 
M.P Board Is fairly stable anti has been pertormlng well Insei^ice
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training has been one of its notable initiatives. The Chairman of 
the U P. Board Is the DPI in his ex-officlo capacity. He is based 
in Lucknow but the headquarters of the School Board are at 
Allahabad. In consequenee, the main Job is done by the Secretary 
of the Board, of course under the supervision of the Chairman. 
Considering the number of students that this Board handles 
(almost 3 million every year), it is highly creditable of this Board 
to have functioned successfully without any serious breakdown 
at any stage. A few comments that may be offered are as under:

(a) Despite the School Board being statutory in character in 
Bihar, the tenure of the chief executive has been shockingly 
erratic. Something has to be done to ensure greater stability 
of tenufe. While the Board has never failed to conduct Its 
ejcamtnatlon on time, it has had no time to attend to other 
academic matters.

(b) In the case of M.P., the Board is performing well despite the 
size and diversity of the state. M.P. needs to decentralise 
further. A certain degree of decentralisation already exists 
but it needs to be pushed even more. From this point of 
view, Li.P. has done reasonably well and so has Rajasthan. 
Bihar however has not decentralised as decisively as it couki 
have and Indeed It should.

(c) In the chapter on Textbooks we have referred to the impor
tance of textbooks in Hindi-speaking states circulating freely 
amongst such states. Since each one of them Is a Hindi-speak
ing state, they would do well to pool their professional talent 
and other resources Bo as to ensure that the quality of 
textbooks Is about the best in the whole country. This is both 
feasible and desirable.

Plaeii^ ^P lu s  Two Cimms

11.20 Another allied question Is the planning of plus two classes. 
The Kothari Commission had recomtnended that these plus two 
classes essentially belonged to the school sector and should be 
located there. This rearrangement has been carried out in about 
three-fourths of the country But «ome of the states are yet to 
fall in line with this recommendation. No one disagrees with the 
merits of the restructured system. But vested interests arc coming 
in the way of Implementation. The sooner the concerned State
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governments come to terms with the changing situation and sort 
things out in the way they should be sorted out, the better it 
would be for the future of secondary education.

The Boards Too Have to Perjbrm

11.21 It would be a fallacy to assume that ever3̂ hing has to be 
done by the government, whether Central or State. Those involved 
in administering the Boards have also a duty to perform. 
Experience has shown that the Hoards do not respond to 
enquiries even after repeated reminders and this throws a 
revealing light on their academic and administrative functioning. 
It Is neither lack of resources nor absence of administrative 
competence nor the unavailability of staff which are entirely 
responsibile for this unwillingness to respond to queries. Most 
Boards are just not acustomed to functioning as academic and 
professional bodies. Most of them function in a manner which in 
one sense is self centred and in another sense isolationist. One 
could even say that this attitude of isolationism indicates a certain 
cast of mind. I'hat needs to be combated. Professional functioning 
should be the ideal for the Boards. But before that ideal can be 
reached, a number of intermediate steps would have to be taken. 
Interacting with others in a productive way is only one of the 
necessary steps.

11.22 Our interaction with the Boards was noi exactly satisfying. 
Several times we got the feeling that we were Imposing ourselves 
on fhem. It was noi a case of failure at the personal level nor 
leek of courtesy on either side. The plain fact is that most Boards, 
over tiie years, particularly lliose wliirh are still tied to the apron 
strings (»f (he governmeni, iiad never bê en enabled to fimction 
autonomously. Autonomy gives dignity, self respect, the desire, 
as also the ability to deal with others and, in course of time,
SI ich organisations become professional In their functioning. One 
reason therefore why we have stressed autonomous functioning 
of tlie Boards is to make sure that they overcome some of thesp 
inhibitions and become full partici{)ants in the fraternity of sec 
ondary rducalion all over the roiiiitrv,

The Outlook Jbr COBSE

l 1 23 It is not an accident that i 'OBSE took so long to V)e born
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For almost a decade, it functioned under the tutelege of CBSE. 
Even when that link was severed, it did not enable COBSE to 
attain its full stature. How that can be done has been described 
in the chapter on Linkages. To recall briefly, COBSE has to be 
made into an active and fully functioning body, indeed a 
powerhouse of ideas and initiatives. This can happen only if its 
different units cooperate with it not only readily and through 
appropriate financial support, but through a sense of 
commitment to the all India presence of COBSE as the 
representative body of secondary education. If the Boards 
continue to be insular in their outlook and not entirely profes
sional, this ideal would be difficult to attain.



12
TOWARDS QUAUTY; 
BOMB KSY ISSUES

O ne of the terms of reference of this task force Is to make 
recommendations on such issues as have a bearing on the 

quality of secondary education vls-vis the functioning of the 
Boards. As far as we are concerned, the foeus on quality has 
been a matter of paramount importance with us. Whatever we 
have discussed or recommended was always from the point of 
view of improving the performance of the Boards in terms of 
academic quality and efficiency. As such, it should not have been 
necessary for us to write a separate chapter on this issue. 
Nonetheless, we have decided to draw attention to some key 
issues,

12.02 This note will enable us to recapitulate some o f the more 
crucial recommendations made and to underline the urgency 
anc} importance o f planned and systematic implementation. In 
this connection, we wish to draw particular attention to the fact 
that at present several factors are Impeding the School Education 
Boards from reaching their full stature. Amongst the causes that 
are responsible for this situation, the following factors may l)e 
specifically identified.

(a) The failure of the Boards to emerge as independent and au
tonomous units o f operation is largely l êr ause, In many 
states, they continue to be limbs of the governmeni ratlier 
than independent statutory liodies.

(I)) As a corollary to the loregoing, there is hardly any question 
of their being financially independent. Whatever be tbei] 
ini ome, it goes into the state exchequer and whatever l)c 
their expenditure is also drawn (roni that source, in otliei 
vvf)nis. Slate Hoards are as iiiueli a pari of tlie governrneni 
sel up as any other de pairtment ol the government
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(c) In such a situation, the dominating role played by the Direc
tor of Education is not only inevitable but forms an extension 
of the general pattern of state administration. This carry over 
of the dominance of the DPI goes back to the nineteenth 
century when the number of schools was small and the 
Department of Education looked after schools as well as 
colleges. In the case of government-run schools. It looked 
after all aspects. In the ease of privately-run schools, there 
were two patterns. Some of them were self financing and self 
managing. The rest of them however mimaged their own 
affairs but received funds from the government in the form 
of grant-ln-ald. Almost the same formula applied to colleges.

(d) With the growth in numbers, primarily after 1®47, the pattern 
of governance had to be modified somewhat and in about 
two-thirds of the states, separate Directors were appointed 
for primary, secondary and higher education sectors. 
Technical education had been hived off earlier. Separate 
directorates came to be established in certain states for 
medical and agricultural education also. These various steps 
were calculated to take care of the increasing administrative 
burden.

(e) A large number of states, except for South India, switched 
over to the new pattern of statutorily-created School Boards. 
They were vested with considerable powers and allowed to 
function sometimes autonomously and sometimes under the 
open or not-so-open tutelage of the government. Of the 
northern states, U.R, which has the second oldest School 
Board In the country, has stubbornly stuck to the model of 
managing eveiything through the Department of Education. 
The north-eastern states have their own peculiar problems. 
They developed a mode of functioning where some kind of 
distinction, however, was drawn between the working 0f the 
Department and the working of the Boards. The distinction 
was more notional than real.

(0 Though numbers have beeiii increasing rapidly, (some details 
based on the latest all India Survey conducted by the NCERT 
are provided in the first chapter), the administrative 
arrangements in some other states which are still managed 
amd controlled by the government have not been rationalised.



The quality of management is bound to suffer in such a
situation.

12.03 All this has led to a situation where the management of 
School Education Boards has to be revamped urgently. Of the 
patterns that are available, it appears to us that no pattern other 
than the statutorily established Boards would prove to be 
practical and in tune with the nature of demands made upon 
them. Amongst the merits of this system are increased flexibility, 
autonomy, diversity of operations, more emphasis on research, 
inservice training, etc., and, above all, better accountability. No 
other pattern of organisation can promise as much.

12.04 There can be no disagreement with the proposition tliat 
the quality of management is certainly an important factor but it 
is by no means the most decisive. The two moat decisive factors 
are the richness and range of the curriculum prescribed and 
revised from time to time and the professional competence of 
those engaged in teaching. Other factors such as avallabllty of 
teaching space, library and laboratory facilities and such other 
supporting amenities are a crucial input. But, the most important 
aspects are the range and depth of the curriculum and the 
competence of teachers.

12.05 It is not within our pur-view to discuss the curriculum of 
secondary education. That is a Job which NCERT has to undertake 
in consultation with the Boards and other concerned groups 
such as industiy, commerce, agriculture, science and technology^ 
Including information technology. According to the information 
available, the curriculum at tlie secondary level was last revised 
over a decade ago, in 1987 to be precise. Perhaps another roim d 
o f revision is called for and Is likely to be initiated shortly. As 
and when il is done, we would expect that certain aspects o f 
ciirriculum making which have not received as much attention 
as they desen^e will now be given due attention.

12.06 For instance, It is important to shift the focus from the 
hlstoty o f a particular subject to Its relevance and application to 
real life situat ions Then tliere is the need to bring in an element 
o l technolog}' in addition to the .icademic study of science 
subjects While the latter provide intellectual content o f a 
spec ified kind, the lornier i an be linked with those practical skills
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which are some of the missing Ingredients in secondaiy education 
today. Should even some of these ingredients (and a few others 
not even enumerated here) of curriculum making get introduced 
with a certain amount of salience, teaching can become much 
more meaningful than it is today. No less important, it will, in 
course of time, develop into self-learning. Furthermore, learning 
tay rote will give way to understanding of basic concepts as well 
as Information retrieval and several other significant shifts of 
focus. These are of vital Importance and would hopefully be 
given the attention due to them.

12.07 It is the quality and intensity of professional training at 
the time of induction into the profession and the inservice training 
of teachers once they have started doing their job which have 
been grievously and consistently neglected over the decades. If 
the quality of seconday education is to be improved, and this is 
the basic thrust of this report, the single most important step 
which needs to be taken is planned and systematic retraining of 
teachers.

12.08 Training colleges and University departments of education
need to be revamped primarily through the good offices of HCTE 
as stated earlier. The major part of the responsibility for inservice 
training should be taken over by the School Education Boards. 
In the chapter on Financing, we had suggested that 50 per cent 
of the financial responsibility should be shouldered by the State 
Boards and the remaining 50 per cent support should come from 
the State governments. This is a broad formula and the 
proportions can be varied in accordance with the capacity of 
each Board and its financial capability. Even the Centre ought 
to help and a specific mention of such a possibility has been 
made. The actual job of training would have to be done by the 
Boards themselves with the assistance and cooperation of 
SCERTs, training
colleges, University departments of ed\icatlon and other such 
institutions.

12.09 We may go as fai su to say that once the details ̂ re worjked 
oat and agreed upon between the Boards and the State 
governments, something akin to a five-year plan should be 
launched. Every single teacher should be made to undergo
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ret raining. How it is to be done has also been discussed at some 
length earlier. The country does not have enough resources to 
work according to the traditional modes of training. Non 
traditional modes like the open learning system would have to 
be adopted. It is only then that there would be a reasonable 
likelihood of the target being met.

12.10 Even if the first five year plan of retraining is fulfilled, 
which is a difficult goal, it does not follow that there will be no 
subsequent rounds of further training. Training has to be an 
ongoing process. The Inservlce Training division will be the nodal 
agency for it, It will take steps to fortify itself with both intellectual 
and other resources as suggested already. At the same time, the 
division will necessarily have to make use of the nontraditional 
mode of training. This is a colossal task, more particularly when 
it is realised that the number of teachers at the secondary level 
alone is more than a million. As the figures quoted in the first 
chapter show, the rate of growth of teachers at the higher 
secondary level from 19B6 to 1993 was over 40 per cent. This is 
only an indication of the size of the problem.

12.11 While a good deal has been said on this subject, we are 
convinced that the most crucial Job that the Research divisions 
in various School Boards will have to undertake will be to analyse 
pupil performance Ijoth quantitatively and qualitatively. The work 
in this sphere is so inadequate and so lacking in professionalism 
lhat one o f the finst things that this division, should do is to 
make ihis a regular, annual feature o f its normal work. In our 
o])inion, undertaking this form o f acliievement analysis would 
help the schools enorm ously in im proving their w ork  and 
perfori nance.

12.12 It must be however added I hat there are not many trained 
people available throughout the country in this area o f work. We 
rc('ommend that CDBSK should iim iiediately undertake a series
ol worksho|)s In different parts of the countiy and train people 
in this area. 1 his training cannot be completed in a week or two 
vvreks We would Iherelore suggest tliat 11 should be split Into 
thre e lev'els -4’re lin iin a ry , In te rm e d ia te  and A d van ced . 
Prelim inan tia iiiing should he imparted foi two to four weeks (o 
ihoiit 100 jieople eat h in dilTt rent parts of (lie countjy In the



ftrat roiind. Those who show some promise may be given fiirther 
training at the Intermediate level for another seven to eight weeks. 
Out of these will get identified another 10-15 people per region 
who should then be administered advanced training. This set of 
Individuals should become the trainers of trainers. The 
appropriate thing for COBSE, NCERT, NCTE and agencies such 
as NIEPA and some of the University departments of education 
would be to put their heads together, pool their intellectual 
resources and work out a plan of action which may be put into 
effect Within a year.

12.13 During the last few years, the Department of Education 
has taken considerable pains to determine and establish the 
levels of learning at various stages with the help of competent 
professionals in the field. This is in accordance with one of the 
directions of the 1992 revision of the Policy. While something 
was done in regard to the primary level earlier, a committee is 
currently working to determine levels of learning at the upper- 
primaiy level. This exigrcise will provide some kind of a bench
mark in terms of which what is being achieved can be measured 
and categorised.

12.14 In our opinion, it is time for this exercise to be extended 
to the secondary levels of learning as well. For one thing, it will 
complete the pedagogic process Initiated several years ago. For 
another, it will ensure that those who discontinue after 10 years 
of schooling will be judged in terms of the criteria laid down by a 
body of professionals. In the case of those who complete their 
plus two stage of schooling, there would be two categories. Those 
intending' to join college will be Judged in terms of the criteria 
laid down by the university, but those intending not to pursue 
their study any further will be judged in terms Of the criteria laid 
down by the Department of Education. It is to be hoped that 
these criteria would in course of time get accepted by the School 
Boards. That this exercise, when completed and implemented, 
would most emphatically contribute towards better quality is 
something so obvious that it does not have to be elaborated.

12.15 It may be reiterated here that this chapter does not provide 
a summary of the Report. What It does is to call attention to 
cr r̂tain areas that need to be attended to on a priority basis.
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Indeed, were we asked to prioritise the jobs that have to be done
by the remodeled Boards, we would put it as under:

(a) Restructuring the Boards along the lines indicated in the 
Report. This would also include setting up new divisions and 
embarking upon various new activities such as sports and 
cultural competitions.

(b) Of all the jobs that require to be done by the Boards in the 
next few years, perhaps the most urgent is Inservlce Training. 
Allied to it are research and analysis of (i) pupil achievement, 
(ii) mode and mechanics of question paper setting, (ill) quality 
of answers given by students and such other issues.

(c) In brief what we are advocating are two things; (i) considerable 
emphasis on academic performance of students and (11) 
greater professionalism on the part of teachers. The two 
objectives are interlinked. Also implied In this proposal are 
attention to issues such as the number of working days for 
schools and the intensity of work done in that duration of 
time.

(d) If the Boards have to move Into the new area of quality per 
formance, they have to stress the need for Continuous and 
Comprehensive Evaluation (C&CE) in an increasing number 
of schools. This issue has been discussed at some length 
already. What needs to be re-emphasised now is that if the 
quality is to be ensured, C&CE is an indispensable Input.

(e) Modernisation of management is so central to the successful 
v/orking of School Education Boards that it shoiild not be 
necessary to refer to it again.

(f) That t here ought not to be any distinction between the pro
cedure of recognition as applicable to privately-nm schools 
and government-run is self evident. We have dwelt on it more 
than once. Here we wish to underline Its importance once 
again at the level of enforcement.

(g) In the external system of examinations, which is unavoidable 
iu the existing situation, it is imperative that costs be brought 
down, efficiency improved and botli reliability and credibility
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made the rornerstoiie of the functioning of the Boards. Hence, 
whatever be the level of achievement at a given point of time, 
there is always room for improvement.

12.16 It is not intended to elaborate the issue of quality any 
further except to repeat that if secondary education is to become 
terminal in character and replace college education to a 
substantial extent, the focus would unwaveringly have to be on 
high levels of performance and concern with quality
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IMPORTANT RBCOMMllfDATIONS

W hile primary education was neglected for a long time, it is 
to some extent now being given the requisite attention. 

Higher and professional education have always been at 
centrestage since the last century. It is secondary education which 
has not received its due all these year. (1.05)

2. Largely for historical reasons. School Eklucation Boards have 
looked upon themselves mainly as examining bodies and little 
more. Consequently, the Boards have never functioned as 
organisations which were responsible for secondary education 
in the complete sense of the word. (1.13)

3. In terms of allocation of funds too, secondary education 
has never been in focus.(1.17)

4. More than one-third of the students that pass out from 
higher secondary schools join college. The secondary level of 
education is not looked upon as terminal in character. Therefore 
the rush to Join colleges continues unabated. (1.22)

5 This situation has to change both In the Interests of 
secondary education and higher education. The experience of 
other countries, particularly In East Asia as also other not so 
developed coimtries, shows clearly that without a strong and 
self reliant system of secondary education, no country can 
progress in this scientific and technological age. (1.24)

6 11 this objective is to be achieved, It Is a matter of supreme 
iniyjurtance that School Education Boards are reorganised, 
strenglhcncd. diversified in their approach and functioning and 
made responsible lor the entire spectrum of education from the 
primary (o the higher secondary stage, in other words, from being 
mere examining bodies which they have l)een for more than half
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a century, they have now to become acadetnlc bodies which 
determine and shape the direction and quality of education at 
the school level. (1.39)

Chapter 2: Beards: Status aa/ Fowars

7. Schools should be seen as part of an independent system 
of education which responds to the needs of the society. It is 
therefore important to ensure that the school system becomes 
autonomous in character and learns to operate on its own. (2.04)

8. Furthermore, there has to be an appropriate weaning of the 
schools from the dominance of the university system as well as 
the Departments of Educa ;̂ion. It is onfy when this comes to 
pass that the school system may be said to have come into its 
own. (2.04)

9. To ensure autonomy of the school system, the first 
requirement is that it should have an autonomous organisational 
structure. School Education Boards exist in almost all states 
but they are not always statutory in character nor fully 
autonomous in their functioning. Powers vested in the Boards 
need to be defined precisefy  ̂as well as comprehensively so that 
they can function freely within the parameters laid down for them. 
Their functions should be diversified and expanded as well as 
redefined. (2.08)

10. The Boards should have a statutory status. This in a sense 
is a precondition for ensuring autonomy to the Boards. (2.09)

11. The Union Government should fam ine (under the powers 
that accrue to it today in terms of the 42nd Amendment of t he 
Constitution) the possibility of making a constitutional provision 
fur establishing Boards with statutory status on a mandatory 
basis as in the case of the universities, (2.10)

12. Every Act setting up a School Education Board must 
provide for^ clear definition of the powers of thre Chairman; the 
authorities of the Board and ever5rthing elae connected with their 
functioning. (2.14)
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13. The tenure of a Chairman’s appointment should be clearly 
specified. Also his emoluments and entitlements of various kinds 
should be laid down precisely. (2.15)

I
14. There is a need to ensure that School Boards are insulated 
against political interference. To achieve this objective, it is 
important to build certain checks and balances into the system 
of the appointment of the chief executive which protect it against 
political interference. (2.17&2.18)

15. It should be specified in the rules in respect of which matters 
the appointing authority (i.e. the Union government or the State 
government) can give dlrectlona to the Boards and in what 
respects the Boards are autonomous in thelf functioning. (2.19)

16. The Finance Committee of each Board should be constituted 
with two representatives of the government (preferably the 
Education Secretaiy and the Finance Secretary) on it, so that all 
expenditure is Incurred in line with the general approach adopted 
by vState/Centrai governments and followed in related 
organisations. Such representatives will not however have the 
right to veto any decision being taken by the Board. (2.2,1)

17. (a) The Chairman of the Board miist be a fulltime and 
salaried person who is appointed for a fixed and non-renewable 
tenure of five years, (b) He should not be a political appointee, 
(c) He may be suspended or removed only through due process 
of law. (2.24)

18. If, at any stage, the government has to intervene, it should 
do so only in matters of high policy which must be conveyed to 
the Chairman of the Board in a formal manner through a written 
commimication. (2.24)

19. The Chairman is expected to be an eminent person. He may 
be eminent in tlie field of education or administration. (2.24)

20. Ill order to select the Chairman, a statutory selection 
committee consisting of a nominee ol the Hoard, the Chief Justice 
of tlie state or his nominee, the ( 'hiet Secretary of the State or



the Union Education Secretary, as applicable, and the current 
Chairman of COBSE should be set up. (2.24)

21. The Chairman of the Board should have the same protection 
against harassment or termination of his tenure as any Vice 
Chancellor has. In case any enquiry has to be Instituted against 
him, it should be presided over by a judge of a High Court and 
most emphatically not an official of the Central or State 
government. In terms of status, emoluments and other facili
ties, the Chairman of the Board should be treated as equivalent 
to any Vice Chancellor in the state. (2.24)

22. Each state should have onty one School Board. The Board 
of School Education should deal with school education from the 
primaiy to the higher secondary level in each state. (2.26)

23. Depending on the size of the state, the Board’s functioning 
can be decentralised through the establishment of regional 
offices. These offices may be mainly given the Job of Issuing 
roll numbers, evaluating answer scripts, and declaration of 
results. (2.32)

24. It is imperative to strengthen both the office of the DPI and 
the office of the Chairman of School Education Board. Apart 
from choosing the right individuals for these two jobs, it is equally 
important that the jobs are delinked from each other. This will 
enable both of them to concentrate upon their respective 
mandates and perform better than they do at present. (2.34)

Chapter 3: Restructuring the Boards

25. Secondary education should be treated as terminal in 
character and should be autonomous In outlook and functioning. 
An unerring indicator that this stage has been reached will be 
when secondary education becomes vocational; that is to say 
tnat it equips students for entry into the world of work 
also. (3.06)

26̂ . The mission of School Education Boards should be to ensure 
that the right kind of secondary education is imparted and, hence, 
there is a need to reconceptualise the purpose and
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mandate of these Boards. Since educational activity is multi
dimensional, the activities of the Boards also ought to be multi
dimensional. (3.08)

27. Eveiything connected with school education—students, 
teachers, curriculum, academic issues, management, health, 
sports and cultural activities-- should fall within the purview of 
the Boards. (3.11)

28. The Board in each state should be the central agency for 
carrying out the educational agenda of the community. (3.12)

29. In order to fnlfll their mission, the Boards must remodel 
themselves in such a way that they have different divisions 
looking after the relevant sectors of activity. Its work may be 
di\aded as under; (3.13)

Academic Orljit

Ac ademic Division

Inservice 1 raining 
Division
Research Division

Redressal Cell
Recognition
Division

Examinations Administration

Examination Division

Research Division 

Recognition Division

CompvUer and 
Information Unit

Administration 
cum-Finance 
Division

Recognition
Division
(Jrlevances

I/Cgal Cell

Vocalional Euu 
cation Division

Sports A  Co currif ular 
acdvltles Division 
Llbrar}' & Dficumentation 
Cell
C ompiiler & Inlortnalion 
Diiil

Gi ievances Redressa! 
Cell

30. H ip  A( adeinii' Division must be header! by a com petent pro 
fessioual, preferably In the r a n k  of a University professor w itli a 
deejj understanding o f various problenis and issues in curriculum
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making, teaching-learning methodology, contemporary advances 
in cognitive learning and all such related matters. (3.15)

31. In the Academic committee, while some people with 
University background may be included, they should not be 
allowed to dominate decision making at the school level. (3.16)

32. There is an acute dearth of competent persons in the field 
of secondary education. To overcome this deficiency, two steps 
Will have to be taken. One is to attract more talent into secondary 
school teaching and the other is to give them sustained and well 
organised opportunities for professional growth. (3.18)

33. A separate division of Inservlce Training has been suggested 
in order to facilitate upgradation of the teaching skills of teachers. 
Tlie Inservtee division would naturally Interact closely with the 
Academic and Research divisions. (3.22)

34. The Boards however would be well advised to interact with 
SCERTs and other such mechanisms for ensuring better inservice 
training of teachers. (3.2§)

35. A strong and well staffed Academic division would be a 
source of strength to the Inservice Training division. The 
professional training imparted by this division will, in the lotig 
nm, help to strengthen the academic functioning of the Boards. 
(3.29)

36. In order to ensure that the Boards maintain high standards 
of professional efficiency, they should follow the system of 
promotion through merit and not be guided merely by seniority. 
This is particularly applioable to the Academic division. (3.31)

37. The Research division of the Board needs to be properly 
staffed. In order to achieve this objective, it has to be ensured 
that people well-versed in research and also conversant with the 
realities of the field situation are located and appointed to this 
division. (3.36)

38̂ . The Research division may undertake analysis of 
examination data and pupil’s performance with a view to help 
improve the level of achievement of the students as well as the 
proficiency of teachers. (3.37)



39. It should be feasible for the Research division to sponsor 
some research work, farm out projects to others and, in general, 
create an atmosphere of enquiry and serious investigation. (3.38)

40. Although many Boards have computerised their work, yet 
there is a need to train the staff Hirther in the use of computers 
not merely for the processing of examination-related work but 
also for improving the management of the Boards. It is therefore 
suggested that there should be a full fledged Computer & 
Information Unit in each Board. This will enable the staff in 
position to perform better than they are doing at present. (3.41)

Chftf t<ir 4i Tlie Canducl of

41. Eveiy student must be given what may be called a School 
Registration Number. The issuing of roll numbers at the time of 
the examination would then become a derivative function. (4.04)

42. Normally, the practice followed in most Boards is to issue 
roll numbers from the headquarters. This Job can be delegated 
to schools. However, there will be apprehensions against such a 
proposal. If the School Boards work out a fool-proof system 
coupled with appropriate punishment meted out to the offending 
schools, it would become possible to enforce the new system 
within a few years. (4.05)

43. Since imposition of fines is being suggesfed for acts of 
omission and commission by the schools, it is suggested that 
fines Imposed should be the same whether it is a government 
school or a private school. (4.05)

44. Five per cent (though more to start with) of the entries sub
mitted by every school In regard to roll numbers etc. should 
continue to be scrutinised at random in the office of the Boai d. 
Both at the school level and the Board level, the individuals who 
make or scrutinise entries must sign. Tliis will place the onus of 
responsibility on one person. (4.05)

45. rhe NPE 1986 (revised In 1992) has talked in terms of a 
National Evaluation Organisation. It is time that steps are taken
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to establish such a body (4.15)

46. Integrity in the conduct of examinations Is non-negotlable. 
lo  a great extent, this would depend upon the way the Chairman 
uses his powers and authority. The Chairman has the power to 
cancel any examination and this cannot be questioned by anyone. 
In case of a situation which warrants such a decision, this power 
should be invoked consistently and more decisively than has 
been done in most cases. (4.16)

47. Several steps have been taken by certain Boards which have 
had a positive outcome. One such step had been to give different 
question papers to different students. Some questions have been 
raised in regard to the scientific validity of this practice. Tills 
systems needs to be further atialysed therefore and appropriate 
guidelines worked out. COBSE must pay an active role in this 
exercise. (4.16)

48. To deni with unfair means, more than one committee should 
be set up. These multiple committees can work slmtiltatieously 
so that decisions are taken within a matter ®f days as has been 
done in a number of Boards. {4.16)

49. Cheating in examinatlens is an issue which must receive 
detailed attention every year after each e9camlnatl®n season. The 
situation must be reviewed and ways found to combat the malady. 
COBSfc should undertake to annually convene an all-Itidia 
meeting (for two or three days] of Controllers of BuEiminations to 
exchange experiences and evolve a somewhat unified 
approach. (4.16)

50. The location of examination centres has a direct bearing on 
ensuring integrity in the conduct of escamlnations. The obvious 
thing to do Is to lay down rules In ad^%nce for locatii^ ixifmln&tion 
centres. Once laid down, not even the Chairman should have 
the authority to make any deception. (4. I f )

51. Barring occasional leakages, the manner in which question 
papers are set; printed and distributed is fairly well run. Today, 
different procedures are followed. Clearly, COBSE needs to 
coordinate the thinking of the various Boards so that these 
procedures can be improved upon further. (4.21)



52. To avoid the need for re-evaluation and to ensure greater 
transparency in the examinations, the Boards should improve 
the Internal mechanisms of management and control, the system 
of the marking of scripts and other related Issues that are 
connected with the working of the Boards. The procedures 
adopted should be made known to all concerned. (4.27)

53. A qianual In respect of examination work needs to be 
prepared under the auspices of COBSE, This manual can be 
reviewed annually by the meeting of the Controllers of 
Examinations as suggested earlier. (4.28)

54. In the drafting and finalisation of this manual, transparency 
of operations must be emphasised. At this stage. It needs to be 
affirmed that procedures cannot be treated as confidential. All 
confidentiality should relate to the identity of the individuals 
and not the procedures. Another thing that needs t© be ensured 
is tliat procedures are followed implicitly and honestly. (4.29)

55. After each examination season, an internal review must be 
carried out by the Controller of Examinations and a report 
submitted to that effect to the Chairman of the Board. (4.30)

56. Every three years, there should be a mandatory review of 
the working of the Examination branch by a committee appointed 
by the Board for this purpose. (4.31)

57. Both efficiency and transparency used to be looked upon 
as the cornerstone of how the work of the Examination division 
is to be organised. The Chairman of the Board in his capacity as 
the chief executive must ensure that whatever is laid down is 
fully and faithfully Implemented. This responsibility of the 
Chairman is non transferable in character. (4.33)

58 It Is Imperative to impart systematic and continuous training 
to those assigned to responsible and sensitive Jobs in relation to 
examination work. (4 33)

59 A system of rewards and punishments has to be nn integral 
part of the Examination division as distinct from other 
divisions. (4 33)
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60. It would be a good idea to grade the level of Integrity of the 
conduct of examinations of different Boards every year. (4.36)

61. Continuous and comprehensive evaluation (C&CE) is an 
important reform which needs to be Introduced to Improve the 
quality of school education. While scholastic achievement is 
important, non-scholastic achievements are equally Important 
and need to be Identified as assessed so as to get a total picture 
of the student’s ability and personality. (4.39)

62. To introduce C&CE, it is important to convince both parents 
and teachers of its advantages. (4.39)

63. No agency other than the Boards can promote CIcCE and 
the Boards have to play a pioneering role In this regard. Boards 
can also take up this matter with training colleges and 
departments of education in different universities so that It is 
included in the preservice training of the teachers. (4.40)

64. The Boards would be well advised to survey how every single 
school goes about the Job of introducing C&CE. It must guide 
them and deal with any resistance to its Introduction. (4.41)

65. One of the important ways of making G&CE an integral part 
of schools would be to compare th^ achievements of students 
under this scheme and the external examination conducted by 
the Board. We suggest that this be done on a systematic basis. 
On the basifi o f in form ation provided by the schools, 
the Boards should issue a certificate of C&CE under its seal to 
formalise this system. (4.42)

66. CO0SE which represents the Boards In their corporate 
totality must play a more vigorous mle in ragard to coordination 
am oiipt them as far as eicamitiations afe concerned. PeHiaps, 
no other itim  in the working of the Boards requires as much 
cooriinaKc^ as examinations do. (4.4i)

it i f  AolMty

67. In regard to reca|^ltion, conditions laid d o ^  School 
Bo^ds must be the same for privately-fun schools as well as 
government-run schools. There is no distinction whatsoever 
between them nor should there be any bias in favour of 
government-run schools. COBSE should convene a workshop



where all these different Issues are discussed in detail and a 
common approach evolved. (5.08 & 5.09)

68. Every single school must be required to return a detailed 
proforma worked out in advance and embodying the relevant 
rules and regulations. It must also respond to objections, If any. 
sent to them by the Boards within a couple of weeks. In case any 
deficiency comes to the notice of the Board, the concerned schools 
must be Informed about it. While doing so, a deadline for repairing 
the deficiency should be indicated. (5.10)

69. IiTespective of their managements, fines should be levied 
automatically for difi'erent kinds and types of lapses committed 
by the schools. (5.10)

70. Each Board should have a Vocational Education division. It 
should be well staffed and it should become the starting point of 
the new Initiative and the controlling authority In this 
comparatively new area of activity. (5.12)

71. Steps have to be taken under the auspices of COBSE to 
draw up (a) a manual in respect of administrative rules and 
procedures and (b) another in respect of financial rules and 
procedures. (5.17)

72. COF3SE in collaboration with the Association of Indian Uni
versities should work out a set of rules parallel to those that 
obtain in the government Rules in universities and Boards have 
to tje a little more flexible than those in the government. (5.20)

73 ii Is higii iime School Boards took over other important 
functions snch as sports and co curricular activities. These 
shtHild Ije organised in a professional manner. (5.22)

74 In the wake of the above proposal, the School Games Fed 
era Hon of the Ministry of HRI) would have to be reorganised and 
revamped. (5.23)

75 ('oordination with the National Institute of Sports and 
tlie state level bodies dealing with sports would also iiave to
be ensuied, partlrnlarlv for stiidenis at the secondary 

level (5 24)
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76. A Library and Documentation Cell is essential for the 
strengthening of the Academic and Research divisions. This will 
also add to the tempo of inservice training. We suggest that 
multiple copies of certain books may be provided in the library 
and it will be equally necessary to provide audio-visual materials. 
It is through this activity that the Boards would ceme to acquire 
an academic flavour in respect of their functioning. (5.26)

77. Computer literacy should be given further impetus, at least 
for some time, by giving some extra allowance to those who 
acquire It. (5.30)

78. It would be advisable to set up a Legal Cell in each Board. 
COISE should take the initiative to convene a mefeting of the 
various Boards to discuss their Increasing involvement in legal 
cases. (5.35)

79. It is necessary to establish a Grievance Redressal Cell both 
under Administration and Examinations divisions. (5.36)

80. If re-evaluation is to be diseontinued wherever it exists, it 
imposes a further, inescapable obligation upon the Boards to 
have an Internal mechanism for redressal of student grtevaitces. 
This mechanism should be such that evety grievance is attended 
to promptly as well as adequately. (5.49)

81. The issue of the redressal of staff grievances needs to be attended 
to if the performance of School Boards Is to improve. (5.41)

82. The rules of appointment, promotion and staff management 
should be laid down precisely hy the Boards so that there is 
neither corruption nor mismanagemetit.(5.44)

Cluster 6: Tlie of tlie Boafds

83. It is advisable to have a Vice-Chairman and even more ad
visable to have two Vioe Chairmen in thfe case of the larger Boards. 
One may look after the academic functioning of the Board artd 
the other could be in charge of examinations and/or other 
administrative functions. {6.0$)

84. The Secretary of the Board who will be a responsible func
tionary should be selected by the Executive Committee of the



Board with the Chairman presiding over the meeting of the 
selection committee. Such a person should have a certain amount 
of administrative experience. The status of the Secretaiy should 
correspond to that of the Registrar of a University. (®.03)

8B. The successful functioning of the Boards will d«f>end upon 
whether they are manned by the right kind of persdns on their 
various committees. It is desirable to have a heal^y bal&nce 
among those nominated or elected and those co-opted. Wte aufgest 
election of one-fourth of the members, nomination of one-fourth, 
co-option of one-fourth by those who belong to the first two 
categories and co-option of tlie remaining one-fourth by all those 
already in position. Under no circumstances should the number 
of persons in the general house exceed 100. Normally, a smaller 
number would do, (6.H)

86. Teachers who have spent a whole time in the cause of 
education must be Involved in substantial numbers in these 
committees. One way to identify and nurture talent among 
teachers Is to Involve them In policy-making to a much greater 
extent than Is happening today. One precondition for the growth 
of professionalism is to vest teachers with the powers to take 
decisions. School Education Boards are the appropriate training 
ground for this purpose. (6.11)

87. While the ultimate authority of the Board be vested in the 
Chairman, he cannot be allowed to become autocratic. The 
various bodies ol the L̂ oards should provide the necessary checks 
and balances. However, tliey should not be allowed to become so 
powerful as to thwart his functioning. {6.L3)

88. in emergencies, the ( halrman of the Board has to have au- 
tliorlty to take derisions, if the occasion so demands. Once this 
power has l)een used, It should be incumbent upon him to report 
the same to the body which in the normal course of things 
would have taken a de( isloii In that regard and secure Its 
a})proval (6. i5)

89. Kules of business i e^arding incur ring of expenditure should 
be botli j)reclse and iiexible But there may be situations when a
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decision has to be made on an emergency basis. If such a situation 
arises, it is for the Chairman to Justify the use of his 
powers. (6.15)

90 The functioning of a Board may be regulated with the help 
of the following comtnittees. (i) Executive Committee, (11) Finance 
Committee, (ill) Planning Committee, (Iv) Academic Committee, 
(v) Other Committees. (6.16)

91. The Executive Committee should have about 15 persons 
consisting of the Education Secretaiy/DPI. one or two Principals, 
other nominees representing Interests such as universities, 
profsttsionai education, Industry, commerce, agriculture etc.. a 
couple of heads of various divisions by rotation, one or two Vice- 
Chairmen and a few otl^r individuals. This committee should 
exercise all executive powers including those of policy making. 
(7.16)

92. While enjoying a separate statutory status, the Finance 
Committee should function in close coordination with the 
Executive Committee and must Invariably have the Finance 
Secretary or his nominee represented on it. (6.16)

93. The Academic committee should deal with all matters 
concerning academic functions of the Board. As is castomary, 
there will be separate committees for diWerent subjects. It will 
also deal with equivalence, recognition of schools Emd such other 
matters. (6.16)

94. Depending upon the nature of the problem and its complexity, 
a ^ a rd  may decide to sit ttp any other c®mmlttee/c(Knmltt©es. 
In certain cases, these can aim  be advlsoty in character. (6.16)

95. It needs t© ht em^h^sed that tm  working of the Boards 
should be so oriented that while eicecutive decisions are 
sometimes takm and immeiiate^ implemented by the Chairman, 
policy decisions are made by these committees. f6.16)

96. As regards academic matters, the government does not have 
that type of expertise which will entitle It to issue directives. It is 
mainly the NCERT which will continue to be the source and



inspiration of new ideas and new initiatives. (6.17)

9 7. The whole process of interaction between State governments 
and the Boards should get defined in a legal manner leaving no 
room for controversy or ambiguity. (0.23)

98. The idea of autonomous schools has so far not taken root. 
This is something which needs to be encouraged in our country. 
We would suggest that suitable provisions in respect 
of autonomous schools must be made in the Act of each 
Board. (6.24)

99. School complexes was an innovative idea sugpsted by the 
Kothari Commission. A member of schools in clcMie nelghbouitiood 
can decide to interact in such a way th^t they beecmie a source 
of strength to one another. The eicperiment is worth undertAklng 
and will produce positive results. (6.2fi)

100.Universities should be persuaded, largely throu^ the agency 
of iGNOtJ and other open universltiei, to draw up a plan for the 
reorientation of those working in the teacher training eolleges so 
that they can, in turn, have an impact on the training of teachers 
in the schools. (6.31)

101.Tlie Boards should draw up a plan for the reorientation of 
those working in schools. It should be the responsibility of the 
NCTE to involve the UGC also in this job. There is a need to 
Inject and sustain enthusiasm for such a massive programme of 
retraining. This can be done if there is a close linkage between 
NCTE and various School Boards. Without such a linkage, the 
momentum will neither get biiilt up nor be maintained. (6.31)

102. School Boards in association with NCTE should prepare 
both a tlvp-year plan and a ten-year plan. In the former, the 
traditional activities should be strengthened and streamlined. 
Then there would be some new divisions and cells to be 
established. By the time that Plan is about to come to a close, a 
lieginning would have been made to establish the three innovative 
divisions (Academic, Inservice and Research). (6.32)

Chapter 7: Linkages

103,11 ttie School Boards are lo be reorganised, the all India
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body, I.e. COBSE, which represents them must also be 
reorganised. (7.11)

104. COBSE must have a permanent office in Delhi or its neigh
bourhood and must be headed by a wholetime individual who 
has either been the Chairman of a School Board or has the 
cablibre to be one. (7.12)

105. The organisation of work in COBSE must be arranged into 
divisions which more or less correspond to the various divisions 
in different Boards. This will involve the appointment of a 
minimum of three or four professionals at the headquarters in 
addition to the chief executive. (7. IS)

106. The bulk of the expenditure on COBSE must be met by 
the Boards. But, in the beginning, about one-fourth should be 
m®t by tiie Department of Education. Gradually it can be brought 
down to about 10 per cent of the maintenance ©Kpenditure. (7.14)

107. COBSE, a voluntary association of School Boatds, needs 
to be strengthened and made much more eflfective thaii It has 
been since it was established. No one other than the Boards can 
be responsible for its establishment, upkeep and running 
expenditure. (7.15)

108. The Department of Education has a stake in the healthy 
functioning of COBSE. Towards this end therefore, it 
should play a helpful role in keeping it ^ oa t and helping it to 
grow. (7.15)

100. While COBSE has some kind of a constitution 
already in force, it would be necessary to amend it particularly 
when its functions are proposed to be enlarged, diversified and 
firiifessionallsed. (7.16)

110. In this regard, several crucial tasks have been assigned 
to COBSE. .Since each one of them has to be done on an urgent 
basis, it foUows that convening all India meetings of Controllers 
of Examinations and other similar functionaries should not be 
unduly delayed because certain related dfecfsibn  ̂lire yet fo be 
taken. (7. IS)

111. NCERT has carved out a distinctive place for itself. It is a



professional body whose basic focus is on providing guidance 
and support In respect of various aspects of secondary and 
elementary education. It has organised a number of programmes 
to improve the quality of external examinations. It Is therefore 
necessary to hav« more intensive and sustained interaetion 
between NC®RT and COBSE, particularly for more systematic 
and sustained training of functionaries of the Boards In the area 
of examination reforms. (7.19)

112. Ihe marking of scripts needs to be improved in terms of 
both vaildity and rellablH^. \Wille NCERT can guide and help, 
the actual imptementatlon of the job would have to b« left to 
each Board. (7.24)

113. Oncfe aniwer books have been anafysed. it is possible to 
judge what kind of instruction was imparted in the dassfoom. 
In order to do this Job effectively, a pool of well trained 
professionals would be required. Since tkert are a number of 
subjects, it would require a committed band of researeh«rs to 
undertake this exercise each year. NCERT and COBSE should 
Join together to evolve a common, if not a unified, approach to 
the future range of such activities. (7.25 and 7.20)

114. Since the Boards have to interact with one another, the 
issue of comparability does arise and their relative standards of 
performance have to be appropriately assessed. In other words, 
the issue of equivalence gets put on the agenda. While COBSE 
is the right agency for doing this job, a certain degree of help 
from NCERT on the professional plane would be useful as well 
as welcome. (7.27)

1 IB. In certain areas of activity, there would have to be closer 
collaboration between NCERT and COBSE than exists today. 
Such collaboration is taking place even now. What needs to be 
ensured is that this collaboration is made more frequent, more 
Intensive and more systematic. (7.28)

116. Once School Education Boai‘ds are reorganised, most 
senior officials would require infusion of new ideas and training 
every two to three years. Fur undertaking this responsibility, 
NIEPA is admirably equipped. A time bound scheme of retraining 
the staff of the Boards at the senior level by NIEPA may be worked 
out. (7 31)
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117. One of the crucial bottlenecks In strengthening the School 
Boards would be the lack of availability of trained persons who 
could be asked to handle greater professional responsibilities. 
Some kind of a plan of action needs to be drawn up by COBSE in 
association with NIEPA and NCTE. (7.32)

118. The ultimate responsibility of overseeing secondary 
education is that of the Department of Education at the Centre. 
Secondary education would languish or flourish to the extent 
that strong and consistent support is forthcoming from the 
Bureau of School Education, Department of Education. (7.33)

119. If there is one area of activity in the field of secondary 
education which requires massive support ft*om the government 
and the industrial sector* it is vocational education. The Central 
government can help with flinds for engaging new teachers, 
retraining them and acquiring new equipment whereas industry 
can help with its expertise. (7.35)

120. It is for the Department of Education to decide about the 
implementation of this report. Whatever part of this report is 
accepted by the go\'ernment, there should be planned follow-up 
action. (7.36)

121. CABE should set up a Standing Committee to deal with 
Secondary Education. At every meeting, this Standing Committee 
should meet in advance and submit a repoit to CABE in regard 
to the progress being made in respect of implementation. (7.38)

122. As in several other countries, it may be useful to set up a
high powered National ©olbaiilt«e oil Such a
committee may be nominated by the Prime Minister under his 
chairmanship for a fixed tenure of three years. Its menSb -̂ship 
should consist partly of ex-polltlcians who have some 
commitment to education, a few profossi^als in the field of 
education and some individuals drftwh fhim dii^fie batkgrmmds 
such as industry, commerce, law, agriculture and business 
management. Its Job would be to review the trends of development 
in respect of the entire spectmm of education In its totality. One 
of its more important jobs would be to ensure inter-institutional 
coordination. (7.43)

123. In addition to what has been proposed earlier, there are



three other areas where the Centre needs to pay special attention. 
These are: (a) a significant role, particularly in respect of fbnding, 
in regard to inservlce training, (b) establishment and fostering 
of School Complexes, and (c) strengthening of science education, 
environmental education and population education. (7.SO)

124.In the case of secondary education, while some part of the 
linkage would be with organised industry, the gr«at«r part would 
be with the unorganised sectors of industry. This sector 
contributes a substantial share of the national inccwn®. However, 
It is not easy to establish contact with this sector. 
Therefore, ways and means will have to be found at the local 
level to ettabUsh such contact®. (7.57)

125. As far as linkage with industry is concerned, it will be 
desirable to involve both the Department of Industry of the state 
and any group or body of entrepreneurs at that lev#!, provided 
they are willing to get involved. In such a case, a Memorandum 
of Understanding would have to be worked out. If there are any 
technical colleges which can be brought into the network for 
advice and guidance, it will be helpful. (7.59)

126. The involvement of School Boards should be seen as a 
move which Is essentially logical, economical and realistic

for strengthening vocational education in the school 
curriculum. (7.60)

127. The School Boards will be required to give certificates in 
vocational subjects. Therefore, they must ensure that the norms 
are worked out in conjuction with industry and these should 
conform to the norms laid down by the Bhopal Institute to ensure 
equivalence of achievement in this area. (7.61)

128 It should also be possible for the School Boards to establish 
contacts with agricultural universities and their departments of 
extension services. Such contacts will benefit the community, 
including the student community. (7.61)

129 Some of the issues that have af îtated pui)lic consciousness 
during recent years need to be Identified. While drugs have been
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a f>roblem for some time, of late. AIDS has also become a public 
menace. The problem of population control has always been on 
the agenda but has not received the attention that it ought to 
have received. This is an issue that also calls for intervention by 
the Boards. (7.64)

130. It should be possible for schools which show interest in 
social welfare activities to establish contacts with similar agencies 
and develop meaningful local programmes. (7.69)

131. It is important that linkages with various social welfare 
programmes form part of an appropriate framework of 
educational instruction and inservice training. Unless a change 
of thinking is brought about both in the minds of teachers and 
the community at large that teachers are soldiers in the battle 
against Ignorance and superstition and, more positively, are the 
agents of change and development, the overall picture will 
continue to be one of unredeemed stagnation. (7.72)

6htpler 8: M i ln41« Boariis

132. As in respect of other Boards, CBSE should be a body which 
is not merely concerned with examinations alone but is also 
concerned with the entire spectrum of educational growth and 
development of students. (8.0®)

133. CBSE is not only an eicamining body. It should also guide 
the functioning of the secondary schools, whether they are 
government-run or privately managed. (8.09)

134. There is a need to strengthen CBSE’s mechanism or, if 
need t>e, to d ^ s e  new mechanisms of control and management 
of si3hools In diffierent stales. CBSE muit project Itself as an all 
India Board and should not remttln Delhi-Qriented. The manner 
in which CBSE should supervise the academic to d  even the 
administrative) functioning of schools situated all over the countiy 
(with no formal or regular contact between th^m and the Board) 
is a matter which requires detailed and susta^ed att̂ ention. (8,09)

135. Like all other Boards, CBSE should also be made a statutoiy 
body. (8.10)



136. The status of the Chairman, CBSE, docs not conform to 
the all India pattern. This matter needs to be taken up as and 
when a decision is taken regarding future organisation. In case 
this is going to take time, the issue of his status may be attended 
to separately. (8.11)

137. There is a need to evolve a mechanism to ensure 
that NCERT and CBSE work in close coordination with each 
other. (8.12)

138. Centrally sponsored/ controlled schools administered by 
KVS and NVS are attached to CBSE. The relationship between 
these bodies and GBSE needs to be dtflned more preciiily. The 
guiding principle should be that with regard to all academic 
matters, it is CBSE which should make the decisions. (8.13)

139. Certain states such as Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh do 
not have any Board. It is for consideration whesther CSSE has a 
role to play in respect of such situations. (8.14)

140. Only CBSE shotild have the right to affiliate foreign schools. 
This is for the simple reason that CBSE works under the general 
supervision and guidance of the Centre. At any future date, 
problems of dealing with other countries may arise. Should that 
come to pass, a body which is directly under the purview of the 
Centre would be the appropriate body for the purpose. (8.17)

141. CBSE and all other Boards generally follow the curriculum 
laid down by NCERT. In our view, the right pattern to adopt 
would be to ensure that the curriculum and structure 
as suggested by NCERT is followed by all Boards including 
CISCE. (8.20)

142. While all Boards, Including CISCE, follow the system of 
external examination, there may be occasions when C&CE may 
be conducted differently by different Boards, including CISCE 
Fhere should be no problem about that as long as the score 
awarded by the school and the score of the external examination 
are not added up to form the aggregate score. (8.21)
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143 Rules laid dowii by CISCE give recognition to schools 
need to tae worked out in greater specificity and detail. (8.22)

144. The National Open School (NOS) does not have an all India 
set-vip to control or supervise the examination work when it is 
conducted away from Delhi. Why not coordinate with different 
School Education Boards and depend upon them for assistance 
required to conduct their examinations effectively? (8.24)

145. There is no reason as to why similar open schools cannot 
be established in different states. Such schools would have fewer 
teething problems because the NOS has already solved quite a 
few of them. NOS can provide guidance, consultancy and its 
teachlng^earning materiais and w%everal other inputs which are 
indispensable for setting up open schools. (8.32)

146. The issue of equivalence of certificates given by NOS with 
other Boards needs to be discussed further at a meeting 
with COBSE. Chairmen of other Boards should participate in 
such a meeting to work out a solution to all these problems, 
particularly in regard to the courses requiring practical or 
laboratory work. (8.33)

147. Ultimately, NOS can act as a resource centre for similar 
Boards in other states. Its experience with different teaching 
media should pave the way for similar Boards (yet to be 
established) to learn from It. (8.33)

148. The Department of Education must have a representative 
on the Finance Committee of CISCE. As in the case of Central 
universities, no meeting of a selection committee is valid till the 
Visitor’s nominee is present. Some such mandatory provision 
needs to be Introduced in the case of both the key committees of 
the Council. (8,35)

Chat>t«r 9: TextbodkB

149. Textbooks at the school level should Ideally be written by 
schpol tfsachera operating at the. appropriate levels. Others may 
be invited to do so generally when school teachers with the 
required expertise are not available. (9.05)
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150. E very tex tbook  prescribed  shou ld  be tested  for its 
intellectual content and its pedagogic suitability both before and 
after its prescription. (9.10)

151. A ll textbooks should be reviewed by experts and these 
experts should be chosen in consultation with knowledgeable 
people and their names should be finally approved by the 
(^hairrnan of the Board. Their opinion in regard to a book should 
be obtained In writing. (9.10)

152. Once a textbook has been prescribed and circulated, a 
second  round o f eva lu a tion  a fte r a y ea r shou ld  a lso  be 
\mrtertaken. However, it should be ensured that mainly practising 
teachers from different institutions are involved in this job. 'rhey 
may be particu larly chosen from  am ongst those who have 
distinguished themselves by winning national or State awards. 
(9.10)

153. Rem unerati(^n to those se lected  to u n d ertak e  the 
assessm ent or reassessment o f books should be reasonably 
adequate. The names o f the reviewers should be kept confidential 
to start with. However, when their report is circulated after some 
time, the identity o f tfie r eviewers or assessors should Ije made 
jjuhlic. (9.10)

154. Quite a few of the teachers are talented and capable o f 
w ilting good books but their talent needs to be identified and 
projected. It is time to break with the status quo o f the almost 
total disernpowerment of teachers by involving them in the writing 
o f textbooks. (9.14)

155. No definite ref:ommendation is made as to how long a book 
should remain prescribed. At the same time, the decision in I his 
regard should l)e both transparent and participative. (9 19)

156. Whether a textbook is to be adopted or written afresh arui 
so on, m ust be d ec id ed  by a B oard  o f S tu d ie s  w h o s e  
reromrnendations in regard to this matter should be submitted 
to the Academic division for approval. (9 20)

157. There should l>e incentives such as awards to the best 
texthooks in different subjects Also, the same gifted author(s) 
may be asked to write fur tlifferent classes and so on (9.22)



158. A textbook written In one Indian language may be translated 
into another Indlari language. In that case both the writer and 
the Board may be paid something by way of royalty or 
compensation for the right to reprint. (9.23)

159. The membership of the Boards of Studies and the Academic 
division must be both strengthened and professionalised if these 
have to improve the resource input for improving the quality 
of school education. This is particularly necessary for I he 
preparation of teKtbooks. All this is being suggested to 
ensure t hat intensive attention is given to the quality of textbook 
writing. (9.25)

160. No individual who is connected with School showW
be permitted to write or be connected with this operation in any 
manner. (9.27)

161. The editorial skills of the right kind for editing textbooks 
are in short supply. COBSE must arrange workshops in different 
parts of the country for identifying and improving this important 
input into the writing and publication of textboks. (9.28)

162. In some of the States, textbooks corporations have been 
established but they do not have the required number of 
sale outlets in every' nook and corner of the state. Therefore a 
certain degree of involvement of private booksellers becomes 
unavoidable. (9.31)

163. The Boards should be primarily interested in ensuring the 
quality of textbook writing; and also the right kind of production. 
An additional item of considerable ImportEmiCe is that the books 
prescribed should be affordable. This can be ensured by devising 
an appropriate pricing formula. When there is bidding for the 
printing and sale of textbooks by private publishers, this formula 
should be available to them. Whoever bids successfully does it 
in terms of that formula. (9.33)

164 The involvement ol the private sectoi is imperative for 
ensuring commercial efficiency and economy in the printing 
and sale of textboks. Among other things, liberalisation demands 
that in a matter like the circulation and sale of textbooks, the 
private sector has and ought to have Its legitimate role. (9.87)
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165. Let there be some kind o f a competition between the State- 
sponsored and privately-published textbooks. W hoever can do 
the job  more effectively and more cheaply should be allowed to 
succeed, (9.38)

106. Boards in the H indi-speaking states m ust develop a 
mechanism whereby good textbooks o f one Hindi-speaking state 
can be sold in another Hindi-speaking state. This w ill m ake the 
availability o f Hindi books cheaper as well as help improve the 
quality of textbooks. (9,40)

167. In some states, textbooks have an additional useful feature 
and this practice needs to be emulated by other Boards too. The 
relevant portion of the v s y lla b u s  whicli that textbook covers is 
reproduced at the end o f the book. (9.41)

Cftapter 10: Flnaiiclng

108. Each Board must be financially self-sufficient both to (a) 
reorganise itself along the lines suggested, and fb) initiate certain 
new programmes o f quality improvement envisaged in the body 
o f the report. (10.09)

169. Norms in respect o f expenditure on staff, examination work, 
recognition o f schools, etc., have to be observed. There is a need 
for COBSP" to develop such norms by collecting data from different 
Boards, (10,09)

170. A  th ree-yearly cycle o f a total review  o f incom e and 
expenditure o f each Board will be in order. While doing so, it 
may be advisable to associate one or two knowledgeable and 
experienced persons wilh the exercise, (10 09)

171. r iie re  are certa in  item s o f expen d itu re  w here  the 
governnient niu.st subsidise the Boards. WHiat are those items of 
expenditure regarding wliich subsidies are required has to l)e 
prec isely defined so that there are no unnecessary argument 
e^^eiy ye?ir anrl nothing is withheld in order lo put f)ressure on 
the lk)Hrrl. (10.10)

172 The level r)f the exam iriation lee m ust be linked  lo 
remuneration paynble (o paper setters, moderators, examiners, 
ctc .  The rates ot ex;aminatiori fee will have h) be revised



upwards if we want reasonably competent and taull-free 
pe rform ance. (10.12)

173. The human elemeni is so crucial to the efficiency and 
integrity of examination work that it has to be suitably 
remunerated. It would be advisable to coordinate the thinking of 
different Boards in regard to this issue through the agency of 
f:OBvSE. (10.14)

174. There should be a separate budget of the Examination 
Branc'h within the general budget. (10.15)

175. The disadvantaged sections of the population such as 
scheduled castes/scheduled tribes, girls, etc., should be given 
the same concessions in nespect of the examination fee as is 
being done for tuition fee. (10.16)

176. One source of income lies in the penalties that ai*e levied in 
certain cases; delays, tor example. The quantum of Income from 
this source may not be large, but it is identifiable. Also it needs 
to be added that fines, as and when levied, must be based on a 
certain rational basis. The rate of fines V’̂ as fixed decades ago 
and hence needs revision. (10.21)

177. Expenditure on the Recognition division should be worked 
out separately as in the case of the Examination division and 
the full cost recovered from the schools. In fact, this item should 
also generate some suiplus. (10.22)

178. The Board should also be able to raise additional revenue 
by charging a 10 per cent profit on the textbooks. This 10 per 
cent sui*plus on the sale of textbooks may create hardship for 
certain categories of students. Such disadvantaged categories of 
students may be given some kind of a subsidy towards purchase 
of books. The job, for obvious reasons, mnst be delegated to the 
schools. (10.23)

179. There is a need for the Boards to incur expendltirre 
partrcirlarly on the retrfiining of teachers. A five year plan needs 
to be prepared and the State governments, NCTE, NCERT, 
SCERT, NIEPA should be involved in planning. When it comes to 
fimding this programme, it should be shared between the Board 
and the States on a 50:50 basis. (10.28)
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•1 BO. A tliree yearly review ot the budget must be a regular feature 
of (he fiinrtioning of each Board followed by an all India meet 
under the auspices of COBSE. (10.31)

Chapter 11: ProbletnB of Imfilementation

181. Implementation is primarily a political issue. The states in 
particular have a crucial role to play. Therefore, it is up to the 
vState governments to take initiative for the reorganisation of 
Scliool Boards of Education. (11.07)

182. There are two things, however, which the Centre can do in 
a somewhat planned and meaningful manner. The first is 
Increased lunding thoiigli Ihis m not so easy to give beeawse ot 
the claims of ekmientary education which are difficult to resist. 
The second is policy interventions. Though perhaps difficult
lo enforce, it is only the Centre which can do so in statutory 
terms. (11.08)

183. If the alternative strategy of making secondary education 
terminal in character is put into effect, fewer and fewer people 
will aspire to join college. (11.10)

184. Secondary education needs to be regulated in a way as to 
make sure tiiat the youth are neither left rudderless nor pushed 
towards an anarchic frame of mind. (11.11)

185. One State, one Boarrl should be the policy. A decision in 
this legard lequires to be taken at the political level. (11.16)

18t>. Wlien t he size of t he Board is small, it is pointless to assume 
that tlie elaborate structure recommended for each single Board 
ran be installed without suitable funding or if it is even necessary 
lo do so. Even II funds of the required jnagnltude are forthcoming, 
there would be a(Mite shortage ot trained prolessional manpower.
( )ne solution could l»e that the small States look after the conducl 
of examinations and everything else is [)ooled together under 
Ihe ausp ices ot one Board lor the w hole  reg ion . Th is  is 
beiuf* stated pariic tilarly !oi the slates in the North Eastern 
Zone (11 18)

187. As regards states in Ihe South Zone, they have to take a



df̂ clsion regarding the statutoiy status of their reapectlve Boards. 
It would be advisable for them to fall in line with the pattern 
recommended for the rest of the country within a couple of 
years. {11.18)

188. The Kothari Commission had laid down that the plus-two 
classes essentially belonged to the school sector and should be 
located there. This re-arrangement has been carried out in three- 
fourths of the country. But some of the States are yet to fall in 
line with this recommendation. The sooner the concerned states 
come to terms with the changing situation and sort things out in 
the way they should be sorted out, the better ft would be for the 
future of secondary education. (11.19)

189. Professional functioning of the Board should be the ideal 
to achieve. But before that ideal can be achieved, a number of 
intermediate steps would have to be taken. Interacting with others 
in a productive way is only one of the necessary steps. (11.20)

190. COBSE has to be made into an active and fully functioning 
body, indeed a powerhouse of ideas and Initiatives. This can 
happen only if its different units cooperate with it not only readily 
and through appropriate financial support, but through a sense 
of commitment to the all India presence of COBSE as the 
representative body of secondaiy education. (11.22)

Chapter 12: Towards gutlity: Seme Key tstues

191. Curriculum at the secondary level was last reviewed a 
decade ago. Another round of revision is likely to be initiated 
shortly. As and when it is done, we would expect that certain 
aspects of the scheme which have not received as much attention 
which they deserved would now be given due attention. (12.05)

192. II the quality of secondary education is to be improved, 
and (his is the basi( thrust of this Report, the single-most 
important step which needs to be taken is planned and systematic 
retraining of teachers (12.07)

193. The actual job of training would have to be done by the 
Boards themselves with the assistance and cooperation of NCTE. 
vSCERT, training colleges, university departments of education 
and other institutions. (12.08)
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194. The coTintry does not have enough resources to 
work according to the traditional modes of retraining. Non- 
tradltional modes like the open learning system will have to be 
adopted. (12.09)

195. There are not many people who are trained to undertake 
research and several other professional jobs envisaged by the 
Task Force. Therefore, COBSE should immediately undertake a 
series of workshops in different parts of the country and train 
people particularly in the area of research. The appropriate thing 
for COBSE, NCERT, NCTE, NIEPA. etc., would be to put their 
heads together, pool their intellectual resources and work out a 
plan of action which may be put into effict within a year. (12.12)

196. An exercise in regard to minimum learning levels of 
achievement at the secondary stage needs to be undertaken 
urgently. (12.14)
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No. F.16 2-93 Sch. 3 
Government of India 

Ministry of Human Resource Development 
Department of Education

New Delhi the 18th July 1995

ORDER

Appendix A

Subject; Constitution of a Task Force to suggest ways and 
means to strengthen the role of the Boards of 
Secondary Education

The National Policy on Education. 1986 as updated in 1992, has resolved 
to reorganise the Boards of Secondary Education in the countiy and to 
vest them with autonomy in order that their ability to improve the quality 
of Secondeiry Education is enhanced. In pursuance of this Policy 
directive, the Programme of Action (POA) 1992 has recommended for 
setting up of a Task Force to study the present position and status of 
the Boards of Secondary Education and to draw up a scheme to 
transform the Boards into effective instruments for bringing out 
qualitative improvement of Secondary Education.

2. The above mentioned Policy postulate and the POA recommendation 
have been engaging the attention of the Department for quite some 
time. It has now been decided to set up a Task Force to suggest ways 
and means to strengthen the role of various Boards of Secondary 
Education in the country.

3. The Task Force shall comprise of the following:

i) Dr. Amrik Singh Chairman
2/26 Sarvapriya Vihar
New Delhi 110017

ii) Dr. K.J.S. Chatrath Member
JS (SE) Dept, of Edn., (From 25.4,96)
MHRD
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iii) Prof. B.P. Khandelwal 
Chairman CBSE

Member

iv) Prof. J.R. Rathore
Chairman^ J&K State Board 
of School Education

Member

v) Dr. J.S. Sarma
Education Secretary 
Andhra Pradesh

Member

vi) Shri Sumlt Bose
Education Secretary 
Madhya Pradesh

vlj) Dr. Chltaranjan Baneijee 
President
West Bengal Board of 
Secondary Education

viii) Dr. P.B. Das 
President
Orissa Board of Secondary Edn.

Prof. D. Misra 
President
Orissa Board of Secondary Edn.

Dr. r\C. Mahapatra 
President
Orissa Board of Secondary Edn,

ix) Srnt Nini Meru 
Secretary
Nagaland Board of Secondary 
Edueation

Member

Member

Member

Member 
{from 25,4.96)

Member 
(from 14 1 97)

Member

X)

Sliri P. Thakur 
Education Secretary 
Rajasthan

Siiri Abhirnanyu Singh 
Efiuration Secretary 
Rajasthan

Member 
(From 25.4.96)

Member
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xil Km. Jayanthi Member
EducaHon Secretary 
Tamil Nadu

Shrl L.N. Vijayaraghavan Member
Education Secretary (from 25.4.96)
Tamil Nadu

Shri S.P. Elangovan (from 7.8.96)
Education Secretaiy 
Tamil Nadu

xli) Shri Francis Fanthome Member
Chief Executive & Secretary 
Council of Indian School 
Certificate Examination. Delhi.

xiii) Shri S.C. Behar Member
Chief Secretary
Govt, of Madhya Pradesh
Sachivalaya
Bhopal

xiv) Dr. T.N. Dhar Member
A-60 Yojana Vihar
Delhi 110092

xv) Smt Indu Pillai Member
Principal
Mother’s International School 
Aurobindo Marg 
New Delhi 110016

xvi) l̂ rof. Y.P. Agarwal Member
Education Department
Kurukshfttra University

xvii) Dr N.K. .Janglru Member
l̂ rol. 1 lead
Departmeni ol Teacher Education 
NCERT. New Delhi

I’rol. A.K Sharma Member
Direcff)r. NCERT (From 25.4.95)



xviii) Smt K. Sharadamma Member
DPI & Chairman 
Karnataka Secondary Education 
Examination Board 
Bang£tlore

Shrl R.H. Kanadc
DPI & Chairman
Karnataka Seeondary Education
Examination Board
Bangalore

Km. Prema Devi
DPI & Chairman
Karnataka Secondaiy Education
Examination Board
Bangalore

xlx) Prof. Kuldeep Mathur 
Director. NIEPA

xx) Shrl D.V. Sharma Member-Secretary
Secretary
Council of Boards of School 
Education in India 
Delhi

4 The Terms of Reference of the 'I'ask Force will be

i) To study the relevant provisions of the Acts irf the State 
Governments laying down the composition and functions of the 
State Boards of School Education and to suggest modifications 
therein, if considered necessary, for enhancing the administrative 
and academic ability of the State Boards towards qualitative 
improvement of the schools and Intermediate/Junior Colleges.

ii) To suggest structural arrangements necessary In the Board of Sec- 
ondary Education for fulfilling the abjective of the National Policy 
on Education and to plan for Secondary Education of high quality 
for the future.

ill) To study the existing composition, IVmctlon and powers of the Boards 
of School Education at national level and to suggest modifications. 
If l onsldered necessary, lo enhance their capacity for qualitative 
Improvement in tlie sclionls resperlively afflicted to them: and
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!v) To make recommendations on any other issues which have a bearing 
on quality of secondary education vis-a-vis the functions ol the 
Board.

5. The Task Force will devise Its own procedure and methodology of 
work and will submit its report within the period of one year (extended 
to 18.11.1996 and then to 18.2.1997) from the date of issue of this 
order.

6. The secretarial assistance and other services to the Task Force will 
be provided by the National Council of Educational Research and 
Training.

7. TA/DA to the non-official members of the Task Force will be paid by 
the NCERT as per the usual rates.

Sd/
(Arturag Bhatnagai ) 

Director

Copy to:

1. Prime Minister’s Office
2. Members of the Task Force
3. Education Secretaries of State Government/UT Admn.
4. Director, NCERT and Secretary NCERT
5. Secretary, University Grants Commission, Bahadur Shah Zafar 

Marg, New Delhi 110002
6. PS to Minister of Human Resource Development
7. PS to Deputy Minister (E«tC) Ministry <3f Human Resource 

Development
8. All Divisional Heads of Department of Bdiication
9. Private Secretaries to ES/AS/JS (SE)

10. SO School 1 /School 4.



Appendix B

Boi^f of Secon^aiy Sdttcfttien: 
umvrn and Data of iilibttalliiiaiit

state Board

1

Yeslf of Administrative
Establishment Set-up

Andhra i) Andhra Pradesh Board 
Pradesh of Secondaiy Education

11) Andhra Pradesh Board of 
Intermediate Education

Assam 1) Board of Secondaiy
Education, Assam 

ii) Assam Higher Secondary 
Education Council

Bihar i) Bihar Sch(x)l Examination
Board 

ii) Bihar Intermediate 
Education Council

Goa Goa Board of Secondary &
Higher Secondary Education

Gujarat ( jujarat Secondaiy
Kducatlon Board

Haryana Haryana Board of Education

H P Himachal Pradesh Board r>f
School Education

JiHiK tl&K State Hoard of School
Education

19B3 Part of the State
Department of 
Bducatlon

1971 Statutoiy

1962 Statutoiy

1984 Statutory

1952 Statutory

1980 Statutoiy

1975 Statutory

1960 Statutory

1969 Statutory

1969 vStatutory

1965 Statutoiy
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Karnatakiv 1) Karnataka Secondary 
Education Examination 
Board

ii) Karnataka Board of the 
Pre-University Education

Kerala Kerala Board of Public 
Examinations

Maharashtra Maharaihtra State Board of 
Secondary and Higher 
Secondaiy Education

Madhya
Pradesh

Manipur

Meghalaya

Mizoram

Nagaland

Oriasa

Punjab

Madhrya Pradesh Board of 
Secondaiy Education

i) Manipur Board of 
Secondary Education

ii) Manipur Council of 
Higher Secondary Education

Meghalaya Board of 
School Education

Mi»oram Board of 
School Education

Nagaland Board of 
School Education

i) Orissa Board of Secondary 
Education 

11) Orissa Board of Higher 
Secondary Education

Punjab School 
Education Board

1966

1970

1949

1966

1959

1972 

1992

1973 

1976

1974

1965

1955

1969

Rajasthan Rajasthan Board of 
Secondary Education

1957

Part of the 
State Deptt 
of Education 
Part of the State 
Deptt. of Pre- 
University 
Education

Part of the State 
Deptt. of 
Education

Statutory

Statutory

Statutory

Statutory

Statutory

Statutory

Statutory

Statutory

Statutory

Statutory

Statutory
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I

Tamil
Nadu

i) Tamil Nadu Board of 1908 
Secondary Education

ii) Tamil Nadu Board of 1982 
Higher Secondaiy Education

Part of the State 
Deptt.of Education 
Part of the State 
Deptt.
of Education

Tripura Tripura Board ot Secondary 
Education

1973 Statutory

IJ.P,

West
Bengal

U P. Board of High School 
& Intermediate Education

i) West Bengal Board of 
Secondary Education

ii) West Bengal Board of 
Higher Sec. Education

1922

1951
(Reconsti
tuted in 
1964)

1929
(Reconsti
tuted in 
1962)

Autonomous Body 
under the Deptt 
of Education

Statutory

Statutory

All India 
F3oards

i) C.B.S.E., New Delhi Autonomous 
body under th  ̂
Government of 
India

ii) Council for Indian School 1958
Certificate Pvxamination,
New Delhi

ill) Natiunal Open School 1989

Registered
Society

Autoiiomous 
body under the 
Government of 
India



ADDendx":

Relative Position of Chairpeisoos of the Board

State/1JT Designation Tenure Status Terms & Conditions Emoluments

1 2 3 4 5 o

1. A n dh ra Pradesh 
Board of In te r
mediate 
exam ination

2. Assam Higher 
Secondary 
Education 
Council

3. Board of 
Secondar}' 
Education  
A ssam

4. Bihar School 
Education 
Board

5. Board of School 
Education 
Han^ana

6, Jammu & ' 
Kasiimir Board
of School Education

ChEdrm an

Chairman

"hairm an

Chairmsin

C h airm an

Chairman

3 years but will 
continue till the 
successor enters 
upon his office

Ex-officio (as fixed 
by the State 
Government]

3 years
may be reaoppointed

To be specified by
the Govt.

To be specified by 
the Govt.

Ex-o fficio  G<yv̂ .. appointee

Nominated bv tlie Govd.

Director of 
Education

Not yet 
fixed . 
Supposed 
to be the 
rank of 
Minister 
of State 
Vice-
Chancellor

Vice-
Chancellor

Govt, appointee 
troin State Go\n:. se n ice

As decided by the 
Government

To be appointed by the 
Gov't on su ch  term s and 
conditions as it m av th in k 
fit
To be appointed by the 
Govt.

As per term s & 
conditions of 
apointm ent

As fixed by tJie 
Government 
irom nme to 
time 
A s per 
Govern men I 
ra le s

„/\s per term s of 
anpointm ent

 ̂o De nxea uy 
the State Goxt.

Rs. 7600 & other 
allowances as 
admissible



.. i..r. jDOcircl 01
Scnooi

u h a jrm a ii To be specilied b}'
the Go\t .

Vice- Nominee or appointee of
Chancellor tht̂  Government as per

conditians specified by 
Gc»vemment

Rs. 5.000 fixed-f- 
allowances as 
admissible

S ero n d ar;
Education
Commission

Chairman Ex-o fficio Director of
Public
Instruction

Govt appointee from 
State Govt,

As per Govt, pay- 
scale

9 Madhya Pradesh — 
Board ol
Secondary' Education

C o u n cil of
Higher
Secondary
Education
Manipur

[Chairman To be specified 
the State Govt.

EMrector of
Pidatoc
Instruction

On dqartatoi frcmi Govt, 
servfce

Sui]>s^Qiii  ̂ in 
the cffiginal scale 
of pay & 
cte t̂atkjn 
allowance as 
admiss3fcfc

N agaland Board C hairm an
of School
Edu cation

3 years (can be 
extended for 1 year 
Total period may 
not be more than 5 
years)

Not To be appointed by the
specified Government either on

contract basis or on 
deputation on the terms 
and condttions as 
specified by the Govt.

If on deputation 
substantive pay 
in the original 
scale & deputa
tion allowance 
and other allow 
ances as 
admissible



12. Board of 
Secondary 
Education 
Cuttack. Orissa

President Director of Terms and conditions of 
Education ajjpwintment as determined 

by the State Government

As per the terms 
appointment

13. Board of 
Secondary 
Education 
Tamil Nadu

Director of 
Govt.
Examinations
Chairman

Ex-officio Director of Govt, appointee from the
Ekiucation State Govt. Service

As per
Government
pay-scale

14. West Bengal 
Council of 
Higba: 
Secondaô  
EducatiOTi

President

15. West Bengal 
Board of 
Secondary 
Education

President

Period to be 
specified by the 
Government but 
rKJt i^3re than 4 
years in the irst 
Ĥ fcaffiee ê en s^cr 
exta^m . Gcrvt, may 
reappoint after the 
expiry of tiie term

Pro-Vice-
Chaneltor

Govt, appointee

Pro-Vice- 
Chancellor

Govt, appointee

Govt, may decide 
At present 
Rs. 73CX) fixed 
and alowances 
as -pKsr Govt, rute

Appointed by the 
government as 
terms and foncii- 
tions of apptvinr- 
ment



ALL INDIA. BOARDS

c-nairman vears

CISCE

NOS

Chairman

Cnairman

Biennial renewabie 
appointment

Appointed by the 
G overnm ent of India

Elected the General 
Bocfy of the Board

Scale Rs. 5900- 
6900. Appointed 
by the Go\t. as per 
terms and 
conditions of 
appointment

Scale Rs. 5^X)- 
6900. Afjpointed 
by G ovm ]^  Bcxiy

Scaie Rs. ^00-

fee Gk»it. 2̂  per 
t^ms £»Eid 
conditkHis of 
appointment



Appendix D

Status i f  AnfleMitAtatlflii sf Examination 
Refsm s at the School Lev̂ el

SI .No. Steps for Examination Reform Boards/States which have 
Introduced reform

1 Development of policy statement
(designs) for each question 

 ̂ paper

2. Appointment of paper setters
ftijm among those trained in 
evaluation

3. Appointment of panels of paper

4. Allocation of definite
proportionate percentages 
of marks in question 
papers for testing different 
abilities.

5. Ensuring an effective coverage 
of the syllabus through 
tlie question pape'^s

6. Introduction of specific 
pinpointed questions in 
thê  question paper

Andhra Pradesh. Assam, 
Gujarat, Kerala. 
Maharashtra, Punjab, 
Rajasthan, CISCE, J&K, 
Haryana, Tripura, 
Karnataka, Goa, U.P.,
West Bengal.

Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat 
Kerala, Maharashtra, 
Orissa, Rajasthan, CISCE, 
J&K, M.P., Manipur. Tamil 
Nadu, Haryana, Goa, U P., 
West Bengal.

Andhm Pradesh, Assam, 
Kerala, Gujarat, 
Maharashtra. Rajasthan, 
CISCE. Tripura, Goa, U.P.

Andhra Pradesh, Assam, 
Gujarat, Maharashtra, 
Kerala, Rajasthan, CISCE 
J&K, M.P., CBSE, Haiyana, 
Maniptir, Tripura. 
Karnataka, Goa, U.P

Andhra Pradesh. Assam, 
Gujarat, Kerala. Mahara
shtra. Rajasthan, CISCE, 
CBSE. JAK, Manipur, M.P., 
Haryana, Goa* U P.

Andhra Pradesh, Assam, 
Gujarat, Karnataka,
Kerala, Maharashtra, 
CISCE, CBSE, Haryana. 
Tripura, Goa, U.P.. West 
Bengal
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Inclusion of short-answer 
queslons in the question 
papers, besides the easy- 
type ones

Introduction of objective type 
questions (multiple choice) 
in tlie question papers.

Andhra Pradesh, Assam, 
Gujarat, Karnataka. 
Kerala. Mediarashtra, 
Manipur, Orissa. Punjab. 
Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, 
CISCE, CBSE, Haryana, 
Tripura, Goa, U.P., West 
Bengal.

Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, 
Karnataka, Kerala. 
Maharashtra. Manipur, 
Orissa, Punjab, Rajastlian, 
Tamil Nadu, CISCE, 
Tripura, Goa, U.P.

g Use of question banks for
setting question papers.

Gujarat, Rajasthan, CISCE 
Haryana, West Bengal.

! 0. Abolition of overall
options in the question 

papers

Andhra Pradesh, Assam, 
Gujarat, Karnataka, 
Kerala, Orissa, Rajasthan. 
CBSE. U.P.

II. Development of marking
scheme alongwith each 

(liiestion |)apers by the 

.setter himself.

12 Division oi question papers 
into two separate nections 
lor lixed i espouse and free 
response questions vvitii fixed 
.“̂ epfirate lime limit

13 liitrodution of ('entralised 
Mpot evaluation of .scripts

14 Introdiictioii ol mrrhaiiical 
lifot'essing of eKaininatinn
1 t'SUltS

Assam. Gujarat. I^arnataka 

Kerala. Punjab, Rajasthan 

CISCE, CBSE, U.P., Goa, 
Maharashtra. West Bengal.

Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat. 
Kerala, Karnataka. Punjab 
Rajasthnn, Tamil Nndu, 
CISCE.

Andhra Pradesh. Assam. 
Gujarat. Karnataka. Kerala 
Tamil Nadu. CISCE, CBSE. 
Tripura Goa, U.P.

Andhra f’radesh Gujarat 

l^arnataka Kerala 

Maharashtra Rajasthan 

CISCIC, CBSE U P.
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15 Scaling of subjectwise 

results tor making them 

foinparahle

Gujarat, Kerala. CISCK

16 Allowing students to clear 

the examination in parts

17 I’ermitting students to 

im[)rove their grades
t)y appearing at subsequent 

examination

Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka 

Kerala, Rajasthan,
Punjab, CBSE.

Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka. Kerala, 
Rajasthan, Punjab, CBSFi,.

18. Reckoning both the product 

and perlbrmance in 

evaluation of practical 
work in science subject 

examination

Assam, Gujarat, Kerala, 
Punjab. Maharashtra, 
Rajasthan. CISCE, Tripura 

CBSR. Goa. U.P.

19, Incorporation of both 

academic and non-academic 

areas of pupil growth in
the scheme subject

20. Issue of separate certificate 

of internal assessment along 

with that of external examination

Rajasthan. Tamil Nadu

Rajasthan

21. Analysis of question papers
in details as feedback for 
paper setters

22 Analysis of answer-scrlpts
of the examination locating 
common errors, correlation 
in score and fimctional 
v'alue of item, etc

Rajasthan

Rajasthan

23 Autonomy to schools in 
rurriciilum teaching, 
textbooks, evaluation, etc.

Rcijasthan



Norms for Minimum Physical Facilities in 
Secondary and Higher Secondary Schools

(An exercise done Jointly by N C E R T  & CO BSE )

The following norm s are an outcome of Programme of Action (F’OA) 
1992’s recommendation to evolve standards regaid ing the m inim um  
physical facilities in schools. These norma have been evolved frott^ the 
norm s adopted by the Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti, Kendriya Vldyaiaya  
Sangathan, Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE), Council for 
the Indian School Certificate Examination (CIvSCE), which they have 
prepared for providing affiliation to schools. For science laboratories, 
t)ie designs evolved by \he N CER T  Viave V)een t'Dnsulled.

•  ( 'oming to t he specifics of m inimum physical norms, the first point 
lor consideration is the land requirements. The land size for a school 
will depend on the num ber of pupils in a school. Generally a 
Heeondaiy school is from Class VI to C lass X  aiid a higher secondary  

f-ichool is from Class VI to ( 'la ss  XII.

Land Requirements for School Building (Secondary and Higher 
Secondary)

A school .should iu)t have less than two acres of land and a building  

constructed on a part of the land as mentioned in the table given in this 

Appendix and proper playground on the remaining land. In metropolitan 

cities with ;> population rxcceding 25 lakhs, the land may be one acre* 
v/itli adecjuate building anrl arrangem ent lor imparting physical and 

hpalth edu( ation

•  Schools having less than one acre of land, should have |)linth area 

ni .'lOO 8(|.m I 1 sq.tn. for every yludeiit on the rolls for a secondary  

scliool and 750 sq rri + I sq.m for every sturlent on the roll for ;i
1 light r Secondary Sf liool.

•  Ihc  gu idel ines regard ing plinth area for higher secondar v .scfiool 

huildirifc* are :jvailal)le In the table given in this Appendix.

(leiieral Considerations

in itlannini '  ol a school  building* the i i i inimuii i  < onsiderat lons,  wli icl i  
sbt)uhi be Kept in mind ,vn the rl iniate o f  the place, (he lavout  o f  llu 
{Mcund .mil tli(* ;<i7i ot tlie ictiool n qu i red
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Qenerftl Mlnimiifii Pacllltlea Required In a School

1 Adequate number of classrooms, i.e one classroom for each section 
should be there.

2 A few other class/special rooms may also be provided for various 
activities tn the school such as group discussions, seminars, combined 
lectures, etc.

3. Adequate toilet facilities should be there separately for boys and 
girls and for gents and lady staff members. These toilets should be 
spread out in the school building and should be equipped with proper 
ventilation and water facilities

4. The circulation space should average 20 per cent of the total covered 
area.

5. There should be a multipurpose hall in every school.

6. Every school should have a library with reading room facilities.

7. 'Hie schools which offer science should have science laboratories

8. The school should have a Prirtcipal’s room and a staff-room. If possible, 
with attached toilets.

I. Classroom
(1) Taking about 40 children at an average, the classroom size should 
be at least 50.37 sq. m. with adequate light and ventilation.

(2) The number of classrooms will depend on the number of classes 
and their sections in the school (Each section should be allotted a 
separate classroom).

(3) (1) The minimum furniture in the classroom should have atleast
one seat and writing Space for each child. So there should be 40  
seats and 40 places for writing.

(11) One table and one chair for the teacher alongwith at least a 
blackboard of normal sl*e.

(4) Adequate light and fan points in the classroom should be there in 
such a manner that they are uniformly dlstribtlted. (This is for the 
places where light is available and fans are needed.)

II. A  common hall for Tariotis functions in the school should be 
there.

(1) The size of the hall will depend on the enrolment in the .school. For 
560 students the size of the hall should be 432 sq.m.
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(2) There should be adequate furniture in the hall with the facilities of 
stage, ferns (if required), lights, toilets. «tc.

III. Other rdomt in the school

Every school should have some other rooms like Art-room, Music room. 
Home Science room. Computer room. Geography room, and Activity 
room, etc. (This is according to the specialisations offered in the school.) 
The sizes of these rooms should be at least 67.62 sq.m.

IV. Laborateriea

If the school offers science subjects, laboratories are needed. In a 
secondary school there may be a general science laboratory but in a 
Higher Sftcondaiy School separate labs w\U bt ntcded.

(i) The General Science lab may be at least of 114 sq. m. area including
the store and ancillary spaces.

(ii) Physics lab including the store and dark-room for higher secondary
classes may be 99.30 sq.m.

(iii) Chemistry lab including the store and balance room may be 99.36
sq.m.

(iv) Biology lab including the store and museum may also be 99.36 
sq.m.

(v) I ’he laboratories should have the working space for at least 15 to 20
students and should be equipped with necessary equipment.

V. Library

Library is a necessary requirement for a school.

(i) I'he size of a library will depend on the enrolment in the school. For 
a school of 560 children the library may be 79 sq.m. whereas for 
880 children, it may be 102.12 sq.m,

(ii) It should be well ventilated, well lighted with leading room and 
issuing facility.

tiii) The library should contain some good encyclopaedias, dictionaries, 
! elerenc c liooks general books and textbooks. There should also 
l)e bookH for the professional growth of the teachers.

(iv) .‘̂ iome ioiiruals. newspapers atul magazines should be subsciibed 
1 egularly.
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VI. Tetchert Mid Other BtAff

The school should have adequate staff according to the classes which 
are there in the school. Number of teachers Will depend on the number 
of classes, number of students and the number of subjects offered in 
the school.

(i) The teachers of secondary and higher secondaiy classes should 
posses a postgraduate degree with a B.Ed.

(ii) The teachers for Class IX and X should have at leasi a graduate 
degree with a B.Ed,

(iii) There should be a principal in a higher secondary school with at 
least P̂ GvT. quallftcation with administrative experience.

(iv) The other staff may include the clerks in the office, typists, 
accountant, peons, sweepers, laboratory assistants, librarian, 
waterman, etc.

(v) In the secondaiy classes, there should be at least one T.G.T. each 
for History, Geography, Maths. Hindi. English and Science. For 
higheV secondary classes there should be a P.G.T. in each subject 
offered by the school in all the streams, viz.. Humanities, Commerce, 
Science and Vocational.



For a hlgh«r ••eondArir sehool havlAg 10 M etlM c fro « e iM M  VI 
to xa , the plidtllnet l» r  tlt« fAliitM M H  tm tm nrni

s. lype of rooms No. of Area df each Total area
No. rooms room in aq.m. in a^.m.

1. Class Rooms 10 50.37 503.70

2. Science Lecture 
theatre

2 50.37 100.74

3 Laboratories 
(PhyalcB, Chemistry, 
Biolo^)

3 99.36 29i.0B

4. General Sc. Lab. 1 114.00 114.00

5 Social Sc. Room 1 67.62 67.«2

6, Art Room 1 67.62 67.62

7, Work experience/
Craft Room 1 67.62 67.62

8 ActivltJy Room 1 67,62 67.02

9 Computer Room 1 50.37 50.37

10 I.ibrary 1 102.12 102.12

11. Principal’s Room I 19.00 19.00

12. Office 1 29.30 29.30

la vStaff common Room 1 44.50 44.50

14 Physical edn. Room 1 44.50 44.50

15 General Store 1 50.40 50.40

16 NCC/ACC/Scout 44 00 176.00

17 Mcdii al Unit 1 29 30 29.30

18 Book Store 1 44 50 44.50



Tasks AftBlgntd to COB8E

1. To coordinate with AIU regarding tests conducted by untvesittes 
at the Instance ot the State governments for admission to 
professionaJ courses. (4.13)

2. To organise annual meets of Controllers of Examinations. (4.15)

3. To prepare a manual for examination work by the Boards. (4.19)

4. To standardise the rules of recognition of schools by the Boards. 
(5.09)

5. To coordinate with AILI and prepare a set of financial regulations 
applicable both to universities and school Boards. (5.19)

6. To organise sports and co-curricular activities at the national and 
state levels. (5.20)

7. COBSE to expand and profession2illse its working. (7.14)
8. COBSE to revise its constitution in keeping with its new role. (7.15)

9. To work out a solution to the problem of the inter-variability of 
standards. (7.27)

10. To evolve a proforma to assess the suitability and quality ot 
textbooks proposed to be prescribed. (9.10)

11. To organise workshops for different Boards to help them to develop 
editorial expertise for textbook writing. (9.28)

12. Norms in respect of staffing, examination work, maintenance 
expenditure, development expenditure, recognition of schools, eic. 
need to be laid down through the agency of COBSE. (10.09)

13. To evolve a system whereby a three-yearly review of the budget 
can be undertaken, (10.22)

14. To work out a system of systematic financial support for itself so 
as to promote more dynamic functioning. (11.22)
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Tft«k Perot Ifettin^ ReM

The Task Force held seven meetings in all at Delhi. These meetings 
were organised as given below:

1. On 9th September 1995 at 10.30 a.m. In the Committee Room, Dr. 
Zakir Hussain Block, NCERT, New Delhi.

2. On 10th January. 1996 at 10.30 a.m. in the Conference Room No. 
202. CIET, NCERT.

3. On 31st January 1996 at 10.30 a.m. in the Committee Room, Dr. 
Zakir Hussain Block, NCERT, New Delhi.

4. On 1st April 1996 at 10.30 a.m. in the Conference Room No. 
229,CIET, NCERT. New Delhi.

5. On 10th January 1997 at 10.30 a,m. in the Committee Room, Dr. 
Zakir Hussain Block. NCERT, New Delhi

6. On 17th January 1997 at 10.30 a.m. in the Committee FUiom, Dr 
Zakir Hussain Block, NCERT, New Delhi

7 On 16th Febniary 1997 at 11.00 a.m. in the Conference Room No.
229, CIET. NCERT, New Delhi.
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Places vliited by the Chalrtnttn k M«tnber-Sectfet«nr of the Taflk 
Force to Interact with certlto Beafia of 8aheol fidueatlon in 

different raglona of the ceiitftr|r

1. Gandhinagar (Gujarat) for meeting the members of the Board, the; 
DPI, and the Secretary of Education on 3.2,1996,

2. Guwahati (Assam) for Interaction with the Boards of the North East 
Region on 3-5.4,1996.

3. Bhopal (M.P.) for a discussion with the Education Secretary on
6.6.1996.

4. Lucknow (U P.) for meeting the member of Board, the DPI, and the 
Secretary of Education on 2S-29.6.1996.

5. Calcutta (West Bengal) for a meeting with the Minister of Education. 
Shrl Kanti Biswas, and members of the Board of School Education 
on 18.7.1996.

6. Chennai (Tamil Nadu) for a meetir^ with the Minister for Education 
Shri K, Anbazhagan, £ind Members of the two Boards on 22.7.1996

7. Bangalore (Karnataka) for a meeting with th? Minister for Education, 
the Commissioner of Education and Shrl K.P. Surendranath, 
Chairman of a Committee constituted by the Government of 
Karnataka for restructuring the Boards of Secondary Education on
26.7.1996.

8. Hyderabad (A.P.) for a meeting with the offlciials of the Boards of 
School Education on 27-28.7.1996.

9. Thiruvananthapuram (Kerala) for a meeting with the Minister tor 
Education, Shri P.J. Joseph, the Commissioner of Secondary 
Education, the DPI and Chairmen of the Boards on 5/6.9.1996,

10. Chandigarh for a meeting with the Chairmen of the Boards of the 
Northern Region (J&K, H.P., Haryana and Punjab) on 20
21.12.1996.
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